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Abstract 

Picornaviruses are the causative agents of human diseases ranging from the common cold to 
life-threatening encephalitis. In contrast, several dicistroviruses and iflaviruses are 
economically important pathogens of honeybees causing their decline in North America and 
Europe. Despite their societal and economic impact, many of these viruses had not been 
structurally characterized, and there was limited information about their genome delivery. 
This thesis summarizes X-ray crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy studies of virions 
of picorna-like viruses and changes in their capsids required for genome release. 
Picornaviruses have capsids with pseudo T = 3 icosahedral symmetries built from proteins 
with jellyroll folds. Receptor binding or acidic pH in endosomes trigger the genome release 
of these viruses. Nevertheless, viruses from the order Picornavirales differ in the behavior of 
their particles before genome release: the capsids of picornaviruses and iflaviruses expand, 
whereas those of dicistroviruses remain compact. In contrast to previous speculations, our 
results indicate that particles of picorna-like viruses crack open to release their genomes in 
microsecond time scales. The speed of the process prevents the genomic RNA from being 
degraded by ribonucleases. Furthermore, viruses from the order Picornavirales differ in the 
mechanisms that enable delivery of their genomes across cell membranes into the 
cytoplasm. Whereas picornaviruses and dicistroviruses use VP4 subunits for membrane 
disruption, virions of iflaviruses probably lack VP4 subunits and employ protruding domains 
of VP3 subunits or minor capsid proteins attached to the particle surface to penetrate 
membranes. 
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1 Outline of the thesis 

This thesis is based on eleven research papers published in the years 2016 to 2019 that 
describe studies of virus infection by X-ray crystallography, cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-
EM), and biochemical methods. I contributed to the publications as the corresponding 
author by conceiving the research questions, designing experiments, measuring and 
analyzing data, and writing the manuscripts. Reprints of the papers are included in the 
appendix of the thesis. 

The introduction explains my motivation to study human and honeybee viruses from 
the order Picornavirales. It also summarizes aspects of virion architecture, replication cycles, 
and protein-naming conventions of these viruses. A general description of virus structure 
determination by X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM is given. 

The results presented in this thesis describe the structures of virions of viruses from 
the order Picornavirales and provide information on how the particles release and deliver 
their genomes into the cell cytoplasm. The combined discussion and results section focuses 
on identifying the general mechanisms that enable viruses from the order Picornavirales to 
infect cells. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Human picornaviruses 
Diseases caused by human picornaviruses range from upper and lower respiratory tract 
infections, gastroenteritis, hand-foot-and-mouth-disease to life-threatening encephalitis (1, 
2). Enteroviruses are responsible for 40% of common cold cases, which result in a yearly cost 
of tens of billions of US$ in treatments and lost working hours worldwide (3). Currently, 
there are no anti-viral drugs approved against picornavirus infections, and the available 
treatments are only symptomatic. Given the number of serotypes and strains of picornavirus 
species, it is unlikely that vaccination will ever be practical (4). Previously, the development 
of anti-picornavirus drugs concentrated predominantly on enteroviruses, which cause the 
most severe diseases among picornaviruses (5, 6). There is limited information about other 
picornaviruses, which are also important pathogens, such as cardioviruses, parechoviruses, 
and kobuviruses (7-9). Structural characterization of the virions and processes of cell entry of 
these viruses may identify new targets for the development of antiviral compounds. 

2.2 Honeybee dicistroviruses and iflaviruses 
Honeybees (Apis mellifera) are found all over the world and play an essential role in the 
agricultural industry by providing pollination services for food crops. About 10% of the total 
economic value of agricultural production depends on insect pollination – in the year 2000 
this amounted to $15 billion in the United States alone (10). In addition, the abundance of 
insect-pollinated plant species declines in areas with reduced populations of honeybees 
(11). However, the bees suffer from a combination of factors such as environmental stress, 
parasites, and pathogens, including numerous viruses that result in colony losses (12, 13). 
Winter colony mortality has been increasing in North America and Europe over the last few 
decades, leading to a decline in the number of honeybees. The shortage of honeybees 
available for pollination may become a serious threat to food security and ecosystem 
stability. Virus infections are a major threat to the health and productivity of honeybees 
(13). The viruses that have the greatest impact on honeybees belong to the families 
Dicistroviridae and Iflaviridae (12, 14). The spread of bee viruses is accelerated by their 
transmission by a parasitic mite, Varroa destructor (14). 

2.3 Virion structures and replication of picorna-like viruses 
Virions of the viruses from the order Picornavirales have pseudo-T = 3 icosahedral capsids 
composed of sixty copies of three major capsid proteins (usually named VP1, VP2, VP3) 
(Fig. 1AB) (5, 15, 16). Most of the viruses also possess minor capsid proteins VP4 attached to 
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the inner surface of a capsid. The coat proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 have b-sandwich jellyroll 
folds, whereas VP4 usually lacks extensive secondary structure elements (Fig. 1B) (5, 15, 17). 

 
Fig. 1. Virion structure and genome organization of picornaviruses. (A) Capsid structure of human 
echovirus 18 in surface representation with VP1 subunits shown in blue, VP2 in green, and VP3 in red. 
The capsid proteins are labeled according to the homology-based convention for picornaviruses. (B) 
Structure of icosahedral asymmetric unit of human echovirus 18 in cartoon representation. Subunits 
are colored as in (A) and the VP4 subunit is shown in yellow. The positions of icosahedral symmetry 
axes are indicated by a pentagon for fivefold, triangle for threefold, and oval for twofold. (C) Diagram 
of picornavirus RNA genome with 5’ end linked to protein VPg, 5’ untranslated region containing 
internal ribosomal entry site, and 3’ untranslated region ending with poly-adenine tail. The genome is 
translated into a single polyprotein. Intermediates of the polyprotein cleavage P1, P2, and P3 are 
shown. Capsid proteins VP4, VP2, VP3, and VP1 are shown in yellow, green, red, and blue, 
respectively. 

Most picornaviruses that have been studied to date, which predominantly includes 
enteroviruses, enter cells by receptor-mediated endocytosis (18). The surfaces of 
enterovirus particles have depressions called “canyons”, which encircle the fivefold axes of 
icosahedral symmetry of their capsids (15). The canyons are the binding sites of receptors 
from the immunoglobulin family (19). Receptors with other types of protein fold bind to 
protrusions at the virion surface (5). Binding to receptors or exposure to acidic pH in 
endosomes induces the transformation of enterovirus virions to “activated” particles 
characterized by an increased size relative to the native virions, the formation of pores along 
twofold axes of symmetry of their capsids, externalization of N-termini of VP1, and the 
release of VP4 subunits (5, 20-24). The observed pores in enterovirus capsids were never of 
sufficient size to allow passage of the genome, and additional structural changes to the 
capsid are required for genome release (20-23, 25-29). Nevertheless, it has been 
demonstrated that the formation of activated particles is a prerequisite for genome release 
(5, 21, 28, 30). Small molecule inhibitors that bind into a hydrophobic pocket within the 
capsid protein VP1 prevent the formation of activated particles and block the genome 
release of enteroviruses (24, 31). However, the hydrophobic pocket is a specific feature of 
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enteroviruses and it has not been found in other picornaviruses and picorna-like viruses. The 
N-terminus of VP1 contains a predicted hydrophobic a-helix, whereas the VP4 of most 
enteroviruses is myristoylated (32, 33). Both VP1 and VP4 were shown to function in 
picornavirus genome delivery across membranes (33). 

After cell entry, internal ribosomal entry sites initiate the translation of picornavirus 
genomes into polyproteins, which are cleaved to functional subunits by virus-encoded 
proteases (Fig. 1C, 2). Picornavirus non-structural proteins 2C and 2BC induce the re-
organization of intracellular membranes into “virus replication factory”, compartments for 
viral RNA synthesis and particle assembly (Fig. 2) (34, 35). The genomes are replicated by 
virus-encoded RNA-dependent-RNA-polymerases. Newly synthesized enterovirus capsid 
proteins and genomes accumulate in the vicinity of the virus replication factories. The 
protomers of capsid proteins assemble into pentamers and empty particles (36). It has not 
been determined whether the empty particles are precursors of virions, dead end products, 
or serve as a storage state of the capsid proteins (37, 38). New virions are released after cell 
disruption due to the cytopathic effect (Fig. 2). However, it has been shown that a sub-
population of particles of hepatitis A virus is released from cells in exosomes (39). This may 
enable the viruses to employ receptor-independent entry pathways and infect additional cell 
types. 

 
Fig. 2. Replication cycle of picornaviruses. Virus particles attach to receptor and are endocytosed (1). 
Two mechanisms for the escape of the virus genome from the endosome were proposed: VP4 
(yellow) and N-termini of VP1 (green) externalized from particles either induce endosome disruption 
(2a) or form a transmembrane pore for genome (red ribbon) release (2b). The positive-sense single-
stranded RNA genome is translated into polyprotein (blue ribbon) (3), which is cleaved into subunits 
(4). The translation is initiated by the internal ribosomal entry site in the 5’ part of the genome. Viral 
proteins induce the formation of “virus replication factories” from internal cellular membranes and 
adapt the cell for the efficient production of virus progeny (5). Virus RNA-dependent-RNA-
polymerases are shown as orange circles. Virions form either by the packaging of genomes into pre-
formed capsids (6a) or by the assembly of particles around genomes (6b). Progeny virions are 
released after cell lysis (7). 
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2.4 Capsid protein naming conventions 
There are two alternative conventions for naming the capsid proteins of picorna-like viruses. 
According to the molecular weight convention, the proteins are named from the largest 
subunit, VP1, to the smallest, VP4. Application of the molecular weight convention results in 
different protein orders within the polyprotein for various viruses, making cross-species 
comparison cumbersome. An alternative approach is to label the capsid proteins according 
to their positions in the icosahedral asymmetric unit of the virus capsid, which reflects the 
evolutionary relationships among the proteins of various viruses (Fig. 1) (16). To facilitate 
the structural comparisons, we use the homology-based convention throughout the thesis. 
The order of the major capsid proteins in the P1 polyprotein according to the homology-
based convention is VP2, VP3, and VP1 (Fig. 1C). 

2.5 Methods for studying virus structures 
Knowledge of the high-resolution structures of virus particles and their assembly and 
genome release intermediates has played an important role in our understanding of virus 
infection. Furthermore, the structures of non-structural proteins and their complexes have 
helped to explain the processes required for virus replication in infected cells. Because of 
methodological limitations, most of the structural studies performed to date were limited to 
in vitro analyses of purified macromolecular samples. 

2.5.1 X-ray crystallography 
A traditional method for determining virus structures to high resolution is X-ray 
crystallography. This method relies on measuring the relative intensities of spots produced 
by the diffraction of an X-ray beam on a crystal. The measured intensities are then 
converted to structure factor amplitudes; however, the phase information is lost during data 
collection. In the structure determination of viruses, sufficient initial phase information can 
be obtained from molecular replacement models that are of limited resolution or 
structurally distinct from the crystallized virus, because the phases can be improved by non-
crystallographic symmetry averaging (40-49). Phase extension can be employed to obtain 
phase information for high-resolution data (15, 43). A bottleneck in a structure 
determination using X-ray crystallography is the production of a sufficient amount of virus 
particles to identify crystallization conditions and to obtain crystals that diffract well. 

There are specific challenges associated with virus crystallography. Virus crystals 
diffract weakly because of the large unit cell dimensions. Therefore, intense exposures to 
the X-ray beam are needed to collect data, and this in turn results in radiation damage to the 
crystals. Thus, the virus datasets require a careful approach during integration and scaling, 
and are frequently incomplete. This limited data completeness needs to be taken into 
account during molecular replacement and model building. The orientation of virus 
particles, needed for the molecular replacement, is usually determined by rotation or locked 
rotation functions that take advantage of the icosahedral symmetry of the capsid. 
Fortunately, the high symmetry of virus particles usually more than compensates for the 
incomplete data by allowing the non-crystallographic symmetry averaging of corresponding 
parts of the electron density map. However, current developments in cryo-EM and single-
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particle reconstruction techniques enable a faster determination of virus structures with 
lesser demands on sample concentration, volume, heterogeneity, and purity than those 
needed for X-ray crystallography. 

2.5.2 Cryo-electron microscopy 
In the single-particle cryo-EM approach to determine macromolecular structures, a sample is 
deposited on a grid in a thin layer of aqueous solution and rapidly plunged into liquid ethane 
(50, 51). This results in the formation of vitreous ice with a structure similar to that of liquid 
water. Rapid cooling is required to prevent the formation of crystalline ice, which may 
damage cellular structures (50, 51). The rate of heat transfer limits the thickness of samples 
vitrified under ambient pressure to a few micrometers. Individual molecules or 
macromolecular complexes embedded in vitreous ice are photographed using a 
transmission electron microscope. The images are aligned and averaged to improve the 
signal to noise ratio of the observed particles. Classification is employed to improve the 
homogeneity of the images used for reconstruction. Subsequently, the projection images 
are used to reconstruct the three-dimensional structure of the studied macromolecule (52). 
Currently, high-resolution structures can only be routinely determined for proteins or 
macromolecular complexes that can be prepared with high purity and exhibit limited 
structural heterogeneity. These constraints limit the knowledge that can be gained from the 
resulting structures, because the complexes may exhibit different conformations in vivo. 
Determining the structures of macromolecular complexes in situ without the need to purify 
them from cells would avoid these experimental limitations. Such structural analyses are 
becoming practical thanks to improvements in sample preparation, correlative light and 
electron microscopy, focused ion beam milling, and software for data processing. 

Pleomorphic objects, such as cells or irregular virus particles can be studied by cryo-
electron tomography. In the cryo-electron tomography approach, samples are imaged from 
different directions by tilting the stage of the microscope. The resulting tilt series of images 
is used to calculate the three-dimensional reconstruction of the object (53, 54). For optimal 
imaging in a transmission electron microscope operated at 200 or 300 kV, samples should be 
thinner than 200 nm because of the limited penetration of electrons through biological 
samples (55, 56). Cells have to be thinned by cryo-sectioning or focused ion beam milling 
before imaging in a transmission electron microscope. The sensitivity of biological objects to 
an electron beam limits the overall dose that can be used to image one sample, resulting in a 
low signal to noise ratio in the reconstructed tomograms (56, 57). However, sub-tomogram 
averaging can be used to resolve the structures of regular components of the tomograms 
with improved contrast and resolution (58-62). 
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3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Human cardioviruses, parechoviruses, and kobuviruses 
Structural studies of cardioviruses, parechoviruses, and kobuviruses were motivated by the 
goal of comparing their virions and genome release mechanisms with those of enteroviruses 
and enable general aspects of picornavirus infection to be identified. Parechoviruses and 
kobuviruses differ from enteroviruses by lacking minor capsid proteins VP4 (63, 64). In 
enterovirus infections, the VP4 subunits are expelled from virions and interfere with 
endosome membranes to enable genome delivery (5). The polypeptides corresponding to 
VP4 are not cleaved from the N-termini of VP0 subunits that replace VP2 subunits in the 
virions of parechoviruses and kobuviruses. 

While structures of virions of numerous enteroviruses have been determined, no 
structures were available for the genera Parechovirus and Kobuvirus. However, these two 
genera include viruses that cause enteric and neurological diseases in newborns and 
immunosuppressed individuals (7-9). We used X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM to 
determine the virion structures of human parechovirus 1 and kobuvirus aichi virus 1. 
Cardioviruses differ from enteroviruses by lacking the canyon depressions at the surface of 
their particles and in the receptor molecules that they utilize for cell entry (65-68). It could 
be expected that they also differ in some aspects of genome release. The molecular-level 
description of picornavirus virions and of processes connected to their cell entry not only 
answers open questions in picornavirus biology, but also identifies new targets for anti-viral 
therapeutics. 

3.1.1 Virion structure of human parechovirus 1 (paper I) 
Parechoviruses usually cause mild gastrointestinal diseases in newborns and young children 
(69-72). Occasionally, parechovirus infections develop into serious illnesses, including 
pneumonia or encephalitis (73-75). After their discovery (76, 77), parechoviruses were 
grouped with enteroviruses. Subsequently, the separate genus Parechovirus was established 
due to the differences in their genome sequences to those of enteroviruses (78-80). 

We used X-ray crystallography to determine the structure of a virion of human 
parechovirus 1 to a resolution of 3.1 Å. Unlike the capsids of most picornaviruses, that of 
parechovirus 1 is formed by three types of subunits: VP0, VP1, and VP3. Interactions among 
pentamers of capsid protein protomers in human parechovirus 1 are mediated by the N-
termini of VP0 subunits, which correspond to the capsid protein VP4 of enteroviruses and 
the N-terminal part of the capsid protein VP2 of other picornaviruses. A hydrophobic pocket 
in the VP1 subunit, which can be targeted by capsid-binding antiviral compounds in 
enteroviruses, is not present in human parechovirus 1. 
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The virion of human parechovirus 1 contains an electron density corresponding to 
an RNA hexanucleotide associated with each icosahedral asymmetric unit close to the 
fivefold symmetry axes of the capsid (Fig. 3). A crystallographic refinement resulted in 94% 
occupancy of the RNA, showing that the linear single-stranded RNA genome of human 
parechovirus 1 forms close to sixty unique interactions with the inner surface of the capsid. 
Overall, the sixty copies of the ordered hexanucleotides represent 5% of the 7,500-
nucleotide genome. The RNA did not affect the packing of particles within the crystal, and 
therefore the diffraction data contains information about the icosahedrally averaged RNA 
structure. Thus, the observed RNA density corresponds to an averaged nucleotide sequence. 
The shapes of the electron densities of the individual bases indicate that the first nucleotide 
is a purine, whereas the following five nucleotides are pyrimidines (Fig. 3B). Each RNA 
hexanucleotide forms extensive interactions with one VP1 and three VP3 subunits belonging 
to different protomers from one pentamer. The residues involved in RNA binding are 
conserved among all parechoviruses, suggesting a putative role of the genome in virion 
stability or assembly. Therefore, putative small molecules that could disrupt parechovirus 
RNA-capsid protein interactions may be developed into antiviral inhibitors. Icosahedrally 
ordered RNA with a similar structure was also observed in virions of human parechovirus 3 
and Ljungan virus (81, 82). It was subsequently speculated by Shakeel et al. that the RNA 
sequences interacting with the capsid may constitute packaging signals (83). 

Seitsonen et al. have shown that the receptor-binding site of human parechovirus 1 
is located in between the fivefold and threefold symmetry axes of the capsid (84). Our 
structure of human parechovirus 1 determined that the RGD motif responsible for the 
integrin recognition is located at the corresponding position, but it is not structured. 

 
Fig. 3. Interaction of parechovirus genomic RNA with capsid. (A) Location of RNA hexanucleotides, 
shown as space-filling spheres colored according to element, within a capsid protein pentamer as 
seen from the inside of the virion. Capsid proteins are shown in cartoon representation with VP1 in 
blue, VP2 in green, and VP3 in red. (B) Two-dimensional representation of RNA-protein contacts. 
Hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonds are shown. VP3 subunits from different icosahedral 
asymmetric units are distinguished by the label shades and superscripts A, B, and C. 

3.1.2 Structure and genome release of aichi virus 1 (paper II) 
Aichi virus 1 is a human pathogen from the genus Kobuvirus of the family Picornaviridae. In 
environmental virus screening, aichi virus 1 is detected more frequently and in greater 
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abundance than other human enteric viruses (85-91). Accordingly, 70-95% of adults 
worldwide have antibodies against aichi virus 1 (89, 91, 92). Infections of aichi virus 1 are 
often asymptomatic, but it can cause diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, and fever (85, 91). 

Unlike most picornaviruses, but similar to parechoviruses, kobuvirus capsids are 
composed of three types of subunits: VP0, VP1, and VP3. We determined the structure of 
the virion of aichi virus 1 to a resolution of 2.1 Å using X-ray crystallography. The structure 
did not confirm the presence of the previously proposed astrovirus-like protrusions at the 
surface of the aichi virus 1 virion (85, 93). Instead, the capsid of aichi virus 1 has plateaus 
around threefold axes, depressions at twofold axes, and protrusions at icosahedral fivefold 
axes that are encircled by circular depressions that we, according to the enterovirus 
convention, called canyons. However, the canyon of aichi virus 1 is formed by a distinct part 
of the capsid proteins and has a different shape to that of enteroviruses. It was pointed out 
by Zhu et al. that aichi virus 1 capsid includes a polyproline helix formed by the C-terminus 
of VP1 (94). The polyproline helix is positioned in an area where integrin binding motifs are 
found in some other picornaviruses (94). Peptides with polyproline sequences derived from 
that of the C-terminus of VP1 decrease the infectivity of aichi virus 1 to 50%, possibly by 
blocking attachment of the virus to an as-yet-unknown receptor (94). 

Electron micrographs of virions of aichi virus 1 heated to 53°C for 10 minutes 
contained 95% of empty capsids, which were used to reconstruct the structure of the empty 
particle to a resolution of 4.2 Å. The empty capsid is expanded by 8 Å in diameter relative to 
the native virus, and the inner volume of the capsid cavity increases from 4.8�106 Å3 to 
5.5�106 Å3. Major differences between the structures of the native virions and empty 
particles are in the contacts between the pentamers of capsid protein protomers. In the 
native virion of aichi virus 1, the inter-pentamer contacts are mediated by strand b2 from 
the N-terminus of VP0, which interacts with b-strand F from subunit VP3. Strands b1 and b2 
of VP0 extend the b-sheet CHEF of VP3. In contrast, in the empty particle, the b1 and b2 
strands of VP0 are not formed. Thus, the inter-pentamer interface is reduced from 2,750 to 
1,400 Å2. Nevertheless, residues 55 to 60 of VP0 became structured in the empty particle of 
aichi virus 1, indicating that the N-terminal arm of VP0 does not externalize from the empty 
particle. This is in contrast to the assumption that the N-terminal part of aichi virus 1 VP0 is 
functionally homologous to the VP4 of other picornaviruses and might play a role in the 
transport of the virus genome across the endosomal membrane into the host cytoplasm 
(33). 

The empty particles of aichi virus 1 are stable, at least in vitro, and do not contain 
pores that might serve as channels for genome release. Therefore, extensive and probably 
reversible local re-organization of the capsid of aichi virus 1 is required for its genome 
release. The mechanism of genome release involving the loss of pentamers of capsid protein 
protomers, as described for enteroviruses in chapter 3.4, would enable the genome release 
and externalization of the N-termini of VP0 subunits through openings formed by the 
removal of pentamers of capsid protein protomers. 

In contrast to aichi virus 1, empty particles of parechovirus 1 rapidly dissociate into 
pentamers after the genome release (81, 95). Major differences between aichi virus 1 and 
parechovirus 1 are in the inter-pentamer interactions mediated by the N-terminal arms of 
VP0 subunits. Whereas in aichi virus 1 the strands b1 and b2 extend the b-sheet CHEF of VP3 
from the icosahedral asymmetric unit from a neighboring pentamer; in parechovirus 1 the 
N-terminal arm forms a loop that stretches around the icosahedral twofold axis and the b-
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strands extend the b-sheet of the VP3 subunit from the same pentamer. The differences in 
the positioning of the N-terminal arms of VP0 subunits may influence the stability of the 
empty capsids, since enteroviruses, which produce stable empty particles after genome 
release, have the same type of inter-pentamer interaction mediated by the N-terminus of 
VP2 as that of aichi virus 1 (5, 15, 17). 

The N-terminal arm of aichi virus 1 VP1 undergoes structural reorganization upon 
the formation of the empty particle. Residues 1-30 become disordered, and residues 31-35 
refold into a new structure with the last resolved residue pointing toward the particle 
center. This is in contrast to the previous observation of the activated particle of 
coxsackievirus A16, in which the N-terminus of VP1 was exposed at the capsid surface (20). 

3.1.3 Structure and genome release of saffold virus 3 (paper III) 
Saffold virus 3 belongs to the genus Cardiovirus from the family Picornaviridae (96, 97). It 
was isolated from the cerebrospinal fluid of a patient with aseptic meningitis (98, 99). To 
date, more than 11 genotypes of saffold viruses have been identified (100-103). The 
structures of Mengo virus and Theiler’s murine encephalomyelitis virus have shown that 
cardiovirus particles lack canyons and pocket factors (104, 105). Cardioviruses differ from 
enteroviruses in the details of their capsid structures and in the receptor molecules they 
utilize for cell entry. 

We determined the structure of a native virion of saffold virus 3 to a resolution of 
2.5 Å using X-ray crystallography. In addition, we used cryo-EM to determine an 11-Å-
resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of an activated particle of saffold virus 3 that is primed 
for genome release. The CD loop of the VP3 subunit of saffold virus 3 contains a disulfide 
bond connecting cysteines separated by just one residue. A similar disulfide bond has also 
been observed in Mengo virus (104). Disruption of the bond in saffold virus 3 had a minimal 
effect on the structure of the surface-exposed CD loop, but it increased the stability and 
decreased the infectivity of the virus. Therefore, compounds specifically disrupting or 
binding to the disulfide bond may function as inhibitors of cardiovirus infection. 

The formation of activated particles of saffold virus 3 can be induced by heating the 
virions to 42°C for two minutes. In addition to the activated particles, the sample also 
contained 1% of empty capsids. However, if the virions of saffold virus 3 were left at room 
temperature for more than five minutes after heating, the sample contained only pentamers 
of capsid protein protomers. This verifies the previous suggestion that cardiovirus virions 
disassemble upon or shortly after genome release (106-108). The activated particle of 
saffold virus 3 is expanded 4% in diameter compared to the virion, and has pores located 
approximately in the middle between the fivefold and threefold icosahedral symmetry axes. 
The pores are circular in shape with a diameter of 15 Å. The opening of the pores is enabled 
by shifts of the VP1 subunits toward the icosahedral fivefold axes and of VP3 subunits 
toward the threefold axes relative to their positions in the native virus. The changes in 
subunit positions are possible due to the radial expansion of the capsid. Parts of the VP1 and 
VP3 subunits forming edges of the pores became flexible, indicating the possibility of 
additional expansion of the pores. 

The activated particles of picornaviruses are not only primed for genome release but 
also facilitate the transport of the genomes across biological membranes. A difference map 
calculated by subtracting the electron density map of the activated particle of saffold virus 3 
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from that of the native virion indicates that VP4 is missing from the activated particles. The 
last ordered residues of the VP4 in native particles of saffold virus 3 are located immediately 
below the pore in the activated particle. The VP4 subunits are thus optimally positioned for 
release from the activated particles. Besides the release of VP4, the pores may also enable 
externalization of the N-termini of VP1 subunits. 

3.2 Dicistroviruses infecting honeybees 
The genomes of dicistroviruses include two open reading frames, which encode polyproteins 
containing non-structural and capsid-forming subunits, respectively. The family 
Dicistroviridae includes the genera Aparavirus, Cripavirus, and Triatovirus. The structures of 
cricket paralysis virus and triatoma virus have been structurally characterized previously 
(109-112). It is assumed that protomers of dicistrovirus capsid proteins assemble into 
pentamers and then associate with the RNA genome to form immature virions (113-116). 
The cleavage of VP0 into subunits VP4 and VP3 is required for the formation of the mature 
infectious virions (111, 112). This is in contrast to most picornaviruses, in which the VP4 
proteins are cleaved from the N-termini of VP2 subunits (5). Tate et al. speculated that an 
Asp-Asp-Phe motif, which is part of the VP1 subunit and conserved among dicistroviruses, is 
involved in the VP0 cleavage (111, 112, 117-119). The VP4 subunits of dicistroviruses are 51 
to 75 residues long (110-112). Whereas virions of cricket paralysis virus contain structured 
VP4 subunits attached to the inner faces of their capsids (110, 111), virions of triatoma virus 
contain VP4 subunits but are not attached to the capsids (112). 

3.2.1 Israeli acute bee paralysis virus (paper IV) 
Israeli acute bee paralysis virus, Kashmir bee virus, and acute bee paralysis virus constitute a 
group of closely related viruses that are distributed worldwide (120). Israeli acute bee 
paralysis virus has been linked with colony collapse disorder in the United States (121), 
whereas acute bee paralysis virus has been associated with similar rapid bee depopulation 
phenomena in Europe (120, 122). 

We determined the virion structure of Israeli acute bee paralysis virus to a 
resolution of 4.0 Å and the structure of a pentamer of capsid protein protomers at a 
resolution of 2.7 Å using X-ray crystallography. Israeli acute bee paralysis virus represents 
the first structurally characterized member of the genus Aparavirus. Its virion is spherical, 
with plateaus around the icosahedral fivefold and threefold axes. There are depressions at 
the capsid surface around the icosahedral twofold axes similar to those previously identified 
in triatoma virus (112). In contrast, in cricket paralysis virus, the depressions are partly filled 
with residues from the C-termini of VP2 subunits (110, 111). Israeli acute bee paralysis virus 
has major capsid proteins VP1 and VP3 with non-canonical jellyroll b-sandwich folds 
composed of only seven instead of eight b-strands, as is the rule for capsid proteins of other 
viruses. b-strand C from VP1 of Israeli acute bee paralysis virus is replaced by a loop and an 
a-helix (Fig. 4A). b-strand C in VP3 is replaced by an elongated loop that forms the capsid 
surface (Fig. 4B). Israeli acute bee paralysis virus contains the Asp-Asp-Phe sequence in VP1, 
formed by residues 186 to 188, located close to the N-terminus of the VP3 subunit and the 
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C-terminus of subunit VP4 from the neighboring protomer, indicating that it may catalyze 
the cleavage of VP0. 

The most prominent features of the virion of Israeli acute bee paralysis virus are 
spikes located between the icosahedral fivefold and threefold axes of symmetry that rise 
20 Å above the virion surface. The spikes are formed by antiparallel b-strands from the CD 
loop and C-terminus of VP3 and a C-terminal b-strand of VP1 (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4. Structures of subunits VP1 and VP3 of Israeli acute bee paralysis virus. (A) VP1 of Israeli acute 
bee paralysis virus contains a loop and α-helix highlighted in green and red, respectively, that replace 
β-strand C. (B) The VP3 subunit of Israeli acute bee paralysis virus lacks β-strand C, which is replaced 
by the loop highlighted in blue. Strands β1 and β2 in the CD loop, shown in green, and the C-terminus, 
highlighted in magenta, form the most prominent surface feature of the virion. 

3.2.2 Inclusion of VP4 in dicistrovirus virions (papers IV and V) 
The relative positioning of the Asp-Asp-Phe motif in Israeli acute bee paralysis virus and the 
C-terminus of VP4 and N-terminus of VP3 indicates that the formation of pentamers is 
sufficient to achieve the optimal spatial arrangement of the catalytic center and substrate 
for the cleavage of the precursor protein VP0. This poses a potential problem during the 
assembly of infectious particles, because the VP0 may be cleaved and the resulting VP4 
subunits may detach from pentamers before their assembly into virions. Virions formed 
from pentamers lacking VP4 subunits would be non-infectious, because VP4 subunits are 
required for the delivery of genomes into the cytoplasm. However, there is evidence that 
dicistroviruses employ a mechanism preventing the incorporation of pentamers which lack 
VP4 subunits into virions (123). Agirre et al. proposed that pentamers of protomers of capsid 
proteins of triatoma virus lacking VP4 subunits form dimers of pentamers that cannot be 
incorporated into virions (123). Analogous particles co-purified with virions of Israeli acute 
bee paralysis virus. Furthermore, the dimer of pentamers is the building block of one of the 
crystal forms obtained from the crystallization of virions of Israeli acute bee paralysis virus. 
Pentamers in this crystal form lacked a resolved density for VP4. It is unlikely to be a 
coincidence that the capsid proteins of Israeli acute bee paralysis and triatoma viruses, 
which share only 22% sequence identity, are capable of forming similar dimers of 
pentamers. Therefore, we support the speculation by Agirre et al. that the formation of 
dimers of pentamers may be a mechanism that prevents the assembly of aberrant capsids 
lacking VP4. 
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3.2.3 Genome release of Israeli acute bee virus (paper V) 
Virions of Israeli acute bee paralysis virus can be induced to release their genomes by 
heating to 63°C. The heated sample contained a mixture of full and empty particles, the 
structures of which were determined to resolutions of 3.3 Å and 3.9 Å, respectively. The 
heated genome-containing and empty particles resulting from genome release were not 
expanded. The structural changes observed in the empty particles of Israeli acute bee 
paralysis virus relative to native virions include detachment of the VP4 subunits from the 
inner face of the capsid and partial loss of the structure of the N-terminal arms of the VP2 
capsid proteins. There are no pores in the capsids of empty particles of Israeli acute bee 
paralysis virus that could serve for genome release. Therefore, rearrangement of a unique 
region of the capsid is probably required for genome release. It was speculated that a partial 
capsid cracking or disassembly is required for triatoma virus RNA externalization, because 
there are no obvious pores for RNA egress (123). This is consistent with our current studies 
of enterovirus genome release, which are discussed in detail in chapter 3.4. 

The N-termini of VP1 subunits, which become exposed at the surface of activated 
particles of enteroviruses, together with VP4 subunits enable the transport of virus genomes 
into the cell cytoplasm (33, 124, 125). In contrast, the N-termini of VP1 subunits are fully 
resolved on the inside of full and empty particles of Israeli acute bee paralysis virus primed 
for genome release. A pore at the base of the canyon, which was shown to be the site of 
externalization of N-termini of VP1 subunits of coxsackievirus 16 (22, 25), is not formed in 
the empty particles of Israeli acute bee paralysis virus. Therefore, the mechanism by which 
Israeli acute bee paralysis virus delivers its genome across the biological membrane is 
probably distinct from that of enteroviruses. 

3.2.4 Black queen cell virus (paper VI) 
Black queen cell virus persists chronically and mostly asymptomatically in bee colonies 
through social transmission among adults and through vertical transmission from the queen 
to her offspring (126-129). At elevated titers, black queen cell virus kills developing queen 
larvae, who’s necrotic remains stain their wax cells black (130, 131). The disease is of 
concern for the honeybee queen-rearing industry (132, 133). The host range of black queen 
cell virus includes many Apis species, as well as several bumblebees (134). 

The structure of the virion of black queen cell virus has been determined to a 
resolution of 3.4 Å using X-ray crystallography. The native virion of black queen cell virus 
lacks a resolved density corresponding to 75-residue-long VP4 subunits. Nevertheless, mass 
spectrometry indicated that the VP4 subunits are present in the crystallized virions, which 
were infectious. The C-terminus of the VP1 and CD loops of capsid proteins VP1 and VP3 of 
black queen cell virus form 34 Å-tall finger-like protrusions at the virion surface, which are 
the largest of the dicistroviruses structurally characterized to date. The homologous finger-
like protrusions of triatoma virus were proposed to enable the virus to bind a cell entry 
receptor (112). 

3.3 Iflaviruses infecting honeybees 
The majority of the iflaviruses identified to date infect insects, and several of those, such as 
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slow bee paralysis virus, deformed wing virus, and sacbrood virus, are pathogens of 
honeybees. Prior to our studies, there was limited information about the structures of 
iflaviruses. A cryo-EM structure of Chinese sacbrood virus had been determined to a 
resolution of 25 Å, which demonstrated that the particles have a diameter of 30 nm and a 
smooth surface (135). The genome sequences of iflaviruses provide evidence that their VP4 
subunits, which are only about twenty residues long, are cleaved from the N-termini of VP3 
(136, 137). 

3.3.1 Virion structure of slow bee paralysis virus (paper VII) 
Slow bee paralysis virus was discovered in 1974 (138) and was linked to honeybee colony 
mortality in the United Kingdom in the 1980s (139). Despite its efficient transmission by 
Varroa destructor, it is a rare disease of honeybees (137, 140). 

The structure of slow bee paralysis virus was determined from two crystal forms to 
resolutions of 2.6 Å and 3.4 Å. Unlike in the previously structurally characterized viruses 
from the order Picornavirales, the capsid protein VP3 of slow bee paralysis virus contains a 
C-terminal extension of residues 267 to 430 that folds into the globular protruding domain 
positioned at the capsid surface (Fig. 5). The domain consists of a central twisted antiparallel 
b-sheet formed from strands b4, b5, and b6 surrounded by the fourteen-residue-long a-
helix a1, three-residue-long 3.10 helix, and two shorter b-sheets containing strands b1 – b2 
and b3 – b7. The b-strands are connected by loops that vary in length between six and 
twenty-three residues. 

 
Fig. 5. Virion structures of slow bee paralysis virus highlighting the alternative positioning of 
protruding domains in crown-like (A) and open (B) conformations. VP1 subunits are shown in blue, 
VP2 in green, and VP3 in red. The protruding domains of VP3 are highlighted in magenta and the 
putative active sites in cyan. 

The protruding domains of five VP3 subunits form a “crown” at the virion surface 
around each fivefold axis in one of the crystal forms (Fig. 5A). However, the protruding 
domains are shifted 36 Å toward the threefold axes in the other crystal form (Fig. 5B). The 
differences in the positioning of protruding domains were caused by the distinct 
crystallization conditions that differed in their pH and salt concentrations. Residues Ser284, 
His283, and Asp300 from the protruding domain are located close to each other in a 
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characteristic arrangement for a triad catalyzing a hydrolytic reaction (Fig. 6A) (141). This 
type of active site has been previously identified in proteases, lipases, and esterases (141-
143). The distances between the side chains of the putative active site are larger than ideal 
for catalyzing the hydrolytic reaction (141) but it is possible that the optimal configuration of 
the active site might be achieved upon binding an as-yet-unknown substrate. The residues 
constituting the putative active site are conserved among other iflaviruses that have 
protruding domains (136, 144, 145). The putative active sites face the interior of the crown; 
however, they constitute the apex of the protruding domain in the crystal form with 
protruding domains shifted towards threefold axes (Fig. 5). The movements of the 
protruding domains may be required for efficient substrate cleavage or receptor binding 
during virus cell entry. 

 
Fig. 6. Structure of putative Asp-His-Ser hydrolase sites in protruding domains of slow bee paralysis 
virus (A) and deformed wing virus (B). The residues are displayed in stick representation. Distances 
between the side chains constituting the putative catalytic triad are shown as magenta dashed lines. 

3.3.2 Genome release of slow bee paralysis virus (paper VIII) 
The exposure of slow bee paralysis virus and other picorna-like viruses to acidic pH 5 induces 
a release of the RNA genome from the virions (146-148). The induction of genome release 
under acidic conditions implies that slow bee paralysis virus uses endosomes for cell entry 
(149). We determined the structures of slow bee paralysis virus before and after genome 
release to resolutions of 3.3 and 3.4 Å, respectively. The capsids of genome-containing 
particles of slow bee paralysis virus in acidic pH are not expanded. The egress of genomes 
from virions of slow bee paralysis virus is associated with a reduction in inter-pentamer 
contacts mediated by the N-terminal arms of VP2 subunits, which cause an expansion of the 
empty capsid. However, the comparison of capsid structures before and after the genome 
release did not provide any clear indication as to how the RNA genome escapes from the 
particles. 

3.3.3 Structure of deformed wing virus (paper IX) 
Symptoms of acute infections by deformed wing virus include deformed wings, aggressive 
behavior, the death of pupae and adult bees, and colony collapse (150, 151). Furthermore, 
winter colony mortality is strongly correlated with the presence of deformed wing virus 
(151, 152). The deformed wing virus-induced loss of honeybees has become a serious threat 
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to the adequate provision of pollination services, threatening food security and ecosystem 
stability in Europe and Northern America (153). 

The virion structures of deformed wing virus were determined to resolutions of 
3.1 Å using cryo-EM and 3.8 Å by X-ray crystallography. Similar to that of slow bee paralysis 
virus, the C-terminal extension of the VP3 subunit of deformed wing virus folds into a 
globular protruding domain, which contains a putative Asp-His-Ser hydrolase triad. A 
nucleotide of the RNA genome of deformed wing virus interacts with each of the sixty VP3 
subunits within the capsid. The capsid protein residues involved in the RNA binding are 
conserved among honeybee iflaviruses, suggesting a putative role of the genome in 
stabilizing the virion or facilitating capsid assembly. Identifying the RNA-binding and putative 
catalytic sites within the deformed wing virus virion structure enables future analyses of 
how deformed wing virus and other iflaviruses infect insect cells and also opens up 
possibilities for the development of antiviral treatments. 

The structure of deformed wing virus and its empty particles has been 
independently determined by Organtini et al. (154). The authors speculated that the open 
conformation of protruding domains is characteristic for the pro-capsid and native virions, 
whereas the putative activated particles and empty capsids, which had released their 
genomes, had the protruding domains in a closed crown conformation. The authors 
concluded that the genome may escape from particles of deformed wing virus through a 
channel formed by the protruding domains at a fivefold vertex. 

3.3.4 Genome delivery of sacbrood virus (paper X) 
Symptoms of the sacbrood virus infection of pupae include the accumulation of ecdysial 
fluid, cuticle discoloration, and death, resulting in a typical gondola-shaped dry cadaver 
(155). Although sacbrood virus is lethal for larvae, infected colonies rarely collapse, and thus 
sacbrood virus poses a limited threat to honeybees (155). 

The crystal structure of sacbrood virus has been determined to a resolution of 2.1 Å. 
In contrast to other viruses from the order Picornavirales that have been structurally 
characterized to date, the virion of sacbrood virus contains sixty copies of a “minor capsid 
protein” attached at the capsid surface (Fig. 7A). The minor capsid protein is positioned 
equidistant from the icosahedral twofold, threefold, and fivefold symmetry axes of the 
capsid (Fig. 7B). The structure of the minor capsid protein could be built for residues 22–47 
out of 48. The structured residues form a loop that turns 360° on itself. The minor capsid 
protein binds to the capsid through an interface with a buried surface area of 1,100 Å2 
formed by twenty-four residues of VP2, seven residues of VP1, and six residues of VP3. An 
occupancy refinement showed that minor capsid protein peptides are present in all sixty 
positions at the virion surface. 

The amino acid sequence of the minor capsid protein is located between the C-
terminus of VP3 and the N-terminus of VP1 in the polypeptide (Fig. 7C). Mass spectrometry 
determined the protein cleavage sites that separate the minor capsid protein from VP3 and 
VP1 to be Ser708 / Arg709 Arg710 and Gln756 / Met757 Asp758, which is in agreement with 
the previously characterized target sequences for picornavirus-like proteases (156-158). The 
location of the coding sequence of minor capsid protein within the sacbrood virus genome 
indicates that it evolved from a C-terminal extension of a major capsid protein VP3 by the 
introduction of a cleavage site for a virus protease. 
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Fig. 7. Virion structure of sacbrood virus and comparison of P1 polyproteins of sacbrood and 
deformed wing viruses. (A) Capsid structure of sacbrood virus in surface representation with VP1 
subunits shown in blue, VP2 in green, VP3 in red, and minor capsid protein in magenta. (B) Structure 
of icosahedral asymmetric unit of sacbrood virus in cartoon representation. Subunits are colored as in 
(A). Positions of icosahedral symmetry axes are indicated by a pentagon for fivefold, triangle for 
threefold, and oval for twofold. (C) Organization of the P1 polyproteins of iflaviruses sacbrood virus 
and deformed wing virus. Capsid proteins are labeled and colored according to the homology 
convention for picornaviruses: VP1 in blue, VP2 in green, VP3 in red, and VP4 in yellow. The minor 
capsid protein of sacbrood virus and protruding domain of deformed wing virus are shown in 
magenta. Arrowheads indicate the positions of protease cleavage sites, and the target cleavage 
sequences are shown. Parts of the proteins resolved in experimentally determined structures are 
shown in bright colors; the parts that are not structured are highlighted with hatching. 

The exposure of sacbrood virus to acidic pH, which the virus may encounter during 
cell entry, induces the formation of pores at threefold and fivefold axes of the capsid that 
are 7 Å and 12 Å in diameter, respectively. Sacbrood virus encodes a 36-residue-long VP4 
subunit; however, the electron density map of the virion does not contain resolved features 
that could be interpreted as residues of VP4. Furthermore, VP4 was not detected in virions 
of sacbrood virus by mass spectrometry. The minor capsid protein of sacbrood virus induces 
liposome disruption in vitro, indicating that it may be a functional analog of VP4 and enable 
the virus genome to escape across the endosome membrane into the cell cytoplasm. 

Another function of the minor capsid protein of sacbrood virus may be in receptor 
binding. The volume at the surface of the sacbrood virus virion occupied by the minor capsid 
protein is taken up by the EF loop known as the “puff” loop from the VP2 subunit in 
enteroviruses (15, 17). Residues from the puff of many enteroviruses participate in receptor 
binding (24), and it is possible that the minor capsid protein has the same function. 

3.3.5 Evolution of iflaviruses (papers VII-X) 
Structural analyses and a comparison of the genome sequences of iflaviruses indicate that 
the family contains two groups of viruses distinguished by the presence or absence of 
protruding domains. There are no structural or sequence similarities between the 48-
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residue-long minor capsid protein of sacbrood virus and the 160-residue-long protruding 
domains of slow bee paralysis virus and deformed wing virus. Nevertheless, the locations of 
the sequences coding the minor capsid protein and protruding domains in iflavirus genomes 
show that both of them evolved as C-terminal extensions of VP3 subunits (Fig. 7C). The 
phylogenetic tree based on a comparison of the sequences of iflavirus P1 polyproteins 
shows that the protruding domain is probably a filial feature (Fig. 8). 

 
Fig. 8. Cladogram of iflaviruses based on sequences of their capsid proteins. The maximum 
likelihood tree was constructed from the P1 polyprotein sequences of selected iflaviruses with 
dicistrovirus cricket paralysis virus as an outgroup. Iflaviruses with protruding domains are highlighted 
with the magenta background. 

3.4 Genome release mechanism of enteroviruses 
The interactions of enteroviruses with receptors or exposure to acidic pH in endosomes 
induce conformational changes of the virions into activated particles characterized by an 
increased diameter, reduced contacts between the pentamers of capsid protein protomers, 
the release of VP4 subunits from particles, and externalization of the N-termini of VP1 
subunits (5, 20-23, 159). It has been speculated that pores along twofold (5 × 10 Å) and 
fivefold (diameters of up to 8 Å) axes of icosahedral symmetry of capsids of activated 
particles of enteroviruses serve for the release of enterovirus genomes (20-23, 25, 30, 160, 
161). However, the capsids of viruses from the families Reoviridae and Totiviridae, which 
release single-stranded RNA through pores in their capsids, provide evidence that the pores 
have to be larger than 15 Å in diameter (162, 163). Furthermore, enterovirus genomes 
contain sequences that form double-stranded RNA segments, which fold into three-
dimensional structures, such as the internal ribosomal entry site (164). If the double-
stranded RNA segments were present in enterovirus particles, the genome release would 
require either opening pores larger than 40 Å in diameter, or a mechanism to unwind the 
double-stranded RNA segments. However, there is no evidence that enterovirus virions 
contain enzymes with RNA helicase activity (5). The structures of enterovirus particles 
before and after genome release have been characterized at high resolution (21, 25-29). 
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However, most of these cryo-EM and X-ray crystallography studies imposed icosahedral 
symmetry during the structure determination process and were not aimed at identifying the 
unique sites of RNA exit (21-23, 25, 26, 28). Asymmetric single-particle reconstruction and 
sub-tomogram averaging studies were used to indicate that RNA exits the poliovirus particle 
close to a twofold axis (27). However, the uncoating of poliovirus was induced by heating 
the particles to 56°C, which may have affected the secondary structure of the genome and 
the nature of its release. The end products of the enterovirus genome release are the empty 
capsids (22, 23). 

3.4.1 Capsid cracking enables genome release (paper XI) 
We used cryo-EM to image particles of echovirus 18 exposed to conditions 

mimicking the acidic environment that the virus encounters in endosomes (5, 20-23). The 
sample contained particles that were in the process of genome release. The remaining 
particles were either activated particles or empty capsids. Reference-free two-dimensional 
class averages show that the particles releasing genomes lack parts of their capsids (Fig. 9A). 
Asymmetric reconstruction combined with three-dimensional classification identified 
subpopulations of particles of echovirus 18 that lacked up to three pentamers of capsid 
protein protomers, which always formed a single compact opening through the capsid 
(Fig. 9B-D). We call the particles lacking one or several pentamers open particles. Native 
virions of echovirus 18 that lacked pentamers were not detected. 

 
Fig. 9. Structure of open particles of echovirus 18. (A) Reference-free two-dimensional class averages 
showing particles of echovirus 18 in the process of RNA release lacking parts of their capsids. (B-D) 
Asymmetric three-dimensional reconstructions of open particles lacking one (B), two (C), and three 
pentamers (D). The electron density maps are rainbow colored based on the distance of the electron 
density surface from the particle center. 
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3.4.2 Dynamics of genome release (paper XI) 
The dynamic of genome release after which a pentamer was separated from a 

capsid was studied using in silico simulations. The capsid first cracked open and split into 
two or a few parts to allow the release of part of the genome (Fig. 10). After capsid rupture 
the genome pressure decreases, so the parts of the capsid usually do not separate 
completely and can quickly reassemble. The escaping genome can break off some 
pentamers, as observed in our cryo-EM experiments. The genome was released after 106 
simulation steps corresponding to 0.1 microseconds. Correspondingly, free diffusion of the 
genome from the capsid, calculated using the Stokes-Einstein relation, requires less than 
one microsecond. The speed of the genome release is likely to protect the genomic RNA 
from degradation by ribonucleases. 

 
Fig. 10. Molecular dynamics simulation of genome release from enterovirus particles. Nine 
snapshots from the process are shown. The genome is shown in blue, outer capsid surface in orange, 
inner capsid surface in purple, beads at pentamer edges are shown in grey, green, and red. 

3.4.3 Model of picornavirus genome release (paper XI) 
Besides echovirus 18, we also identified open particles in the samples of echovirus 

30. Furthermore, Harutyunyan et al. detected particles lacking pentamers in a sample of 
human rhinovirus 2 with cross-linked RNA genomes exposed to acidic pH (165). Our 
unpublished results provide evidence that dicistroviruses and iflaviruses also form open 
particles upon genome release. These observations indicate that viruses from the order 
Picornavirales may release their genomes by the transient opening of particles, resulting in 
the removal of pentamers of capsid protein protomers from their capsids. In summary, our 
data show that the genome release of picorna-like viruses requires several consecutive 
structural changes in a capsid (Fig. 11). Receptor binding or acidic pH induces the 
transformation of native virions into activated particles with reduced inter-pentamer 
interfaces (5, 21, 26-28, 30, 161). The weakening of inter-pentamer contacts and changes in 
the genome structure enable opening of the capsids and release of the RNA genome. 
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Fig. 11. Model of enterovirus genome release. Exposure to acidic pH in endosomes or binding to 
receptors induces the formation of activated particles. The reduction of inter-pentamer contacts and 
structural changes within the virus RNA enable the opening of the capsid, resulting in genome release 
and the expulsion of pentamers. After the genome release, the pentamers may re-associate with the 
empty open capsids.  
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4 Summary and future prospects 

Viruses from the order Picornavirales are among the smallest self-replicating organisms. 
Their particles consist of only a single-stranded RNA molecule protected by a protein capsid. 
Even though individually these viruses are simple, as a group they are diverse. They share 
the organization of capsids with pseudo T = 3 icosahedral symmetry, but the structural 
changes in their particles which precede the genome release are distinct. Capsids of 
picornaviruses and iflaviruses expand after exposure to acidic pH or binding to receptors, 
whereas those of dicistroviruses do not change in size. We have shown that capsids of 
viruses from the order Picornavirales crack open to release their genomes in microsecond 
time scales, which decreases the likelihood of the degradation of their genomic RNAs by 
ribonucleases. Picorna-like viruses differ in the mechanisms that enable passage of their 
genomes across cell membranes into the cytoplasm. Whereas picornaviruses and 
dicistroviruses use VP4 subunits for membrane disruption, virions of iflaviruses probably lack 
VP4 subunits and employ protruding domains of VP3 subunits or minor capsid proteins 
attached to the particle surface to penetrate membranes. 

The delivery of the genome to the cytoplasm of a cell is an essential event in the 
initiation of virus infection, and provides a potential target for the development of antiviral 
treatments. In vivo experiments identified the mechanisms responsible for the endocytosis 
of picornavirus particles and localized the uncoating sites within cells. Structural studies 
enabled the characterization of the changes in virions required for their RNA release in vitro. 
However, there is a disconnect between the in vivo and in vitro studies. Illuminating results 
may be obtained with the use of in situ cryo-electron tomography techniques that will 
enable high-resolution observations of interactions of virus particles with cellular structures. 
The identification of macromolecules based on projection matching or three-dimensional 
volume comparisons may provide unprecedented insight into macromolecular interactions 
that are essential for picornavirus infection. The efficiency of the tomographic studies may 
be increased by the combination of light and electron microscopy, which will enable the 
targeting of high-resolution studies to the sites of virus infection. 
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The Structure of Human Parechovirus 1 Reveals an Association of the
RNA Genome with the Capsid

Sergei Kalynych, Lenka Pálková, Pavel Plevka
Central European Institute of Technology, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT
Parechoviruses are human pathogens that cause diseases ranging from gastrointestinal disorders to encephalitis. Unlike those of
most picornaviruses, parechovirus capsids are composed of only three subunits: VP0, VP1, and VP3. Here, we present the struc-
ture of a human parechovirus 1 (HPeV-1) virion determined to a resolution of 3.1 Å. We found that interactions among pentam-
ers in the HPeV-1 capsid are mediated by the N termini of VP0s, which correspond to the capsid protein VP4 and the N-terminal
part of the capsid protein VP2 of other picornaviruses. In order to facilitate delivery of the virus genome into the cytoplasm, the
N termini of VP0s have to be released from contacts between pentamers and exposed at the particle surface, resulting in capsid
disruption. A hydrophobic pocket, which can be targeted by capsid-binding antiviral compounds in many other picornaviruses,
is not present in HPeV-1. However, we found that interactions between the HPeV-1 single-stranded RNA genome and subunits
VP1 and VP3 in the virion impose a partial icosahedral ordering on the genome. The residues involved in RNA binding are con-
served among all parechoviruses, suggesting a putative role of the genome in virion stability or assembly. Therefore, putative
small molecules that could disrupt HPeV RNA-capsid protein interactions could be developed into antiviral inhibitors.

IMPORTANCE
Human parechoviruses (HPeVs) are pathogens that cause diseases ranging from respiratory and gastrointestinal disorders to
encephalitis. Recently, there have been outbreaks of HPeV infections in Western Europe and North America. We present the first
atomic structure of parechovirus HPeV-1 determined by X-ray crystallography. The structure explains why HPeVs cannot be
targeted by antiviral compounds that are effective against other picornaviruses. Furthermore, we found that the interactions of
the HPeV-1 genome with the capsid resulted in a partial icosahedral ordering of the genome. The residues involved in RNA bind-
ing are conserved among all parechoviruses, suggesting an evolutionarily fixed role of the genome in virion assembly. Therefore,
putative small molecules disrupting HPeV RNA-capsid protein interactions could be developed into antiviral inhibitors.

Human parechoviruses (HPeVs) belong to the family Picorna-
viridae, which contains many vertebrate and human patho-

gens. Parechoviruses mainly cause mild gastrointestinal diseases
in neonates and young children (1–4). Occasionally, however,
parechovirus infections progress to serious and debilitating ill-
nesses, including pneumonia, flaccid paralysis, encephalitis, sep-
sis, and meningitis (5–7). After their discovery (8, 9), HPeVs were
placed in the same genus as human enteroviruses, exemplified by
polioviruses and rhinoviruses (10). In the early 1990s, a separate
genus, Parechovirus, was designated, which now includes HPeVs
and Ljungan viruses (11). Parechoviruses exhibit high genetic
variability, with at least 16 different types (12, 13). HPeV-1,
HPeV-3, and HPeV-6 are the most prevalent clinically diagnosed
types (14, 15).

HPeVs are small, nonenveloped icosahedral viruses. Their vi-
rions have an outer diameter of about 300 Å and contain a posi-
tive-sense single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) genome approximately
7,500 nucleotides long (16). HPeV capsids are built out of 60 cop-
ies of each of three viral proteins, VP0, VP1, and VP3. These three
capsid proteins are co- and posttranslationally cleaved from a sin-
gle polyprotein and constitute a protomer—the elementary build-
ing block of the capsid. In most picornaviruses, the capsid protein
VP0 is cleaved into fragments VP2 and VP4 after virion assembly
(17). The RNA genome has been proposed to have a role in cleav-
age (18). However, in parechoviruses, VP0 proteins remain intact,
even in the mature virions (11, 19).

A distinctive feature of the capsid surface of many picornavi-

ruses is a depression encircling the icosahedral 5-fold axes, called
the “canyon” (20). For many picornaviruses, the canyon is the
binding site of receptors with an immunoglobulin fold (21–23).
Integrins !V"3 and !V"6 were proposed to be receptors for HPeVs
that possess the integrin recognition sequence arginine-glycine-
aspartate (RGD) in the C terminus of VP1, including HPEV-1,
-2,- 4, -5, and -6 (24, 25). The binding of receptors within the
canyon induces the release of a pocket factor from a hydrophobic
pocket immediately below the surface of the canyon (26). The
shape of the electron density and the hydrophobic environment of
the pocket suggest that the pocket factor is a lipid (27–30). The
expulsion of the pocket factor is associated with a decrease in
virion stability and leads to genome release.

Genome release from picornavirus virions requires structural
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rearrangements of the capsid (31, 32). In enteroviruses, the capsid
proteins change their positions relative to each other, resulting in
the opening of pores at icosahedral 2-fold symmetry axes (33–35).
VP1 N termini become exposed at the particle surface, and VP4s
are released from the virion. Finally, the genomic RNA leaves the
empty capsids. The standard in vitro procedure to induce the ge-
nome release of picornaviruses by heating to 56°C (34) results in
disruption of the HPeV-1 virions to pentamers (36). Thus, the in
vitro experiments provide putative evidence that the genome re-
lease mechanism of parechoviruses might be different from that of
the other enteroviruses.

Pocket-binding antipicornavirus compounds have been devel-
oped that overstabilize the capsids and thus prevent genome re-
lease (30, 37–40). The capsid-binding inhibitors targeting rhino-
viruses demonstrated a moderate level of success in human
clinical trials (41, 42); however, they were not effective against
parechovirus infections (43).

Single-particle cryo-electron microscopy reconstructions of
HPeV-1 and its complex with the integrin receptor were reported
previously at a resolution of 8.5 Å (25). However, despite the im-
pact of HPeVs on human health, the atomic-level structural de-
tails of their virions are unknown. Here, we report the crystal
structure of the virion of HPeV-1 (strain Harris) determined to a
resolution of 3.1 Å. We show that specific interactions of the RNA
genome with the capsid proteins result in a partial icosahedral
ordering of the genome. This indicates a possible role of the ge-
nome in the stability or assembly of the HPeV-1 virion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus preparation. Human parechovirus (strain Harris; ATTC VR-52)
was propagated in A549 human lung carcinoma cells (ATCC CCL-185).
For a typical preparation, fifty 140-cm2 tissue culture plates were infected
with HPeV-1 at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.1 at 90% conflu-
ence, and the infection was allowed to proceed for 72 h at 37°C, at which
point 90% of the cells exhibited cytopathic effects. The supernatant was
harvested, and any remaining attached cells were removed from the plates
using cell scrapers. The supernatant was centrifuged at 7,500 # g for 15
min, and the resulting pellet was resuspended in 10 ml of resuspension
buffer (0.25 M HEPES-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.25 M NaCl). This fraction was
subjected to three rounds of freeze-thawing by sequential transfer be-
tween $80°C and 37°C and homogenized with a Dounce tissue grinder to
lyse the remaining cells. Cell debris was separated from the supernatant by
low-speed centrifugation at 7,500 # g for 15 min. The resulting superna-
tant was combined with that obtained during the first low-speed centrif-
ugation step. Viral particles were precipitated by adding polyethylene gly-
col (PEG) 8000 and NaCl to final concentrations of 15% (wt/vol) and 0.5
M, respectively, and incubating at 4°C with mild shaking (60 rpm) over-
night. The following day, the solution was spun down at 10,000 # g for 20
min, and the visible white precipitate was resuspended in 12 ml of the
resuspension buffer. MgCl2 was added to a final concentration of 5 mM,
and the sample was subjected to trypsin (80 %g/ml), DNase (10 %g/ml),
and RNase (10 %g/ml) treatment for 30 min at 22°C. EDTA (pH 9.5) was
added to a final concentration of 15 mM, and a nonionic detergent, Non-
idet P-40 (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), was added to a final concentration of 1%.
The solution was incubated for an additional 20 min at 22°C and centri-
fuged at 3,500 # g, and the supernatant was spun down through a 30%
(wt/wt) sucrose cushion in 30 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl at
200,000 # g using a Ti50.2 rotor (Beckman Coulter). The pellet was re-
suspended in approximately 1 ml of cold resuspension buffer and added
to 10 ml of 60% (wt/wt) CsCl solution in an ultracentrifuge tube. Gradient
ultracentrifugation was allowed to proceed for at least 12 h at 100,000 # g
in a SW40Ti rotor (Beckman Coulter). The opaque virus band was ex-
tracted with an 18-gauge needle on a 3-ml disposable syringe. The virus

was transferred to the resuspension buffer by multiple rounds of centrif-
ugation using a centrifugal-filter device with a 100-kDa molecular mass
cutoff (Centricon, Millipore Inc.). The yield was approximately 100 %g of
purified virus.

Crystallization, data collection, and data processing. Purified
HPeV-1 at a concentration of 3.5 mg/ml was subjected to sparse-matrix
screening using a number of commercially available crystallization
screens. The initial hits were obtained at room temperature using 0.1 M
Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 M ammonium sulfate in a sitting-drop format. The
crystals measured about 30 %m in the largest dimension and diffracted X
rays to a resolution of 3.1 Å in the Diamond Light Source beamline I23. In
an effort to obtain larger crystals, optimization of the original crystalliza-
tion conditions centered around testing various salts as precipitants and
various divalent cations as additives. The best crystals were obtained in 0.1
M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 0.6 M ammonium sulfate, 0.1 M MgCl2, 5% (wt/vol)
glycerol with growth at room temperature for about 3 weeks in a 2.0-%l
hanging drop consisting of 0.5 %l reservoir solution and 1.5 %l of purified
virus at a concentration of 3.5 mg/ml. Two independent data sets from
two different crystals were collected in the Synchrotron Soleil Proxima 1
beamline and processed to a resolution of 3.1 Å using the XDS software
package in space group P6322 (44). The two data sets were scaled together
using the program Aimless from the CCP4 suite (45, 46).

Phasing, model building, and refinement. HPeV-1 crystallized in
space group P6322. Plots of the 2-fold, 3-fold, and 5-fold self-rotation
function calculated using the program GLRF had shown that virions crys-
tallized with one of the icosahedral 3-fold axes aligned with the crystallo-
graphic 3-fold axis and icosahedral 2-fold axes aligned with the crystallo-
graphic 2-fold axes (47). Reflections between 5 Å and 3.8 Å were used for
the calculations. The radius of integration was set to 140 Å. Thus, icosa-
hedral symmetry had to be rotated (& ' 90°, & ' 90°, ( ' 60°) according
to the XYK polar-angle convention relative to the standard icosahedral
orientation as defined by Rossmann and Blow (48). One sixth of a virus
particle occupied a crystallographic asymmetric unit. The only possible

TABLE 1 Diffraction data and structure quality indicators

Parameter Value

Space group P6322
Cell parameters

a, b, c (Å) 399.5, 399.5, 332.9
!, ", ) (°) 90, 90, 120

Resolution shella 65.0–3.1 (3.15–3.10)
No. of observationsa 1,187,478 (5,621)
No. of unique reflectionsa 233,083 (4,306)
Observation multiplicitya 5.4 (1.3)
Completenessa 78.2 (31.8)
Rmerge (%)a,b 0.354 (0.904)
I/*(I)a 5.0 (0.9)
Rfactor

a 0.29 (0.41)
No. of protein atomsc 5,283
No. of RNA atomsc 119
Average B factor protein (Å2) 50
Average B factor RNA (Å2) 71

Ramachandran plot statistics
Preferred regions (%)d 90
Allowed regions (%)d 9.41
Disallowed regions (%)d 0.59
RMSDe bond angles (°) 0.005
RMSD bond lengths (Å) 1.16

a Statistics for the highest-resolution shell are shown in parentheses.
b Rmerge ' +h+j|lhj $ , lh- |/++|lhj|.
c Statistics are given for one icosahedral asymmetric unit.
d As calculated by Molprobity (79).
e RMSD, root mean square deviation.
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way to place the particle center in the crystallographic unit cell was at the
intersection of the crystallographic 3-fold and 2-fold axes [x ' a/2, y '
(atg30°), z ' c/4] (Table 1).

A Protein Data Bank [PDB] model of bovine enterovirus 1 (BeV1)
(PDB code 1BEV) converted to polyalanine was used for molecular re-
placement (28). The model was rotated and positioned in the unit cell and
used to calculate the initial phases for reflections up to a resolution of 10 Å
in the program CNS (49, 50). The phases were refined by 15 cycles of
real-space electron density averaging in the program AVE, using 10-fold
noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS) (51). A mask for electron density
averaging was generated using the program Mama from the Uppsala Soft-
ware Factory program package by including all voxels within 5 Å of any
atoms of the PDB model of the BeV1 icosahedral asymmetric unit (52).
Phase extension was applied in order to obtain phases for higher-resolu-
tion reflections (53). The addition of a small fraction of higher-resolution
data (one index along the a axis at a time) was followed by three cycles of

averaging. This procedure was repeated until phases were obtained for all
the reflections up to a resolution of 3.1 Å. The program SigmaA from the
CCP4 package was used to include weights in the electron density calcu-
lations (45, 54). Inspection of the resulting electron density map indicated
that the molecular-averaging mask was too large. Thus, a new mask was
prepared based on a correlation map calculated by comparing electron
density distributions among the 10 NCS-related icosahedral asymmetric
units. The correlation map was calculated using the program Coma from
Uppsala Software Factory (55). A cutoff value of 0.7 was used for the
inclusion of voxels in the mask. The phase extension procedure was re-
peated using the new mask. The resulting map was of sufficient quality to
enable model building. The program Buccaneer was used for automated
building of the protein part of the model, utilizing the 10-fold NCS pres-
ent in the crystallographic asymmetric unit (56, 57). The program Nauti-
lus from the CCP4 suite (45) was used for the automated building of RNA
chains and was able to build 3 nucleotides, while the remaining 3 nucleo-
tides were built manually using the program Coot (58). The combined
protein-RNA model from the automated building was about 80% com-
plete with the assigned amino acid sequence. This initial model was sub-
jected to manual rebuilding using the programs Coot and O (59) and to
coordinate and B-factor refinement using the program CNS (49, 50). No
water molecules were added, due to the limited resolution of the diffrac-
tion data. All the measured reflections were used in the refinement.

Data analysis. The volumes of the particles were calculated using the
programs Mama and Voidoo from Uppsala Software Factory (60). Aver-
age radii of virions were calculated using the program Moleman2 from
Uppsala Software Factory (55). Multiple-sequence alignments were car-
ried out using the ClustalW server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa
/clustalw2/) (61). Figures were generated using the programs UCSF Chi-
mera (62), PyMOL (PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, version 1.7.4;
Schrödinger, LLC), and RiverM (63). Structure-based pairwise align-
ments of biological protomers of various picornaviruses were prepared
using the program Gr-Align (64). The similarity score provided by Gr-
Align was used as an evolutionary distance to construct a nexus format
matrix file, which was converted into the phylogenetic tree and visualized
with the program SplitsTree (65).

Protein structure accession number. The HPeV-1 model, structure
factor amplitudes, and phases derived by phase extension have been de-
posited in the Protein Data Bank with PDB code 4Z92.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Quality of diffraction data and HPeV-1 structure. The structure
of HPeV-1 was determined by X-ray crystallography at a resolu-
tion of 3.1 Å. The electron density map resulting from 10-fold
NCS averaging enabled the HPeV-1 capsid proteins to be built,
except for residues 1 to 31 and 289 of VP0, 1 to 24 and 217 to 235
of VP1, and 1 to 14 of VP3. Identifying the sequences of the indi-

FIG 1 Icosahedral asymmetric unit of HPeV-1. (A) Cartoon representation of
major capsid proteins: VP0 (green), VP1 (blue), and VP3 (red). The locations
of the 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold symmetry axes are indicated by a pentagon, a
triangle, and an oval, respectively. (B and C) The puff (B) and knob (C) loops
constituting the major capsid surface features.

FIG 2 VP1 of HPeV-1 does not contain a hydrophobic pocket. The VP1 proteins of HPeV-1 (A) and poliovirus type 1 (B) are shown as cartoon representations.
The pocket factor in poliovirus type 1 is shown as a stick model in orange. The side chains of residues that interact with the pocket factor are also shown as sticks.
In panel A, the poliovirus type 1 pocket factor was superimposed onto the HPeV-1 structure. However, the pocket is not formed, and the side chains of several
residues clash with the pocket factor.
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vidual residues was straightforward, due to the good quality of the
electron density map. Six nucleotides corresponding to the RNA
genome were modeled per icosahedral asymmetric unit. Water
molecules could not be modeled because of the limited resolution
of the available diffraction data. If calculated, the Rfree value would
have been very close to the Rwork value due to the 10-fold NCS
(66). Thus, all measured reflections were used in the crystallo-
graphic refinement. The basic crystallographic structure quality
indicators are listed in Table 1.

Structures of HPeV-1 capsid proteins and virion. The icosa-
hedral asymmetric unit of HPeV-1 consists of subunits VP0, VP1,
and VP3 (Fig. 1). The core of each of the capsid proteins is a jelly
roll "-sandwich composed of two "-sheets, each containing four
antiparallel "-strands. The "-strands are conventionally named B
to I, and the two "-sheets contain strands BIDG and CHEF, re-
spectively. The C termini of the capsid proteins are located on the
virion surface, while the extended N termini mediate interactions

among the capsid proteins and with the RNA genome on the inner
surface of the capsid.

A pocket in the capsid protein VP1, which is present in most
picornaviruses, can be targeted by capsid-binding inhibitors. This
pocket is not formed in HPeV-1 (Fig. 2). Bulky amino acid side
chains of His-131, Tyr-133, and Arg-170 fill the equivalent volume
of the cavity, and the mouth of the pocket is occluded by the
main-chain atoms of the GH loop (Fig. 2A). This explains the
previous findings that the capsid-binding inhibitors that inhibit
enteroviruses and rhinoviruses are not effective against parecho-
viruses (43).

Of the picornaviruses that have been structurally character-
ized, HPeV-1 has the smallest observed virion, with an average
diameter of 247 Å (Table 2). The surface of the HPeV-1 virion is
relatively flat in comparison to the other picornaviruses because
no canyon is formed (Fig. 3A). This is due to the relative shorten-
ing of features on the capsid surface that form the borders of the
canyon. The HI loop of VP1, which forms protrusions around a
5-fold axis, is shortened from 12 residues in poliovirus type 1
(PDB code 1ASJ) to 6 residues in HPeV-1, resulting in a decrease
in the height of the “northern rim” of the canyon. The “southern
rim” of the canyon is mostly formed by two loops called the “puff”
and the “knob.” The puff is a loop between "E and "F of VP0/VP2
and in HPeV-1 contains two short 3.10 helices connected by a
10-residue loop (Fig. 1B). The knob is a loop preceding "B of VP3
and in HPeV-1 contains 10 residues (Fig. 1C). The knob and puff
of HPeV-1 are 2 and 65 residues shorter than those found in po-
liovirus type 1. In addition, the residues forming the puff and
knob do not protrude away from the viral surface, as observed in
poliovirus type 1 (Fig. 3B).

The availability of the HPeV-1 virion structure enabled the

TABLE 2 Physical parameters of selected picornaviruses

Virusa/PDB code
Diameter
(Å)b

Virion vol
(106 Å3)

Genome size
(nucleotides)

RNA density
(Å3/nucleotide)

HPeV-1 247 6.88 7,321 10.6
Poliovirus type 1/1ASJ 256 8.70 7,433 8.6
HRV-16/1AYM 258 8.44 7,124 8.4
BeV1/1BEV 259 8.14 7,414 8.0
FMDV/1BTT 258 7.19 8,176 11.3
HAV/4QPI 254 7.45 7,478 10.0
a HRV-16, human rhinovirus type 16.
b Determined as the distance between the center of mass of the capsid protein protomer
and the center of the virion.

FIG 3 Comparison of virion surface features of selected picornaviruses. (A) Molecular surfaces of selected picornaviruses rainbow colored according to the
distance from the particle center. (B) Comparison of side views of biological protomers of HPeV-1 and poliovirus type 1 showing that the canyon is not formed
in the HPeV-1 structure. The subunits VP0 and VP2 are shown in green, VP1 in blue, and VP3 in red.
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construction of a structure-based phylogenetic tree comparing
HPeV-1 to 12 other viruses from the order Picornavirales (Fig.
4A). The phylogenetic analysis shows that the HPeV-1 capsid is
most similar to that of hepatitis A virus (HAV) from the family
Picornaviridae and to those of cricket paralysis virus and triatoma
virus from the family Dicistroviridae (Fig. 4A). The relatively close
evolutionary relationship between HPeV-1 and HAV is further
indicated by the similar positions of the structured N-terminal
arms of HPeV-1 VP0 and of HAV VP2 (Fig. 4B). The structured
parts of the N termini of the two viruses mediate interactions
among the capsid protein protomers along a line connecting the
icosahedral 2-fold and 3-fold axes of the capsid (Fig. 4B). The
N-terminal arm of VP2 of poliovirus type 1 has the same function;
however, in poliovirus type 1, the structured part of the N-termi-
nal arm of VP2 mediates interactions among protomers different
than those in the virions of HPeV-1 and HAV (Fig. 4B). This is an
example of domain swapping where part of a protein retains its
function; however, its location in the quaternary complex is dif-
ferent. The closer similarity of the HPeV-1 capsid to those of vi-

ruses from the family Dicistroviridae than to those of viruses from
the family Picornaviridae, with the exception of HAV, might be
due to the differences in the processing of the polyprotein precur-
sor of capsid proteins. The amino acid sequence of the VP4 sub-
unit is located between VP2 and VP3 in viruses from the family
Dicistroviridae while it is located before the VP2 sequence in vi-
ruses from the family Picornaviridae. In contrast, parechovirus
capsids do not contain VP4, and this might be reflected in the
structural organization of the capsid. Thus, HPeVs might repre-
sent an evolutionary link between picornaviruses and other virus
families in the order Picornavirales, as was previously suggested for
HAV (67).

Integrin receptor binding site of HPeV-1. The integrin !V"6

is a cellular receptor for HPeV-1 (24, 25). The integrin binds to an
integrin recognition motif, RGD, in the C terminus of VP1. How-
ever, the RGD residues are not visible in the HPeV-1 electron
density map, probably due to the flexibility of the loop that con-
tains the sequence. The last structured residue of VP1 is Thr-216,
which is 6 residues before the integrin-binding sequence (Fig. 5).

FIG 4 Evolutionary relationship among viruses from the families Picornaviridae and Dicistroviridae based on structural alignment of capsid proteins. (A)
Phylogenetic tree based on structural similarity of icosahedral asymmetric units of the indicated viruses. For details on the construction of the diagram, see
Materials and Methods. (B) Icosahedral asymmetric unit of HPeV-1 (VP0, green; VP1, blue; VP3, red) superimposed on those of HAV and poliovirus type 1 (all
capsid proteins, yellow). Pentagons, triangles, and ovals indicate the positions of the icosahedral 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold symmetry axes, respectively.
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Seitsonen et al. used cryo-electron microscopy to calculate a three-
dimensional reconstruction of the HPeV-1–integrin complex
(25). Rigid-body fitting of the HPeV-1 virion into the map of the
complex enabled us to estimate the location of the RGD motif to
be approximately in the middle between the icosahedral 5-fold
and 3-fold axes immediately above the last structured residue of
VP1 (Fig. 5; see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). In contrast
to HPeV-1, the integrin-binding site in foot and mouth disease
virus (FMDV) is located above the core of subunit VP2 in the GH
loop of VP1 (Fig. 5) (68). In coxackievirus A9 (CV-A9), the integ-
rin-binding site is next to the icosahedral 5-fold axis (Fig. 5) (69).
Similar to HPeV-1, the RGD residues are not visible in the CV-A9
crystal structure (70). Thus, the location of the RGD sequence in
the flexible part of the capsid protein might be required for bind-
ing to the integrin receptor. The distinct integrin-binding sites in
HPeV1, FMDV, and CV-A9 indicate a convergent evolution in
which the different viruses independently acquired the ability to
utilize the integrins as receptors for cell entry.

HPeV-1 virion-antibody interactions. An intravenous im-
munoglobulin infusion containing large amounts of HPeV-1-
neutralizing antibodies proved to be an efficient treatment for
parechovirus-induced cardiomyopathy in an infant (3). One of
the strongest antigenic sites of HPeV-1 consists of residues 82 to
94 in the N-terminal arm of VP0, which form an extended loop
connecting "3 and !2 on the inside of the capsid (Fig. 6A) (71, 72).
A possible explanation for the high immunogenicity of a sequence

that is inside the capsid is the dynamic motions of virions referred
to as “capsid breathing.” Even residues that are located on the
inside of the capsid can be temporarily exposed on the virion
surface and may be accessible to antibodies. Similar targeting of
internal peptides by antibodies has been described in other picor-
naviruses (73, 74). In poliovirus type 1, antibodies can bind to
residues 34 to 53 of VP1 located on the interior of the particle (Fig.
6B) (73, 75). The buried antigenic sites of poliovirus type 1 and
HPeV-1 are located at the interpentamer boundary (Fig. 6B). The
immunological reactivity of the buried epitopes suggests that they
might be temporarily exposed on the capsid surface without dis-
rupting the integrity of the virion.

Role of N termini of VP0 subunits in mediating interpen-
tamer contacts within the HPeV-1 capsid. The N-terminal part
of HPeV-1 VP0 corresponds to the residues of VP4 and of the N
terminus of VP2 in enteroviruses, according to the positions of the
amino acids in the polyprotein precursors of the capsid proteins.
However, the locations of the structured residues of the N termi-
nus of VP0 in the HPeV-1 capsid are different from those of VP2

FIG 5 Comparison of !V"6 integrin receptor binding sites of HPeV-1,
FMDV, and CV-A9. Shown is a stereographic projection of HPeV-1 surface
residues, with subunits VP0, VP1, and VP3 in green, blue, and red, respec-
tively. The yellow line shows the border of a selected protomer. Features of
FMDV and CV-A9 were plotted onto the HPeV-1 surface. The last structured
C-terminal residue of HPeV-1 VP1 is highlighted in magenta, while that of
CV-A9 is shown as an orange oval. The integrin-binding site in HPeV-1 as
determined previously by cryo-electron microscopy is encircled by a solid line.
The location of the footprint of the integrin receptor on CV-A9 (EMD-5512) is
encircled by a dashed line. The conserved RGD motif in FMDV (PDB code
1FOD) is shown as a light-blue oval. The positions of the icosahedral-symme-
try axes are indicated by a pentagon (5-fold), triangles (3-fold), and an oval
(2-fold).

FIG 6 Comparison of internal immunogenic epitopes of HPeV-1 and polio-
virus type 1 located at the interpentamer boundary. (A) Interior view of an
HPeV-1 particle. A selected VP0 subunit is shown in dark green. Residues 82 to
94, targeted by the neutralizing antibodies, are highlighted with a dashed oval.
(B) Interior view of a poliovirus type 1 particle. The N-terminal arm of a
selected VP1 subunit is shown in dark blue. The immunogenic epitope, con-
sisting of residues 33 to 54 of VP1, is highlighted with a dashed oval. The
positions of the 2-fold and 3-fold icosahedral-symmetry axes are indicated by
ovals and triangles, respectively.
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and VP4 in poliovirus type 1 and other enteroviruses while they
are similar to those of HAV (Fig. 4). In HPeV-1, the structured
N-terminal part of VP0 forms a tentacle-like extension that inter-
acts with capsid proteins from two neighboring pentamers (Fig.
7A). Residues from the VP0 N terminus following helix !1 form
stabilizing interactions with other parts of the capsid, including
the following: (i) residues between "3 and !2 of VP0 form hydro-
gen bonds to Ser-67 and Arg-71 of VP3 and Asp-38 of VP1 sub-
units in the neighboring pentamer (Fig. 7B) and (ii) "1 of VP0
forms a two-stranded antiparallel "-sheet with "2 of VP0 in an-
other adjacent pentamer (Fig. 7C). The N-terminal part of
parechovirus VP0 might be homologous to VP4 of enteroviruses,
which has to be released from the virion in order to ensure delivery
of the virus genome across the endosomal membrane into the
cytoplasm. Therefore, upon cell entry, the N terminus of VP0
might be required for interaction with the host cell membranes.
Since the VP0 N termini are involved in interpentamer interac-
tions, alteration of their structure leads to capsid disruption. Thus,
the role of the VP0 N-terminal arm in mediating interactions
among the pentamers within the HPeV-1 capsid might explain
why the parechovirus capsids disassemble into pentamers after
genome release in vitro (36). The first N-terminal residues of VP0

that are visible in the HPeV-1 electron density map form helix !1,
which contains predominantly hydrophobic amino acids. The
side chains of residues from helix !1 interact with the polar side
chains of the residues from "G of subunit VP0 in the adjacent
pentamer (Fig. 7D). The unfavorable nature of !1-"G interac-
tions indicates that they are not required for capsid stability. The
average B factor of !1 atoms is 51 Å2, while it is 40 Å2 for the whole
capsid. The elevated B factor shows that the helix is more mobile
and might be ready for exposure at the virion surface and interac-
tion with membranes. However, it is possible that the part of the
VP0 N terminus that is not visible in the structure (the first 30
residues) is responsible for interaction with the host membranes.
In that case, the disruption of the HPeV-1 capsids into pentamers
would not be required to ensure transfer of the ssRNA genome
across the biological membrane.

The putative role of the HPeV-1 genome in HPeV-1 virion
stability and assembly. The HPeV-1 virion has an inner volume
of 6.9 # 106 Å3 (Table 2). This is 20% smaller than the interior
particle volumes of both poliovirus type 1 and rhinovirus type 16.
However, the size of the genome of HPeV-1 is similar to that of
poliovirus type 1, leading to a higher RNA density than in entero-
viruses but similar to that in FMDV and HAV (Table 2). Further-
more, the internal surface of the HPeV-1 capsid around the 5-fold
axes is more positively charged than the corresponding areas in
other picornaviruses (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material).
This is probably required to neutralize the negative charge of the
tightly packed RNA.

An electron density corresponding to an RNA hexanucleotide
associated with each icosahedral asymmetric unit is located close
to the 5-fold icosahedral axis on the inside of the HPeV-1 capsid
(Fig. 8). The HPeV-1 genome is a linear RNA molecule that forms
unique interactions with the inner surface of the capsid. However,
the RNA does not affect the packing of particles within the crystal
or the measured diffraction data, and therefore, it contains infor-
mation about the icosahedrally averaged RNA structure. Thus, the
observed RNA density corresponds to an averaged nucleotide se-
quence. The shapes of the electron densities of the individual bases
indicate that the first nucleotide is a purine, while the following 5
nucleotides are pyrimidines. The RNA was modeled as an adeno-
sine followed by five uridines (Fig. 8B). The average B factor of the
RNA is 71 Å2, while that of the protein part of the capsid is 40 Å2,
indicating higher mobility of the RNA. A crystallographic refine-
ment resulted in 94% occupancy of the RNA, showing that the
RNA is bound to nearly all the available positions in the icosahe-
dral capsid. Each hexanucleotide forms extensive interactions
with one VP1 and three VP3 subunits belonging to different
protomers from one pentamer (Fig. 8). Overall, the 60 copies of
the ordered hexanucleotides represent 5% of the 7,500-nucleotide
genome.

The HPeV-1 virion contains more ordered RNA than is seen in
other picornaviruses, in which only 1 or 2 nucleotides are ob-
served (27, 76, 77). For example, in enteroviruses, a nucleotide
base makes stacking interactions with a conserved tryptophan res-
idue of VP1 located close to the icosahedral 2-fold axis (76). How-
ever, the partly ordered genomic RNA has been previously ob-
served in a bean pod mottle virus (BPMV) from the family
Secoviridae of the order Picornavirales (78). In BPMV, the RNA
interacts with the capsid proteins close to the icosahedral 3-fold
axis, while in HPeV-1, the RNA binds close to the 5-fold axis (see
Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). The differences in the RNA-

FIG 7 Role of the N-terminal arm of VP0 in interpentamer interactions. (A)
The N-terminal arm of VP0 mediates contacts among three pentamers in the
HPeV-1 virion. Shown is a view from inside the virion. (B) Interactions be-
tween antiparallel "-strands "1 and "2 of VP0 proteins from two adjacent
pentamers. (C) Residues 83 to 100 of VP1 interact with residues from all three
subunits, VP0, VP1, and VP3. (D) Interactions of !1 with "G of VP0 from
another, neighboring pentamer.
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protein interactions between the two viruses indicate that the two
viruses might differ in the structures of their packaged genomes. It
is likely that the genome organization in HPeV-1 virions is also
different from that in enteroviruses, which may be due to the
necessity to package the genome with a higher density. The com-
plete conservation of the RNA binding residues among HPeVs,
together with the nearly complete occupancy of the RNA, indi-
cates that the binding might have a role in virion assembly and
perhaps also in ensuring the selective packaging of HPeV genomes
into capsids. Small molecules that interfere with the genomic-
RNA– capsid protein interactions could therefore be developed
into antiviral compounds preventing HPeV virion assembly.
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Structure of Aichi Virus 1 and Its Empty Particle: Clues to Kobuvirus
Genome Release Mechanism

Charles Sabin,a Tibor Füzik,a Karel Škubník,a Lenka Pálková,a A. Michael Lindberg,b Pavel Plevkaa

Structural Virology, Central European Institute of Technology, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republica; Department of Chemistry and Biomedical Sciences, Linnaeus
University, Kalmar, Swedenb

ABSTRACT
Aichi virus 1 (AiV-1) is a human pathogen from the Kobuvirus genus of the Picornaviridae family. Worldwide, 80 to 95% of
adults have antibodies against the virus. AiV-1 infections are associated with nausea, gastroenteritis, and fever. Unlike most pi-
cornaviruses, kobuvirus capsids are composed of only three types of subunits: VP0, VP1, and VP3. We present here the structure
of the AiV-1 virion determined to a resolution of 2.1 Å using X-ray crystallography. The surface loop puff of VP0 and knob of
VP3 in AiV-1 are shorter than those in other picornaviruses. Instead, the 42-residue BC loop of VP0 forms the most prominent
surface feature of the AiV-1 virion. We determined the structure of AiV-1 empty particle to a resolution of 4.2 Å using cryo-elec-
tron microscopy. The empty capsids are expanded relative to the native virus. The N-terminal arms of capsid proteins VP0,
which mediate contacts between the pentamers of capsid protein protomers in the native AiV-1 virion, are disordered in the
empty capsid. Nevertheless, the empty particles are stable, at least in vitro, and do not contain pores that might serve as channels
for genome release. Therefore, extensive and probably reversible local reorganization of AiV-1 capsid is required for its genome
release.

IMPORTANCE
Aichi virus 1 (AiV-1) is a human pathogen that can cause diarrhea, abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, and fever. AiV-1 is identi-
fied in environmental screening studies with higher frequency and greater abundance than other human enteric viruses. Accord-
ingly, 80 to 95% of adults worldwide have suffered from AiV-1 infections. We determined the structure of the AiV-1 virion.
Based on the structure, we show that antiviral compounds that were developed against related enteroviruses are unlikely to be
effective against AiV-1. The surface of the AiV-1 virion has a unique topology distinct from other related viruses from the Picor-
naviridae family. We also determined that AiV-1 capsids form compact shells even after genome release. Therefore, AiV-1 ge-
nome release requires large localized and probably reversible reorganization of the capsid.

Aichi virus 1 (AiV-1) is a human pathogen from the genus Ko-
buvirus of the family Picornaviridae. The first strain of AiV-1

A846/88 was isolated from a patient with acute gastroenteritis in
Japan in 1989 (1). Subsequently, AiV-1 was also identified in other
Asian countries (2), Europe (3, 4), America (5), and Africa (6). In
environmental survey studies, AiV-1 is detected with higher fre-
quency and greater abundance than other human enteric viruses
(7). Accordingly, 80 to 95% of adults worldwide have antibodies
against AiV-1 (5, 7, 8). Symptoms associated with AiV-1 include
diarrhea, abdominal pain, nausea, gastroenteritis, vomiting, and
fever (1, 7). However, the infections can also be asymptomatic or
cause only subclinical symptoms.

The AiV-1 genome is an !8,400-nucleotide, single-stranded,
positive-sense RNA that contains one open reading frame encoding a
2,433-residue polyprotein (9). The polyprotein is cotranslationally
and posttranslationally cleaved into leader protein (L-protein), viral
capsid proteins VP0, VP3, and VP1, and nonstructural proteins that
control the replication of AiV-1 in the infected cell (9). The cleavage is
performed by virus-encoded proteases. L-protein is an additional N-
terminal peptide present in some picornaviruses that can have a pro-
tease activity or fulfill another function in the virus life cycle. The
capsid proteins originating from one polyprotein precursor consti-
tute a protomer, which is the basic building block of the picornavirus
capsid. While details of the assembly of kobuviruses are unknown, the
assembly of related enteroviruses has been studied extensively. Ini-
tially, the VP0-VP3-VP1 protomers associate into pentamers (10,

11). Subsequently, 12 pentamers self-assemble into empty capsids
(12, 13). The mechanism of self-assembly and the function of the
empty capsids in the formation of enterovirus virions in vivo, how-
ever, are not well understood. It was shown that active replication and
translation of the poliovirus genome is required for virion formation
(14). RNA-containing enterovirus particles mature to virions by the
cleavage of VP0 into VP2 and VP4 (15). VP4 subunits are peptides 70
to 80 residues long attached to the inner face of the capsid. Although
the virions of mature enteroviruses and many other picornaviruses
contain VP2 and VP4, VP0 cleavage does not occur in kobuviruses,
which retain intact VP0 in mature particles. Negative-stain electron
microscopy showed that AiV-1 virions have an average diameter of
30 nm (1). Furthermore, it was suggested that the AiV-1 capsid pro-
teins form surface protrusions, giving the virus a shape similar to
those of astroviruses (1, 16).
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Details of the mechanism of kobuvirus genome release are not
known. However, enteroviruses are also studied as models for
genome release and delivery (17–21). The surface of the enterovi-
rus capsid contains circular depressions around icosahedral 5-fold
symmetry axes called “canyons.” The canyons of many enterovi-
ruses, including major group HRVs, are the binding sites of recep-
tors from the immunoglobulin superfamily (22–25). Neverthe-
less, other enteroviruses use different regions of their capsids to
recognize their receptors (26). Before genome release, enterovirus
virions convert into “altered” (A) particles characterized by radial
expansion of the capsid and the formation of pores at the icosa-
hedral 2-fold symmetry axes (18–21, 27–31). This conversion into
A particles may be induced by binding to receptors or by exposure
to the low pH of late endosomes (17, 28, 32–34). In poliovirus and
coxsackievirus-A16 (CVA16), the genome release is accompanied by
the exposure of the N-terminal region of VP1 and the release of the
myristoylated VP4 (28, 35, 36). The VP4 subunits and N termini of
VP1 were proposed to interact with the endosomal membranes and
allow delivery of the RNA genome into the cytoplasm (28). Kobuvi-
ruses lack the separate capsid protein VP4. However, similar to the
VP4 of enteroviruses, the N terminus of AiV-1 VP0 contains a myris-
toylation signal and might therefore supplement the membrane-dis-
rupting function of VP4 (9). Here, we present a crystal structure of the
AiV-1 virion and a cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) reconstruc-
tion of an empty AiV-1 particle that show functionally important
differences from the previously studied picornaviruses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus production and purification. African green monkey kidney cells
(ATCC CCL-81) grown in 50 150-mm-diameter plates in minimal essen-
tial medium (MEM) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37°C in a 5%
CO2 incubator to 80% confluence were used for AiV-1 infection. The
medium was aspirated from the plates, and the cells were washed with 5 ml
of serum-free MEM. The cells were infected with 2 ml of the virus diluted
to obtain a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.2 in serum-free MEM and
incubated for 3 h at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator with gentle shaking every
30 min. Subsequently, 18 ml of MEM, supplemented with 10% FBS and 1
mM L-glutamine, was added to each plate, followed by incubation at 37°C.
After 72 h, a cytopathic effect was observed, and the cells were pelleted by
centrifugation at 9,000 rpm at 4°C for 15 min. The virus was precipitated
overnight at 4°C by adding PEG 8000 and NaCl to final concentrations of
10% and 0.5 M, respectively. The solution was centrifuged at 9,000 rpm at
4°C for 10 min, and the supernatant was discarded. The resulting pellet
was resuspended in 10 ml of 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and 150 mM NaCl at
4°C and then homogenized with a Dounce tissue grinder. DNase and
RNase were added to final concentrations of 10 "g/ml, and the solution
was incubated at 37°C for 30 min. Subsequently, trypsin was added to a
final concentration of 80 "g/ml, and the solution was incubated at 37°C
for an additional 30 min, followed by centrifugation at 4,500 rpm at 10°C
for 10 min. The clarified supernatant was layered over a 25% (wt/vol)
sucrose cushion and centrifuged in a Beckman Ti 50.2 rotor at 48,000 rpm
at 10°C for 2 h. After centrifugation, the supernatant was discarded, the
pellet was resuspended in 2 ml of 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and 150 mM
NaCl buffer at 4°C, and the virus suspension was layered onto a 10 to 40%
potassium tartrate gradient and centrifuged in an SW40 rotor at 36,000
rpm at 10°C for 90 min. The gradient layer containing the virus was
collected by piercing the wall of the tube with a syringe and needle. The
virus-containing fraction was transferred to 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and
150 mM NaCl buffer using sequential centrifugations, and buffer addi-
tions in Vivaspin (Sigma-Aldrich) columns at 4°C.

AiV-1 crystallization, diffraction data collection, and structure de-
termination. AiV-1 crystallization, diffraction data collection, and struc-
ture determination were described previously (37).

Preparation of empty AiV-1 particles by heating. The stability of
AiV-1 was determined as the temperature at which 50% of its RNA ge-
nome was accessible to fluorescent RNA-binding dye Sybr green II. Viri-
ons at a concentration of 0.02 mg/ml were incubated with Sybr green II
(3,000# diluted from the stock solution according to the manufacturer’s
instructions), and the mixture was heated from 25 to 95°C in 1°C incre-
ments with a 2-min incubation time at each temperature in a real-time
PCR instrument (Roche LightCycler 480). The fluorescence signal in-
creases as the dye interacts with RNA that is released from the thermally
destabilized particles, or the dye might be able to enter the particles. The
thermal stability of the virus was estimated as the temperature corre-
sponding to an increase in the fluorescence to 50% of the maximal value
obtained when all virions were thermally denatured. The measurements
were carried out in triplicates.

Single particle data acquisition and image processing. A solution of
freshly purified AiV-1 (50 "l at concentration 2 mg/ml) was heated to
53°C for 10 min, and 3.5 "l of this sample was then immediately applied
onto holey carbon grids (Quantifoil R2/1, mesh 300; Quantifoil Micro
Tools) and vitrified by being plunged into liquid ethane using an FEI
Vitrobot Mark IV. Grids with the vitrified sample were transferred to an
FEI Titan Krios electron microscope operated at 300 kV aligned for par-
allel illumination in nanoprobe mode. The column of the microscope was
kept at $196°C. Images were recorded with an FEI Falcon II direct elec-
tron detection camera under low-dose conditions (20 e$/Å2) with under-
focus values ranging from 1.0 to 3.0 "m at a nominal magnification of
47,000, resulting in a pixel size of 1.73 Å/pixel. Each image was recorded in
movie mode with 1-s total acquisition time and saved as seven separate
movie frames. In total, 3,893 micrographs were acquired. The frames
from each exposure were aligned to compensate for drift and beam-in-
duced motion during image acquisition using the program SPIDER (38).

Icosahedral reconstruction of the AiV-1 empty particles. Regions
comprised of the AiV-1 empty particles (324# 324 pixels) were extracted
from the micrographs using the program e2boxer.py from the package
EMAN2 (39), resulting in 11,606 particles. Contrast transfer function
(CTF) parameters of incoherently averaged particles from each micro-
graph were automatically estimated using the program ctffind4 (40). Sub-
sequently, the particles were separated into two half-data sets for all of the
subsequent reconstruction steps to follow the gold standard procedure for
resolution determination (41). The structure of AiV-1 determined by X-
ray crystallography was used to initiate the reconstruction. The phases of
the initial model were randomized beyond a resolution of 40 Å. The im-
ages were processed using the package RELION (42). The data set of
11,606 particles was subjected to multiple rounds of two-dimensional
(2D) classification and 3D classification, resulting in a near-homogeneous
set of empty AiV-1 particles. Subsequent refinement was performed using
the 3dautorefine procedure, with the starting model from the previous
reconstruction low-pass filtered to a resolution of 60 Å. The reconstruc-
tion was followed by another round of 3D classification, where the align-
ment step was omitted and the estimated orientations and particle center
positions from the previous refinement step were used. The resulting map
was masked with a threshold mask and B-factor sharpened (43). The
resulting resolution was determined at the 0.143 Fourier shell correlation
of the two independent reconstructions.

Cryo-EM structure determination and refinement. The initial
model, derived from the native AiV-1 structure obtained by X-ray crys-
tallography (44), was fitted into the B-factor-sharpened cryo-EM map
and subjected to manual rebuilding using the programs Coot and O, and
coordinate and B-factor refinement using the programs CNS and phenix
(45–48).

Data analysis. The volumes of the particles were calculated using the
programs Mama and Voidoo of the Uppsala Software Factory (49). Aver-
age radii were calculated using the program Moleman2 from the Uppsala
Software Factory (50). Figures were generated using the programs UCSF
Chimera (51) and PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System,
v1.7.4; Schrödinger, LLC). Structure-based alignments of biological
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protomers of various picornaviruses were prepared using the Multiseq
tool in VMD and the program STAMP (52). The root mean square devi-
ation (RMSD) values provided by STAMP were used to create a nexus-
format matrix file, which was converted into a structure-based phyloge-
netic tree and visualized using the program FigTree (http://tree.bio.ed.ac
.uk/software/figtree/).

Accession number(s). The Protein Data Bank (PDB) model of native
AiV-1, together with structure factor amplitudes and phases derived by
phase extension, was deposited under PDB code 5AOO. A cryo-EM re-
construction map of the empty AiV-1 particle was deposited with EMDB
under the number EMD-4112, and the fitted coordinates were deposited
under PDB code 5LVC.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure of AiV-1 virion and capsid proteins. The crystal struc-
ture of the AiV-1 virion was determined to a resolution of 2.1 Å
using X-ray crystallography. The diffraction data were affected by
perfect hemihedral twinning. The structure determination pro-
cess has been described elsewhere (37), but for completeness of the
discussion the basic crystallographic and structure quality indica-
tors are reprinted here (Table 1). The maximum outer diameter
of the AiV-1 capsid is 318 Å. The capsid is built from major

capsid proteins VP0, VP1, and VP3 arranged with pseudo-T3
icosahedral symmetry (Fig. 1A). VP1 subunits form pentamers
around 5-fold axes, while VP0 and VP3 alternate around the
icosahedral 3-fold axes. The three capsid proteins have jellyroll
%-sandwich folds with %-strands named according to the pi-
cornavirus convention B to I (53). Two antiparallel %-sheets
forming the cores of the subunits contain strands BIDG and
CHEF, respectively (Fig. 1A). Loops of the capsid proteins are
named according to the %-strands they connect. N termini of
the major capsid proteins are located on the inside of the cap-
sid, whereas C termini are exposed at the virion surface. A
complete model of the AiV-1 icosahedral asymmetric unit
could be built apart from residues 1 to 12, 56 to 63, and 76 to
111 of VP0, residues 84 to 87 and 234 to 253 of VP1, and
residues 221 to 223 of VP3.

Topology of AiV-1 virion surface is distinct from the previ-
ously structurally characterized picornaviruses. While struc-
tures of numerous viruses from the Picornaviridae and Dicistro-
viridae families have been determined previously, AiV-1 is the first
characterized representative of the Kobuvirus genus. AiV-1 shares
less than 26% sequence identity with poliovirus 1, HRV14, EV71,
human parechovirus 1 (HPeV-1), and hepatitis virus A (Table 2)
(54–57). Structure-based phylogenetic analysis indicates that
AiV-1 is quite distinct from all previously determined structures
of picornaviruses and dicistroviruses (Fig. 1D). Most of the differ-
ences are located at the capsid surface. Our high-resolution anal-
ysis did not confirm the presence of the previously proposed as-
trovirus-like protrusions in the AiV-1 capsid (1, 16). Instead, the
AiV-1 virion is rather spherical in shape with plateaus around
3-fold axes, slight depressions at 2-fold axes, and low protrusions
around icosahedral 5-fold axes that are encircled by circular de-
pressions that we, according to the enterovirus convention, call
canyons (Fig. 2A and B). However, the AiV-1 canyon is shallower
and has a different shape to that of enteroviruses (Fig. 2C). The
differences in the capsid topology between AiV-1 and other en-
teroviruses are due to different lengths of loops of the capsid pro-
teins that form the capsid surface. The central wall of the entero-
virus canyon is formed by CD loops of VP1, whereas the outer wall
is formed by the EF loop of VP2 called puff and a loop before
%-strand B of VP3 called knob, the CD loop of VP3, and the GH
loop of VP1 (Fig. 3C, D, G, and H). However, capsid protein VP3
of AiV-1 lacks the knob loop and its VP0 (a homologue of entero-
virus VP2) contains only a very small puff, including a single sev-
en-residue &-helix (Fig. 3A, B, E, and F). Interestingly, the puff
and knob loops of AiV-1 are shorter that those in HPeV-1, which
lacks the canyon altogether (Fig. 3I and J). However, the BC loop
of VP0 of AiV-1 is relatively elongated and forms a protrusion on
the capsid surface located in the volume occupied by the puff and
knob of enteroviruses (Fig. 3E to J). Therefore, the BC loop of
AiV-1 VP1 substitutes for the missing knob and small puff of
AiV-1 and forms the outer wall of the canyon (Fig. 3A, B, and F).
Moreover, the GH loop of AiV-1 VP1 is relatively short and fills
the canyon instead of reinforcing its outer wall, as is the case in
poliovirus 1 (Fig. 3A and B). The long C-terminal arm of poliovi-
rus 1 VP1, which wraps around a side of the puff, is not structured
in AiV-1, resulting in a relative broadening of the canyon (Fig. 3A
to D). Furthermore, the depth of the AiV-1 canyon is further
diminished by the &3 helix in the CD loop of AiV-1 VP1 that
partially fills the volume of the canyon (Fig. 3A and B). In
summary, the differences in the surface-exposed loops make

TABLE 1 AiV-1 virion and empty particle structure quality indicators

Parameter
AiV-1 empty particle
cryo-EM structure

AiV-1 virion crystal
structureb

Space group NAd I23

Unit cell dimensions
a, b, c (Å) NA 350.80, 350.80, 350.80
&, %, ' (°) NA 90, 90, 90

Resolution (Å) 4.2 72.0–2.3 (2.34–2.30)
Rmerge

a NA 0.15 (0.63)
(I)/(*I) NA 6.0 (1.8)
Completeness (%) NA 91.0 (94.0)
Observation multiplicity NA 3.2 (3.0)
No. of observations NA 902,384 (43,198)
No. of unique observations NA 282,853 (14,471)
Rwork 0.34 0.33e

No. of:
Protein atoms* 5,455 5,791
Water atoms* NA 147

RMSD
Bond lengths (Å) 0.016 0.013
Bond angles (°) 1.57 1.43

Ramachandran statistics (%)c

Preferred regions 89.1 95.7
Allowed regions 8.4 4.0
Disallowed regions 2.5 0.3

Avg atomic B factor (Å2) 127.8 22.9
a Rmerge + ,h,j|lhj $ (lh)|/,,|lhj|. *, Statistics are given for one icosahedral asymmetric
unit.
b Statistics for the highest-resolution shell are indicated in parentheses.
c Determined according to the criterion of Molprobity (78).
d NA, not applicable.
e All reflections were used in the refinement. The Rfree value, if it were calculated, would
be very similar to Rwork because of the 5-fold noncrystallographic symmetry present in
the crystal. Therefore, the Rfree would not provide an unbiased measure of model
quality in this case (55).
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AiV-1 unique among picornaviruses and dicistroviruses char-
acterized to date. They are reflected in the isolated position of
AiV-1 in the structure-based evolutionary tree (Fig. 1D). The
differences in surface topology indicate the possibly of a differ-
ent type of receptor binding in AiV-1 than is found in entero-
viruses.

Absence of hydrophobic pocket in VP1. The genome release
of some enteroviruses can be initiated by the interaction of the
virus with receptors with an immunoglobulin fold that bind to the
canyon (25, 53, 58). At the bottom of the canyons of some entero-
viruses is a small aperture leading to a hydrophobic pocket within

the %-barrel core of the VP1 subunit (54, 55). The pocket is filled
with a lipid moiety called a “pocket factor,” which was proposed to
function in the regulation of virus stability and uncoating (25).
Importantly, compounds binding to the VP1 pocket with high
affinity have been demonstrated to increase enterovirus stability,
block its genome release or receptor binding, and prevent virus
infection (59–64). However, in comparison to enteroviruses the
%-sandwich core of AiV-1 VP1 is filled with hydrophobic side
chains of residues and does not form the pocket (Fig. 3A and C). In
this respect, AiV-1 is similar to other picornaviruses such as car-
dioviruses (65–67), parechoviruses (56, 68), and aphthoviruses

FIG 1 Structure of icosahedral asymmetric unit of AiV-1 and structure-based evolutionary tree of picornaviruses and dicistroviruses. (A to C) Cartoon
representations of icosahedral asymmetric units of AiV-1 (A), HPeV-1 (B), and poliovirus 1 (C). VP1 subunits are shown in blue, VP2 and VP0 are shown in
green, VP3 is shown in red, and VP4 is shown in yellow. Schematic diagrams of the genome organizations of the viruses are shown below the structure figures.
(D) Phylogenetic tree based on the structural similarity of icosahedral asymmetric units of indicated viruses from the Picornaviridae and Dicistroviridae families.
For details on the construction of the diagram, please see Materials and Methods.
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(32, 69). Therefore, capsid-binding inhibitors are unlikely to be
effective against AiV-1 and other kobuviruses.

Structural changes of AiV-1 capsid associated with genome
release. It has been shown previously that virions of enteroviruses
convert to A particles before the genome release (17, 28, 33, 34).
The A particles are characterized by an expanded virion diameter
and channels in the capsid that were speculated to serve in the
release of the RNA genomes. The empty capsid shells produced
after the genome release were named B particles, which are struc-
turally similar to the A particles. It was demonstrated that the
formation of A particles and the genome release of many picorna-
viruses might be induced nonphysiologically by heating the viri-
ons to 42 to 56°C (21). In order to study the genome release of
AiV-1, its virions were gradually heated, and the genome release
was monitored (Fig. 2E). AiV-1 virions released their RNA rather
abruptly at 53°C. Electron microscopy of AiV-1 virions heated to
53°C for 10 min identified 95% of empty capsids, which were used
to reconstruct the empty particle to a resolution of 4.2 Å (Fig. 2G
and Table 1). The AiV-1 empty capsid is expanded by 7.6 Å in
diameter relative to the native virus (Fig. 2A and B). The volume of
the particle increases from 4.8 # 106 Å3 to 5.5 # 106 Å3. The
structure of the empty particle differs from that of the native vi-
rion, mostly in the contacts between the pentamers of capsid pro-
tein protomers. In the native AiV-1 virion, the interpentamer con-
tacts are mediated by strand %2 of VP0, which interacts with
%-strand F of VP3 (Fig. 2C and 4A). Strands %1 and %2 of VP0
extend the %-sheet CHEF of VP3. However, in the empty particle
residues 112 to 139, which form the %1 and %2 strands of VP0, are
disordered (Fig. 2D and 4B). As a consequence, the interpentamer
interface is reduced from 2,750 to 1,400 Å2 (see Fig. 5). Further-
more, residues 139 to 144 of VP0 form new interactions with the
core of subunit VP3 (Fig. 4B). At the same time, residues 55 to 60
of VP0 became structured in the empty AiV-1 particle and resi-
dues 67 to 75 retain the same structure as in the native virions (Fig.
2C and D and Fig. 4A and B). Therefore, the N-terminal arm of
AiV-1 VP0 does not appear to be externalized from the empty
particle. This is in contrast to the presumption that the N-terminal
part of AiV-1 VP0 is functionally homologous to the VP4 of other

picornaviruses and might therefore play a role in the transport of
the virus genome across the endosomal membrane into the host
cytoplasm. However, it is possible that in vivo, because of interac-
tions with an as-yet-unknown receptor, the empty AiV-1 particles
dissociate into pentamers and the VP0 N termini could interact
with the membranes.

The structure of HPeV-1, which also contains VP0 in mature
virions, was recently determined (56). However, in contrast to
AiV-1, empty particles of HPeV-1 rapidly dissociate into pentam-
ers after the genome release (56, 70). Major differences between
AiV-1 and HPeV-1 are in the interpentamer interactions medi-
ated by the N-terminal arm of VP0 (Fig. 1A and B). While in AiV-1
the %1 and %2 strands extend the %-sheet CHEF of VP3 from the
icosahedral asymmetric unit from a neighboring pentamer; in
HPeV-1 the N-terminal arm forms a loop that stretches around
the icosahedral 2-fold axis and the %-strands extend the %-sheet of
the VP3 subunit from the same pentamer (Fig. 1A and B). The
differences in the positioning of the N-terminal arm of VP0 might
influence the stability of the empty capsid, since enteroviruses,
which produce empty particles after genome release, have the
same type of interpentamer interaction mediated by the N termi-
nus of VP0/VP2 as that of AiV-1 (Fig. 1C).

The N-terminal arm of AiV-1 VP1 undergoes structural reor-
ganization upon the formation of the empty particle. Residues 1 to
30 become disordered, and residues 31 to 35 refold into a new
structure with the last resolved residue pointing toward the parti-
cle center (Fig. 4A and B and Fig. 2C and D). This is in contrast to
the previous observation of the A particle of CVA16, in which the
N terminus of VP1 was exposed at the capsid surface (Fig. 4C and
D) (29). The N termini of VP1 of enteroviruses were proposed to
interact with membranes and facilitate the delivery of the virus
genome into the cytoplasm (29, 71). Similar to the N termini of
AiV-1 VP0s, the N termini of AiV-1 VP1 subunits might interact
with the membrane after particle dissociation.

The structural changes of the AiV-1 capsid linked to the ge-
nome release result in a reduction of interpentamer contacts by
49%, whereas the contacts within the protomer and within the
pentamer are only reduced by 22 and 10%, respectively (Fig. 5).

TABLE 2 Sequence and structural similarity of capsid proteins of selected picornaviruses

Family and genus Virus

Sequence and structural similarity (% or RMSD)a

AiV-1 TMEV ERAV SVV-1 PV-1 HRV14 EV71 CVA16 HAV HPeV-1 CrPV

Picornaviridae
Kobuvirus AiV-1 1.9 2.0 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.1 2.2 2.6
Cardiovirus TMEV 28 1.9 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.6 2.0 2.1 2.8
Aphthovirus ERAV 25 33 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 2.4 2.6 3.0
Senecavirus SVV-1 28 38 31 2.3 1.7 1.8 1.7 2.0 2.2 3.2
Enterovirus PV-1 24 29 24 29 1.0 1.1 1.0 2.1 2.1 2.6

HRV14 25 26 25 28 49 1.1 1.2 2.1 2.1 2.8
EV71 26 30 23 29 44 44 0.5 2.1 2.2 2.5
CVA16 25 30 22 30 47 44 79 2.1 2.2 2.6

Hepatovirus HAV 17 21 18 20 18 19 17 15 2.1 2.6
Parechovirus HPeV-1 20 20 18 18 17 17 17 15 18 2.7

Dicistroviridae
Cripavirus CrPV 16 14 17 11 13 11 14 14 16 17

a The top right portion of the table presents the root mean square deviations (Å) of superimposed C& atoms of the respective 3D structures. The distance cutoff for inclusion of
residues in the calculation was 3.8 Å. Capsid protein protomers corresponding to icosahedral asymmetric units consisting of subunits VP1 to VP4 were used in the comparisons.
The program Coot was used for superposition of the molecules (47). The bottom left portion of the table presents the percent identities between respective virus coat protein
sequences. Gaps were ignored in the calculations.
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The reduction in the interface area cannot be directly converted
to binding energies, but the reduced interpentamer contacts indi-
cate that the expanded AiV-1 particles might be prone to the for-
mation of capsid pores for genome release or to disassembly into
pentamers.

Differences between kobuvirus and enterovirus genome re-
lease. The structure of the empty particle of AiV-1 is different
from that of empty and A particles of enteroviruses. “A” particles
of CVA7, EV71, poliovirus 1, HRV-2, and CVA16 contain two
types of pores located at icosahedral 2-fold axes and between ico-

sahedral 2-fold and 5-fold symmetry axes (Fig. 4C and D) (18–21,
27–31). In the CVA16 A particle, the pores at 2-fold axes were
proposed to allow externalization of VP1 N termini that then
translocate to the channels between 2-fold and 5-fold axes (Fig. 4C
and D) (29). In addition, the pores at 2-fold axes were speculated
to serve as channels for the release of VP4 subunits and the RNA
genome. The borders of the channels located at 2-fold axes in
enterovirus particles are formed by helix &3 from the CD loop of
VP2 and EF loop of VP3 (29, 72). In contrast to the enterovirus A
and empty particles, the empty particle of AiV-1 does not contain

FIG 2 Changes of AiV-1 capsid associated with genome release. (A and B) Surface rendering of AiV-1 virion (A) and empty particle (B) rainbow-colored based
on distance from the particle center. The positions of selected 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold icosahedral symmetry axes are indicated with pentagons, triangles, and
ovals, respectively. (C and D) Icosahedral asymmetric unit of native AiV-1 virion (C) and the empty particle (D). VP1, VP0, and VP3 are shown in blue, green,
and red, respectively. N-terminal arms of the capsid proteins are highlighted in brighter colors. The positions of the 5-fold-symmetry-related N termini of VP3
subunits are shown in gray. Dashed lines indicate the putative positions of the unstructured chains. The positions of 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold icosahedral
symmetry axes are indicated with pentagons, triangles, and ovals, respectively. (E) A Sybr green fluorescence assay was performed to measure the stability of
AiV-1 virions. AiV-1 virions were mixed with Sybr green dye II and heated to the indicated temperatures (x axis). The fluorescence signal increases as the dye
binds to RNA that is released from thermally destabilized particles. Error bars indicate the standard deviations of the measurements. Please see Materials and
Methods for details. (E and F) Examples of electron densities of AiV-1 virion at a resolution of 2.1 Å (E) and empty particle at the resolution of 4.2 Å (F). The maps
are contoured at 1.5*.
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any pores (Fig. 2B). Aphthovirus equine rhinitis A virus (ERAV)
also forms empty particles with compact capsids that do not con-
tain any pores for genome release (32). Nevertheless, the empty
particles of ERAV rapidly dissociate into pentamers.

The most likely positions for the formation of channels in the
AiV-1 capsid are the borders of the pentamers of capsid protein
protomers and specifically areas around the icosahedral symmetry
axes. Helices &3 of VP0 subunits related by a 2-fold axis move 1.8
Å away from each other when the AiV-1 virion converts to the
empty particle (Fig. 4A and B). Nevertheless, the movement does
not result in the formation of a channel around the 2-fold axis
(Fig. 2B and 4B). The channels at the 2-fold axes observed in the A
and empty particles of enteroviruses are also not of sufficient size

and require expansion in order to allow the genome release (Fig.
2D) (29, 71, 72). It is therefore possible that an opening in the
AiV-1 capsid at the 2-fold axis might serve as a channel for genome
release; however, more extensive local reorganization of the capsid
than in enteroviruses would be required. This possibility is to
some extent supported by the presence of residues with neutral
and negatively charged side chains in the vicinity of the 2-fold
symmetry axis of AiV-1, similar to the situation in enteroviruses
(Fig. 6A to C) (73). The negative charge might provide a “slippery”
surface facilitating the egress of viral RNA (74).

It was proposed previously that an “iris-like aperture” move-
ment of the N termini of VP3 subunits might result in the opening
of 10-Å diameter channels through the rhinovirus capsid, which

FIG 3 Comparison of capsid surface features of AiV-1, poliovirus 1, and HPeV-1. (A to D) Side and top views of the canyons of AiV-1 (A and B) and poliovirus
1 (C and D). Capsid proteins are shown in a cartoon representation. VP1 is shown in blue, and VP2/VP0 are shown in green. A pocket factor of poliovirus 1 is
shown in space-filling representation in orange. Residues that interact with the pocket factor are depicted as sticks. The molecular surface is displayed in panels
B and D. (E to J) Comparison of subunits VP0 and VP3 of AiV-1 (E and F), poliovirus 1 (G and H), and HPeV-1 (I and J). VP3 of AiV-1 (E) lacks the loop knob
(highlighted in green) that forms a prominent surface feature of poliovirus 1 (G) and HPeV-1 (I). The loop puff (highlighted in magenta) of AiV-1 (F) contains
a single 7-residue helix and is shorter than the puffs of poliovirus 1 (H) and HPeV-1 (J). The BC loop (highlighted in orange) of AiV-1 forms a prominent feature
in its capsid and is longer than those of poliovirus 1 (H) and HPeV-1 (J). Selected secondary structure elements are labeled.
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might enable the exit of the genomic RNA (75, 76). The narrowest
constriction along the AiV-1 5-fold axis is formed by the N-ter-
minal arms of VP3 subunits, which might perform such an “iris-
like aperture” movement (Fig. 2C). However, the structures of
AiV-1 VP1 and VP3 subunits, which are in contacts around the
5-fold axes, are not affected by the capsid expansion (Fig. 2D), and

the pore along the 5-fold axis is obstructed in both the native and
the empty particle structures (Fig. 6A, B, and E). Therefore, the
5-fold axes of the AiV-1 capsid do not seem to be likely portals for
the genome release. It is possible that the iris-like aperture move-
ments in the rhinovirus capsids may represent structural rear-
rangements accompanying the genome release rather than forma-

FIG 4 Comparison of interpentamer contacts in virions and expanded particles of CVA16 and AiV-1. (A to D) Structures of AiV-1 virion (A), AiV-1 empty
particle (B), CVA16 virion (C), and CVA16 empty particle (D) in the vicinity of the icosahedral 2-fold axes viewed from the particle center (left) and
perpendicular to the capsid surface (right). VP1 subunits are shown in blue, VP0/VP2 are shown in green, and VP3 is shown in red. Subunits from different
icosahedral asymmetric units are distinguished by color tones. N-terminal arms of VP0 in AiV-1 and VP2 in CVA16 that participate in interpentamer contacts
are shown in bright green. Dashed lines indicate the putative positions of unstructured residues. N-terminal residues of VP1 are shown in bright blue. Residues
of VP3-forming strands %E and %F that interact with the N termini of VP0/VP2 are shown in bright red. The positions of icosahedral 2-fold and 3-fold symmetry
axes are indicated with ovals and triangles, respectively.

FIG 5 Buried surface areas of interfaces within AiV-1 and CVA16 virions and empty particles. (A) List of buried surface areas. Individual subunits are labeled
according to their relative positions shown in panel B. “Other*” indicates the sum of buried surface areas of additional small interfaces. (B) Capsid surface
representation of AiV-1 virion with subunits VP0, VP1, and VP3 shown in green, blue, and red, respectively. Icosahedral asymmetric units considered for buried
surface calculations are labeled with letters.
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tion of a pore through which the RNA exits the virion. Similarly,
the 3-fold axes of the AiV-1 capsid are entirely closed by side
chains located in their vicinity, and the internal face of AiV-1
capsid around the 3-fold axes is covered by negatively charged
residues (Fig. 6B and D).

Comparison of the native virion and empty particle structures
of AiV-1 indicates that the genome release necessitates the forma-
tion of a special pore within the capsid shell. However, the possi-
bility of obtaining a 4.2-Å-resolution reconstruction of the empty
particle indicates that the pore does not affect the overall icosahe-
dral symmetry of the capsid or that the structural changes re-
quired for the genome release are reversible. In that case the empty
capsids would not provide information on how the genome was
released from the particle. The absence of pores in the AiV-1 cap-
sid presents an obstacle for genome release. It was shown previ-
ously that the genome release of HRV2 proceeds in the 3=-to-5=
direction (77). Assuming that AiV-1 genome release has the same
directionality, it is not clear how the 3= end of the AiV-1 genome
might induce the formation of a pore in the capsid or how it finds
the special preformed pore within the capsid. The alterations in
the structures of the N termini of VP2 and VP1 connected with the
formation of the empty AiV-1 particle result in the removal of the
negative charge that is located at the edges of the pentamers in
the native virion (Fig. 6A and B). This may promote interactions
of the genomic RNA with the capsid and its eventual release from
the virion.
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ABSTRACT
In order to initiate an infection, viruses need to deliver their genomes into cells. This involves uncoating the genome and trans-
porting it to the cytoplasm. The process of genome delivery is not well understood for nonenveloped viruses. We address this gap
in our current knowledge by studying the uncoating of the nonenveloped human cardiovirus Saffold virus 3 (SAFV-3) of the
family Picornaviridae. SAFVs cause diseases ranging from gastrointestinal disorders to meningitis. We present a structure of a
native SAFV-3 virion determined to 2.5 Å by X-ray crystallography and an 11-Å-resolution cryo-electron microscopy reconstruc-
tion of an “altered” particle that is primed for genome release. The altered particles are expanded relative to the native virus and
contain pores in the capsid that might serve as channels for the release of VP4 subunits, N termini of VP1, and the RNA genome.
Unlike in the related enteroviruses, pores in SAFV-3 are located roughly between the icosahedral 3- and 5-fold axes at an inter-
face formed by two VP1 and one VP3 subunit. Furthermore, in native conditions many cardioviruses contain a disulfide bond
formed by cysteines that are separated by just one residue. The disulfide bond is located in a surface loop of VP3. We determined
the structure of the SAFV-3 virion in which the disulfide bonds are reduced. Disruption of the bond had minimal effect on the
structure of the loop, but it increased the stability and decreased the infectivity of the virus. Therefore, compounds specifically
disrupting or binding to the disulfide bond might limit SAFV infection.

IMPORTANCE
A capsid assembled from viral proteins protects the virus genome during transmission from one cell to another. However, when
a virus enters a cell the virus genome has to be released from the capsid in order to initiate infection. This process is not well un-
derstood for nonenveloped viruses. We address this gap in our current knowledge by studying the genome release of Human
Saffold virus 3. Saffold viruses cause diseases ranging from gastrointestinal disorders to meningitis. We show that before the
genome is released, the Saffold virus 3 particle expands, and holes form in the previously compact capsid. These holes serve as
channels for the release of the genome and small capsid proteins VP4 that in related enteroviruses facilitate subsequent trans-
port of the virus genome into the cell cytoplasm.

Human Saffold virus 3 (SAFV-3) belongs to the species Theilo-
virus in the genus Cardiovirus of the family Picornaviridae (1,

2). Cardioviruses are pathogens of vertebrates, frequently infect-
ing rodents. The first human cardiovirus, Vilyuisk virus, was iso-
lated in 1960 and characterized as a divergent Theiler’s virus in
1992 (3). SAFV-1 was identified in a stool sample of an infant with
fever (4), and SAFV-3 was isolated from the cerebrospinal fluid of
a patient with aseptic meningitis (5, 6). Experimental infections of
mice have shown that SAFV-3 replicates primarily in heart tissue
and the central nervous system (6, 7). To date, 11 genotypes of
SAFV have been identified (8–11).

Cardioviruses have nonenveloped virions with an external di-
ameter of about 30 nm (12, 13). The icosahedral capsid contains a
nonsegmented positive-sense single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) ge-
nome with a virally encoded protein VPg attached to the 5= end
and a poly(A) sequence at the 3= end. The genome contains a
single open reading frame flanked by untranslated regions (UTR)
at both ends. Both the 5= and 3= UTRs are required for the initia-
tion of replication. Translation of the genome is directed by an
internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) within the 5=UTR. The myri-
stylated structural polypeptide P1 of enteroviruses is co- and post-
translationally cleaved by the viral proteases 3C and 3CD, re-

sulting in the formation of the VP0-VP3-VP1 heterotrimeric
protomer that sediments at 5S (14, 15). It was shown that 5S
protomers associate into 14S pentamers and that 12 copies of 14S
particles self-assemble into 80S empty capsids (16–18). The mech-
anism of self-assembly and the function of the empty capsids in
the formation of enterovirus virions in vivo, however, are not well
understood. In addition, active replication and translation of the
poliovirus genome is required for virion formation (19). RNA-
containing particles mature to virions by the cleavage of VP0 into
VP2 and VP4 (20). The capsid proteins VP1, VP2, VP3, and VP4
originating from one polyprotein form a heterotetrameric
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protomer, an elementary building block of the capsid. The major
capsid proteins VP1 to VP3 form the capsid shell with pseudo-
T!3 icosahedral symmetry whereas VP4 subunits are attached to
the inner surface of the capsid. VP1 subunits form pentamers
around icosahedral 5-fold axes, whereas VP2 and VP3 subunits
form heterohexamers positioned on icosahedral 3-fold axes. The
major capsid proteins have the jellyroll "-sandwich fold common
to many other virus capsid proteins.

Enteroviruses of the family Picornaviridae, which are related to
cardioviruses, are extensively studied as models for genome deliv-
ery (21–26). The surface of the enterovirus capsid contains circu-
lar depressions around icosahedral 5-fold symmetry axes called
“canyons.” The canyons of many enteroviruses, including major
group human rhinoviruses (HRVs), are the binding sites of recep-
tors from the immunoglobulin superfamily (27–30). However,
other enteroviruses use different regions of their capsids to recog-
nize their receptors (31, 32). Binding of receptors within the en-
terovirus canyon induces the release of a “pocket factor” from a
hydrophobic pocket immediately below the surface of the canyon
(30). Receptors that do not bind to the canyon, including LDL-R
and DAF, do not induce release of the pocket factor (30–32). Fur-
thermore, some enteroviruses, including HRV-14, lack the pocket
factor even in the native state (33). In these viruses the conversion
to the A particles might be induced by exposure to the low pH of
the endosome (34–36). Before genome release, enterovirus virions
convert into “altered” (A) particles characterized by radial expan-
sion of the capsid and the formation of pores at the icosahedral
2-fold symmetry axes (22–25, 36–40). These changes allow the
exposure of the membrane-active peptides from the capsid, which
facilitates delivery of the genome into the cytoplasm. In poliovi-
rus and CAV-A16, the genome release is accompanied by the
exposure of the N-terminal region of VP1 and the release of the
myristoylated VP4 (38, 41, 42).

Cardioviruses differ from enteroviruses in the details of their
capsid structures and in the receptor molecules they utilize for cell
entry. The structures of Mengo virus (MeV) and Theiler’s murine
encephalomyelitis virus (TMEV) have shown that cardiovirus vi-
rions lack canyons and pocket factors (12, 13). Some TMEV
strains use glycolipids or N- and O-linked carbohydrates contain-
ing sialic acid as coreceptors (43–45). Furthermore, the murine
vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 is a receptor of the D variant of
an encephalomyocarditis virus (46). However, the receptor of
SAFV is unknown. Despite the impact of cardioviruses on human
health, we do not yet have an atomic-level structural description
of SAFV virions, and the mechanism of their genome release is
unknown. Here we report a crystal structure of SAFV-3 deter-
mined to a 2.5-Å resolution and a cryo-electron microscopy
(cryo-EM) reconstruction of an A particle at a 10.6-Å resolution.
Comparison of the two structures enabled us to propose a mech-
anism for the uncoating of the cardiovirus genome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
SAFV-3 recovery from cDNA. HeLa cells were transfected with the cDNA
of SAFV-3 (7) using Fugene 6 according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. Briefly, 10 #g of SAFV-3 cDNA (7) was diluted in 168 #l of Opti-
MEM medium, and 27 #l of Fugene 6 was added. The cDNA-Fugene 6
mixture was applied to a 50% confluent cell monolayer on a 50-mm-
diameter plate. The cells were incubated with the transfection mixture for
2 h. Subsequently, 10 ml of minimal essential medium (MEM) was added,
and the cells were grown at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. After 48 h, a

cytopathic effect (CPE) was observed, and the cells were harvested and
freeze-thawed three times (at $80 and 37°C) to release the virions.

Virus production and purification. HeLa cells clone Ohio grown in
50 150-mm-diameter plates to 80% confluence were used for infection.
The medium was aspirated from the plates, and the cells were washed with
5 ml of serum-free MEM. Cells were infected with 2 ml of the virus diluted
to obtain a multiplicity of infection of 0.2 in serum-free MEM, followed by
incubation for 3 h at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator with gentle shaking
every 30 min. The virus titer was determined using a plaque assay on HeLa
cells. Subsequently, 18 ml of MEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS) and 0.2 mM L-glutamine were added to each plate, followed
by incubation at 37°C. After 48 to 72 h, CPE was observed, and the cells
were pelleted by centrifugation at 9,000 rpm in TA-10-250 Beckman
Coulter rotor at 4°C for 15 min. After centrifugation, the cell pellet was
dissolved in 10 ml of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and subjected to
three cycles of freeze-thawing at $80 and 37°C. Subsequently, the cell
debris was homogenized on ice using a Dounce tissue grinder, followed by
centrifugation at 4°C at 5,000 rpm in TA-10-250 Beckman Coulter rotor
for 10 min. The supernatant was mixed with the medium collected from
the infected cells. The virus was precipitated from the supernatant over-
night at 4°C by adding PEG 8000 and NaCl to final concentrations of 10%
and 0.5 M, respectively. The solution was centrifuged at 9,000 rpm in
TA-10-250 Beckman Coulter rotor at 4°C for 10 min, and the supernatant
was discarded. The resulting pellet was resuspended in 10 ml of 20 mM
HEPES (pH 7.5) and 150 mM NaCl at 4°C and homogenized with a
Dounce tissue grinder. DNase and RNase were added to final concentra-
tions of 10 #g/ml, and the solution was incubated at 37°C for 30 min.
Subsequently, trypsin was added to a final concentration of 80 #g/ml, and
the solution was incubated at 37°C for an additional 30 min, followed by
centrifugation at 4,500 rpm in TA-10-250 Beckman Coulter rotor at 10°C
for 10 min. The 10°C temperature was used to limit temperature changes
when manipulating with the virus. The clarified supernatant was layered
over 2 ml of 25% (wt/vol) sucrose cushion and centrifuged in a Beckman
Ti 50.2 rotor at 48,000 rpm at 10°C for 2 h. After centrifugation, the
supernatant was discarded, the pellet was resuspended in 2 ml of 20 mM
HEPES (pH 7.5) and 150 mM NaCl buffer at 4°C, and the virus suspen-
sion was layered onto a 10 to 40% (wt/vol) potassium tartrate gradient
prepared in the same buffer and centrifuged in an SW40 rotor at 36,000
rpm at 10°C for 90 min. The gradient layer containing the virus was
collected by perforating the wall of the tube with a syringe and needle.
The virus-containing fraction was transferred to 20 mM HEPES (pH
7.5) and 150 mM NaCl buffer using sequential centrifugations, and
buffer additions were made using a 100-kDa cutoff Vivaspin columns
(Sigma-Aldrich) at 4°C. Virus purity and concentration was verified by
sodium dodecyl sulfate-gel electrophoresis. For long-term storage, the
virus at 2 mg/ml was maintained at $80°C.

Negative-stain transmission electron microscopy. Morphology and
the size of the virus particles were analyzed by transmission electron mi-
croscopy. A total of 5 #l of purified virus sample at 0.2 mg/ml was applied
to a carbon-coated copper grid, allowed to adsorb for 10 min, and stained
with 0.5% molybdenum acetate for 30 s. Between each transfer, excess
liquid was blotted with filter paper. The grid was thoroughly dried before
being mounted on a grid holder. The grids were examined, and images of
viruses were captured in a Morgan Philips 201C transmission electron
microscope.

SAFV-3 crystallization and diffraction data collection. The purified
virus at a concentration of 3 mg/ml was crystallized in 2.8 M sodium
acetate buffer (pH 7.0) using the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method.
Rhombic crystals (% 200 #m in size) were flash cooled in liquid nitrogen
and used to obtain X-ray diffraction data. The crystallization solution
served as a sufficient cryoprotectant. Diffraction data were collected using
a Swiss Light Source beamline X06SA and a Diamond Light Source beam-
line I03. Data obtained using the Swiss Light Source beamline were col-
lected from formaldehyde-treated virus crystals.
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Structure determination. Native SAFV-3 crystallized in space group
P3221. Unit cell parameters (Table 1) and packing considerations indi-
cated that one-half of a virus particle occupied a crystallographic asym-
metric unit. Plots of the 2-fold self-rotation function calculated using the
program GLRF indicated that the icosahedral 2-fold axis of the virion was
positioned on a crystallographic 2-fold axis (47). The locked self-rotation
function had shown that the particle is rotated & ! 0°, ' ! 90°, ( ! 130.5°
according to the XYK polar angle convention from the standard icosahe-
dral orientation as defined by Rossmann and Blow (48). Reflections be-
tween resolutions of 5.0 and 4.5 Å were used for the calculations. The
radius of integration was set to 140 Å. Since the particle was positioned on
an icosahedral 2-fold axis, the position of the particle center had to be
determined in a one-dimensional search along a line defined by y ! 0 and
z ! 1/6. The position of the particle center was identified at the fractional
coordinate x ! 0.349 using the program Phaser from the CCP4 suite (49).

A model of the cardiovirus Theiler’s murine encephalitis virus
(TMEV) PDB entry 1TME converted to polyalanine was used for the
molecular replacement. The model was placed into the orientation and
position in the unit cell as described above and used to calculate phases for
reflections up to a resolution of 10 Å using the program CNS (50). The
phases were refined by 25 cycles of 30-fold real-space electron density map
averaging using the program AVE (51). Phase extension was applied in
order to obtain phases for higher resolution reflections. The addition of a
small fraction of higher resolution data (one index at a time) was followed
by three cycles of averaging. This procedure was repeated until phases
were obtained for all the reflections up to a resolution of 2.5 Å. The model
was built using the programs O and Coot (52, 53), starting from the
TMEV coordinates where the respective residues were mutated to those of
SAFV-3. The model was refined by manual rebuilding, alternating with

coordinate refinement using the program CNS (simulated annealing, gra-
dient minimization, and individual B-factor refinement) (50). Other cal-
culations were carried out using CCP4 (54). All the measured reflections
were used in the refinement. If calculated, Rfree would be very similar to
the R value due to the 30-fold noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS) pres-
ent in the diffraction data (55). Reflections related by the NCS present in
the crystal and diffraction data are correlated with each other. This corre-
lation was utilized in the phase extension; however, because of the corre-
lation it was not possible to select reflections in the Rfree test set that were
not correlated with the working set reflections used in the refinement. It
was demonstrated previously that in the presence of 30-fold NCS, even the
use of thin shells or symmetry-related groups of reflections for the test set
is not sufficient (56). Crystals of dithiothreitol (DTT)-treated SAFV-3
were of the same space group as those of the native virus but had slightly
different unit cell parameters. The structure was determined in the same
manner as the native one; however, the native model of SAFV-3 was used
for the molecular replacement.

Induction of SAFV-3 genome release by heating. The stability of
SAFV-3 was determined as the temperature at which 50% of its RNA
genome was accessible to fluorescent RNA-binding dye Sybr green II.
Virions at a concentration of 0.02 mg/ml in 0.25 M HEPES (pH 7.5)– 0.25
M NaCl buffer were incubated with Sybr green II (diluted ) 3,000 times
from the stock solution according to the manufacturer’s instructions),
and the mixture was heated from 25 to 95°C in 1°C increments with a
2-min incubation time at each temperature in the real-time PCR instru-
ment (Roche LightCycler 480). The fluorescence signal increases as the
dye interacts with RNA that is released from the thermally destabilized
particles, or the dye might be able to enter the particles. The thermal
stability of the virus was estimated at the temperature corresponding to an
increase in the fluorescence to 50% of the maximal value obtained when
all virions were thermally denatured. The measurements were carried out
in triplicate.

Determination of the effect of DTT on SAFV-3 infectivity. The effect
of DTT on the infectivity of SAFV-3 was quantified by flow cytometry
using propidium iodide dye to stain dead and apoptotic cells. DTT at a
final concentration of 10 mM was added to SAFV-3 and EV71 in MEM
supplemented with 10% serum and 0.2 mM L-glutamine, followed by
incubation for 15 min at room temperature. The DTT was removed from
the virus by repeated medium exchange in Vivaspin concentrators by
concentrating the virus to 1/10 of the initial volume and diluting the
samples three times. The control virus stocks were treated in the same way
except for the absence of DTT. Prior to virus infection, HeLa cells grown
to 80% confluence grown in a six-well dish were washed with 2 ml of
serum-free MEM. The cells were incubated at 37°C for 2 h with 200 #l of
the DTT-treated and control untreated viruses. The medium was re-
moved and 2 ml of fresh MEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 0.2 mM
L-glutamine were added to the cells, followed by incubation at 37°C. After
24 h, the cells from one plate were washed with PBS, trypsinized into 0.1
ml of final volume of PBS, and stained with 1 #l of 1 mg/ml propidium
iodide dissolved in water for 5 min. The number of dead cells was deter-
mined using a flow cytometer (BD FACSVerse). All experiments were
performed in triplicates.

Cryo-EM data collection and structure determination. SAFV-3 so-
lution with a concentration of 2 mg/ml in 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and 150
mM NaCl buffer was heated for 2 min at 42°C to produce A particles,
applied to a holey carbon film, blotted, and immediately vitrified by
plunging into liquid ethane using Vitrobot Mark 4. The use of a 2-s blot-
ting time with force $2 resulted in optimal ice thickness.

Electron micrographs were recorded with a BM Eagle CCD detector in
a FEI TF20 FEG microscope using defocus ranging from $2.33 to $3.95
#m. The micrographs had a pixel size of 2.22 Å. In total, 17,483 particles
were boxed out from the micrographs using the program e2boxer.py, and
the defocus of each micrograph was determined using the program
e2ctf.py from the EMAN2 suite (57). Particle images were phase corrected
for the effect of the contrast transfer function using the program fitctf2.py

TABLE 1 Diffraction data and structure quality indicatorsa

Parameter Native SAFV-3
DTT-treated
SAFV-3

Space group P3221 P3221
Unit cell dimensions
a, b, c (Å) 300.5, 300.5, 722.1 299.9, 299.9, 723.4
*, ", + (°) 90, 90, 120 90, 90, 120

Resolution range (Å) 70.0–2.5 (2.6–2.5) 70.0–2.5 (2.6–2.5)
No. of observations 1,540,201 (64,360) 1,606,180 (141,586)
No. of unique reflections 794,529 (43,288) 864,367 (93,415)
Observation multiplicity 1.9 (1.5) 1.9 (1.5)
Completeness (%) 61.9 (33.9) 67.5 (73.8)
Rmerge (%)b 0.114 (0.505) 0.123 (0.648)
,I-/,.I- 6.8 (1.2) 5.5 (1.0)
Rfactor (%)c 22.7 (38.5) 21.5 (33.5)

No. of d:
Protein atoms 6,012 6,012
Water molecules 343 341

Avg B factor (Å2) 32.8 27.6
No. of Ramachandran outlierse 2 3

RMSD
Bond angle (°) 0.005 0.022
Bond length (Å) 1.36 1.83

a The statistics for the highest-resolution shell are shown in parentheses.
b Rmerge ! /h/j|lhj $ ,lh-|///|lhj|.
c All reflections were used in the refinement. The Rfree value, if it were calculated, would
be very similar to Rwork because of the 30-fold noncrystallographic symmetry present in
the crystal. Therefore, the Rfree would not provide an unbiased measure of model
quality in this case (55). See Materials and Methods for details.
d That is, in an icosahedral asymmetric unit.
e According to the Molprobity criterion (75).
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(58). Particles were separated into two halves (odd and even image num-
bers) and treated completely independently in according to the gold stan-
dard approach (59). First, nine sets of 400 particles were randomly se-
lected from each half of the data and assigned random orientation
parameters for initial reconstruction using the program j3dr (59). Icosa-
hedral symmetry was imposed during the reconstruction. The orientation
parameters were then refined using template matching within the icosa-
hedral asymmetric unit in the program jalign (59). Independent initial
models were selected for the even and odd data sets, and the phases of
these initial models were randomized below a resolution of 40 Å. Multiple
independent alignment reconstruction steps were iterated to select bad
particles based on their inconsistency in the assignment of orientations.
Finally, the orientation parameters for 7,014 selected particles in each half
of the data were further refined to produce final reconstructions for the
even and odd data sets. The resolution of the resulting map was estimated

as the resolution at which the correlation between the two sets of structure
factors derived from the two reconstructions fell below 0.143.

Fitting native SAFV-3 model into cryo-EM reconstruction of empty
particle. The electron density map of VP1, VP2, and VP3 derived from the
native structure of SAFV-3 was manually positioned into the cryo-EM
map of the A particle using the program VMD (60), and its position was
refined using the program Chimera (61). A “difference map” was calcu-
lated by setting to zero the density values of grid points within 5 Å of any
VP1, VP2, or VP3 atoms for all but one of the subunits at a time. The
crystal structures of VP1, VP2, and VP3 were consequently fitted into the
corresponding difference maps using the multifragment refinement pro-
gram Collage (62). New difference maps were calculated based on the
updated positions of VP1, VP2, and VP3, and the fitting was repeated
iteratively. A convergence was reached in four repeats of the fitting. The
resulting positions of VP1, VP2, and VP3 determined by multifragment

FIG 1 Comparison of SAFV-3, TMEV, and poliovirus 1 capsid protein and virion structures. (A) Surface rendering of virions rainbow-colored based on distance
from particle center. (B) Diagrams of icosahedral asymmetric units. VP1 is shown in blue, VP2 is shown in green, VP3 is shown in red, and VP4 is shown in yellow.
The positions of the prominent surface features “puff” in VP2 and “knob” in VP3 are indicated. Cys87 and cys89 forming a disulfide bond in SAFV-3 VP3 are
shown in stick representation. (C) Side views of icosahedral asymmetric units demonstrating the absence of a canyon in SAFV-3.
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rigid-body fitting in the program Collage achieved a 5% increase in the
correlation coefficient, with 98% of the atoms contained within the map.

Accession number(s). Protein Data Bank (PDB) models of native and
DTT-treated SAFV-3, together with structure factor amplitudes and
phases derived by phase extension, have been deposited in the PDB under
codes 5CFC and 5CFD, respectively. A cryo-EM reconstruction map of
the SAFV-3 A particle was deposited with EMDB under number EMD-
3097 (http://emsearch.rutgers.edu/atlas/3097_summary.html), and
the fitted coordinates were deposited in the PDB under code 5A8F.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure of the SAFV-3 virion and capsid proteins. The crystal
structure of the SAFV-3 virion was determined to a resolution of
2.5 Å. Each of the major capsid proteins, VP1, VP2, and VP3, has
a "-sandwich fold that consists of eight "-strands, conventionally
named B-I, forming the two antiparallel "-sheets containing
strands BIDG and CHEF (12, 13, 33, 63). The N termini of the
major capsid proteins are located on the inside the capsid, while
the C termini are exposed on the particle surface. The electron
density map enabled residues 1 to 260 of VP1, 11 to 268 of VP2,
and 1 to 232 of VP3 to be built. The VP4 protein of SAFV-3
contains 72 residues; however, only residues 15 to 38 could be
built. Crystallographic diffraction data and structure quality indi-
cators are listed in Table 1.

The surface of the SAFV-3 virion is characterized by the pres-
ence of star-shaped plateaus around icosahedral 5-fold axes and
depressions located around icosahedral 2-fold axes (Fig. 1A). The
highest protrusions on the virus surface are formed by the BC and
CD loops of VP1 positioned at the border of the arms of the star-
shaped plateau and the edges of the 2-fold depressions (Fig. 1). In
place of a continuous canyon, as seen in enteroviruses (33, 63),
there are five pits around each 5-fold axis in SAFV-3 (Fig. 1A). The
CD loop of VP1 fills the volume that corresponds to the canyon in
enteroviruses (Fig. 1B and C). The EF loop of VP2 (residues 132 to
195), which is by convention named “puff,” is subdivided into two
loops, puff A and B, in the SAFV-3 virion (Fig. 1B and C). Puff B
contains a short * helix that has not been observed in other car-
dioviruses (Fig. 1B and C) (12, 13). Residues from puff B interact
with the CD loop of VP1, and the short * helix is located on the
surface of the virion (Fig. 1B and C). Structures resembling puff B
are not present in enteroviruses (Fig. 1B and C) (33, 63). The most
prominent feature on the capsid surface formed by VP3 is a finger-

like protrusion conventionally named a “knob,” which in SAFV-3
contains two "-strands (Fig. 1C). Similar short "-strands have
been previously observed in knobs of TMEV and MeV (Fig. 1B
and C) (12, 13). In enteroviruses the knob is usually five residues
shorter and lacks the "-strands (Fig. 1B and C) (33, 63). However,
the knob and puff regions were implicated in the receptor binding
of echovirus 7 to its cellular receptor DAF (31). RMSD values
comparing the distances between equivalent C* atoms of icosa-
hedral asymmetric units of SAFV-3 with selected picornaviruses
are listed in Table 2. Overall, the architecture of SAFV-3 is most
similar to that of TMEV (13).

The space between the two "-sheets of VP1, which in some
enteroviruses contains a hydrophobic cavity with a pocket factor,
is filled by the side chains of residues forming the core of the
protein in SAFV-3 (Fig. 2). Thus, it is unlikely that pocket binding
inhibitors that can prevent genome release from enteroviruses
(64, 65) could be used to inhibit SAFV infections.

The disulfide bond in the surface loop of VP3 and its role in
cardiovirus infectivity. SAFV-3 contains a disulfide bond con-
necting cys87 and cys89 in the CD loop of VP3 (Fig. 3A). Disulfide
bonds connecting side chains of cysteines that are separated by a
single residue are uncommon, because such links introduce sharp
bends in the polyprotein main chain (12, 13). The CD loop of VP3
is located on the surface of the virus close to the knob region (Fig.
1B). The two cysteine residues are conserved among SAFVs, ex-
cept for SAFV-5 and SAFV-6, and also in homologous positions in
the MeV and TMEV capsids. The disulfide bond was observed in

TABLE 2 Sequence and structural similarities of capsid proteins of selected picornaviruses

Virus

RMSD (Å) and % identitya

SAFV3 TMEV EMCV PV1 HRV14 HAV HPeV1 EV71 EV7 CVB3 CVA16

SAFV3 0.8 1.1 1.5 1.5 2.0 2.1 1.5 2.7 1.6 1.6
TMEV 70 1.0 1.5 1.5 2.0 2.1 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.6
EMCV 60 64 1.8 1.7 2.6 2.6 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.8
PV1 29 29 28 1.0 2.1 2.1 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.0
HRV14 25 26 28 49 2.1 2.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.2
HAV 20 21 18 18 19 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1
HPeV1 19 20 19 17 17 18 2.2 2.1 3.0 2.2
EV71 29 30 29 44 44 17 15 1.0 1.0 0.5
EV7 28 29 27 55 47 19 17 46 0.7 1.0
CVB3 28 29 28 54 50 20 10 48 72 1.0
CVA16 30 30 29 47 44 17 15 79 48 49
a The top right portion of the table shows the root mean square deviations (RMSD) of superimposed C* atoms of the respective three-dimensional structures. Capsid protein
protomers corresponding to icosahedral asymmetric units consisting of subunits VP1 to VP4 were used in the comparisons. The program Coot was used for superposition of the
molecules (53). In the bottom left portion of the table are the percent identities between the respective virus coat protein sequences. Gaps were ignored in the calculations.

FIG 2 VP1 of SAFV-3 does not contain a hydrophobic pocket. (A and B)
Diagrams of VP1 of SAFV-3 (A) and poliovirus 1 (B). The pocket factor in
poliovirus 1 is shown as a stick model in orange. Residues that interact with the
pocket factor are also shown as sticks. In panel A, the poliovirus pocket factor
was superimposed onto the structure of SAFV-3. However, the pocket is not
formed in SAFV-3 VP1, and the side chains of several residues clash with the
pocket factor.
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the MeV (12) but not in TMEV (13). It was suggested by Grant et
al. that the disulfide bond in TMEV was disrupted because of
covalent modifications of the cysteine side chains that occurred
during virus purification or crystallization (13).

In order to investigate the importance of the disulfide bond for
maintaining the native structure and infectivity, the SAFV-3 viri-
ons were crystallized in reducing conditions containing 10 mM
DTT. Crystals of DTT-treated SAFV-3 virions diffracted to a
resolution of 2.5 Å. A comparison to the native SAFV-3 virion
showed that disruption of the Cys87-Cys89 disulfide bond had
minimal effect on the structure of the VP3 CD-loop (Fig. 3) and
no effect on the other parts of the virion. The root mean square
deviation (RMSD) of equivalent atoms in the two SAFV structures
is 0.062 Å. The average crystallographic temperature factors of
atoms of residues 86 to 89 of the CD loop of VP3 were 38.1 Å2 in
the native structure and 40.7 Å2 in the structure with the disrupted
disulfide bond. Similar values of temperature factors indicate that
the disruption of the disulfide bond did not increase the flexibility
of the loop. However, disruption of the disulfide bond by DTT
increased the stability of the capsid by 2°C, measured as the tem-
perature at which the virions release their RNA genomes (Fig. 4A).
A similar increase in temperature stability has been previously
reported for enterovirus virions upon binding of WIN com-
pounds (66). This DTT-induced increase in virion stability is not
associated with structural changes at 22°C, the temperature at

which the SAFV-3 crystals were grown. However, it is possible that
at temperatures in the range of 48 to 52°C, the disruption of the
disulfide bond results in an alteration of capsid dynamics, so-
called “capsid breathing” (67), that might allow the virions to
retain their genomes at higher temperatures. Furthermore, the
reduction of the bond resulted in a 70% decrease in the infectivity
of SAFV-3 (Fig. 4B). In contrast, a similar decrease in infectivity
was not observed for EV71, which does not contain disulfide
bonds in the capsid (Fig. 4B). Conservation of the cysteine resi-
dues in loops exposed on the cardiovirus virion surface indi-
cates a possible role of the disulfide bond in virus infection. A
putative explanation of the reduced infectivity of SAFV-3 viri-
ons with the disrupted disulfide bond might be that residues 86
to 89 of the VP3 CD loop play a role in receptor binding. The
disulfide bond could be important for retaining the optimal
conformation of the loop for binding to the receptor. Alterna-
tively, the increased stability of the virions caused by the dis-
ruption of the disulfide bond might decrease the efficiency of
genome release from virions (21, 26, 38, 68); however, we did
not observe differences in genome release between native and
DTT-treated virus (data not shown). Previous work on MeV
demonstrated that addition of 0.1% "-mercaptoethanol in-
creased its infectivity by reducing abortive infection of mouse
fibroblasts (69). Furthermore, heat stability of many picorna-
viruses can be increased by interaction with sulfhydryl reduc-

FIG 3 Disruption of VP3 Cys87-Cys89 disulfide bond results in reorientation of cysteine side chains; however, it has limited impact on VP3 structure. (A and
B) Detail diagram of the CD loop in VP3 of SAFV-3 in native virus (A) and DTT-treated virus (B). An electron density map contoured at 2. is shown as a blue
mesh.

FIG 4 Impact of disruption of the Cys87-Cys89 disulfide bond on stability and infectivity of SAFV-3. (A) A Sybr green fluorescence assay was performed to
measure the stability of SAFV-3 particles. SAFV-3 virions were mixed with Sybr green dye II and heated to the indicated temperatures (x axis). The fluorescence
signal increases as the dye binds to RNA that is released from thermally destabilized particles. The black line represents native SAFV-3 virions, and the red line
represents SAFV-3 treated with 10 mM DTT. Error bars indicate the standard deviations of the measurements. See Materials and Methods for additional details.
(B) Effect of DTT treatment on infectivity of SAFV-3 and EV71. Fractions of dead cells were determined based on propidium iodide staining.
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ing groups (70). The effects of reducing agents indicate that
compounds specifically disrupting or binding to the disulfide
Cys87-Cys89 bond might reduce SAFV infectivity.

Cardiovirus genome release results in formation of unstable
empty capsids that disassemble into pentamers. In order to ini-
tiate infection, virus genomes need to be released from virions and
transferred across the biological membrane into the cell cyto-
plasm. For most eukaryotic nonenveloped viruses, this process is
poorly understood. However, enteroviruses from the family Picor-
naviridae have been extensively studied as model organisms for
genome delivery into the cytoplasm (21–25, 37, 71). The genome
release of enteroviruses is preceded by structural changes to the
capsid, leading to the formation of an expanded A particle that is
induced by receptor binding and/or by the low pH of late endo-
somes (21, 26, 38, 68). Similar structural changes to particles can
be induced in vitro by heating enterovirus virions to nonphysi-
ological temperatures of about 56°C (37, 71). After the genome
release, enterovirus capsids remain stable, at least in vitro, forming
empty “B” particles (72).

The formation of SAFV-3 A particles can be induced by heating
the virions to 42°C for 2 min. In addition to A particles, the sample
also contained about 1% of empty capsids (Fig. 5B). However, if
SAFV-3 virions were left at room temperature for more than 5
min after heating, the sample contained almost exclusively pen-
tamers of capsid protein protomers (Fig. 5C). Native protein elec-
trophoresis combined with mass spectrometry analysis verified
that Safv-3 virions disassembled into pentamers after heating to
42°C, followed by cooling to 25°C (data not shown). This corrob-
orates the previous suggestion that cardiovirus virions disassem-
ble upon or shortly after genome release (34, 73). However, RNA
uncoating of the related MeV is triggered at 37°C upon cell attach-
ment, possibly leaving behind an unstable empty capsid, which
subsequently disintegrates into 14S pentamers (69). We show that
in vitro after being heated to 42°C, the SAFV-3 virions convert to A

particles and release their genomes, and the resulting empty cap-
sids rapidly dissociate into pentamers.

The SAFV-3 A particle contains pores that enable the exter-
nalization of VP1 N termini and of VP4 subunits. The enterovi-
rus A particle represents a virion state that not only is primed for
genome release but also facilitates the transport of the genome
across a biological membrane. This function is ensured by the
release of VP4 subunits that make cellular membranes permeable
for viral RNA and by externalization of the N-terminal arms of
VP1, which contain hydrophobic residues that, in some viruses,
anchor virions to membranes (38). Here, we present a 10.6-Å
resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of the SAFV-3 A particle and
show that it is expanded 4% in diameter compared to the native
virion (Fig. 6A and B). Capsids of SAFV-3 A particles have pores
located approximately in the middle between the 5-fold and 3-fold
icosahedral symmetry axes (Fig. 6A and C) at the interface be-
tween two VP1 subunits related by a 5-fold symmetry axis and a
VP3 subunit (Fig. 6E). The pores are circular in shape with a
diameter of % 15 Å. Models of the capsid protein subunits deter-
mined in the native SAFV-3 structure were fitted as rigid bodies
into the native cryo-EM density map of the A particle. The forma-
tion of the pore is caused by shifts of the VP1 subunits toward the
icosahedral 5-fold axis and of VP3 toward the icosahedral 3-fold
axis relative to their positions in the native virus (Fig. 6E and F).
The changes in subunit positions are possible due to the radial
expansion of the capsid. However, parts of the VP1 and VP3 sub-
units located close to the pore did not entirely fit into the cryo-EM
electron density map (Fig. 6C and E). Low values of density at the
border of the pore indicate that the EF loop and C terminus of VP1
and CD, GH loops and C terminus of VP3, which are the located
in the vicinity of the pore, are flexible.

A difference map calculated by subtracting the electron density
map of the SAFV-3 A particle from that of the native virion indi-
cates that VP4 is missing from the A particle (Fig. 7). The last

FIG 5 Release of SAFV-3 genome results in the formation of empty particles that disintegrate into pentamers. (A) Cryo-EM images of native virions. (B) SAFV-3
particles heated to 42°C for 2 min. The sample contained A particles and a few empty capsids. (C) Pentamers of capsid protein protomers prepared by incubating
SAFV-3 virions at 42°C for 2 min and at 23°C for 5 min. The inset in panel C shows top and side view projections of pentamers of SAFV-3 protomers calculated
from the structure of capsid proteins.
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FIG 6 Native SAFV-3 virion has compact capsid, whereas A particle contains pores. (A and B) Surface renderings of SAFV-3 A particle (A) and native virion (B) at a
10.6-Å resolution. The surfaces displayed at 0.5. are rainbow-colored based on the distance from the particle center, as indicated by the scale bar. Distances are indicated
in angstroms. The borders of a selected icosahedral asymmetric unit are indicated with a black triangle. Dashed lines indicate the planes of cross sections through the
particles, as displayed in panels C and D. (C and D) Cross-section views of SAFV-3 A particle (C) and native virion (D). The insets show enlarged regions of the cross
sections corresponding to the opening in the capsid of the A particle. The cross sections are colored according to electron density, as indicated by the scale bar in arbitrary
units. (E and F) Details of icosahedral asymmetric units of A particle (E) and native virus (F). Electron densities displayed at 1. are shown as semitransparent surfaces.
VP1 subunits are shown in blue, VP2 subunits are shown in green, and VP3 subunits are shown in red. The borders of the icosahedral asymmetric unit are highlighted
as black triangles, and the positions of 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold icosahedral symmetry axes are indicated by pentagons, triangles, and ovals, respectively.
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ordered residues of the SAFV-3 VP4 are located at contacts be-
tween two 5-fold related VP1 subunits and VP3, immediately be-
low the opening of the pore in the A particle (Fig. 7B). In contrast
to the HRV-14 and poliovirus virions, the ordered part of SAFV-3
VP4 begins close to a 5-fold axis and ends at a 3-fold axis of the
same protomer (Fig. 7D). The flexible part of VP4, not visible in
the native SAFV-3 virion, is thus optimally positioned for release
from the A particle.

Structural differences between cardiovirus and enterovirus
A particles. The structure of the A particle of SAFV-3 is different
from that of enteroviruses. “A” particles of EV71, poliovirus,
HRV-2, CAV-7, and CAV-16 contain two types of pores located at
(i) icosahedral 2-fold axes and (ii) between icosahedral 2-fold axes
and 5-fold axes (22–25, 36–40). In the CAV-16 A particle, the
pores at the 2-fold axes were proposed to be locations for the
externalization of VP1 N termini that are then translocated to
the channels between the 2-fold and 5-fold axes (39). In addition,
the pores at 2-fold axes were proposed to serve as channels for the
release of VP4 subunits and the RNA genome. However, the chan-
nels in enterovirus A particles had to expand in order to allow the
passage of ssRNA (39, 74). The borders of the channels located at
2-fold axes in enterovirus particles are formed by helix *3 from
the CD loop of VP2 and EF loop of VP3 (39, 74). The overall
distribution of charges inside the SAFV-3 and enterovirus capsids
does not exhibit differences that could explain the different stabil-
ities of their empty capsids (Fig. 8).

SAFV-3 A particles do not contain pores at icosahedral 2-fold
symmetry axes (Fig. 6A and E). However, the pores located be-
tween the 3-fold and 5-fold axes are larger than either of the pores
observed in enterovirus A particles. There is a higher density in the
center of the pore in the SAFV-3 A particle that is not connected to
the surrounding electron density of the capsid (Fig. 6C). The un-
connected density might belong to VP1 N termini passing
through the pore from inside the virion to outside the virion.
Presumably, VP1 N termini are flexible or adapt various confor-
mations both inside and outside the capsid and therefore are not
visible in the cryo-EM reconstruction that corresponds to the av-
erage of many particles. However, the movements of the VP1 N-
terminal arms are restricted to the pore center, resulting in the
observed density (Fig. 6C and E).

Structure of the genome in Safv-3 virions and A particles. The
conversion of SAFV-3 virions to A particles not only affects the

structure of the capsid but also the structure of the RNA genome.
In the native virus, the RNA is distributed in two spherical shells of
density located 35 and 95 Å from the particle center (Fig. 9A).
Parts of the genome located around 5-fold and 2-fold icosahedral
axes of the particle appear to be in contact with the capsid. It was
previously speculated that the N-terminal parts of major capsid
proteins VP1 to VP3 that are not resolved in the structure are in
direct contact with the genome. In contrast, in the A particle the
RNA density is distributed uniformly at the central part of the
virion within a sphere with a radius of 105 Å (Fig. 9B). The RNA
does not form any contacts with the capsid of the A particle, unlike
in the previously studied A particles of enteroviruses (25, 39). The

FIG 7 SAFV-3 A particles lack capsid protein VP4. (A) The cryo-EM density of SAFV-3 A particle displayed at 1. is shown in gray, and a difference map
calculated by subtracting the electron density of A particle from that of the native virus is shown in yellow. The yellow difference density displayed at 1.
corresponds to VP4 in the native particle. (B to D) Positions of VP4 subunits in SAFV-3 (B), TMEV (C), and poliovirus 1 (D) virions. The pentamers of capsid
protein protomers are shown. VP4 subunits are shown in yellow, VP1 subunits are shown in blue, VP2 subunits are shown in green, and VP3 subunits are shown
in red. The labels indicate the type and number of the first and last structured residues of VP4 in the respective models.

FIG 8 Charge distributions inside picornavirus capsids. (A and B) Charge
distributions inside native SAFV-3 virion (A) and A particle (B). (C and D)
Charge distributions inside poliovirus 1 (C) and HRV-2 (D). Pentamers of
capsid protein protomers are shown.
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disruption of the capsid RNA contacts might be due to the changes
in the distribution of charges on the inner face of the capsid asso-
ciated with the release of VP4 subunits and externalization of VP1
N termini from the particle. However, the overall charge of the inner
face of the A particle is more positive than that of the native virion
(Fig. 8). The disruption of the interactions of the capsid with the
genome upon conversion of the virion to the A particle might facili-
tate subsequent release of the RNA from the capsid.

Genome release from the SAFV-3 A particle. Expansion of the
SAFV-3 capsid upon formation of the A particle results in an
increase in the interior volume of the virion from 5.3 ) 106 Å3 to
6.8 ) 106 Å3. This expansion might be required to increase the
mobility of the genome within the particle, which might be nec-
essary to enable the 3= end of the RNA to find one of the pores
within the A particle before it can be released from the capsid (71).

Observations of empty SAFV-3 particles immediately after
heating to 42°C (Fig. 5B and C) indicate that the genome is re-
leased from A particles that then disassemble into pentamers. The
pores in the capsid of the A particles are sufficiently large to allow
passage of single-stranded RNA. However, the genome contains
RNA sequences that form functional double-stranded regions,
which are components of the IRES and stem-loop structures re-
quired for picornavirus translation and replication. It is possible
that these RNA secondary structure elements are retained when
the genome is packaged in the virion. If this was the case, the
genome would either have to unwind or the pore serving for ge-
nome release would have to be expanded in order to allow passage
of the RNA. The flexible nature of the loops surrounding the pore
(Fig. 6C) indicates that pore enlargement might be possible. Thus,
compounds stabilizing or blocking the pores in the A particle
might serve as tools for further study of cardiovirus genome re-
lease and might be developed into SAFV inhibitors.
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Virion Structure of Israeli Acute Bee Paralysis Virus
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ABSTRACT
The pollination services provided by the western honeybee (Apis mellifera) are critical for agricultural production and the diver-
sity of wild flowering plants. However, honeybees suffer from environmental pollution, habitat loss, and pathogens, including
viruses that can cause fatal diseases. Israeli acute bee paralysis virus (IAPV), from the family Dicistroviridae, has been shown to
cause colony collapse disorder in the United States. Here, we present the IAPV virion structure determined to a resolution of 4.0
Å and the structure of a pentamer of capsid protein protomers at a resolution of 2.7 Å. IAPV has major capsid proteins VP1 and
VP3 with noncanonical jellyroll !-barrel folds composed of only seven instead of eight !-strands, as is the rule for proteins of
other viruses with the same fold. The maturation of dicistroviruses is connected to the cleavage of precursor capsid protein VP0
into subunits VP3 and VP4. We show that a putative catalytic site formed by the residues Asp-Asp-Phe of VP1 is optimally posi-
tioned to perform the cleavage. Furthermore, unlike many picornaviruses, IAPV does not contain a hydrophobic pocket in cap-
sid protein VP1 that could be targeted by capsid-binding antiviral compounds.

IMPORTANCE
Honeybee pollination is required for agricultural production and to sustain the biodiversity of wild flora. However, honeybee
populations in Europe and North America are under pressure from pathogens, including viruses that cause colony losses. Vi-
ruses from the family Dicistroviridae can cause honeybee infections that are lethal, not only to individual honeybees, but to
whole colonies. Here, we present the virion structure of an Aparavirus, Israeli acute bee paralysis virus (IAPV), a member of a
complex of closely related viruses that are distributed worldwide. IAPV exhibits unique structural features not observed in other
picorna-like viruses. Capsid protein VP1 of IAPV does not contain a hydrophobic pocket, implying that capsid-binding antiviral
compounds that can prevent the replication of vertebrate picornaviruses may be ineffective against honeybee virus infections.

The agricultural production of most flowering food crops de-
pends on the pollination services provided by the western

honeybee (Apis mellifera) (1). Furthermore, honeybee pollination
is also critical for maintaining the ecological and genetic diversity
of wild plants (2). However, winter honeybee colony mortality has
been increasing in North America and Europe over the last 2 de-
cades, leading to a decline in the number of honeybee colonies that
is becoming a serious threat to the adequate provision of pollina-
tion services and food security (3–5). Honeybees suffer from hab-
itat loss, intensified agricultural management, pesticides, para-
sites, and pathogens, including numerous viruses that contribute
to the collapse of honeybee colonies (6).

The viruses that have the greatest impact on honeybee popu-
lations are small icosahedral picorna-like viruses from the families
Dicistroviridae and Iflaviridae (7). Israeli acute paralysis virus
(IAPV) is an Aparavirus from the family Dicistroviridae. IAPV,
Kashmir bee virus (KBV), and acute bee paralysis virus (ABPV)
constitute a group of closely related viruses that are distributed
worldwide, with different members predominating in different
geographical regions (8). Infections by IAPV and related viruses
decrease the longevity of individual bees and endanger the survival
of whole colonies. Furthermore, IAPV infection decreases the
homing ability of foraging honeybees, which are not able to find
their way back to the hive (9). The spread of the viruses is acceler-
ated by transmission by a parasitic mite, Varroa destructor (7, 8,
10). IAPV has been linked with colony collapse disorder in the
United States (11), while ABPV has been associated with similar
rapid adult bee depopulation phenomena in Europe (8, 12).

Viruses from the family Dicistroviridae have nonenveloped

icosahedral virions containing a linear, single-stranded, positive-
sense RNA genome 8,500 to 10,200 nucleotides in length (13). The
genome of dicistroviruses includes two nonoverlapping open
reading frames (ORFs), ORF1 and ORF2, which encode polypro-
teins containing nonstructural and structural (capsid-forming)
proteins, respectively. The polyproteins are cotranslationally and
posttranslationally cleaved by viral proteases to produce func-
tional subunits. The capsid proteins originating from a single
polyprotein precursor form a protomer—the basic building block
of the capsid. Previously, structures of two dicistroviruses from
the genus Cripavirus, triatoma virus (TrV) and cricket paralysis
virus (CrPV), were determined (14–17). Protomers, as well as
icosahedral asymmetric units of dicistroviruses, consist of sub-
units VP1 to -4. The major capsid proteins VP1 to -3 form the
capsid shell, with pseudo-T!3 icosahedral symmetry, whereas
VP4 is a small protein attached to the inner surface of the capsid.
The major capsid proteins have the jellyroll "-sandwich fold com-
mon to many other virus capsid proteins. Dicistrovirus virions
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assemble as immature particles containing the precursor protein
VP0, which is presumed to be cleaved into VP4 and VP3 after the
particles are filled with the RNA genome, similar to the situation
in picornaviruses (18, 19).

In order to initiate infection, virus genomes need to be released
from virions and transferred across the biological membrane into
the cell cytoplasm. There is limited information about this process
in viruses from the family Dicistroviridae. However, related en-
teroviruses from the family Picornaviridae have been extensively
studied as model organisms for genome delivery (20–25). The
genome release of enteroviruses is preceded by structural changes
of the capsid, leading to the formation of an expanded A particle
that is induced by receptor binding or by the low pH of late endo-
somes (20, 26–28). The A particles contain pores at the icosahedral
2-fold symmetry axes (21–26, 29–31) that allow the release of the
genome and VP4 subunits and the exposure of the N-terminal
region of VP1 subunits on the virion surface (26, 32, 33).

Here, we present the crystal structures of the IAPV virion, the
first structurally characterized representative of the genus Apara-
virus. In addition, we determined the structure of the IAPV pen-
tamer of the capsid protein protomers produced by capsid disas-
sembly after genome release.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus propagation in honeybee pupae. The propagation of IAPV was
carried out as described in the COLOSS BeeBook (34). Brood areas with
A. mellifera white-eyed pupae were identified by the color and structural
features of the cell caps. White-eyed pupae were carefully extracted from
the brood combs so as not to injure the pupae. The pupae were placed on
paper furrows with their ventral side up. In total, 2,262 pupae were used
for IAPV propagation. The virus inoculum (1 #l) was injected into pupae
with a Hamilton micropipette with a 30-gauge 22-mm-long needle
through the intersegmental cuticle between the 4th and 5th sternites. Pu-
pae that leaked hemolymph after the injection were discarded. The opti-
mal concentration of the virus in the inoculum for virus production was
determined experimentally by comparing virus yields when using differ-
ent virus concentrations in the injection inoculum. Inoculated pupae
were placed into petri dishes with paper furrows and incubated at 30°C
and 75% humidity for 5 days. Typical IAPV-induced darkening was ob-
served in 80% of the injected pupae (35). After incubation, the pupae were
frozen at $ 20°C. For long-term storage, the pupae were kept at $ 80°C.

Virus purification. Fifty experimentally infected honeybee pupae
were homogenized with a Dounce homogenizer in 30 ml of phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.5 (Sigma-Aldrich). The nonionic detergent
NP-40 was added to a final concentration of 0.5%, and the homogenate
was incubated for 1 h at room temperature. The extract was centrifuged at
8,000 % g for 30 min. The pellet was discarded, and the supernatant was
centrifuged at 150,000 % g for 3 h in a Ti50.2 fixed-angle rotor (Beckman-
Coulter). The resulting pellet was resuspended in PBS to a final volume of
5 ml. MgCl2 was added to a final concentration of 5 mM, as well as 20
#g/ml DNase I and 20 #g/ml RNase. The solution was incubated at room
temperature for 30 min and centrifuged at 4,000 % g for 15 min. The
resulting supernatant was loaded onto a CsCl (0.6-g/ml) solution pre-
pared in PBS. The ultracentrifugation proceeded for 16 h to establish the
CsCl gradient. Virus bands were collected by gentle piercing of the ultra-
centrifuge tubes with an 18-gauge needle. The viruses were transferred to
PBS by several rounds of concentration and dilution using centrifuge filter
units with a 100-kDa molecular mass cutoff. This procedure yielded about
300 #g of virus with a purity sufficient for crystallization screening. Sam-
ple purity with respect to contaminating honeybee viruses was checked by
reverse transcription-quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR), using previously re-
ported virus-specific assays (34). In both preparations, the total sum of
contaminating viruses was less than 1% of the virus of interest. The nu-

cleotide sequences of the virus preparations were determined by sequenc-
ing 300 ng of RNA, purified using a Qiagen RNA purification kit, by
IonTorrent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) technology and standard protocols
for library preparation and sequencing. The IonTorrent reads were
mapped to the IAPV GenBank reference sequence NC_009025 using
Tmap v4.4.8, included in TorrentSuite 4.4.2, with Life Technologies-rec-
ommended parameters. Variability and consensus sequences were created
using mpileup from samtools v.0.1.8 and an in-house script.

IAPV crystallization. IAPV crystallization screening was performed
at 20°C using the virus dissolved in PBS at a concentration of 3 mg/ml.
Approximately 1,800 crystallization conditions were tested by the sitting-
drop vapor diffusion method in 96-well plates. Cuboid crystals with a
longest dimension of approximately 0.05 mm were obtained in 0.1 M
cadmium chloride, 0.1 M Na acetate, pH 4.5, and 15% (vol/vol) polyeth-
ylene glycol (PEG) 400. These crystals were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen
without additional cryoprotectant and used to collect diffraction data.
Crystals of a different type with a rhombic shape and a longest dimension
of approximately 0.2 mm were obtained in 20% PEG 10,000, 8% ethylene
glycol, 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.5. These crystals diffracted X rays to a resolu-
tion of 2.7 Å. However, subsequent analysis revealed that they were com-
posed of pentamers of IAPV capsid protein protomers.

IAPV structure determination and refinement. IAPV crystallization
produced two types of crystals: (i) P21212, containing one-half of a virus
particle in the crystallographic asymmetric unit, and (ii) the P212121 crys-
tal form, which did not contain a virus particle. Instead the P212121 crys-
tallographic asymmetric unit contained two pentamers of capsid protein
protomers, whose bases faced each other. The orientations of the virion
and of the pentamers in the crystals were determined using the programs
GLRF and Phaser (36, 37).

The P21212 crystal form was solved initially. Self-rotation function
plots and packing considerations indicated that 1/2 of a virus particle
occupied a crystallographic asymmetric unit. The IAPV virion was posi-
tioned with one of the icosahedral 2-fold axes superimposed on the crys-
tallographic 2-fold axis. The orientation of the virion was determined in a

TABLE 1 Crystallographic data collection and refinement statistics

Crystallization condition IAPV pentamera IAPV virionb

Space group P212121 P21212
Wavelength (Å) 0.9998 0.9998
a, b, c (Å) 112.2, 274.2, 288.3 343.1, 383.3, 329.9
&, ", ' (°) 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90
Resolution (Å)c 70–2.7 (2.79–2.70) 70–4.0 (4.07–4.00)
Rmerge

c 0.086 (0.51) 0.21 (0.63)
(I) /(*I) c 13.2 (2.7) 4.7 (1.5)
Completeness (%)c 98.7 (99.5) 72.7 (54.8)
Redundancy 4.2 2.5
No. of reflections 240,313 250,379
Rwork/Rfree 24.4/25.1 30.6e

No. of atoms 5,617 6,116
RMSDd bond length (Å) 0.013 0.015
RMSD bond angle (°) 1.49 1.42
Ramachandran favored (%)f 90.0 79.1
Ramachandran allowed (%)f 9.3 19.1
Ramachandran outliers (%)f 0.7 1.8
Poor rotamers (%)f 2.7 2.6
C" deviation (%) 0.9 0.1
a 0.1 M cadmium chloride, 0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 4.5, 15% (vol/vol) PEG 400.
b Twenty percent PEG 10,000, 8% ethylene glycol, 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.5.
c Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.
d RMSD, root mean square deviation.
e All reflections were used in the refinement. The Rfree, if it were calculated, would be
very similar to Rwork because of the 30-fold noncrystallographic symmetry present in
the crystal. See Materials and methods for details.
f According to the criterion of MolProbity (59).
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one-dimensional locked-rotation function search with the icosahedral
symmetry in starting orientation, defined as described by Rossmann and
Blow, rotated around the y coordinate axis (36, 38). Reflections at between
5.0- and 4.5-Å resolution were used for the calculations. The radius of
integration was set to 140 Å. The results suggested that the virion is rotated
(+ ! 90°, , ! 90°, and - ! 12.57°) from the standard icosahedral orien-
tation according to the polar-angle convention. The position of the center
of the particle was identified in a one-dimensional translation function
search using the program Phaser (37). An appropriately oriented and
positioned CrPV model (Protein Data Bank [PDB] code 1B35) was used
to calculate phases up to a resolution of 10 Å using the program CNS (39).
The phases were refined by 25 cycles of real-space electron density map
averaging by the program AVE (40), using the 30-fold noncrystallo-
graphic symmetry. Phase extension was applied in order to obtain phases
for higher-resolution reflections. Addition of a small fraction of higher-
resolution data (one index at a time) was followed by three cycles of
averaging. This procedure was repeated until phases were obtained for all
the reflections to 4.0-Å resolution.

The electron density map corresponding to an icosahedral asymmetric
unit from the P21212 crystal (the virion) was used as a molecular replace-
ment model for the phasing of the P212121 crystal form (the pentamers).
Phase extension was applied in order to obtain phases for reflections in the
4- to 2.7-Å resolution range. The electron density of the capsid protein
protomer was then used to phase the P21212 (virion) crystal form.

The initial model, derived from the CrPV structure converted to poly-
alanine, was subjected to manual rebuilding using the programs Coot and
O and to coordinate and B factor refinement using the program CNS
(simulated annealing, gradient minimization, and individual B factor re-
finement) (39, 41, 42). Noncrystallographic symmetry constraints were

enforced during the refinement. The model of the capsid proteins was
built in the P212121 crystal form, using data to a resolution of 2.7 Å. The
model could not be built for residues 1 to 58 and 259 to 318 of VP2,
because the corresponding electron density was not resolved in the map.
No density corresponding to VP4 could be identified in the P212121 crystal
form.

The model building for the P21212 crystal form that contained the
IAPV virion was started from the model built in the P212121 crystal form.
The main differences between the two crystal forms were in the structure
of the N terminus of VP2 and in the electron density for IAPV VP4. The

FIG 1 Comparison of virion and capsid protein structures of IAPV, CrPV, and TrV. (A to C) The molecular surfaces of IAPV (A), CrPV (B), and TrV (C) virions
are colored based on the distance from the virion center. The depressions are shown in blue and protrusions in red. (D to F) Cartoon representations of the capsid
protein protomers of IAPV (D), CrPV (E), and TrV (F). VP1 subunits are shown in blue, VP2 in green, VP3 in red, and VP4 in yellow. The names of "-strands
of IAPV capsid proteins are shown. The positions of the 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold icosahedral symmetry axes are indicated by pentagons, triangles, and ovals,
respectively.

TABLE 2 Sequence and structural similarity comparison of capsid
proteins of IAPV to those of dicistroviruses and picornaviruses

Virus

Comparison toa:

IAPV CrPV TrV Poliovirus type 1 HRV14

IAPV 2.6/63 1.9/80 2.6/65 2.7/54
CrPV 23 1.8/82 2.6/60 2.6/69
TrV 22 29 2.4/64 2.3/66
Polio virus type 1 11 13 16 1.0/95
HRV14 12 13 14 49
a Top right: root mean square (RMS) deviations (Å) of superimposed C& atoms of the
respective three-dimensional (3D) structures. The second number indicates the
percentage of available amino acid residues used for the calculations. The limit for
inclusion was set to 3.8 Å. Bottom left: percent identity between the respective virus
coat protein sequences. Gaps were ignored in the calculation. The icosahedral
asymmetric units consisting of subunits VP1 to -4 were used in the comparison as rigid
bodies. HRV14, human rhinovirus 14.
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VP4 model was built as a polyalanine. The P21212 model was refined using
dynamic energy network (DEN) restraints to the pentamer structure of
the P212121 crystal form. No water molecules were added to the P21212
crystal model due to the limited resolution of the diffraction data. All the
measured reflections were used in the refinement of the P21212 crystal. If
calculated, the Rfree value would be very similar to the R value, due to the
30-fold noncrystallographic symmetry present in the diffraction data
(43).

Determination of the effect of IAPV proteins on liposome integrity.
Liposomes composed of phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethano-
lamine, lysophosphatidylcholine, sphingomyelin, phosphatidylserine,
and phophatidylinositol (Avanti Polar Lipids) in molar ratios (43:23:13:
9:6:6) filled with the self-quenching fluorescent dye carboxyfluorescein
were prepared as described previously (44). The fluorescence quantum
yield of the dye encapsulated in liposomes is about 5% of that obtained
when the liposomes are disrupted and the dye is released and diluted in the
medium. The percentage of dye release induced by addition of detergent
or IAPV was determined by measuring fluorescence at an excitation wave-
length of 485 nm and an emission wavelength of 520 nm, as described
previously (44).

Accession numbers. The atomic coordinates of the IAPV virion, to-
gether with the structure factors and phases obtained by phase extension,
were deposited in the Protein Data Bank under the code 5CDC. The IAPV
pentamer was deposited as 5CDD. The consensus nucleotide sequences of
the IAPV preparation were deposited in GenBank under accession num-
ber EF219380.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structures of the IAPV virion and capsid proteins. The crystal
structures of the IAPV virion and of the pentamer of capsid pro-
tein protomers were determined to resolutions of 4.0 Å and 2.7 Å,
respectively (Table 1). The maximum outer diameter of the IAPV
virion is 340 Å (Fig. 1A). The IAPV capsid is built from major
capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 arranged in a pseudo-T!3
icosahedral symmetry (Fig. 1D). VP1 subunits form pentamers
around 5-fold axes, while VP2 and VP3 subunits constitute alter-
nating heterohexamers around the icosahedral 3-fold axes (Fig.
1D). The three major capsid proteins have jellyroll "-sandwich
folds with "-strands named, according to the picornavirus con-

FIG 2 Comparison of capsid proteins of IAPV, CrPV, and TrV. (A to C) VP1 of IAPV contains a loop and &-helix 2, highlighted in red and blue (A), that replace
"-strand C in VP1 of CrPV (B) and TrV (C). The EF loop in VP1 of IAPV (A), highlighted in green, is 18 residues shorter than that of CrPV and TrV and lacks
&-helix 5 (B and C). The GH loop of IAPV VP1, shown in magenta (A), is 9 and 7 residues shorter than those of CrPV (B) and TrV (C). (D to F) The EF loop,
or puff, of IAPV VP2, highlighted in bright green (D), lacks &-helix 6, which is present in CrPV (E) and TrV (F). (D) The BC loop of IAPV VP2 is 15 residues
longer than those of CrPV and TrV and interacts with the CD loop. (D and F) The CD loop of IAPV VP2 lacks &-helix 3 and "-strand 3, which are present in CrPV
and TrV. (G to I) The VP3 subunit of IAPV lacks "-strand C, which is replaced by a loop, highlighted in red (G); the IAPV VP3 EF loop, shown in green, is 12
residues longer than those in CrPV (H) and TrV (I) and contains two "-strands and a short &-helix. (G) Strands "1 and "2 in the CD loop of IAPV VP3, shown
in blue, form the most prominent surface feature of the IAPV virion. The structure of the CD loop from the pentamer crystal form (shown in gray) is
superimposed on the virion structure.
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FIG 3 Structure-based alignment of the coat protein sequences of IAPV, CrPV, and TrV. White letters with a red background represent conserved residues, and
red letters with a white background represent residues with conserved properties. Secondary-structure elements of IAPV are indicated above the sequence. The
arrows represent "-strands, and the spirals represent the &-helices.
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vention, B to I (Fig. 1D) (45). Two antiparallel "-sheets forming
the cores of the subunits contain strands BIDG and CHEF, respec-
tively. The N termini of the major capsid proteins are located
inside the capsid, while the C termini are exposed on the virion
surface. The minor capsid protein VP4 is attached to the inner face
of the capsid (Fig. 1D). A complete model of the IAPV icosahedral
asymmetric unit could be built, except for residues 1 to 5 of VP1,
1 to 15 and 259 to 318 of VP2, and 1 of VP3. The minor capsid
protein VP4 has 69 residues; however, due to the lack of features in
the corresponding regions of the electron density map, it was
modeled as a 45-residue-long polyalanine chain.

Noncanonical jellyroll folds of IAPV VP1 and VP3 subunits
and comparison to virions of cripaviruses. While the structures
of two dicistroviruses from the genus Cripavirus, CrPV and TrV,
have been determined previously (14, 15), IAPV represents the
first structurally characterized member of the genus Aparavirus.
IAPV shares less than 25% sequence identity with CrPV and TrV
(Table 2) and has a different surface topology (Fig. 1A to C). The
IAPV virion is spherical, with plateaus around the icosahedral
5-fold and 3-fold axes. There are depressions on the IAPV capsid
surface around the icosahedral 2-fold axes similar to those identi-
fied previously in TrV (Fig. 1A and C). However, in CrPV, the
depressions are partly filled with residues from the C terminus of
VP2 (Fig. 1B and E). The most prominent features of the IAPV
virion are spikes located between the icosahedral 5-fold and 3-fold

axes of symmetry that rise about 20 Å above the virion surface
(Fig. 1A). The spikes are formed by two antiparallel "-strands
from the CD loop of VP3 and a C-terminal "-strand of VP1 (Fig.
1D and 2A and G). The corresponding "-strands in the CD loop of
VP3 in CrPV are 9 residues shorter (Fig. 2H), whereas in TrV, the
"-strands are not formed at all (Fig. 2I and 3). The CD loops in
IAPV have higher temperature factors in both the virion and pen-
tamer crystal forms (127 and 59 Å2, respectively) than the rest of
the capsid (120 and 39 Å2, respectively), indicating their higher
flexibility. As the most prominent features of the IAPV virion, the
CD loops might function in receptor binding. The structure of the
CD loops is the same in the IAPV virions and the pentamer crystal
form (Fig. 2G). The most prominent surface feature formed by
IAPV subunit VP2 is the EF loop, which is, according to picorna-
virus convention, named the puff. The puffs of CrPV and TrV
contain short &-helices, &5, &6, and &7 (Fig. 2E and F). However,
in IAPV, helix &6 is replaced by a loop (Fig. 2D). The BC loop of
IAPV VP2 is 15 residues longer than those in CrPV and TrV and
interacts with the CD loop (Fig. 2D to F). Furthermore, the CD
loop of IAPV VP2 lacks &-helix 3, which is present in CrPV and
TrV VP2 subunits (Fig. 2D to F).

Unlike capsid proteins with the jellyroll fold of other viruses
studied so far (14, 15, 45–47), VP1 and VP3 of IAPV exhibit non-
canonical jellyroll folds composed of seven instead of the conven-
tional eight antiparallel "-stands (Fig. 2A and G). The absence of
the eighth "-strand in IAPV VP1 and VP3 could be observed both
in the 2.7-Å-resolution structure of the pentamer and in the 4.0-
Å-resolution structure of the entire virion. "-Strand C in subunit
VP1 of IAPV is replaced by a loop and an &-helix that extends into
the CD loop (Fig. 2A). The corresponding regions of CrPV and
TrV VP1 subunits contain "-strand C ("C), which interacts with
a short "-strand, "2, that is part of the EF loop from VP1 (Fig. 2B
and C). However, the EF loop of IAPV VP1 is 16 residues shorter
than that of CrPV and lacks the "2 strand and &-helix 5 (Fig. 2A
and B). The absence of "-strand 2 and its putative stabilizing in-
teraction with residues that form "C in CrPV might enable the
corresponding residues in IAPV to adopt a main-chain conforma-
tion that does not resemble the "-strand. The EF loop of TrV VP1
is intermediate in size between those of IAPV and CrPV (Fig. 2C).

FIG 4 VP1 of IAPV does not contain a hydrophobic pocket. VP1 of IAPV (A)
and poliovirus type 1 (B) are shown in cartoon representations. The pocket
factor in poliovirus type 1 is shown as a stick model in orange. The residues that
form the cores of the subunits and, in the case of poliovirus type 1, interact with
the pocket factor are shown as sticks.

FIG 5 Residues Asp-Asp-Phe of VP1, constituting the putative proteolytic site that might mediate the cleavage of VP0 into VP3 and VP4, are positioned close
to the N terminus of VP3 and the C terminus of VP4 from another protomer related by an icosahedral 5-fold axis of symmetry. (A) Cartoon representation of
a pentamer of capsid protein protomers viewed from inside the virion. (B) Detail of the putative active site in stick representation. VP1 subunits are shown in blue,
VP2 in green, VP3 in red, and VP4 in yellow.
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In addition, the GH loop of IAPV VP1 is 9 and 7 residues shorter
than the GH loops of CrPV and TrV, respectively (Fig. 2A to C). As
a consequence of the relatively short loops of IAPV VP1, it con-
tains only 208 residues, whereas VP1 of CrPV consists of 260 res-
idues and that of TrV has 264 residues (Fig. 3).

"-Strand C in IAPV subunit VP3 is replaced by an elongated
loop that forms the capsid surface (Fig. 2G). Moreover, the EF
loop of IAPV VP3 is 12 residues longer than those of CrPV and
TrV and contains two short "-strands, "3 and "4, that form an
antiparallel "-sheet (Fig. 2G). Residues from the EF loop interact

FIG 6 (A and B) Comparison of pentamer structures from the IAPV virion (A) and separately crystallized pentamers of capsid protein protomers (B). VP1
subunits are shown in blue, VP2 in green, VP3 in red, and VP4 in yellow. The differences between the two structures are highlighted in one of the protomers: nine
N-terminal residues of VP1 are shown as space-filling spheres in cyan and 64 N-terminal residues of VP2 as space-filling spheres in magenta. (B) VP4, shown in
yellow, is missing from the pentamer structure. (A) The N-terminal arms of VP2 subunits mediate interpentamer interactions in the virion. The positions of
5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold icosahedral symmetry axes are indicated by pentagons, triangles, and ovals, respectively. The insets show representative electron
densities and corresponding models in stick display. (C and D) Top (C) and side (D) views of the decamer assembly of capsid protein protomers from the
pentamer crystal form.
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with the CD loop of IAPV VP3 (Fig. 2G). In contrast, the residues
from the shorter EF loops of CrPV and TrV do not interact with
residues from "-strand C (Fig. 2H and I). The unique features
affecting the fold of IAPV subunits VP1 and VP3 are exposed at
the virion surface and might, therefore, represent functional ad-
aptations to the receptor binding.

Dicistroviruses are structurally and genetically related to ver-
tebrate picornaviruses, for which numerous capsid-binding in-
hibitors have been developed (48). Compounds that bind into a
hydrophobic pocket within VP1 can inhibit receptor binding
and/or genome release of some picornaviruses (49–52). However,
such a hydrophobic pocket is not formed in IAPV VP1 subunits
(Fig. 4). Similarly, the hydrophobic pockets were not observed in
VP1 subunits of CrPV and TrV (14, 15). This suggests that capsid-
binding inhibitors may not be effective as antivirals against hon-
eybee viruses from the genus Aparavirus.

Maturation cleavage of VP0 into VP4 and VP3. The matura-
tion of the capsids of many viruses from the order Picornavirales is
dependent on cleavage of capsid protein VP4 from the N terminus
of a precursor subunit, called VP0. In picornaviruses, the VP0
cleavage generates the proteins VP4 and VP2, while in dicistrovi-
ruses, the precursor cleavage generates VP4 and VP3 (14, 15). It
has been proposed previously that a conserved Asp-Asp-Phe
(DDF) motif, which is part of the VP1 subunit that is exposed to
the virion cavity, is involved in the VP0 cleavage (14, 15, 17). The
cripaviruses CrPV and TrV contain the DDF sequence in a loop
immediately following "-strand I of VP1. TrV has an additional,
second DDF sequence in a loop following "-strand I of VP3 (14,
15). IAPV has the DDF sequence in VP1, formed by residues 186
to 188, located in a position similar to those in the DDF sequences
of TrV and CrPV. Asp186 of the IAPV DDF motif is located close
to the N terminus of VP3 and the C terminus of VP4 from the
neighboring protomer, indicating that it may catalyze the cleavage
(Fig. 5). The conformation of the DDF site is similar to that ob-
served in flockhouse virus, even though it has completely different
capsid morphology, in which the Asp residue performs an auto-
catalytic cleavage that is necessary for capsid maturation (53). The
relative positioning of the DDF motif in IAPV and the VP4 C
terminus and VP3 N terminus indicates that the formation of
pentamers is sufficient to achieve the optimal spatial arrangement
of the catalytic center and substrate for the cleavage (Fig. 5A).
However, the mechanism that ensures that the VP0 cleavage oc-
curs only in virions containing the RNA genome (14, 53) remains
to be determined.

Putative roles of VP4 and the N terminus of VP1 in delivery
of the IAPV genome across the biological membrane. The deliv-
ery of dicistrovirus genomes into the host cell cytoplasm has not
been studied. However, findings from related mammalian picor-
naviruses showed that VP4 subunits are released together with the
genome and that the N termini of VP1 are externalized on the
capsid surface at the beginning of the infection. The genome re-
lease of many picornaviruses results in the formation of empty
capsids, the so-called B particles (54). However, the empty capsids
of some picornaviruses and dicistroviruses disassemble into pen-
tamers of capsid protein protomers (55, 56). Furthermore, pen-
tamers of capsid protomers were also shown to be capsid precur-
sors (57, 58). Even though the crystallization of native IAPV
virions was attempted, one type of crystal was formed from pen-
tamers of capsid protein protomers (Table 1). Dimers of pentam-
ers of capsid protein protomers very similar to the crystallized

form of IAPV capsid proteins (Fig. 6) were previously observed as
disassembly products of TrV (56). The two pentamers are held
together by interactions of residue His61 of VP2 with Val11 from
the N terminus of VP1 and of Gln65 from VP2 with Asp198 from
VP3 (Fig. 6D). It is of particular interest that capsid protein VP4 is
missing from the pentamers and that 9 residues from the N-ter-
minal arm of the VP1 subunit have a different structure than in the
virion (Fig. 6A and B). It is therefore possible that the extended
exposure of IAPV to the crystallization conditions of 0.1 M so-
dium acetate at pH 4.5 induced the virions to release their ge-
nomes and disassemble into pentamers in a process mimicking
natural genome release. The detachment of VP4 from the pentam-
ers and changes in the structure of the VP1 N termini indicate that
these peptides in IAPV might have functions similar to those in
picornaviruses (26, 32, 33). This speculation is reinforced by the
observation that, whereas native IAPV virions do not affect the
integrity of liposomes in vitro, heat-dissociated IAPV particles in-
duce liposome disruption (Fig. 7).

VP2 of IAPV has an elongated N-terminal arm that mediates
contacts between the pentamers of the capsid protein protomers
(Fig. 6A). The N-terminal arm of the VP2 subunit reaches around
an icosahedral 2-fold axis into a neighboring pentamer; ap-
proaches a 3-fold axis; and forms two "-strands, "1 and "2, that
extend the "-sheet HEF of a VP3 subunit from the same pentamer
that contains the VP2 subunit (Fig. 6A). The electron density cor-
responding to residues 1 to 58 from the N terminus of VP2 is not
resolved in the pentamer crystal form (Fig. 6B). This verifies that
interpentamer contacts are required to maintain the structure of
the VP2 N terminus and its stabilizing function within the virion.
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FIG 7 Heat-disrupted IAPV virions induce permeabilization of liposomes.
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Cryo-electron Microscopy Study of the
Genome Release of the Dicistrovirus
Israeli Acute Bee Paralysis Virus

Edukondalu Mullapudi,a* Tibor Füzik,a Antonín Přidal,b Pavel Plevkaa

Structural Virology, Central European Institute of Technology, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republica;
Department of Zoology, Fishery, Hydrobiology, and Apidology, Faculty of Agronomy, Mendel University in
Brno, Brno, Czech Republicb

ABSTRACT Viruses of the family Dicistroviridae can cause substantial economic dam-
age by infecting agriculturally important insects. Israeli acute bee paralysis virus
(IAPV) causes honeybee colony collapse disorder in the United States. High-
resolution molecular details of the genome delivery mechanism of dicistroviruses are
unknown. Here we present a cryo-electron microscopy analysis of IAPV virions in-
duced to release their genomes in vitro. We determined structures of full IAPV viri-
ons primed to release their genomes to a resolution of 3.3 Å and of empty capsids
to a resolution of 3.9 Å. We show that IAPV does not form expanded A particles be-
fore genome release as in the case of related enteroviruses of the family
Picornaviridae. The structural changes observed in the empty IAPV particles include
detachment of the VP4 minor capsid proteins from the inner face of the capsid and
partial loss of the structure of the N-terminal arms of the VP2 capsid proteins. Unlike
the case for many picornaviruses, the empty particles of IAPV are not expanded rela-
tive to the native virions and do not contain pores in their capsids that might serve
as channels for genome release. Therefore, rearrangement of a unique region of the
capsid is probably required for IAPV genome release.

IMPORTANCE Honeybee populations in Europe and North America are declining
due to pressure from pathogens, including viruses. Israeli acute bee paralysis virus
(IAPV), a member of the family Dicistroviridae, causes honeybee colony collapse dis-
order in the United States. The delivery of virus genomes into host cells is necessary
for the initiation of infection. Here we present a structural cryo-electron microscopy
analysis of IAPV particles induced to release their genomes. We show that genome
release is not preceded by an expansion of IAPV virions as in the case of related pi-
cornaviruses that infect vertebrates. Furthermore, minor capsid proteins detach from
the capsid upon genome release. The genome leaves behind empty particles that
have compact protein shells.

KEYWORDS virus, Apis mellifera, honey bee, honeybee, Picornavirales, Dicistroviridae,
Aparavirus, virion, structure, cryo, electron microscopy, capsid, genome, release,
uncoating, colony collapse disorder, CCD, empty

The productivity of many flowering food plants depends on the pollination provided
by the western honeybee (Apis mellifera) (1). Honeybees are also critical for main-

taining the biodiversity of wild flowering plants (2). Winter honeybee colony mortality
has been increasing in North America and Europe over the last couple of decades,
leading to a decline in the number of honeybee colonies (3–5). Virus infections are a
major factor in the winter honeybee colony losses (6, 7). Generally, honeybee viruses
cause latent asymptomatic infections; however, they can occasionally lead to outbreaks
characterized by high virus titers. For some of these viruses, such outbreaks are
connected with increased virulence, resulting in the deaths of individual workers as well
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as of whole colonies (6). Israeli acute bee paralysis virus (IAPV) is a member of the
Aparavirus genus of the family Dicistroviridae (8–10). IAPV, Kashmir bee virus, and acute
bee paralysis virus constitute a cluster of closely related viruses that are distributed
worldwide (11). The spread of these viruses is accelerated by transmission by the
parasitic mite Varroa destructor (6, 11–13). IAPV has been linked to colony collapse
disorder (CCD), still a largely unexplained rapid loss of adult bees from colonies in the
United States (14–17), while acute bee paralysis virus has been associated with a similar
rapid adult bee mortality in Europe (11, 18). Other dicistroviruses are pathogens of
economically important arthropods, including crickets and shrimps (19).

Viruses of the family Dicistroviridae have nonenveloped icosahedral capsids protect-
ing linear, single-stranded, positive-sense RNA genomes of 8,500 to 10,200 nucleotides
(20). The genomes of dicistroviruses include two nonoverlapping open reading frames,
ORF1 and ORF2, which encode polyproteins containing nonstructural and structural
(capsid-forming) proteins, respectively. The polyproteins are cotranslationally and post-
translationally cleaved by viral proteases to produce functional subunits. The major
capsid proteins VP1 to VP3 of IAPV form the capsid shell with pseudo-T!3 icosahedral
symmetry, whereas VP4 is a small protein attached to the inner surface of the capsid
(21). The major capsid proteins of IAPV have a jelly roll !-sandwich fold common to
many other virus capsid proteins (21). The maturation of the capsids of viruses of the
order Picornavirales depends on the cleavage of the capsid protein VP4 from the N
terminus of a precursor subunit, VP0. In dicistroviruses, the precursor cleavage gener-
ates VP4 and VP3 subunits (19, 22). It was proposed previously that a conserved
Asp-Asp-Phe (DDF) motif, which is a part of the VP1 subunit that is exposed inwards
toward the virion cavity, is involved in VP0 cleavage (19, 22, 23).

In order to initiate infection, virus genomes need to be released from capsids and
transferred across the biological membrane into the cell cytoplasm. Previously, the
genome release of another dicistrovirus, triatoma virus (TrV), was analyzed by cryo-
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) of full and empty TrV particles to resolutions of 15 to 22
Å (24). TrV RNA release led to empty capsids that had a size similar to that of the native
virions. A tectonic model of subunit movements was described, according to which the
individual capsid proteins rotated within the capsid (24). Subsequently, the empty
capsids of TrV disassembled into small, symmetrical, lip-shaped particles that were
probably dimers of pentamers of capsid protein protomers (21, 24). It was proposed
that capsid cracking or dismantling was associated with the RNA externalization
process of TrV (24).

Genome release and delivery have been studied more extensively for viruses of the
family Picornaviridae, and for enteroviruses in particular (25–30). The genome release of
enteroviruses is preceded by structural changes of the capsid leading to the formation
of an expanded A particle that is induced by receptor binding or by the low pH of late
endosomes (25, 31–33). The A particles of enteroviruses contain pores at icosahedral
2-fold symmetry axes (26–31, 34–36) that were speculated to allow the release of the
genome and of VP4 subunits. Another type of pores, located between 2-fold and 5-fold
symmetry axes, serve for the externalization of N-terminal arms of VP1 subunits (28, 34).

Here we present a high-resolution cryo-EM analysis of IAPV virions induced to
release their genomes in vitro. We show that IAPV genome release is not preceded by
the formation of A particles. Furthermore, IAPV empty capsids are compact and do not
contain pores that might serve as channels for genome release.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In vitro induction of IAPV genome release. The mechanism of dicistrovirus

genome release in vivo has not been studied. However, the genome release of related
picornaviruses is induced by receptor binding or by the low pH in endosomes (25, 31–33,
37). Furthermore, it was shown that elevated temperatures trigger conformational changes
to the capsids of many picornaviruses that lead to genome release in vitro (29). Therefore,
we used an RNA-binding fluorescent-dye assay to measure the stability of IAPV virions at
increasing temperatures (Fig. 1A). The exposure of IAPV to 63°C allowed 50% of the RNA
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genome to interact with the fluorescent dye (Fig. 1A). It is possible that the increased
temperature induced the release of the RNA genome from IAPV virions or that the
RNA-binding fluorescent dye could enter the virus particles. Furthermore, cryo-EM images
show that IAPV virions heated to 63°C for 10 min contained 8% empty particles (Fig. 1B and
C). A similar temperature-induced genome release was described previously for TrV (24).
The temperature required to induce the release of the IAPV genome is higher than those
required for the genome release of vertebrate picornaviruses, which are in the range of 42
to 56°C (29). This higher stability might be an adaptation of IAPV virions to remain intact in
plant nectar with high ionic strength (38).

Comparison of structures of native and heated IAPV virions. The genome
release of nonenveloped viruses requires capsid disassembly or the formation of pores
of sufficient size to allow passage of the genome across the capsid. The incubation of
IAPV virions at 63°C resulted in a mixed population of full and empty particles (Fig. 1C).
Cryo-EM images of the full particles were used to calculate a single-particle reconstruc-
tion to a resolution of 3.3 Å (Table 1; Fig. 2B and E). The structure of the full virion could
be built except for residues 1 to 10 and 258 to 318 of VP2 (Fig. 3A). The structure of the
minor capsid protein VP4 was better resolved than that in the 4.0-Å-resolution crystal

FIG 1 Increased temperature triggers genome release of IAPV. (A) Thermal stability of IAPV virions. IAPV virions were mixed with Sybr green II dye and heated
to the indicated temperatures (x axis). The fluorescence signal increased as the dye bound to RNA. Error bars indicate standard deviations of the means (n !
3). See Materials and Methods for details. Cryo-electron micrographs show native IAPV virions at room temperature (B) and empty IAPV particles (C), induced
by incubating the virus at 63°C for 10 min. The black arrows in panel B indicate “lip-shaped” particles formed by IAPV capsid proteins. The white arrows indicate
complexes of the honeybee protein hexamerin that contaminated the virus purification. Bars, 50 nm.
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structure of the native virus that was described previously (Fig. 2D and E) (21). Residues
13 to 69 of VP4, among the 69 residues in the polypeptide, could be modeled in the
cryo-EM map (Fig. 3A). The positioning of residue 69 from the C terminus of VP4 close
to residues Asp186-Asp187-Phe188 of VP1 verifies the previous speculation that these

TABLE 1 Cryo-EM structure quality indicators for full and empty IAPV particles

Parameter

Value or description for IAPV heated at 63°C

Full virions Empty particles
EMDB/PDB codes EMD-4114/5LWG EMD-4115/5LWI
Resolution (Å) 3.26 3.85
Rwork 0.314 0.366
No. of atomsa 6,373 5,876

RMSD
Bond length (Å) 0.007 0.006
Bond angle (°) 1.28 1.22

Ramachandran region (%)
Favoredb 89.18 89.02
Allowedb 10.32 10.44
Outliersb 0.50 0.54

% poor rotamersb 0.84 0.45
Clashscore (percentile)b 3.09 (100) 3.96 (100)
MolProbity score (percentile) 1.67 (100) 1.76 (100)
C-! deviation (%)b 0.26 0.14
Average atomic B factor 52.2 68.4
aFor one icosahedral asymmetric unit.
bAccording to the criteria of Molprobity (62).

FIG 2 Structures of native IAPV virions and full and empty particles heated to 63°C. An X-ray structure of a native
virion of IAPV (A) and cryo-EM structures of full virions heated to 63°C (B) and of empty particles prepared by heating
virions to 63°C (C) are shown. The solvent-accessible surfaces are rainbow colored based on their distances from the
particle center. Central slices of electron density maps of native virions (D), full virions heated to 63°C (E), and empty
particles heated to 63°C (F) are shown in the bottom row. White areas indicate areas with high electron density values.
The positions of selected icosahedral symmetry axes are labeled. The insets in panels D to F show details of electron
density distributions near the 5-fold axes. The white arrow in the inset of panel F indicates a position of high electron
density formed by putative ions. A corresponding density is not present in the virion structure, as indicated by a black
arrow in the inset of panel E. Bars, 50 Å.
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residues form a putative catalytic site responsible for the cleavage of dicistrovirus VP0
into VP4 and VP3 subunits (21).

The structure of the heated IAPV virion is nearly identical to that of the native virus
(Fig. 2A, B, D, and E), with a root mean square deviation (RMSD) of C-" atoms from the
icosahedral asymmetric units of 0.76 Å (Table 2). Accordingly, the internal volumes of
the virion cavities are 6.2 " 106 Å3 and 6.3 " 106 Å3, respectively. This structural
similarity indicates that IAPV does not form A particles before genome release. These
results are similar to the previous observation that TrV virions do not expand before
genome release (24). In contrast, the genome release of enteroviruses is preceded by
the formation of A particles that are characterized by a 5% increase in virion diameter
and by the formation of channels in the capsid (25, 31–33).

Comparison of RNA distributions in native and heated IAPV virions. Whereas
the capsid structures of the native and heated (63°C) IAPV virions were almost identical,
there were differences in the distribution of the genomic RNA inside the particles (Fig.
2). The genome of IAPV is a 9,500-nucleotide single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) molecule
which is packed inside the icosahedral capsid (9). The RNA molecule cannot entirely
follow the icosahedral symmetry of the capsid. Both the X-ray crystallography and
single-particle reconstruction methods used for IAPV structure determination employ
icosahedral symmetry to calculate the three-dimensional (3D) electron density maps.
Therefore, both of the methods used to determine IAPV structures provide electron
density maps that contain information about the icosahedrally symmetrized distribu-
tion of the genome. In the native virus, the RNA uniformly fills the virion cavity in an
approximate sphere with a radius of 110 Å (Fig. 2D). Although direct interactions of the
RNA with capsid proteins were not observed, it might be possible that the genome
interacts with N-terminal parts of the capsid proteins VP1 and VP2 that are not resolved

FIG 3 Comparison of icosahedral asymmetric units of IAPV virions and empty particles. Icosahedral
asymmetric units of an IAPV virion heated to 63°C (A) and an empty particle (B) are shown as viewed from
the particle center. VP1, VP2, VP3, and VP4 are shown in blue, green, red, and orange, respectively. The
positions of 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold icosahedral symmetry axes are indicated with pentagons, triangles,
and ovals, respectively. The insets at bottom show representative electron densities of the IAPV virion
and empty particle at resolutions of 3.26 Å and 3.85 Å, respectively. The maps are contoured at 4 #.

TABLE 2 Structural comparison of icosahedral asymmetric units of IAPV in different
assembly forms

IAPV form

RMSD for indicated form

Pentamer Empty particle Heated virion
Native virion 1.09 0.93 0.80
Heated virion 0.87 0.68
Empty particle 0.87
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in the virion structure, as previously speculated for picornaviruses (28, 39). In parecho-
viruses of the family Picornaviridae, portions of the RNA interact specifically with the
capsid and are therefore resolved in electron density maps calculated with icosahedral
symmetry (40–42). However, the current structures show that the IAPV genome is
folded in the capsid cavity, without any icosahedral ordering imposed by the surround-
ing capsid proteins (Fig. 2D and E).

In heated IAPV virions, the RNA forms a 20-Å-thick shell with a higher density that
tightly follows the inner face of the capsid and a sphere in the center of the virion with
a radius of 80 Å (Fig. 2E). These two volumes are separated by a spherical shell of lower
RNA density with a diameter of 80 to 90 Å. The genome in the heated IAPV virions did
not form specific contacts with the capsid, similar to what was previously shown for A
particles of enteroviruses (29, 34). The changes in the distribution of RNA may facilitate
the subsequent release of the genome from the IAPV virion.

Genome release of IAPV is connected to detachment of VP4 subunits from the
capsid. Genome release from IAPV virions results in the formation of empty capsids
that are the same size as native virions (Fig. 2). The structure of the empty capsid could
be built except for residues 1 to 21 and 258 to 318 of VP2 (Fig. 3B). There were no
changes in the positions of subunits VP1 to VP3 relative to those in the native virus, and
the structures of the icosahedral asymmetric units had a C-" atom RMSD of 0.98 Å.
However, whole VP4 subunits and residues 1 to 21 of the N terminus of VP2 were not
resolved for the empty capsids (Fig. 3B). As a consequence, the volume of the capsid
cavity increased to 7.0 " 106 Å3. Furthermore, the loss of the structure of the VP2 N
terminus resulted in a reduction in intrapentamer interfaces, from 5,900 Å2 to 5,150 Å2

(Fig. 4). It is not likely that this limited reduction of protein contacts causes a biologically
important reduction in capsid stability. However, the loss of the structure of the VP2 N
terminus and of VP4 (Fig. 5A and B) resulted in changes of the distribution of charges
inside the capsids (Fig. 5D and E). It is interesting that the empty capsid does not
contain any pores that might serve for the release of the genome and the VP4 subunits. It

FIG 4 Buried surface areas of interfaces within IAPV virions at different temperatures, within empty particles, and within pentamers. (A) Buried surface areas. Individual
subunits are labeled according to their relative positions as shown in panel B. (B) Capsid surface representation of an IAPV virion, with VP1, VP2, and VP3 subunits shown
in blue, green, and red, respectively. Icosahedral asymmetric units considered for buried surface calculations are labeled with letters. The buried surface areas were
calculated using the PISA server (61). *, note that the differences in buried surface areas between the native and heated virions are due to the extra residues and side
chains of VP4 that could be built into the heated virion structure. The differences do not correspond to major conformational changes.
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is possible that the pores are transitory and close after the genome and VP4 subunits are
released. Furthermore, the imposition of icosahedral symmetry during calculations for
cryo-EM reconstruction may obscure a unique pore found in the capsid. In contrast, the
empty capsids produced after enterovirus genome release, which were named B particles,
are similar in structure to A particles and contain two types of pores in their capsid walls
(29).

The previously determined structure of the TrV virion lacked a resolved electron
density for VP4 subunits (22). However, it was shown that TrV virions contain VP4
peptides, and dissolved TrV crystals could be used to infect triatoma beetles (22–24). It was
therefore speculated that VP4 peptides are unstructured components of TrV virions. In
contrast, electron density maps enabled the building of the structure of VP4 in cricket
paralysis virus (CrPV) (19). It was proposed that viruses closely related to TrV might form a
separate genus within the family Dicistroviridae, characterized by the absence of structured
VP4 subunits (22). Our results show that IAPV virions and empty particles are distinguished
by the presence of structured VP4 subunits and 11 residues from the N terminus of VP2.

Putative mechanism ensuring the inclusion of VP4 in dicistrovirus virions. It
was shown previously that empty TrV capsids disassemble into pentamers of capsid
protein protomers composed of VP1, VP2, and VP3 that subsequently assemble into
lip-shaped particles formed by two pentamers of capsid protein protomers facing each
other with their bases (24). Our previous crystallographic analysis of IAPV identified
conditions that gave rise to crystals containing a similar lip-shaped assembly of IAPV

FIG 5 Comparison of intersubunit interactions and charge distributions in IAPV virions, empty particles, and
pentamers. Cartoon representations of an IAPV virion heated to 63°C (A), an empty particle (B), and a
pentamer (C) are shown as viewed from the particle center. VP1 subunits are shown in blue, VP2 in green,
VP3 in red, and VP4 in orange. Selected subunits are shown in bright colors. The positions of 5-fold, 3-fold,
and 2-fold icosahedral symmetry axes are indicated with pentagons, triangles, and ovals, respectively. (D to
F) Molecular surface of the capsid interior, colored according to the charge distribution. (G to I) Distributions
of electron density close to the 5-fold axis. The maps are contoured at 4 #.
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capsid proteins (21). Furthermore, lip-shaped particles also copurified with native IAPV
virions (Fig. 1B). The crystallized IAPV lip-shaped particles lacked a resolved density for
VP4 and residues 1 to 58 of the N terminus of VP2 (Fig. 5C). These changes in the
pentamer structure resulted in removal of the strong negative charge that was distrib-
uted in areas around the 3-fold icosahedral symmetry axes in the full and empty IAPV
virions (Fig. 5D to F). The overall structure of the protomer remained very similar to the
one observed for the native virus (Table 2). The tendency of capsid proteins to form
these lip-shaped particles may interfere with capsid formation. However, it was spec-
ulated that during virus assembly, the formation of the lip-shaped particles is prevented
by the presence of VP4 residues that are at the time part of VP0 (24). It is unlikely to be
a coincidence that the capsid proteins of two different viruses that share only 22%
sequence identity are capable of forming similar lip-shaped particles unless it boosts
virus fitness. We therefore speculate that the formation of the lip-shaped particles may
be a mechanism preventing the assembly of aberrant capsids lacking VP4. It was
speculated previously that the cleavage of VP0 into VP4 and VP3 is catalyzed by a DDF
sequence that is exposed on the inside of the capsid. Such cleavage might occur in
pentamers, and it is possible that the VP4 peptide would then dissociate from the
complex. The resulting aberrant pentamers might be incorporated into virions that
would then lack VP4 subunits. However, if the VP4-lacking pentamers formed lip-
shaped particles, then they could not interfere with virus assembly.

Cations positioned inside empty IAPV particles at 5-fold axes. Cryo-EM recon-
struction of the empty IAPV capsid shows a strong electron density located on 5-fold
axes close to the inner surface of the capsid, whereas the volume is occupied by VP4
subunits in the virions (Fig. 2D to F). The intensity of this density is similar to that of the
surrounding capsid proteins (Fig. 2E); however, it becomes weaker and less resolved
after B-factor sharpening (Fig. 5H). The density is located in the vicinity of side chains
of five symmetry-related Cys10 residues of VP3 subunits (Fig. 5H). Similar density could
not be observed in the full virions (Fig. 5G). The inner surface of the capsid is positively
charged in the virions, whereas due to the conformational changes of the VP1 and VP4
subunits, there are negatively charged pockets at the 5-fold axes in the empty IAPV
capsid (Fig. 5D and E). We therefore speculate that the extra density belongs to
positively charged ions, such as Ca2# or Mg2#. The side chains of the five cysteines do
not provide optimal coordination for cations that are not positioned exactly on the
5-fold axis (Fig. 5H). The icosahedrally averaged map therefore contains a somewhat
smeared density of the ions (Fig. 2E). The density of the putative cations was not
observed in the pentamers (Fig. 5I).

Comparison to genome release and delivery of TrV and enteroviruses. Current
knowledge of the genome release processes of small nonenveloped viruses, particularly
those of the order Picornavirales, is based predominantly on structural analyses of
conformational changes of their capsids before and after genome release. Most studies
have focused on human enteroviruses, since the genus includes important human
pathogens, such as poliovirus, rhinoviruses, and enterovirus 71 (EV71) (36, 43–45). Pores
positioned around the 5-fold and 2-fold axes of the icosahedral symmetry of the
capsids were speculated to be the channels for genome release (46, 47). Nevertheless,
the observed pores were never of a sufficient size to allow passage of the genome, and
additional structural changes to the capsid would be required for genome release.
Furthermore, a study of an asymmetric interaction of coxsackievirus B3 with a receptor
inserted into a nanodisc showed limited particle expansion and indicated that the
genome might be released through a specific pore formed along the 2-fold or 3-fold
axis of symmetry of the capsid (48). Previous studies of dicistrovirus genome release
were limited to the analysis of empty TrV particles at a resolution of 20 Å (24).

It was previously indicated that the genome release of TrV was connected to changes
in the orientations of capsid proteins that were proposed to move as rigid blocks in
so-called “tectonic movements” in the RMSD ranges of 2.5 to 11.4 Å (22, 24). Furthermore,
it was postulated that a partial capsid cracking or disassembly is required for TrV RNA
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externalization because there are no obvious pores for RNA egress and empty TrV capsids
disassemble upon or after genome release (24). In contrast, the structures and positions of
the major capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 in IAPV virions and empty particles are almost
identical (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the structures of empty TrV particles were interpreted as
containing narrower channels along 5-fold axes of icosahedral symmetry than is the case
in the native virus (24). However, IAPV particles do not contain holes in the capsids,
irrespective of whether they are empty or full (Fig. 2 and 5).

The reconstructions of full and empty TrV capsids differed in a “blob” of electron
density located on the outside of the capsid, on the 2-fold axes (24). This density was
interpreted as a trace of the RNA genome in the process of release from the particle
(24). Therefore, a putative channel located at the 2-fold axis of the capsid was
speculated to be the place for TrV genome egress. This indicated that TrV genome
release is similar to that of enteroviruses (24). The formation of enterovirus A particles
is characterized by movements of "3 helices from VP2 subunits away from the
icosahedral 2-fold axis, which results in the formation of a 10- by 5-Å pore that was
speculated to be utilized for genome release (36, 43–45). However, empty IAPV particles
have compact capsids, and the "3 helices remain in the same position in the empty
capsid as in the native virus (Fig. 5A and B). There is no evidence that the area around
the 2-fold axis should serve as a channel for IAPV genome release. However, it is
possible that asymmetric rearrangements of IAPV capsids were averaged out in the
icosahedral reconstruction or that short-lived capsid conformations with pores could
not be captured by the use of heat to trigger genome release.

Enterovirus A particles contain pores in their capsids, have N termini of VP1 subunits
exposed at the virion surface, and release VP4 subunits (46, 47). Residues from
N-terminal regions of VP1 subunits were shown to form amphipathic helices, which
disrupt endosomal membranes and together with VP4 subunits allow the transport of
enterovirus genomes to the cell cytoplasm (31, 49, 50). For the native virions of IAPV,
all the residues from the N terminus of VP1 are resolved in the electron density maps.
Furthermore, the structure of the N terminus of VP1 of IAPV remains the same in the
empty capsid (Fig. 3A and B and 5A and B). Thus, the N terminus of VP1 of IAPV cannot
interact with a lipid bilayer. Moreover, a pore at the base of the canyon, which was
shown to be the site of externalization of VP1 subunits for coxsackievirus 16 (29, 36), is
not present in the empty particles of IAPV. The compact structure of empty IAPV
particles together with the previously published negative results for IAPV pentamer-
induced liposome lysis (21) indicates that the N termini of IAPV VP1 subunits are
unlikely to interact with membranes. The mechanism by which IAPV delivers its
genome across the biological membrane requires further study.

The structures of heat-treated full and empty particles indicate that the RNA release
mechanism of IAPV is different from that of enteroviruses, such as coxsackievirus 16,
human rhinovirus 2, and poliovirus 1 (36, 43–45). Dicistroviruses do not form A particles,
and the genome is probably released through a transiently formed pore in the capsid
wall that closes after genome egress.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus propagation. The propagation of IAPV in honeybee pupae and subsequent purification were

carried out as described previously (21).
Preparation of IAPV A particles by heating. Virions at a concentration of 0.02 mg/ml in 0.25 M

HEPES, pH 7.5, 0.25 M NaCl buffer were incubated with Sybr green II (diluted 3,000 times from the stock
solution according to the manufacturer’s instructions), and the mixture was heated from 25 to 95°C in 1°C
increments, with a 2-min incubation time at each temperature, in a real-time PCR instrument (Roche
LightCycler 480). The fluorescence signal increases as the dye interacts with RNA that is released from
thermally destabilized particles, or the dye might be able to enter the particles. The thermal stability of the
virus was estimated as the temperature corresponding to an increase in fluorescence to 50% of the maximal
value obtained when all virions were thermally denatured. The measurements were carried out in triplicate.

Cryo-electron microscopy of IAPV particles. A solution of freshly purified IAPV (3.5 $l at 2 mg/ml)
was heated to 63°C for 10 min in a thermocycler and stored on ice until it was applied to holey carbon
grids (Quantifoil R2/1, 300 mesh; Quantifoil Micro Tools) and plunge frozen using an FEI Vitrobot Mark
IV machine, set to a 2-s blotting time and a $2 blot force. The Vitrobot sample application chamber was
held at 25°C and 100% humidity during the whole vitrification process. Grids with the vitrified sample
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were transferred to an FEI Titan Krios electron microscope operated at 300 kV and aligned for parallel
illumination in nanoprobe mode. Images were recorded with an FEI Falcon II direct electron detection
camera under low-dose conditions (20 e$/Å2), with underfocus values ranging from 1.0 to 3.0 $m at a
nominal magnification of "75,000, resulting in a pixel size of 1.07 Å/pixel. Each image was recorded in
movie mode with 0.5 s of total acquisition time and saved as seven separate movie frames. In total, 1,381
micrographs were acquired.

Icosahedral reconstruction of full and empty particles of IAPV. The reconstructions of full and
empty IAPV particles were calculated independently according to the pipeline described below. The
movie frames from each exposure were aligned to compensate for drift and beam-induced motion during
image acquisition by using the program SPIDER (51). Regions with IAPV particles (450 " 450 pixels) were
manually picked and extracted from the micrographs by using the program e2boxer.py from the package
EMAN2 (52), resulting in 2,386 empty-particle and 25,176 full-particle images. Subsequently, the particles were
separated into two half-data sets for all of the subsequent reconstruction steps to follow the “gold standard”
procedure for resolution determination (53). The contrast transfer function (CTF) parameters of each micro-
graph were automatically estimated using the program ctffind4 (54). The images were processed using the
package RELION 1.4 (55). The particles were subjected to multiple rounds of two-dimensional (2D) classifi-
cation and 3D classification, resulting in a nearly homogeneous set of IAPV particles. A low-pass-filtered (60
Å) structure of the native IAPV virion determined by X-ray crystallography was used as an initial model for 3D
classification and for subsequent refinement, which was performed using the RELION 3dautorefine procedure.
To further homogenize the data set, particles were subjected to another round of 3D classification, omitting
the alignment step and using the particle shifts and orientations estimated in the previous refinement step.
This classification assumes that the shifts and orientations of the particles were accurately estimated during
the refinement step and that the particles are distributed solely among the classes depending on their unique
features. This usually helps to discard particles that do not contribute high-resolution information to the
particle reconstruction. Final reconstruction, performed according to the gold standard (53), was calculated
with RELION 3dautorefine (55). The resulting map was masked with a threshold mask and B-factor sharpened
using the RELION postprocess procedure (56). The B factors applied for sharpening were $102.9 Å2 and
$107.1 Å2 for the full- and empty-particle IAPV reconstructions, respectively. The resulting resolutions were
estimated to be 3.26 and 3.85 Å for the full and empty IAPV particles, respectively, at the 0.143 Fourier shell
correlation (FSC) cutoff.

Cryo-EM structure determination and refinement. The initial model, derived from the native IAPV
virion structure (19), was fitted into the B-factor-sharpened cryo-EM map and subjected to manual
rebuilding using the programs Coot and O and to coordinate and B-factor refinement using the
programs Refmac5 and Phenix (57–60).

Accession number(s). Cryo-EM electron density maps of the IAPV virion and empty particle were
deposited with the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) under accession numbers EMD-4114 and
EMD-4115, respectively, and the fitted coordinates were deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) under
accession codes 5LWG and 5LWI, respectively.
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ABSTRACT Viral diseases are a major threat to honeybee (Apis mellifera) populations
worldwide and therefore an important factor in reliable crop pollination and food
security. Black queen cell virus (BQCV) is the etiological agent of a fatal disease of
honeybee queen larvae and pupae. The virus belongs to the genus Triatovirus from
the family Dicistroviridae, which is part of the order Picornavirales. Here we present a
crystal structure of BQCV determined to a resolution of 3.4 Å. The virion is formed
by 60 copies of each of the major capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3; however, there
is no density corresponding to a 75-residue-long minor capsid protein VP4 encoded
by the BQCV genome. We show that the VP4 subunits are present in the crystallized
virions that are infectious. This aspect of the BQCV virion is similar to that of the
previously characterized triatoma virus and supports the recent establishment of the
separate genus Triatovirus within the family Dicistroviridae. The C terminus of VP1
and CD loops of capsid proteins VP1 and VP3 of BQCV form 34-Å-tall finger-like pro-
trusions at the virion surface. The protrusions are larger than those of related dicis-
troviruses.

IMPORTANCE The western honeybee is the most important pollinator of all, and it
is required to sustain the agricultural production and biodiversity of wild flowering
plants. However, honeybee populations worldwide are suffering from virus infections
that cause colony losses. One of the most common, and least known, honeybee
pathogens is black queen cell virus (BQCV), which at high titers causes queen larvae
and pupae to turn black and die. Here we present the three-dimensional virion
structure of BQCV, determined by X-ray crystallography. The structure of BQCV re-
veals large protrusions on the virion surface. Capsid protein VP1 of BQCV does not
contain a hydrophobic pocket. Therefore, the BQCV virion structure provides evi-
dence that capsid-binding antiviral compounds that can prevent the replication of
vertebrate picornaviruses may be ineffective against honeybee virus infections.

KEYWORDS virus, Apis mellifera, honey bee, honeybee, Picornavirales, Dicistroviridae,
Cripavirus, Triatovirus, virion, structure, X ray, crystallography, capsid, insect disease,
X-ray crystallography

The honeybee (Apis mellifera) is found all over the world and plays a vital role in the
agricultural industry by providing pollination services for food crops. About 10% of

the total economic value of agricultural production depends on insect pollination (1).
In addition, it has been shown that the abundance and diversity of wild insect-
pollinated plant species declines in areas with reduced populations of honeybees (2, 3).
However, the bees suffer from a combination of factors such as environmental stress,
parasites, and pathogens, including numerous viruses that result in colony losses (4, 5).

One of the most common and least understood honeybee viruses is black queen cell
virus (BQCV). BQCV was first isolated from dead queen larvae and prepupae sealed in
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queen cells with blackened walls (6, 7). BQCV is one of the most common and abundant
honeybee viruses worldwide (8–10). It persists chronically and mostly asymptomatically
in bee colonies through social transmission among adults and through vertical trans-
mission from the queen to her offspring and from adults to larvae through glandular
secretions, e.g., royal jelly (11). However, at elevated titers, BQCV kills developing queen
larvae, whose necrotic remains stain their pupal cells black. The disease is of concern for
the honeybee queen-rearing industry, but it only rarely has impact outside this context
(12, 13). The incidence of BQCV in Europe and Asia peaks during the swarming season,
when queens and drones are reared (14–16). There is evidence that the coinfection of
BQCV with Nosema, a fungal intestinal parasite of honeybees, results in increased
mortality caused by the virus (17). In addition, sublethal doses of pesticides result in
increased BQCV titers and mortality (12, 18). BQCV belongs to the family Dicistroviridae,
nonenveloped RNA viruses that infect insects (19). The BQCV host range includes many
Apis species, as well as several bumblebee species (20). Several other dicistroviruses
infect honeybees and bumblebees, whereas others cause diseases in ants, crickets, flies,
and aphids.

The structures of Israeli acute bee paralysis virus (IAPV), triatoma virus (TrV), and
cricket paralysis virus (CrPV) from the family Dicistroviridae have been determined
previously (21–23). IAPV belongs to the genus Aparavirus and CrPV is part of the genus
Cripavirus, whereas TrV and BQCV belong to the recently established genus Triatovirus.
Viruses from the family Dicistroviridae have nonenveloped icosahedral capsids that
protect linear single-stranded positive-sense RNA genomes 8,500 to 10,200 nucleotides
in length (24). The genomes of dicistroviruses include two nonoverlapping open
reading frames (ORFs), ORF1 and ORF2, which encode polyproteins containing non-
structural and structural (capsid-forming) subunits, respectively. The polyproteins in-
clude proteases that cotranslationally and posttranslationally autocleave the polypro-
teins to produce functional subunits. The major capsid proteins VP1 to VP3 of
dicistroviruses have a jelly roll !-sandwich fold common to capsid proteins of many
other viruses and form the capsid shell with pseudo-T! 3 icosahedral symmetry (21–23,
25). Capsid proteins originating from one polyprotein precursor fold into a protomer
that contains subunits VP0, VP1, and VP2. By analogy with human picornaviruses, it is
assumed that the protomers assemble into pentamers and subsequently together with
the RNA genome form immature virions (26–29). The cleavage of VP0, which produces
subunits VP4 and VP3, is required for the maturation of infectious virions (22, 23). It has
been proposed previously that a conserved Asp-Asp-Phe (DDF) motif, which is part of
the VP1 subunit and conserved among dicistroviruses, is involved in the VP0 cleavage
(22, 23, 30–32). The VP4 subunits of dicistroviruses are peptides 51 to 75 residues long
(21–23). CrPV and IAPV virions contain structured VP4 subunits attached to the inner
faces of their capsids (21, 22). In contrast, it has been shown that TrV virions contain VP4
subunits, but the TrV crystal structure did not reveal a resolved electron density
belonging to VP4 (23). The release of VP4 subunits from virions has been shown to be
associated with genome release in the related picornaviruses (33–37). The VP4 subunits
disrupt cellular membranes and thus enable the delivery of picornavirus genomes into
the cytoplasm (38).

Here we present the structure of the BQCV virion and show that it contains large
finger-like surface protrusions formed by capsid proteins VP1 and VP3. Furthermore, as
in TrV, the VP4 subunits are not structured in BQCV virions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure of BQCV virion and capsid proteins. The crystal structure of the BQCV

virion was determined to a resolution of 3.4 Å (Table 1). The maximum outer diameter
of the BQCV capsid is 353 Å (Fig. 1A). The particles of BQCV are bigger than those of
other dicistroviruses and most picornaviruses (maximum radii of about of 320 Å)
because of the finger-like protrusions located in between the 5-fold and 3-fold axes of
the icosahedral symmetry of the BQCV capsid (Fig. 1). The virion has pseudo-T!3
icosahedral symmetry with 60 copies of each of the viral structural proteins VP1, VP2,
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and VP3. VP1 subunits form pentamers around the 5-fold axes, whereas VP2 and VP3
subunits constitute alternating heterohexamers around the icosahedral 3-fold axes (Fig.
2). The major capsid proteins have !-sandwich “jelly roll” folds. The !-strands forming
the cores of the subunits are named according to the virus jelly roll convention B to I
(25). The two antiparallel !-sheets contain strands BIDG and CHEF, respectively (Fig.
2A). The N termini of the major capsid proteins are located on the inside of the capsid,

TABLE 1 BQCV virion structure quality indicators

Parameter Valuea

Space group I222

Cell parameters
a, b, c (Å) 332.86, 350.60, 362.61
", !, # (°) 90.0, 90.0, 90.0

Resolution (Å) 40.00–3.40 (3.59–3.40)
Rmerge

b 0.208 (0.633)
I/$(I) 3.7 (1.0)
Completeness (%) 68.1 (63.3)
Multiplicity 1.9 (1.7)
No. of observations 359,305 (44,199)
No. of unique reflections 193,433 (26,184)
Rwork

d 0.247
Avg atomic B factor (Å2) 46.4
RMSD bond angles (°) 0.848
RMSD bond lengths (Å) 0.007

Ramachandran statisticsc

Favored (%) 92.2
Outliers (%) 0.7

Molprobity score 9.75 (73rd percentile)
aStatistics for the highest-resolution shell are shown in parentheses.
bRmerge ! "h"j|lhj#$lh%|/""|lhj|.
cAccording to the criterion of Molprobity (76).
dAll reflections were used in the refinement. The Rfree, if it were calculated, would be very similar to Rwork

because of the 15-fold noncrystallographic symmetry present in the crystal. Therefore, the Rfree would not
provide an unbiased measure of model quality in this case (71).

FIG 1 Comparison of virion structures of BQCV, TrV, CrPV, and IAPV. Molecular surfaces of BQCV (A), TrV
(B), CrPV (C), and IAPV (D) virions are rainbow-colored based on their distance from the virion center.
Depressions are shown in blue and protrusions in red.
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whereas the C termini are exposed at the virion surface. A complete model of the major
capsid proteins of BQCV could be built except for seven C-terminal residues of VP3.
BQCV encodes the 75-residue-long capsid protein VP4. However, no density corre-
sponding to VP4 could be identified in the virion structure. The consequences of the
missing VP4 structure for BQCV infectivity are discussed below.

Comparison of BQCV capsid structures to those of other dicistroviruses. BQCV
represents the first structurally characterized virus from the genus Cripavirus infecting
honeybees. It shares less than 35% sequence identity with CrPV, TrV, and IAPV (Table
2) (21–23) and has a rather unique surface topology characterized by the large
finger-like protrusions (Fig. 1A and 3A). There are plateaus around the icosahedral
3-fold axes and broad depressions on the BQCV virion surface around the icosahedral
2-fold axes (Fig. 1A). BQCV is structurally the closest to TrV, with a root mean square
deviation (RMSD) of 1.9 Å for the C" atoms of residues from icosahedral asymmetric
units (Table 2) (23). The two viruses have similar surface features; however, the “fingers”
of TrV are less prominent (Fig. 3A). In contrast, the virion surface of CrPV is almost flat
(Fig. 3A) (22).

The finger-like protrusions of BQCV reach 34 Å above the virion surface (Fig. 1A and
3A). Each of the protrusions is formed by the C terminus of VP1 and CD loops of VP1
and VP3 (Fig. 3B). The C terminus of VP1 of BQCV is 21 residues longer than that of TrV
(23). The 47-residue-long C terminus of BQCV VP1 contains "-helix 6 followed by
!-strands 3, 4, and 5 and "-helix 7 (Fig. 3B). The CD loop of VP1 of BQCV is four residues
longer than that of TrV. In BQCV the loop contains a four-residue-long "-helix 4
followed by !-strands 1 and 2 and an eight-residue-long "-helix 5 (Fig. 3B). The CD loop
of VP3 of BQCV is seven residues longer than those of TrV and CrPV (Fig. 3C) (22, 23).

FIG 2 Comparison of structures of icosahedral asymmetric units of BQCV, TrV, CrPV, and IAPV. Shown are
cartoon representations of the capsid protein protomers of BQCV (A), TrV (B), CrPV (C), and IAPV (D). VP1
subunits are shown in blue, VP2 in green, VP3 in red, and VP4 (if present) in yellow. Names of the
!-strands of the capsid proteins are shown. The positions of the 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold icosahedral
symmetry axes are indicated with pentagons, triangles, and ovals, respectively.
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The CD loop of VP3 of IAPV is similar in size to that of BQCV (21). The CD loop of BQCV
VP3 contains three !-strands and an "-helix (Fig. 3C). The smaller finger-like protrusions
of TrV and IAPV are formed by the C terminus and CD loop of VP1 but not by the CD
loop of VP3 (Fig. 3B) (21, 23). There are no finger-like protrusions in CrPV (Fig. 3A) (22).
Previously, the finger-like protrusions of TrV were speculated to play a role in the
interactions of the virus with its host, in particular to be involved in binding to the entry
receptor (23).

The EF loop of VP1 of BQCV is 13 residues shorter than that of CrPV, 2 residues
shorter than that of TrV, but 5 residues longer than that of IAPV (Fig. 3B) (21–23). In
BQCV the loop does not contain any secondary-structure elements. In contrast, the EF
loop of CrPV VP1 contains an "-helix and !-strand (22). The most prominent surface
feature formed by subunit VP2 of BQCV is the EF loop, which is, according to the
picornavirus convention, named the “puff.” The puff regions of the dicistroviruses are
similar (Fig. 2).

The GH loop of VP3 of BQCV is the shortest among the structurally characterized
dicistroviruses and lacks the "-helix and !-strand that are present in the GH loops of
TrV, CrPV, and IAPV (Fig. 3C) (21–23). The GH loop of VP3 in TrV is the longest of the
compared viruses. In contrast, the GH loop of VP3 of CrPV contains two short "-helices
(Fig. 3C). The EF loop of VP3 in BQCV is the shortest of all the compared viruses and
contains only one short "-helix (Fig. 3C). The longest EF loop of VP3 can be found in
IAPV, in which it is formed by two !-strands followed by an "-helix (Fig. 3C) (21).

The capsid of BQCV contains a spherical electron density positioned on a 5-fold axis
in the vicinity of the Ile 164 residues of symmetry-related VP1 subunits (Fig. 4). A similar
density has been previously observed in the capsid of TrV, where it was attributed to
an ion (23). In contrast, no density was observed in the same region of virions of CrPV
and IAPV (Fig. 4) (21, 22). It has been speculated previously that the ions may contribute
to the capsid stability of viruses, and they might have similar functions in BQCV and TrV.

The BQCV capsid lacks resolved density for minor capsid protein VP4. Virions of
many viruses from the order Picornavirales assemble as immature particles that contain
the precursor subunit VP0 (39). Formation of the mature infectious virions is, in such
cases, dependent on the cleavage of capsid protein VP4 from the N terminus of the VP0
precursor. In picornaviruses, the VP0 cleavage generates the proteins VP4 and VP2,

TABLE 2 Sequence and structural similarity of capsid proteins of selected dicistroviruses, iflaviruses, and picornaviruses

Family Genus Virus

RMSD (Å) of superimposed Ca atoms of the respective 3D structures (top) or % identity between the respective
virus coat protein sequences (bottom)a

BQCV TrV CrPV IAPV PV1 CVB3 EV71 HRV16 FMDV ERAV TMEV MEV SVV1 AiV HAV HPeV-1 SBPV
Dicistroviridae Cripavirus BQCV 1.9 1.8 2.4 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.6 2.8 2.6 2.5 2.6 2.1

TrV 33 1.9 2.0 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.8 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.7 2.5 2.2 2.4 2.0
CrPV 29 29 2.1 2.6 2.5 2.7 2.5 2.7 3.0 2.8 2.7 3.2 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.2

Aparavirus IAPV 24 23 24 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.8 3.0 2.5 2.6 3.0 2.5 2.6 2.2 2.4 2.1

Picornaviridae Enterovirus PV1 14 16 13 11 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.7 1.8 1.5 1.5 2.3 2.6 2.1 2.1 2.3
CVB3 14 16 13 11 56 1.1 0.9 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.9 1.9 2.1 2.4 2.5
EV71 13 16 13 12 45 48 1.1 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 2.5 2.1 2.2 2.2
HRV16 14 15 14 9 49 49 45 2.1 2.0 1.6 1.6 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.3 2.3

Aphthovirus FMDV 13 15 13 12 26 26 27 23 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.7 2.6
ERAV 17 18 17 11 24 26 23 26 36 1.9 1.6 1.9 2.0 2.4 2.6 2.8

Cardiovirus TMEV 19 15 14 13 29 29 30 27 31 33 0.9 1.4 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.3
MEV 18 16 15 12 29 29 30 30 30 35 65 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.1 2.3

Senecavirus SVV1 15 12 11 14 29 25 29 25 30 31 38 40 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
Kobuvirus AiV 16 14 16 16 24 21 26 24 19 25 28 27 28 2.1 2.2 2.3
Hepatovirus HAV 17 21 16 14 18 19 17 19 17 18 21 19 20 17 2.1 2.1
Parechovirus HPeV-1 16 16 17 15 17 13 17 11 17 18 20 21 18 20 18 2.2

Iflaviridae Iflavirus SBPV 17 21 19 19 16 15 14 14 15 16 16 16 14 21 18 17
aFor RMSD, the distance cutoff for inclusion of residues in the calculation was 3.8 Å. Capsid protein protomers corresponding to icosahedral asymmetric units
consisting of subunits VP1 to VP4 were used in the comparisons. The program Coot was used for superposition of the molecules (69). For percent identity between
the respective virus coat protein sequences, gaps were ignored in the calculations. Abbreviations: poliovirus 1 (PV1), coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3), human rhinovirus 16
(HRV16), foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV), equine rhinitis A virus (ERAV), Theiler’s encephalomyelitis virus (TMEV), mouse encephalomyelitis virus (MEV), Seneca
Valley virus (SVV1), Aichi virus (AiV), hepatitis A virus (HAV), and human parechovirus 1 (HPeV-1).
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whereas in dicistroviruses the precursor cleavage results in the formation of VP4 and
VP3 (22, 23). Infections of some picornaviruses produce not only genome-containing
virions but also empty particles that have VP0 subunits. However, the purification of
BQCV in a CsCl density gradient resulted in the formation of one band, which contained
only full virions (Fig. 5). It has been speculated previously that a conserved Asp-Asp-Phe
(DDF) motif, which is part of the VP1 subunit, is involved in the VP0 cleavage of
dicistroviruses (22, 23, 30). IAPV, CrPV, and TrV contain the DDF motif in a loop
immediately following !-strand I of VP1 positioned on the inside of the capsid.
Furthermore, TrV and IAPV have additional DDF sequences, in a loop following !-strand
I of VP3 (22, 23). The VP1 subunit of BQCV contains an alternative sequence, DDM, at
residues 218 to 220, located in a position similar to those of the DDF sequences of TrV,
CrPV, and IAPV (Fig. 6). Cleavage of the VP0 precursor generates a new N terminus of
VP3, which starts with Ser1 (Fig. 6A to C). With IAPV, the N-terminal serine was not
resolved in the electron density map and the structure starts from Lys2 (Fig. 6D).
Asp218 of the BQCV DDM motif is located close to the N terminus of VP3 (Fig. 6A). Their
relative positioning indicates that the formation of pentamers is sufficient to achieve an
optimal spatial arrangement of the putative autocatalytic center formed by residues of
VP1 for the cleavage of VP0. The mechanism that ensures that the VP0 cleavage occurs
only in dicistrovirus virions containing the RNA genome (22, 40) remains to be deter-
mined.

As with BQCV, the previously determined structure of the TrV virion lacked a
resolved electron density for the VP4 subunits (23). However, it was shown that TrV
virions contain VP4 peptides and that dissolved TrV crystals could be used to infect
triatoma insects. Therefore, VP4 peptides are unstructured components of TrV virions

FIG 3 Comparison of prominent virion surface features of BQCV, TrV, CrPV, and IAPV. (A) Cross section of capsids close to 5-fold icosahedral axes are shown
in gray. Cartoon representations of capsid proteins from a selected icosahedral asymmetric unit are shown in blue for VP1, green for VP2, red for VP3, and yellow
for VP4. Finger-like protrusions of BQCV formed by the C terminus of VP1 and CD loops of VP1 and VP3 are larger than those of TrV, CrPV, and IAPV. The positions
of the 5-fold icosahedral symmetry axes are indicated with dashed lines. (B) Comparison of VP1 subunits is shown. The CD loops are highlighted in red, the
EF loops in orange, and the C termini in green. Names of the secondary structure elements are indicated. (C) Comparison of VP3 subunits. The CD loops of VP3
are highlighted in cyan, the GH loops in green, and the EF loops in magenta.
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(23). In contrast, electron density maps enabled the VP4 structures in CrPV and IAPV to
be built (21, 22). It was proposed that one characteristic of viruses from the genus
Triatovirus within the family Dicistroviridae is the absence of structured VP4 subunits
(23, 30). SDS gel electrophoresis and mass spectrometry analysis showed that VP4
subunits are present in both native and crystallized BQCV virions (Fig. 7A; see also Fig.
S1 in the supplemental material). Furthermore, BQCV genomes could be detected in
pupae injected both with the native virus and with particles dissolved from crystals (Fig.
7B). Honeybee pupae injected with BQCV dissolved from crystals stopped their devel-
opment, similar to those injected with the native virus (Fig. 7C to H). The results show
that BQCV virions are infectious even without the structured VP4 subunits, similar to
what was shown for TrV (23). However, because the VP4 cleavage is probably required

FIG 4 Maps of electron densities of capsids of dicistroviruses close to icosahedral 5-fold axes. Electron
densities attributed to putative ions are present on 5-fold axes of BQCV (A) and TrV (B). In contrast, the
density is absent in CrPV (C) and IAPV (D). The density maps are shown as gray meshes contoured at 1.8
$. VP1 subunits are shown in stick representation with carbon atoms in blue. The names of residues of
BQCV and TrV closest to the putative ion densities are shown.

FIG 5 Negative-stain electron microscopy picture of BQCV after purification on CsCl gradient. See
Materials and Methods for details on the purification procedure.
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for BQCV maturation, it is likely that at least before maturation the residues corre-
sponding to VP4 are ordered in the capsid. It is also possible that some of the
crystallized virions could have lost VP4 by externalization in an aborted entry reaction
during in vitro handling of the virus, leaving insufficient capsid-associated material to
provide a resolved density for VP4.

Absence of hydrophobic pocket in VP1 of BQCV. Dicistroviruses are related to
vertebrate picornaviruses, for which numerous capsid-binding inhibitors have been
developed (41). The VP1 subunits of some enteroviruses, including human enterovirus
71 (EV71), contain a hydrophobic pocket that can be targeted by small compounds
which inhibit the virus-receptor binding and/or genome release (42–45). However,
BQCV does not harbor such a hydrophobic pocket in the !-barrel of VP1 (Fig. 8A). The
!-barrel of BQCV VP1 is compressed compared to that of EV71, and the remaining
space is taken up by hydrophobic side chains of amino acids forming the core of the
protein (Fig. 8). In addition, the residues Asn71 from !-strand C and Tyr116 from the CD
loop of VP1 occupy the volume of the putative entrance to the pocket (Fig. 8A).
Previous structural analyses of CrPV, TrV, and IAPV have shown that these viruses also
lack pocket factors (21–23). Therefore, it is likely that pocket binding inhibitors may not
be effective as antivirals against honeybee viruses from the family Dicistroviridae.

Evolutionary relationship to dicistroviruses, iflaviruses, and picornaviruses. A
structure-based evolutionary tree derived from a comparison of icosahedral asymmetric
units clearly separates the families Dicistroviridae, Iflaviridae, and Picornaviridae (Fig. 9A).
The structural comparison indicates that dicistroviruses are most similar to iflaviruses,
which also infect insects (21–23). The viruses closest to BQCV from the Picornaviridae
family are hepatitis A virus and human parechovirus 1, which were previously sug-
gested to form evolutionary intermediates between human and insect viruses (Fig. 9A)
(46, 47).

In order to expand our analysis to viruses with unknown structures, we calculated an
evolutionary tree of viruses from the family Dicistroviridae based on the amino acid
sequences of their ORF2 encoding the capsid proteins (Fig. 9B). The tree separates the
viruses into three groups. One of them corresponds to the genus Aparavirus, which
includes IAPV, acute bee paralysis virus (ABPV), Kashmir bee virus (KBV), taura syndrome

FIG 6 Putative proteolytic site in VP1 subunits of dicistroviruses. The residues Asp-Asp-Phe/Met of VP1
that were speculated to mediate the cleavage of VP0 into VP3 and VP4 are positioned close to the N
terminus of VP3 and C terminus of VP4 from another protomer related by an icosahedral 5-fold axis of
symmetry. The residues constituting the putative active site are shown in stick representation. VP1
subunits are shown in blue and VP3 in red.
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virus, and Solenopsis invicta virus (48–52). Another genus is Cripavirus, structurally
represented by CrPV and including Drosophila C virus, aphid lethal paralysis virus, and
Rhopalosiphum padi virus (53–56). The remaining group is the recently formed genus
Triatovirus, which is structurally represented by TrV and BQCV and also includes the
Plautia stali intestine virus, Homalodisca coagulata virus, and himetobi P virus (Fig. 9B)
(57–60). A difference that separates triatoviruses from cripaviruses, obvious only in the
structural analysis, is the absence of ordered VP4 subunits in the virions of both BQCV

FIG 7 BQCV crystals contain VP4 subunits and the crystallized virus is infectious. (A) Polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis of capsid proteins of BQCV. Lane 1, marker; lane 2, purified BQCV; lane 3, BQCV dissolved
from crystals. Arrowhead and VP4 label indicate the position of capsid protein VP4 (8.1 kDa). Capsid
proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 of BQCV have molecular masses in the 25- to 35-kDa range. (B) Agarose gel
electrophoresis of PCR fragments obtained from reverse-transcribed RNA isolated from pupae injected with
native BQCV (lane 2), BQCV dissolved from crystals (lane 3), and mock-infected with PBS (lane 4). Please see
Materials and Methods for details. Lane 1, DNA ladder. (C to H) Images of pupae injected with BQCV
dissolved from crystals (C and D) or native virus (E and F) or mock infected with PBS (G and H). The pupae
were imaged 1 day (C, E, and G) and 5 days (D, F, and H) after the injection. The pupae injected with virus
(C to F) developed slower than the mock-injected pupae (G and H), as shown by the delay in color
development of the eyes and the darkening of the body 5 days postinfection. Two pupae missing in the
panels (C and D) were accidentally destroyed during imaging.

FIG 8 VP1 of BQCV does not contain a hydrophobic pocket. VP1 of BQCV (A) and human enterovirus 71
(EV71) (B) are shown in cartoon representations. The pocket factor of human enterovirus 71 is shown as
a stick model in green. The volume of the pocket calculated with the program Caver is shown in panel
B. In addition, the side chains of residues that interact with the pocket factor are shown as sticks. In BQCV,
the core of the VP1 subunits is filled by side chains of residues forming the !-sheet BIDG and CHEF. The
residues Asn71 and Tyr116 in BQCV obscure the volume that corresponds to the opening of the pocket
at the capsid surface in EV71.
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and TrV. An additional distinction between cripaviruses and triatoviruses, which can be
identified both in structures and in sequences, are the finger-like projections at the
virion surface formed by the CD loop of VP1, which are present only in triatoviruses (Fig.
3B). Therefore, the structure of BQCV, which shares some of its unique features with TrV,
reinforces the reasons for establishing the genus Triatovirus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus propagation in honeybee pupae. The propagation of BQCV was carried out as described in

the COLOSS BEEBOOK (61). Brood areas with Apis mellifera white-eyed pupae were identified by the color
and structural features of the cell caps. White-eyed pupae were carefully extracted from the brood
combs, so as not to injure the pupae. The pupae were placed on paper furrows with their ventral side
up. In total 504 pupae were used for the BQCV propagation. The virus inoculum (1 %l) was injected into
pupae with a Hamilton micropipette with a 30-gauge 22-mm-long needle through the intersegmental
cuticle between the 4th and 5th sternites. Pupae that leaked hemolymph after the injection were
discarded. The optimal concentration of the virus in the inoculum for virus production was determined
experimentally, by comparing virus yields when using different virus concentrations in the injection
inoculum. Inoculated pupae were placed into petri dishes with the paper furrows and incubated at 30°C
and 75% humidity for 5 days. After incubation, the pupae were frozen at #20°C. For long-term storage,
the pupae were kept at #80°C.

Virus purification. Fifty experimentally infected honeybee pupae were homogenized with a Dounce
homogenizer in 30 ml of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.5 (Sigma-Aldrich). The nonionic detergent
NP-40 was added to a final concentration of 0.5%, and the homogenate was incubated for 1 h at room
temperature. The extract was centrifuged at 8,000 & g for 30 min. The pellet was discarded and the
supernatant was centrifuged at 150,000 & g for 3 h in a Ti50.2 fixed-angle rotor (Beckman Coulter). The
resulting pellet was resuspended in PBS to a final volume of 5 ml. MgCl2 was added to a final
concentration of 5 mM; 20 %g/ml of DNase I and 20 %g/ml of RNase were added as well. The solution
was incubated at room temperature for 30 min and centrifuged at 4,000 & g for 15 min. The resulting
supernatant was loaded into a CsCl (0.6 g/ml) solution prepared in PBS. The ultracentrifugation at
220,000 & g proceeded for 16 h to establish the CsCl gradient. BQCV formed a single band in the CsCl
gradient. The virus band was collected by gentle piercing of the ultracentrifuge tubes with an 18-gauge
needle. The viruses were transferred to PBS by several rounds of concentration and dilution using
centrifuge filter units with a 100-kDa molecular mass cutoff. This procedure yielded about 300 %g of virus
with purity sufficient for screening. The nucleotide sequences of the virus preparations were determined
by sequencing the RNA region encoding the capsid proteins. RNA was extracted from 10 infected
honeybee pupae using TRIzol reagent. Viral RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA using oligo(T)
primers, which was used for commercial sequencing. The identical approach was used to prepare cDNA
for detection of virus replication in pupae injected with BQCV from dissolved crystals. The primers used

FIG 9 Evolutionary relationship among viruses from the Dicistroviridae, Picornaviridae, and Iflaviridae families based on structural alignment of capsid proteins.
(A) Phylogenetic tree based on structural similarity of icosahedral asymmetric units of indicated viruses. (B) Evolutionary tree of dicistroviruses based on
alignments of ORF2 sequences verifies division of dicistroviruses into genera Aparavirus, Cripavirus, and Triatovirus. For details on the construction of the
diagram, please see Materials and Methods.
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for subsequent PCR were 2F, with the sequence ACTCAAAGGATTTTCTTCTT, and 4R, with the sequence
AAATAGGTCCTATGATTTCA. The resulting product was 599 bp in length.

BQCV genome sequence and virus purity. RNA was extracted from purified BQCV virions using a
Qiagen RNEasy kit and the protocol for RNA cleanup. The RNA extracted from the BQCV virions was
checked for the presence of other honeybee picorna-like viruses, a common problem of virus propaga-
tion in honeybee pupae (61), using previously reported virus-specific quantitative reverse transcription-
PCR (RT-qPCR) assays for acute bee paralysis virus (ABPV), IAPV, KBV, deformed wing virus (DWV), BQCV,
sacbrood virus (SBV), and slow bee paralysis virus (SBPV) (61). Only SBV and DWV were detected together
with the purified BQCV virions. The total sum of SBV and DWV was less than 0.0001% (10#6) of the
amount of BQCV. The full BQCV genomic sequence was determined by sequencing 300 ng of RNA using
IonTorrent technology and standard protocols for library preparation and sequencing. The IonTorrent
reads were mapped to the BQCV GenBank reference sequence (GenBank accession no. AF183905) using
Tmap v4.4.8, included in TorrentSuite 4.4.2, with the parameters recommended by Life Technologies.
Variability and consensus sequences were created using mpileup from samtools v.0.1.8 and an in-house
script.

BQCV crystallization and data collection. The BQCV crystallization screening was performed at
20°C using the virus dissolved in PBS at a concentration of 3.4 mg/ml. Approximately 500 crystallization
conditions were tested with the sitting-drop vapor diffusion method in 96-well plates. Initial conditions
that produced crystals were optimized by using hanging drops in 24-well plates. Diamond-shaped
crystals with a longest dimension of approximately 0.2 mm were obtained in 0.2 M ammonium acetate,
0.1 M bis-Tris (pH 7.5), and 35% 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD). These crystals were flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen without additional cryoprotectant and used to collect diffraction data at the PROXIMA-1
beamline of the Soleil synchrotron. The parameters used for data collection were as follows: crystal-to-
detector distance, 623.7 mm; oscillation angle, 0.1°; exposure time, 0.1 s; X-ray wavelength, 0.97857 Å.

BQCV structure determination and refinement. BQCV diffraction data were indexed and inte-
grated using the software package XDS (62). The BQCV crystal was of space group I222 (Table 1). Particle
packing considerations indicated that the virus particle is positioned at the origin with a subset of
icosahedral 2-fold axes aligned with the 222 symmetry axes of the crystal. Therefore, one-quarter of a
virion occupied a crystallographic asymmetric unit. There were two alternative orientations of the
icosahedral symmetry that could be superimposed with the 222 symmetry of the crystal. The orientation
of the particle was determined from a plot of a 5-fold self-rotation function calculated using the program
GLRF (63). Reflections with resolutions between 7 and 4 Å were used for the calculations. The radius of
integration was set to 280 Å. The particle is rotated 90° about the Z-axis relative to the standard
icosahedral orientation, as described by Rossmann and Blow (64).

The model of triatoma virus (TrV) (PDB entry 3nap) was used for the molecular replacement (23). The
model was placed into the appropriate orientation and position in the unit cell and used to calculate
phases to a resolution of 10 Å in CNS (65). The phases were refined by 25 cycles of averaging with the
program AVE (66), using the 15-fold noncrystallographic symmetry. Other calculations, including map
calculations from diffraction data and conversion of the averaged map into structure factor amplitudes
and phases, were done using programs from the package CCP4 (67). The resulting map was used to
recalculate the shape of the averaging mask based on a correlation map calculated using the program
coma (68). Phase extension was applied in order to obtain phases for higher-resolution reflections
according to the following procedure: the addition of a small fraction of higher-resolution data (one
index at a time) was followed by three cycles of averaging. This procedure was repeated until phases
were obtained for all the reflections to a resolution of 3.4 Å.

The structure was built manually from the TrV structure converted to polyalanine using the programs
Coot and O and coordinate and B-factor refinement using the program CNS (65, 69, 70). Noncrystallo-
graphic symmetry constraints were applied during refinement. No water molecules were added to the
crystal model due to the limited resolution of the diffraction data. All the measured reflections were used
in the refinement. If calculated, the Rfree value would be very similar to the R value, due to the 15-fold
noncrystallographic symmetry present in the diffraction data (71).

Structure and sequence analysis. Multiple sequence alignments were carried out using ClustalW
server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/) (72). Figures were generated using the programs
UCSF Chimera (73) and PyMOL (PyMOL molecular graphics system, version 1.7.4; Schrödinger, LLC).
Structure-based pairwise alignments of biological protomers of various picornaviruses were prepared
using the program VMD (74). The similarity score provided by VMD was used as an evolutionary distance
to construct a nexus-format matrix file, which was converted into the phylogenetic tree and visualized
with the program SplitsTree (75).

Mass spectrometry analysis. The protein band corresponding to VP4 of BQCV was manually excised
from SDS-PAGE gel. After destaining and washing, it was incubated with trypsin (sequencing grade;
Promega). Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) and tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS) analyses of tryptic digests were performed on an Ultraflextreme mass spectrom-
eter (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany). The FlexAnalysis 3.4 and MS BioTools 3.2 (Bruker Daltonics)
software were used for data processing. Exported MS/MS spectra were searched with in-house Mascot
(Matrixscience, London, UK; version 2.4.1) against the NCBI database (no taxonomy restriction) and a local
database supplied with the expected sequence. Mass tolerances of peptides and MS/MS fragments for
MS/MS ion searches were 50 ppm and 0.5 Da, respectively. Oxidation of methionine and propionylami-
dation of cysteine as optional modifications and one enzyme miscleavage were set for all searches.
Peptides with a statistically significant peptide score (P $ 0.05) were considered.
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Accession number(s). Atomic coordinates of the BQCV virion at 3.4-Å resolution, together with the
structure factors, were deposited in the Protein Data Bank under code 5MQC. The consensus nucleotide
sequence of the BQCV capsid proteins and of the whole genome were deposited in GenBank under
accession numbers KY363519 and KY243932, respectively.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material for this article may be found at https://doi.org/10.1128/

JVI.02100-16.

TEXT S1, PDF file, 1.0 MB.
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Virion Structure of Iflavirus Slow Bee Paralysis Virus at 2.6-Angstrom
Resolution
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ABSTRACT
The western honeybee (Apis mellifera) is the most important commercial insect pollinator. However, bees are under pressure
from habitat loss, environmental stress, and pathogens, including viruses that can cause lethal epidemics. Slow bee paralysis vi-
rus (SBPV) belongs to the Iflaviridae family of nonenveloped single-stranded RNA viruses. Here we present the structure of the
SBPV virion determined from two crystal forms to resolutions of 3.4 Å and 2.6 Å. The overall structure of the virion resembles
that of picornaviruses, with the three major capsid proteins VP1 to 3 organized into a pseudo-T3 icosahedral capsid. However,
the SBPV capsid protein VP3 contains a C-terminal globular domain that has not been observed in other viruses from the order
Picornavirales. The protruding (P) domains form “crowns” on the virion surface around each 5-fold axis in one of the crystal
forms. However, the P domains are shifted 36 Å toward the 3-fold axis in the other crystal form. Furthermore, the P domain con-
tains the Ser-His-Asp triad within a surface patch of eight conserved residues that constitutes a putative catalytic or receptor-
binding site. The movements of the domain might be required for efficient substrate cleavage or receptor binding during virus
cell entry. In addition, capsid protein VP2 contains an RGD sequence that is exposed on the virion surface, indicating that integ-
rins might be cellular receptors of SBPV.

IMPORTANCE
Pollination by honeybees is needed to sustain agricultural productivity as well as the biodiversity of wild flora. However, honey-
bee populations in Europe and North America have been declining since the 1950s. Honeybee viruses from the Iflaviridae family
are among the major causes of honeybee colony mortality. We determined the virion structure of an Iflavirus, slow bee paralysis
virus (SBPV). SBPV exhibits unique structural features not observed in other picorna-like viruses. The SBPV capsid protein VP3
has a large C-terminal domain, five of which form highly prominent protruding “crowns” on the virion surface. However, the
domains can change their positions depending on the conditions of the environment. The domain includes a putative catalytic or
receptor binding site that might be important for SBPV cell entry.

The western honeybee Apis mellifera plays a vital role in agricul-
ture by providing pollination services for numerous food

crops, especially those with high nutritional and economic value
(1). Honeybees are also critical for maintaining the ecological and
genetic diversity of wild flowering plants (2). In addition, bum-
blebees and several other solitary bee species are becoming in-
creasingly important commercial pollinators of specific crops (3).
However, bees and the pollination services they provide are under
increasing stress due to habitat loss, intensified agricultural man-
agement, pesticides, parasites, and pathogens, including numer-
ous viruses (3). Annual honeybee colony mortality has been in-
creasing in North America and Europe over the last couple of
decades (4), which, coupled with a long-term decline in beekeep-
ing, has become a serious threat to the adequate provision of pol-
lination services and food security (4–6).

Honeybees are hosts to a large number of viruses, most of
which persist covertly within the honeybee population inter-
rupted by occasional outbreaks. Such outbreaks of some of the
viruses can have fatal consequences for individual workers and
whole colonies (7). Colony collapse disorder (CCD), a still largely
unexplained rapid loss of adult bees from colonies, has been
linked to virus infections (8, 9). Much of winter honeybee colony
mortality is also associated with viruses (10, 11). The viruses that
have the greatest impact on honeybee populations are small ico-
sahedral picorna-like viruses from the families Dicistroviridae and

Iflaviridae, including slow bee paralysis virus (SBPV), sacbrood
virus (SBV), deformed wing virus (DWV), and varroa destructor
virus 1 (VDV-1) (7). SBPV was discovered in 1974 (12) and was
linked to honeybee colony mortality in the United Kingdom in the
1980s (13). Despite its efficient transmission by Varroa destructor
(14), SBP is a rare disease of honeybees (15). However, it is com-
mon in bumblebees (16, 17), and therefore, honeybees may be an
incidental, secondary host.

Viruses from the order Picornavirales have nonenveloped ico-
sahedral virions containing a single-stranded positive-sense RNA
genome about 10,000 nucleotides long (18). Picornavirus ge-
nomes are translated into polyproteins that are co- and post-
translationally cleaved by viral proteases to produce structural
(capsid-forming) and nonstructural proteins. The capsid pro-
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teins originating from a single polyprotein form a protomer—the
basic building block of the capsid. The entire capsid consists of 60
such protomers, arranged in 12 pentamer units of five protomers
each. The major capsid proteins VP1 to VP3 are arranged in a
pseudo-T3 icosahedral capsid.

The only structural information available on Iflaviridae family
members is the 25-Å resolution cryo-electron microscopy struc-
ture of the Chinese sacbrood virus (19). The structure confirmed
the pseudo-T3 icosahedral symmetry of the capsid and revealed a
smooth outer surface of the virion. Iflaviruses were proposed to
harbor short VP4 subunits consisting of only about 20 residues
(15, 20). However, because of the low molecular weight of the
peptides, the existence of VP4 subunits has not been unequivo-
cally established (15, 20). Previous genetic and proteomic analyses
of iflaviruses revealed a C-terminal extension of about 160 resi-
dues in length of one of the capsid proteins (15, 20, 21). Here we
present the structure of SBPV determined from two crystal forms
to resolutions of 3.4 Å and 2.6 Å. The structures offer the first
high-resolution snapshots of a virus from the family Iflaviridae
and of a viral pathogen of the honeybee.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus propagation in honeybee pupae. Propagations of SBPV were car-
ried out as described in the COLOSS BEEBOOK (22). Brood areas with
Apis mellifera white-eyed pupae were identified by color and structural
features of the cell caps. White-eyed pupae were carefully extracted from
the brood combs, so as not to injure the pupae. The pupae were placed on
paper furrows with their ventral side up. In total, 544 pupae were used for
the SBPV propagation. A virus inoculum (1 !l) was injected into pupae
with a Hamilton micropipette with a 30-gauge 22-mm-long needle
through the intersegmental cuticle between the 4th and 5th sternites. Pu-
pae that leaked hemolymph after the injection were discarded. The opti-
mal concentration of the virus in the inoculum for virus production was
determined experimentally by comparing virus yields when using differ-
ent virus concentrations in the injection inoculum. Inoculated pupae
were placed into petri dishes with the paper furrows and incubated at 30°C
and 75% humidity for 5 days. After incubation, the pupae were frozen at
" 20°C. For long-term storage, the pupae were kept at " 80°C.

Virus purification. Fifty to 70 experimentally infected honeybee pu-
pae were homogenized with a Dounce homogenizer in 30 ml of phos-
phate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.5 (Sigma-Aldrich). The nonionic de-
tergent NP-40 was added to a final concentration of 0.5%, and the
homogenate was incubated for 1 h at room temperature. The extract was
centrifuged at 8,000 # g for 30 min. The pellet was discarded and the
supernatant was centrifuged at 150,000 # g for 3 h in a Ti50.2 fixed-angle
rotor (Beckman-Coulter). The resulting pellet was resuspended in PBS to
a final volume of 5 ml. MgCl2 was added to a final concentration of 5 mM,
along with 20 !g/ml of DNase I and 20 !g/ml of RNase. The solution was
incubated at room temperature for 30 min and centrifuged at 4,000 # g
for 15 min. The resulting supernatant was loaded onto a CsCl (0.6-g/ml)
solution prepared in PBS. The ultracentrifugation proceeded for 16 h to
establish the CsCl gradient. Virus bands were collected by gentle piercing
of the ultracentrifuge tubes with an 18-gauge needle. The viruses were
transferred to PBS by several rounds of concentration and dilution using
centrifuge filter units with a 100-kDa-molecular-mass cutoff. This proce-
dure yielded about 300 !g of virus with a purity sufficient for sparse-
matrix crystallization screening experiments. Sample purity with respect
to contaminating honeybee viruses was checked by reverse transcription-
quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) using previously reported virus-specific as-
says (22). In both preparations, the total sum of contaminating viruses
was less than 1% of the virus of interest. The nucleotide sequences of the
virus preparations were determined by sequencing 300 ng of RNA, puri-
fied using a Qiagen RNA purification kit, by IonTorrent technology and stan-
dard protocols for library preparation and sequencing. The IonTorrent reads

were mapped to the SBPV GenBank reference sequence EU035616
(SBPV) using Tmap v4.4.8, included in TorrentSuite 4.4.2, with Life
Technologies-recommended parameters. Variability and consensus se-
quences were created using mpileup from samtools v.0.1.8 and an in-
house script.

SBPV crystallization. SBPV crystallization screening was conducted
at 4°C and 20°C with virus concentrations of 5 mg/ml and 10 mg/ml. In
total, 2,100 conditions were tested in a 96-well, sitting-drop vapor diffu-
sion format. The initial crystals that formed in 0.1 M sodium citrate (pH
6.5)–5% (wt/vol) polyethylene glycol 4000 (PEG 4000) after 7 days of
incubation at 20°C were spherical, with diameters of less than 0.03 !m.
The crystallization conditions were optimized by using a 96-well additive
screen (Hampton Research Inc.). Optimized crystals with cubic morphol-
ogy grew under the starting conditions with extra 0.2 M NDSB-221 (non-
detergent sulfobetaine) and could be reproduced in a hanging-drop for-
mat by mixing 1.5 !l of 10-mg/ml purified virus solution with 0.5 !l of the
reservoir solution. The optimized crystals were cubic and required 3
weeks to reach their final size of about 0.1 !m. The best diffraction was
obtained when crystals were transferred to a reservoir solution containing
10% ethylene glycol prior to flash-freezing in liquid nitrogen. Out of ap-
proximately 200 crystals tested, two crystals diffracted X rays to a resolu-
tion of 3.4 Å.

Another crystal form was discovered at 4°C in 0.1 M sodium acetate
(pH 4.5)–5% PEG 10000 and contained rectangular crystals of about 0.1
mm. The crystals could be reproduced in a hanging-drop format, with
some crystals reaching a length of 0.3 mm. The crystals were subjected to
dehydration by gradually transferring the coverslip containing the hang-
ing drop to the reservoir solution containing increasing concentrations of
sodium acetate (pH 4.5) and of PEG 10000 as described previously (23).
At 20% PEG 10000, crystals were harvested, cryoprotected in mother
liquor solution containing 20% glycerol, and flash-frozen in liquid nitro-
gen. Out of 50 crystals screened, two crystals diffracted X rays to a resolu-
tion of 2.6 Å.

SBPV structure determination and refinement. Diffraction data
from SBPV crystal form 1 were collected at the Swiss Light Source X06SA
beamline equipped with Pilatus-6M detector at the wavelength of 1.00003
Å at 100 K using a 0.1o rotation per image. The crystals were of space group
I23. Unit cell size and packing considerations indicated that one pentamer
of capsid protein protomers occupied a crystallographic asymmetric unit.
There are two possibilities for superimposing icosahedral 532 symmetry
with the 23 symmetry of the crystal, which are perpendicular to each
other. The orientation of the virion was determined from a plot of the
5-fold rotation function, calculated with the program GLRF (24). Reflec-
tions between 5.0-Å and 4.5-Å resolutions were used for the calculations.
Because of the superposition of the icosahedral and crystallographic sym-
metry, the center of the particle had to be positioned at the intersection of
the 2-fold and 3-fold symmetry axes of the crystal. The triatoma virus
(TrV) structure (PDB code 3NAP), converted to polyalanine, was used as
a molecular replacement model. The model was placed into the orienta-
tion and position in the unit cell as described above and used to calculate
phases for reflections at up to a 10-Å resolution, using the program CNS
(25). The model-derived phases were refined by 25 cycles of 5-fold real-
space electron density map averaging using the program ave (26). The
mask for electron density averaging was generated by including all voxels
within 5 Å of any atom of the TrV model, using the program mama from
the package USF (27). Phase extension was applied in order to obtain
phases for higher-resolution reflections. The addition of a small fraction
of higher-resolution data (one index at a time) was followed by three
cycles of averaging. This procedure was repeated until phases were ob-
tained for all the reflections, up to a resolution of 3.4 Å. Inspection of the
map showed that the mask used for electron density averaging cut the
electron density of the capsid in an area around the icosahedral 5-fold axis.
Thus, a new mask was prepared based on a correlation map calculated by
comparing the electron density distributions among the five noncrystal-
lographic symmetry (NCS)-related icosahedral asymmetric units. The
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correlation map was calculated using the program coma from Uppsala
Software Factory (USF) (28). A cutoff value of 0.5 was used for the inclu-
sion of voxels into the mask. The surface of the correlation mask was
smoothened using the program mama (28). The phase extension proce-
dure was repeated using the new mask. The resulting map was of sufficient
quality to allow model building.

The program Buccaneer was used for automated model building, uti-
lizing the 5-fold NCS present in the crystal (29, 30). The model from the
automated building was about 50% complete, with assigned amino acid
sequences. The initial model was subjected to iterative manual rebuilding
using the programs Coot and O (31, 32) and coordinate and B-factor
refinement using the programs CNS (25) and Phenix (33). No water mol-
ecules were added due to the limited resolution of the diffraction data.

Diffraction data from SBPV crystal form 2 crystals were collected at
the synchrotron Soleil Proxima-1 beamline equipped with the Pilatus-6M
detector at a wavelength of 0.97857 Å at 100 K using a 0.1° rotation per
image. The crystals were of space group I222. The unit cell dimensions and
the virus packaging considerations indicated that the crystallographic
asymmetric unit consists of three pentamers of capsid protein protomers.
Initially, a pentamer corresponding to the entire atomic model of crystal
form I was used as a molecular replacement model to find the orientation
and translation of the three pentamers in the crystallographic asymmetric

unit using the program Phaser (34). The initial electron density map was
subjected to 30 cycles of noncrystallographic symmetry averaging using
the program AVE (26) and employing the mask based on the model from
crystal form I. The averaged map lacked the electron density correspond-
ing to the protruding domain altogether, which suggested that the molec-
ular mask did not cover the correct part of the map. Therefore, a correla-
tion map was calculated, as described for crystal form I, and the mask
based on the correlation map was used for averaging. This map was used
for the automated model building in the program Buccaneer (29) from
the CCP4i software suite (35). The geometry of the model was adjusted
manually using the program Coot (32). The coordinate and B-factor re-
finement were carried out using the program CNS (25) employing strict
NCS constraints.

In order to improve the structure of the P domain in crystal form I, the
P domain determined from crystal form II was positioned in crystal I
using the program Phaser (34). The model of the icosahedral asymmetric
unit with the properly positioned P domain was then used to generate a
new mask for real-space electron density averaging in the program mama
(27). Thirty cycles of real-space electron density averaging were carried
out using the program AVE (26). P domain residues with no correspond-
ing density in the averaged map were manually removed using the pro-
gram Coot (32). The model was subjected to coordinate and B-factor

TABLE 1 Crystallographic data collection and refinement statistics

Parameter Crystal form 1 Crystal form 2

Crystallization conditions Sodium citrate (pH 6.5), 5% (vol/vol) PEG 4000,
0.2 M NDSB-221

Sodium acetate (pH 4.5), 5% (vol/vol) PEG 10000

Space group I23 I222
a, b, c (Å) 360.7, 360.7, 360.7 340.0, 396.8, 431.7
$, %, & (°) 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90
Resolution (Å)a 70.7–3.41 (3.45–3.41) 49.5–2.6 (2.64–2.60)
Rmerge

a 0.31 (1.26) 0.20 (0.98)
'I( /')I( a 5.6 (0.4) 6.0 (0.9)
Completeness (%)a 87.4 (43.7) 88.3 (69.3)
Redundancy 6.0 6.8
No. of reflections 92,015 780,730
Rwork

b 0.339 0.274

No. of atomsc

Protein 7,029 7,369
Water 0 75

Average B factors
Protein 73 32
Water NAd 30

RMSD
Bond lengths (Å) 1.04 1.10
Bond angles (°) 0.004 0.004

Ramachandrane

Favored (%) 94.37 94.47
Allowed (%) 5.40 5.19

Outliers (%) 0.23 0.11
Poor rotamers (%)e 1.59 0.74
C% deviations (%)e 0 0
Clash scoree 11.57 10.47
Molprobity scoree 2.11 (100th percentile) 1.92 (98th percentile)
a The values in parentheses are for the highest-resolution shell.
b If calculated, the Rfree value would have been very close to the Rwork value due to the 5- and 15-fold NCS (79). Thus, all measured reflections were used in the crystallographic
refinement.
c The values are for the icosahedral asymmetric unit.
d NA, not applicable.
e According to the criterion of Molprobity (80).
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DEN-assisted refinement using the atomic model of crystal form 2 as a
reference structure using the software package CNS (25, 36).

Protein structure accession numbers. The atomic coordinates of the
SBPV virion in crystal forms 1 and 2, together with the structure factors
and phases obtained by phase extension, were deposited into the Protein
Data Bank under codes 5J96 and 5J98, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure of SBPV virion and capsid proteins. The structure of
SBPV was determined from two crystal forms to resolutions of 3.4

Å and 2.6 Å (Table 1). The two structures are similar, with a C$-
atom root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 0.27 Å; however,
they differ in the positions of protruding (P) domains of the VP3
subunits on the virion surface (Fig. 1A and B). The maximum
outer diameter of the virion is 388 Å. The virion is bigger than
those of other picornaviruses because of the P domains. The or-
ganization of capsid proteins within the SBPV virion is similar to
that of other viruses from the order Picornavirales (Fig. 1C). The
capsid is built from major capsid proteins VP1 to 3 arranged in

FIG 1 Structure of SBPV virion and icosahedral asymmetric unit. Surface representations of SBPV virions determined in crystal form 1 (A) and crystal form 2
(B) show differences in the positioning of the P domains. The surfaces of the particles are rainbow-colored based on the distance from the particle center.
Depressions are shown in blue and peaks in red. (C) Cartoon representation of SBPV icosahedral asymmetric unit. VP1 is shown in blue, VP2 in green, and VP3
in red. The P domain positioned as in crystal form 1 is shown in yellow and in crystal form 2 in orange. Locations of 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold icosahedral
symmetry axes are indicated by a pentagon, triangle, and oval, respectively. The RGD motif found in the GH loop of VP2 subunit is shown as space-filling model
in magenta. The position of the RGD motif in FMDV is indicated with a dotted black oval. The cyan oval indicates the position of rotation axis relating the two
P domain positions. (D) Cartoon representation of P domain rainbow colored from the N terminus in blue to the C terminus in red. Names of secondary
structure elements are indicated. (E) Diagram of SBPV genome organization. Capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 were identified based on their location in the
capsid according to the picornavirus convention. Predicted molecular masses of capsid proteins are specified. The location of the P domain of VP3 is indicated.
VPg, viral protein, genome linked; L, leader peptide; IRES, internal ribosome entry site; UTR, untranslated region; 3CPRO, 3C protease; RdRP, RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase.
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pseudo-T3 icosahedral symmetry (Fig. 1). The major capsid pro-
teins have jellyroll %-sandwich folds with %-strands named ac-
cording to the picornavirus convention B to I (37). The two an-
tiparallel %-sheets forming the %-sandwich fold contain the
strands BIDG and CHEF, respectively. The structures of the major
capsid proteins could be built except for residues 253 to 266 of
VP1, 92 to 100 and 261 of VP2, and 418 to 430 of VP3. The elec-
tron density corresponding to VP4 could not be identified in ei-
ther of the two structures.

Structure of the VP3 P domain. The SBPV virion represents
the first atomic structure of a virus from the family Iflaviridae.
Unlike in the previously structurally characterized viruses from
the order Picornavirales, the SBPV capsid protein VP3 contains a
C-terminal extension of residues 267 to 430 (15) that fold into the
globular P domain positioned on the capsid surface (Fig. 1C and
D). The domain consists of a central twisted antiparallel %-sheet
formed from strands %4, %5, and %6 surrounded by the 14-resi-
due-long $-helix $1, 3-residue-long 3.10 helix, and two shorter
%-sheets containing strands %1 and %2 and %3 to %7 (Fig. 1D). The
%-strands are connected by loops that vary in length between 6
and 23 residues. In both of the crystal forms, the residues of the P
domain have higher average B factors (crystal 1 B * 110 Å2; crystal
2 B * 57 Å2) than the average B factors of the rest of the capsid
(crystal 1 B * 57 Å2; crystal 2 B * 16 Å2), indicating a higher

mobility of the P domain. The P domains in the two crystal forms
are similar, with an RMSD of 0.32 Å for 144 C$ atoms.

The P domains are positioned in different locations on the
virion surface in the two crystal forms (Fig. 1 and 2). It is impor-
tant to note that the domains are not held in position by crystal
contact in either of the crystal forms. In crystal form 1, five P
domains related by one icosahedral 5-fold axis form a “crown” on
the virion surface (Fig. 1A and 3A). The crowns have a diameter of
90 Å and protrude 50 Å above the capsid surface, giving the SBPV
virion its characteristic shape (Fig. 1A). Residues from loop %2-%3
as well as the N- and C-terminal loops and %2 of the P domain
interact with the BC, CD, and EF loops of VP1, forming an inter-
face with a buried surface area of 850 Å2 (Fig. 2A and B). P do-
mains within the same crown do not interact with each other (Fig.
1A and 3A). In crystal form 1, the electron density map corre-
sponding to the P domains is less well ordered than that of the rest
of the SBPV virion, indicating an increased mobility of the crown.

In crystal form 2, the P domain is positioned approximately
equal distances from the icosahedral 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold
axes (Fig. 1B and 3B). Residues from $1, %3, %5, %7, and loops
%2-%3, %3-%4, and %4-%5 of the P domain interact with the CD
and GH loops of VP3, the C terminus of VP1, and the GH loop of
VP2, forming an interface with a buried surface area of 1,150 Å2

(Fig. 2C and D). The density of the P domain is better resolved

FIG 2 Interactions of P domain with the core of the SBPV capsid. (A and B) P domain footprints on the SBPV surface in crystal forms 1 (A) and 2 (B). The images
show two-dimensional projections of the SBPV virion surface without the P domains. Residues of capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 are outlined in blue, green,
and red, respectively. Residues involved in interaction with the P domain are shown in yellow. The P domain footprints are outlined by white lines. The border
of one VP2-VP3-VP1 protomer is indicated by a light blue line. RGD residues of VP2 are indicated by a magenta line. (C and D) Inner surfaces of P domains in
crystal forms 1 (C) and 2 (D), viewed from inside the particle. Residues interacting with the core of the capsid are shown in yellow and the remaining residues in
red. Positions of 2-fold, 3-fold, and 5-fold icosahedral symmetry axes are shown as ovals, triangles, and pentagons, respectively. One icosahedral asymmetric unit
is outlined by a triangle.
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than in crystal form 1, indicating that the P domain forms more
stable interactions with the capsid surface at the interface observed
in crystal form 2. The transition between the two alternative po-
sitions of the P domain on the virion surface requires a 122° rota-

tion of the domain around the axis, which passes through Lys266
(Fig. 1C). The center of mass of the P domain in crystal form 2 is
shifted 36 Å toward the 3-fold axis relative to its position in crystal
form 1 (Fig. 1). This movement of the domain is possible due to a
23-residue-long flexible linker that connects the P domain to the
core of the VP3 subunit.

The crystallization conditions that produced the two crystal
forms of SBPV differed in terms of solution components and pH,
which was 6.5 for crystal form 1 and 4.5 for crystal form 2 (Table
1). We speculate that the differences in localization of the P do-
mains might be induced by the differences in the crystallization
conditions. Furthermore, it is possible that the two observed loca-
tions of the P domain on the virion surface reflect movements of
the domain required for SBPV cell entry in vivo. Similar mobility
of the protruding domain was previously reported for capsid
proteins of mammalian caliciviruses, where it was speculated to

FIG 3 The P domain contains a putative Ser-His-Asp active site that is part of a patch of residues that are conserved among iflaviruses. The conserved residues
are highlighted in gray in pentamers of capsid protein protomers in the conformation from crystal form 1 (A) and crystal form 2 (B). Detail of the putative active
site with electron density contoured at 2) (C). A sequence alignment of residues forming the conserved patch in the P domain is also shown (D). HEI, heliconius
erato iflavirus; API, antherae pernyi iflavirus. Uniprot accession numbers of the sequences used in the alignment are provided.

TABLE 2 DALI search identification of proteins similar to the SBPV P domain

Structure
PDB
code

DALI
Z score RMSD

Sequence
identity (%)

Human astrovirus
capsid protein

5ewn 4.5 3.6 9

P domain of grouper
nervous necrosis virus

4rfu 4.2 3.6 5

Orsay virus 4nww 3.3 4.5 9
Hepatitis E virus capsid

protein
2zzq 3.0 3.3 13
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facilitate virus-receptor interactions (38–40). The cell entry of if-
laviruses has not been studied, but it is likely to involve receptor-
mediated endocytosis as has been described for mammalian pi-
cornaviruses (41, 42). The endosomal entry involves exposure of
the virions to low pH that could trigger movements of the P do-
main that might be required for cleavage of substrate by the puta-
tive catalytic triad within the P domain as described below.

The P domain contains a putative receptor-binding or cata-
lytic site. Residues Ser284, His283, and Asp300 from the P do-

main of VP3 are located close to each other, indicating the
presence of a putative catalytic triad (43) that might be in-
volved in the cleavage of an as-yet-unknown substrate. These res-
idues face the interior of the crown in crystal form 1; however, they
constitute the apex of the P domain in crystal form 2 (Fig. 3A and
B). The distances between the side chains of the putative reactive
site are larger than ideal for catalyzing the hydrolytic reaction (Fig.
3C) (43). Nevertheless, it is possible that the optimal configura-
tion of the active site might be achieved upon binding the un-
known substrate to the P domain. This type of catalytic triad has
been previously identified in proteases, lipases, and esterases (43–
45). The residues constituting the putative active site are con-
served among other iflaviruses that have P domains, including
DWV, VDV-1, and Kakugo virus (20, 46, 47). However, the ifla-
viruses Sacbrood and Perina nuda virus lack P domains altogether
(48, 49). Catalytic activity of the putative active site might be re-
quired for the virions to escape from endosomes in a manner
analogous to the lipase activity present in the N-terminal domain
of capsid proteins of parvoviruses (50). There are five additional
conserved residues located in the vicinity of the putative active site
in strand %1 and loops connecting strands %1-%2 and %2-%3
(Fig. 3C). This is in contrast to the overall 12% sequence identity

FIG 4 Protruding domains of viruses identified in a DALI search based on similarity to SBPV P domain. (A) SBPV; (B) human astrovirus outer coat protein
(5EWN) (55); (C) grouper nervous necrosis virus (4RFU) (56); (D) orsay virus (4NWW) (57); (E) P1 domain of human hepatitis E virus (3HAG) (76); (F) P1
domain of human calcivirus (2GH8) (77). Protruding domain of tomato bushy stunt virus (2TBV) (78) is shown for comparison, however, it was not identified
in the DALI server search. %-Strands are shown in light gray, helices in orange, and loops in black.

TABLE 3 Comparison of size and volume of SBPV particles determined
in crystal forms 1 and 2

Crystal form
Mean virion
radius (Å)a

Virion vol
(Å3)b

1 140 6.385 # 106

2 139 6.386 # 106

a Determined as distance of the center of mass of the icosahedral asymmetric unit from
the particle center.
b Volume of virion cavity calculated based on virion structures. The space occupied by
the unstructured parts of the capsid proteins located on the inside of the capsid was
calculated based on average amino acid volumes and subtracted from the cavity
volume.
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FIG 5 Comparison of SBPV structure to that of dicistrovirus TrV. (A and B) Cartoon representations of icosahedral asymmetric units of SBPV (A) and TrV (B).
VP1 subunits are shown in blue, VP2 in green, and VP3 in red. The GH loop of VP2 is highlighted in magenta, the GH loop of VP3 is in cyan, and the N-terminal
arms of VP2 are in yellow. (C and D) Domain swapping between SBPV (C) and TrV (D) N-terminal arms of VP2 subunits that mediate interpentamer
interactions. The insets show details of hydrogen bonds between %2 of VP2 and %F of VP3. (E and F) Location of DDF sequences, which might be involved in the
cleavage of VP0 to VP4 and VP3, on the inside of the capsid of SBPV (E) and TrV (F).
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of the P domains. The conservation of the residues reinforces the
possibility that they may constitute a receptor or substrate-bind-
ing site. Furthermore, a similar conserved patch of residues in P
domains of noroviruses was shown to bind glycans (51, 52). Ad-
ditional experiments are required to identify the putative receptor
of SBPV and to determine whether the catalytic triad cleaves it.

The DALI server was used to identify structures similar to the P
domain (Table 2) (53). Most of the top hits were domains of virus
capsid proteins that are exposed on the virion surface and there-
fore might be involved in receptor binding or cell entry. A com-
mon feature of these domains is a core formed of %-strands that is
in some cases complemented by one or more short $-helices lo-
cated at the periphery of the domain (Fig. 4). Furthermore, the P
domains were also found in plant picorna-like viruses from the
family Tombusviridae (54). In these species, however, the protru-
sions exhibit a %-jellyroll fold. Even though the surface domains
could be identified in the DALI search, the structures of the do-
mains are quite different and cannot be meaningfully superim-
posed. The surface domains were identified in viruses from the
families Tombusviridae, Nodaviridae, Hepeviridae, and Astroviri-
dae (54–57). All these viruses have positive-sense single-stranded
RNA (ssRNA) genomes and similar overall virion architectures. It
is therefore possible that a common ancestor of these viruses con-
tained the P domain. However, the P domains were retained in the
evolution of only some of the viruses.

Putative SBPV integrin receptor binding site. Currently there
is no information about the cell entry of honeybee viruses, and the
putative receptors remain to be identified. However, the VP2 sub-
unit of SBPV contains the integrin recognition motif Arg-Gly-Asp
(RGD) in the GH loop (Fig. 1C). The GH loop is exposed on the
virion surface in crystal form 1 but is partly covered by the P
domain in crystal form 2 (Fig. 2A and B). Integrins serve as cell
entry receptors for numerous viruses, including human picorna-
viruses such as the foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) and
several parechoviruses (58–60). The RGD motif within FMDV is
located in the VP2 subunit, similar to the case with SBPV, al-
though closer to the icosahedral 2-fold axis (Fig. 1C). The RGD
motif is not conserved across different iflaviruses and may confer
specific tissue tropism to SBPV. Even though honeybees encode a
number of integrins (61), their involvement in virus cell entry has
not been demonstrated so far.

Decreased pH does not induce formation of SBPV A parti-
cles. Picornaviruses enter cells through receptor-mediated endo-
cytosis. The receptor binding and low pH of endosomes were
shown to trigger the formation of expanded A particles and the
subsequent genome release of many picornaviruses (62). The A
particles are characterized by a 5 to 10% increase in virion radius
and the formation of holes in the capsid (42, 63–66). However, the
SBPV virion structures determined at pH 6.5 and 4.5 are nearly
identical in size (Table 3). Therefore, it appears that the pH (4.5)
of the crystallization condition was not sufficient to induce for-
mation of the SBPV A particles. The induction of SBPV genome
release might require binding to a receptor, or iflaviruses might
use an entirely different mechanism for genome release.

Comparison to virion structures of dicistroviruses. The most
notable difference between SBPV and structurally characterized
dicistroviruses, besides the P domain, is in the positioning of the
N-terminal arm of the VP2 protein, which contributes to the in-
terpentamer contacts within the capsid (Fig. 5A to D). In SBPV,
two %-strands from the N-terminal arm of VP2 extend the %-sheet

CHEF of a VP3 from the neighboring pentamer (Fig. 5C). In con-
trast, in dicistroviruses represented by TrV and cricket paralysis
virus (CrPV), the N-terminal arm of the VP2 subunit reaches
around an icosahedral 2-fold axis into the neighboring pentamer,
approaches a 3-fold axis, and forms two %-strands that extend the
%-sheet CHEF of a VP3 subunit from the same pentamer (Fig. 5D)
(67, 68). Thus, the VP2 N-terminal arms of SBPV and dicistrovi-
ruses mediate interactions between VP2 and VP3 subunits in dif-
ferent relative positions within their virions. However, the type of
interaction, i.e., extension of the %-sheet CHEF of VP3, is the same
for both the viruses, representing domain swapping of the VP2
N-terminal arms. It was speculated previously that the observa-
tion of domain swapping among homologous complexes is indic-
ative of hinge movements of structural units connected by the
swapped domains. The alternative placements of the N-terminal
arms of VP2 subunits therefore indicate that pentamers of capsid
proteins could move relative to each other.

Additional differences between SBPV and dicistroviruses can
be found on the capsid surface. The RGD containing the GH loop
of the SBPV VP2 subunit contains 30 residues, while in TrV and
CrPV it is only 17 residues long (Fig. 5A and B) (67, 68). The SBPV
loop therefore elevates higher above the surface of the virion,
which might be required for binding to the putative integrin re-
ceptor (Fig. 1C). On the other hand, the GH loop of the VP3
subunit is longer in TrV, containing 36 residues in comparison to
24 in SBPV (Fig. 5A and B) (68).

The maturation of capsids of viruses from the order Picornavi-
rales is connected to a cleavage of capsid protein VP4 from the N
terminus of a precursor subunit, called VP0. In picornaviruses,
VP0 cleavage generates the proteins VP4 and VP2, while it was
suggested that in iflaviruses the precursor cleavage produces VP4
and VP3 (67, 68). It has been proposed that a conserved Asp-Asp-
Phe (DDF) motif, present in parts of capsid proteins that are ex-
posed to the virion cavity, is involved in the VP0 cleavage (67–69).
The dicistroviruses CrPV and TrV contain the DDF sequence
in a loop immediately following %-strand I of VP1, while TrV
has an additional DDF sequence, in a loop following %-strand I
of VP3 (Fig. 5F) (67, 68). SBPV also has two DDF sequences.
One is in VP1, residues 226 to 228, and the second one is
formed by residues 239 to 241 of VP3 (Fig. 5E). Therefore, the
locations of the DDF sequences in SBPV are similar to those in
TrV (Fig. 5E and F). The DDF site in VP1 subunit of SBPV is
located within 4 Å of the N terminus of VP3 subunit from a
neighboring protomer, suggesting that it might mediate the
VP0 maturation cleavage (Fig. 5E).

Absence of a hydrophobic pocket in VP1. The VP1 sub-
units of enteroviruses and several other vertebrate picornavi-
ruses were indicated to contain a hydrophobic pocket that
might bind a putative lipid-like molecule called the “pocket
factor” (70, 71). Pocket factor mimetics that bind into the VP1
pocket with high affinity were shown to inhibit the infection of
some picornaviruses (72–75). However, such a hydrophobic
pocket is not formed within the VP1 subunits of SBPV. This
suggests that capsid binding inhibitors may not be effective as
antivirals against honeybee viruses. However, compounds tar-
geting the putative His-Ser-Asp catalytic or receptor binding
site in the P domain may prevent the infection of iflaviruses
containing P domains.
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Viruses from the family Iflaviridae are insect pathogens. Many of
them, including slow bee paralysis virus (SBPV), cause lethal dis-
eases in honeybees and bumblebees, resulting in agricultural los-
ses. Iflaviruses have nonenveloped icosahedral virions containing
single-stranded RNA genomes. However, their genome release
mechanism is unknown. Here, we show that low pH promotes
SBPV genome release, indicating that the virus may use endosomes
to enter host cells. We used cryo-EM to study a heterogeneous
population of SBPV virions at pH 5.5. We determined the structures
of SBPV particles before and after genome release to resolutions of
3.3 and 3.4 Å, respectively. The capsids of SBPV virions in low pH are
not expanded. Thus, SBPV does not appear to form “altered” parti-
cles with pores in their capsids before genome release, as is the case
in many related picornaviruses. The egress of the genome from
SBPV virions is associated with a loss of interpentamer contacts
mediated by N-terminal arms of VP2 capsid proteins, which result
in the expansion of the capsid. Pores that are 7 Å in diameter form
around icosahedral threefold symmetry axes. We speculate that
they serve as channels for the genome release. Our findings provide
an atomic-level characterization of the genome release mechanism
of iflaviruses.

electron microscopy | uncoating | honeybee | structure | virus

The family Iflaviridae includes arthropod pathogens, some of
which infect economically important insects such as western

honeybees (Apis mellifera), bumblebees, and silkworms (1). The
iflavirus slow bee paralysis virus (SBPV) was identified in 1974 in
the United Kingdom as a causative agent of honeybee colony
mortality (2, 3). The related iflaviruses deformed wing virus and
varroa destructor virus are found worldwide and, in combination
with the ectoparasitic mite Varroa destructor, cause collapses of
honeybee colonies (4). Despite the efficient transmission of
SBPV by Varroa destructor (5), it only rarely causes disease in
honeybees. However, it is common in bumblebees and solitary
bees, whereas honeybees are probably an accidental secondary
host (6). Honeybees are vital for agricultural productivity (7) and
for maintaining the biodiversity of wild flowering plants (8).
Furthermore, bumblebees and solitary bees are also important
pollinators of specific commercial crops (3).
The family Iflaviridae belongs, together with Dicistroviridae

and Picornaviridae, to the order Picornavirales of small non-
enveloped viruses. The viruses from the family Iflaviridae have
icosahedral capsids containing positive-sense ssRNA genomes
about 9,500 nt long (9). These genomes encode a single poly-
protein that is cotranslationally and posttranslationally cleaved
into functional subunits. The capsid proteins originating from
one polyprotein form a protomer—the basic building block of
the capsid. The entire capsid consists of 60 such protomers, each
of them composed of capsid proteins VP1–3, arranged in 12
pentamers (10). VP1 subunits are clustered around fivefold axes,
and VP2 and VP3 form hetero-hexamers around icosahedral
threefold axes. Unlike in the related picornaviruses and dicis-
troviruses, capsid protein VP3 of SBPV contains a C-terminal
extension that folds into a globular protruding (P) domain

positioned at the virion surface (10–13). At neutral pH, the P do-
mains form “crowns” on the virion surface around each fivefold axis
of the virus. However, the P domains can shift 36 Å toward the
threefold axes in a different solution composition. The P domain
consists of a central twisted antiparallel β-sheet surrounded by
shorter β-sheets and α-helix. The P domain contains an Asp–His–Ser
catalytic triad that is, together with the four surrounding residues,
conserved among iflaviruses. These residues may participate in re-
ceptor binding or provide the protease, lipase, or esterase activity
required for the entry of the virus into the host cell (10).
Virus capsids have to be stable and compact to protect the

virus RNA genome in the extracellular environment. However,
the capsids also need to allow genome release at the appropriate
moment after the contact of the virus with its host cell. Whereas
there is limited information about the cell entry of iflaviruses, the
related picornaviruses that infect vertebrates have been exten-
sively studied as models for nonenveloped virus genome delivery.
Picornaviruses usually enter the host cells by receptor-mediated
endocytosis (14). The acidic environment of the endosomes
triggers the uncoating of some picornaviruses, including minor
group rhinoviruses (15, 16). In contrast, major group rhinovi-
ruses, which use receptors from the Ig superfamily, are stable at
low pH and their genome release requires receptor binding (17,
18). Regardless of the trigger mechanism, enterovirus genome
release is preceded by the formation of an uncoating in-
termediate called the altered (A) particle that has an expanded
capsid with pores, N termini of VP1 subunits exposed at the

Significance

Here, we present a structural analysis of the genome delivery of
slow bee paralysis virus (SBPV) that can cause lethal infections of
honeybees and bumblebees. The possibility of blocking virus
genome delivery would provide a tool to prevent the spread of
this viral pathogen. We describe the three-dimensional struc-
tures of SBPV particles in a low-pH buffer, which imitates the
conditions that the virus is likely to encounter after cell entry.
The low pH induces a reduction in the contacts between capsid
proteins and a formation of pores within the capsid that may
serve as channels for the genome release. Our work provides a
structural characterization of iflavirus genome release.
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particle surface, and released VP4 subunits (19–24). Amphi-
pathic sequences from the N termini of VP1 and myristoylated
VP4 subunits interact with endosome membranes and enable the
delivery of enterovirus genomes into the cell cytoplasm (25–27).
It has been previously proposed that the enterovirus genome
leaves the capsid via a pore located at a twofold icosahedral axis
(19–21). The resulting empty capsids are conventionally referred
to as B particles (19). Acidic pH in the endosomes also induces
the genome release of the aphthoviruses foot and mouth disease
virus (FMDV) and equine rhinitis A virus (ERAV) (28–30).
However, aphthovirus genome release is not connected to capsid
expansion or the formation of stable openings in the capsid.
Furthermore, FMDV and ERAV empty capsids rapidly disso-
ciate into pentamers after the genome release (28–30).
Genome release has also been studied for a triatoma virus

(TrV), a member of the insect virus family Dicistroviridae. Cryo-
EM reconstructions of genome-containing and empty TrV par-
ticles determined to resolutions of 15–22 Å demonstrated that
the TrV empty particles are very similar to the native virions.
After the genome release, the empty TrV capsids rapidly disas-
semble into pentamers (13).
Delivery of the genome into the cell cytoplasm constitutes a

critical step in the life cycle of positive-sense ssRNA viruses.
However, molecular details underlying the uncoating of iflavi-
ruses are currently unknown. To describe the genome release
mechanism of SBPV, we used cryo-EM to determine the struc-
tures of SBPV particles in a low-pH buffer mimicking conditions
that the virus is likely to encounter during cell entry. By com-
paring the structures of full and empty particles, we determined
that iflaviruses use an uncoating mechanism distinct from that of
picornaviruses and dicistroviruses.

Results and Discussion
Low pH Induces SBPV Genome Release. The exposure of SBPV to
pH 5.5 or lower induces a gradual release of the RNA genome
from the virions (Fig. 1). Similar effects were previously described
for the iflavirus sacbrood virus and several picornaviruses (31–33).
The induction of genome release under acidic conditions implies
that SBPV uses endosomes for cell entry (14). Alternatively, SBPV
virions might be endocytosed, escape the endosomes, and sub-
sequently uncoat in the cytoplasm. The nonphysiological pH 3.5
induced precipitation of SBPV particles that subsequently could
not be observed in the cryo-EM images (Fig. 1A). Only 30–50% of
SBPV virions released their genomes in the in vitro low-pH

conditions (Fig. 1B). It is possible that the binding of SBPV to
currently unknown receptors in vivo might increase the efficiency
of the genome release. The effect of the low pH on SBPV genome
release was further verified by the observation that SBPV virions in
a buffer with pH 5.5 release their genomes at 52.5 °C, whereas
those in buffer with neutral pH at 54.2 °C (Fig. 1C). Thus, the
stability of SBPV virions is similar to that of previously studied
vertebrate picornaviruses (19, 22, 34).

SBPV Does Not Form A Particles Before Genome Release. The ex-
posure of SBPV to pH 5.5 for 18 h resulted in a mixed population
of full virions and empty particles (Fig. 1A). Reconstructions
of the two forms were determined independently to resolutions of
3.3 and 3.4 Å, respectively (Fig. 2 and Table S1). The quality of
the cryo-EM map was sufficient to enable the virion structure to
be built, except for residues 1–12, 181–193, and 246–266 of VP1;
1–35, 191–201, and 261 of VP2; and 1, 73–75, 218–221, and 267–
431 of VP3. The structure of the low-pH genome-containing vi-
rion is nearly identical to that of the neutral pH SBPV virion,
which was characterized previously by X-ray crystallography (Fig.
2 C and D) (10). The rmsd of the corresponding Cα atoms of the
two structures is 0.67 Å. The major capsid proteins VP1–3 have
jellyroll β-sandwich folds with β-strands named according to the
picornavirus convention B to I (Fig. 2H, Fig. S1, and Movie S1)
(35). The two antiparallel β-sheets forming the β-sandwich fold
contain the strands BIDG and CHEF. The loops are named
according to the secondary structure elements they connect. The
differences between the native and low-pH virion structures are
restricted to the loops of the capsid proteins exposed at the par-
ticle surface, some of which are not resolved in the cryo-EM
map of the low-pH virus (Fig. 2H). Subunit VP3 of SBPV has a
C-terminal extension that forms a globular P domain (Figs. 2 A, B,
and H, and 3). It was shown previously that the P domains can
occupy different locations at the virion surface (10). In agreement
with one of the SBPV structures determined previously by X-ray
crystallography, the P domains in the cryo-EM reconstruction are
located close to the fivefold axes and form “crowns” at the virion
surface (Fig. 2 A–E). However, the volumes of the cryo-EM
electron density map corresponding to the P domains lack high-
resolution details, most likely because the P domains can attach to
different positions at the capsid surface. This results in a smearing
of the high-resolution details of the map (Fig. 2 D and E), because
the reconstruction process depends on an averaging of the images
of many particles.

Fig. 1. Low pH triggers genome release of SBPV.
(A) Cryo-electron micrographs of SBPV virions show
increasing number of empty particles with de-
creasing pH. (B) Graph showing dependence of the
fraction of empty SBPV particles on pH of the buffer.
(C) Stability of SBPV virions at different pH values.
SBPV virions were mixed with Sybr Green dye II and
heated to indicated temperatures (x axis). The fluo-
rescence signal increases as the dye binds to RNA
that is released from thermally destabilized particles.
The dashed line represents SBPV at neutral pH, and
the full line represents SBPV at pH 5.5. Error bars
indicate SDs of the measurements (n = 3). Please see
Materials and Methods for details.
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Three-dimensional classification of images of full SBPV virions
at pH 5.5 did not identify a subclass of particles with expanded
capsids. Therefore, unlike in many picornaviruses (16, 24), the
exposure of SBPV virions to pH 5.5 did not induce the transition
of the virions to the A form.
The GH loop of SBPV subunit VP2, which harbors an RGD

motif, is disordered in the low-pH virion structure (Fig. 2H). The
RGD sequence enables proteins to bind to integrins (36), which
are used as receptors by several viruses (37, 38). We previously
speculated that SBPV may use integrins to infect honeybee cells
(10). The low-pH–induced flexibility of the GH loop might en-
able the virus to detach from the integrin receptor after it enters
the endosome. This could be required for subsequent interaction
of the virion with the membrane of the endosome and delivery of
the virus genome into the cell cytoplasm. Other parts of capsid
proteins that contain residues that are not resolved in the low-pH
virion structure are the BC, GH, and HI loops of VP3 and the
N terminus and GH loop of VP1 (Fig. 2H).

Structure of the Genome in SBPV Virions at Neutral and Low pH.
Although structures of the SBPV capsids at pH 6.5, determined
by X-ray crystallography (10), and 5.5, determined by cryo-EM,
are similar, there are differences in the distribution of the ge-
nomic RNA inside the particles (Fig. 2 C and D). The genome of
SBPV is a 9,500-nt-long ssRNA molecule that cannot entirely
obey the icosahedral symmetry of the capsid. However, both
X-ray crystallography and single-particle reconstruction used for
SBPV structure determination use the icosahedral symmetry of
the capsid that provides the dominant signal in the experimental
data. Therefore, both the cryo-EM and crystallographic electron
density maps contain information about the icosahedrally sym-
metrized distribution of the genome. In the neutral-pH SBPV

structure, the RNA is distributed uniformly within the capsid
cavity (Fig. 2C). It was previously speculated that the disordered
N-terminal parts of major capsid proteins VP1–3 of picornavi-
ruses, which carry positively charged residues, are in direct
contact with the genome (20). However, the N termini of the
capsid proteins are fully determined in the crystal structure of
SBPV (10), whereas the details of the RNA structure are not
even partially resolved (Fig. 2C). Therefore, the SBPV genome
appears to be folded in the lumen of the capsid without specific
interactions with the surrounding capsid proteins. In contrast, in
the low-pH SBPV virion structure, the RNA density is accu-
mulated in a spherical shell with a radius of 110–90 Å and in a
central part of the virion within a sphere with a radius of 80 Å
(Fig. 2D). These two regions are separated by a spherical shell
90–80 Å in diameter with a lower RNA density. The SBPV RNA
does not appear to form specific contacts with the capsid, similar
to the previously studied A particles of enteroviruses (22, 39). No
particles in the process of RNA release were observed in the
cryo-micrographs of low-pH SBPV. Therefore, we speculate that
the genome release from SBPV virion is stochastic and rapid
with only short-lived genome release intermediates. The con-
formational changes of the capsid associated with the genome
release (Fig. 3), described in detail below, result in alterations in
the distribution of charge on the inside of the capsid (Fig. 4).
Whereas the areas around the icosahedral threefold axes on the
inside of the capsid are strongly negatively charged in the ge-
nome-containing virions, they become neutral in the empty
particle (Fig. 4). The changes in the distribution of the RNA
induced by the low pH and the alteration of charge distribution
within the capsid might facilitate the release of the genome from
the SBPV virion.

Fig. 2. Cryo-EM structures of full virions and empty SBPV particles at pH 5.5. Structures of SBPV at pH 5.5 before (A) and after genome release (B). The
solvent-accessible surfaces are rainbow-colored based on their distance from the particle center. The positions of P domains that are not well resolved in the
cryo-EM maps are indicated as gray transparent surfaces. Central slices of electron density maps are shown for SBPV virions at pH 6.5 (C), virions at pH 5.5 (D),
and empty particle at pH 5.5 (E). White indicates high values of electron density. The positions of selected icosahedral symmetry axes are labeled. F and G
show representative electron densities of SBPV virion and empty particle at resolutions of 3.3 and 3.4 Å, respectively. The maps are contoured at 2.0 σ.
(H) Superposition of cartoon representations of icosahedral asymmetric units of native SBPV virion with VP1 shown in blue, VP2 in green, and VP3 in red. The
structure of the P domain is shown in semitransparent gray. The structure of SBPV virion at pH 5.5 is shown in magenta, and that of the empty particle at
pH 5.5 is in gray. Parts of the capsid proteins with the largest structural differences among the three structures are highlighted in the native virion in cyan.
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Genome Release Is Associated with Formation of Pores at Threefold
Axes of SBPV Capsid. The genome release of SBPV results in the
formation of empty particles that are expanded compared with the
native virions (Figs. 2 A and B, and 3). The radius of the particle,
measured as the distance of the center of mass of a protomer from
the particle center, changes from 133 Å in the native virus to
136 Å in the empty low-pH particle. Accordingly, the volume of
the capsid increases from 6.4 × 106 to 7.2 × 106 Å3. The ex-
pansion of the capsid is achieved by movements of the capsid
proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 3.7, 2.6, and 3.1 Å away from the
particle center, respectively (Fig. 3). In addition, the subunits VP1,
VP2, and VP3 rotate 3.1°, 1.7°, and 1.9°, respectively. These shifts
and rotations are approximately one-half of those previously re-
ported for the conversion of enteroviruses to A particles (19, 20).
The rotations together with small conformational changes to resi-
dues located at the periphery of the pentamers allow the capsid
proteins to remain in contact after the expansion of the capsid.
The expansion of the SBPV capsid is connected to a loss of

structure of the first 35 residues from the N terminus of VP2
(Fig. 5 A and B). The strands β1 and β2 of VP2, which in the
native virion mediate contacts between pentamers of capsid
protein protomers by extending the β-sheet CHEF of VP3 from
the neighboring pentamer, are not resolved in the empty SBPV
particle (Fig. 5 A and C). Furthermore, residues 218–221 of VP3
that form part of the interpentamer interface in the native virus
are not structured in the empty particle (Fig. 5B). The confor-
mational changes of the SBPV capsid linked to the genome re-
lease result in a reduction of the interpentamer contacts from
2,800 to 1,200 Å2, which corresponds to a 68% decrease in the
buried surface area (Fig. S2). The loss of the structure of the
N-terminal arm of VP2 accounts for the removal of 800 Å2 of
the buried surface area of the interface. In contrast, the contacts
within the protomer and within the pentamer are only reduced
by 25 and 14%, respectively (Fig. S2). The reduction in the in-
terface areas cannot be directly converted to binding energies,
but the restricted interpentamer contacts indicate that the ex-
panded SBPV particles are less stable than the native virions.
The movements of the capsid proteins away from the particle

center and reduction in the interpentamer interfaces result in

the formation of pores around icosahedral threefold axes of
the SBPV capsid (Figs. 4 and 5 E and F). Besides the subunit
movements, the pores are enlarged by conformational changes of
residues 126–129 from the DE loop and 221–224 from the HI
loop of VP2 and 136–141 from the DE loop and 223–225 from
the HI loop of VP3 that are located around the threefold axis
(Fig. 5 E and F). Upon particle expansion, the loops move away
from the threefold axis, giving rise to a 7-Å-diameter pore (Fig.
5F). The size of the pore is not sufficient to allow the release of
ssRNA, which would require an aperture about 10 Å in di-
ameter. However, the loops of capsid proteins located around
the threefold axis are more flexible (average temperature factor,
70 Å2) than the rest of the capsid (average temperature factors,
50 Å2). Therefore, the loops at the border of the channels lo-
cated at threefold axes might fold back and expand the pore as
necessary for the release of the genome. Two additional small
openings 1–2 Å in width are formed at the interface between the
pentamers (Fig. 5H). In contrast, there are no pores in genome-
containing SBPV virions both under neutral- and low-pH con-
ditions (Fig. 5G). Because of their small size, the pores at the
interface between the pentamers are unlikely to be channels for
RNA egress. In addition, in some parts of the capsid the pores
might be obscured by the N termini of VP2 subunits, which are
not visible in the averaged cryo-EM reconstructions of the empty
SBPV particles.
The strand β3 that extends the β-sheet BIDG of the VP2

subunit is not structured in the empty particle, whereas it in-
teracts with Glu-2 and Arg-3 from the N terminus of VP1 in the
virions (Fig. 5D). The loss of the structure of the VP2 β3 strand
might contribute to alterations in the structure of the N terminus
of VP1 as discussed below.
Several surface loops are not resolved in the cryo-EM electron

density map of the empty particles, similar to the structure of full
SBPV virions at pH 5.5 (Fig. 2H). However, the GH loop of VP3
(residues 185–210) has a different conformation in the empty
particle than in the native virion, whereas it is partially disordered
in the low-pH virion structure (Fig. 2H). The neutral-pH structure
of the loop is stabilized by interactions with the C terminus and EF
loop of VP1 and the GH loop from VP2 subunits from the
neighboring icosahedral asymmetric unit. Residues 198–205 of the
loop are disordered in the low-pH virion structure (Fig. 2H).
However, in the empty particle, the GH loop is structured and
interacts with the CD loop and α2 from the same VP3 subunit and
with DE and FG loops of VP1 from the neighboring icosahedral
asymmetric unit. Therefore, the GH loop might stabilize interac-
tions within the pentamer of capsid protein protomers. Similar to
the low-pH SBPV virion structure, the high-resolution details are
not resolved in the P-domain region of the cryo-EM map of the
empty particle (Fig. 2 D and E).

Fig. 4. Comparison of charge distribution on the inside of SBPV virion and
empty particle. Comparison of electrostatic potential distribution on the inside
of the native virion (A) and empty particle (B). Three pentamers of capsid
protein protomers are displayed. The borders of a selected icosahedral asym-
metric unit are highlighted with a black triangle. The Insets show details of the
electrostatic potential distribution around threefold symmetry axes.

Fig. 3. Movements of capsid proteins associated with SBPV genome release.
Capsid protein subunits of the empty SBPV particle are shown in blue, green,
and red for VP1, VP2, and VP3, respectively. The P domain of VP3 from the
empty capsid is not shown. Relative positions of the capsid proteins in the na-
tive SBPV virion are shown in gray. Shifts between the positions of the indi-
vidual capsid proteins subunits in the two structures are indicated. The position
of an icosahedral fivefold symmetry axis is shown as a dashed line.
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SBPV Virions Do Not Have Liposome-Disrupting Activity. During cell
entry, nonenveloped viruses have to breach a biological membrane
to deliver their genomes to the cell cytoplasm. Previously, it has
been shown that both myristoylated and unmodified VP4 minor
capsid proteins (which are 60–80 residues long) of several picor-
naviruses and dicistroviruses can induce the lysis of liposomes
(26, 40, 41). In contrast, the VP4 subunits of SBPV have been
predicted to be only 20 residues long, and lack the myristoylation
signal sequence (42). In silico analysis predicts that residues 4–21
of VP4 of SBPV form an amphipathic α-helix in which the polar
and hydrophobic residues are segregated to the opposite sides
(Fig. S3A) (43, 44). Helices with this type of charge distribution
have been shown to interact with membranes (45). Nevertheless,
electron density corresponding to the VP4 subunits could not
be identified in the SBPV virion structures (10). Furthermore,
mass spectrometry analysis [liquid chromatography–tandem mass
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS)] shows that the SBPV virions contain
at least some subunits in which VP4 was not cleaved from the
N terminus of VP3 (Fig. S4). Therefore, it is not clear whether the
VP4 peptides contribute to the delivery of the SBPV genome
across the biological membrane.
We suggested previously that the P domains of SBPV and

several other iflaviruses contain a putative catalytic triad Asp300–
His283–Ser284 that might have esterase, protease, glycosidase,
or lipase activity (10). However, in this study, the membrane
lytic activity of SBPV could not be detected under neutral- or
low-pH conditions on liposomes composed of phosphatidyl-
choline, phosphatidyl-ethanolamine, lysophosphatidyl-choline,
sphingomyelin, phosphatidyl-serine, and phosphatidyl-inositol
(Fig. S3B). Thus, we can now exclude the possibility that the pu-
tative active site in the P domain cleaves the abovementioned lipids.

Comparison of Genome Release of Iflaviruses, Picornaviruses, and
Dicistroviruses. Conformational changes of capsids associated
with genome release were previously studied for viruses from the

families Picornaviridae and Dicistroviridae (13, 19–21, 30, 39).
There are functionally important differences between the two
families as well as with the genome release mechanism of SBPV
described here. The uncoating of enteroviruses from the family
Picornaviridae is preceded by the formation of expanded A
particles (19–21, 23). The A particles contain two types of pores
located at twofold and between twofold and fivefold symmetry
axes of the capsids, have N termini of VP1 subunits exposed at
the virion surface, and spontaneously release VP4 subunits
(46, 47). The formation of enterovirus A particles is characterized
by the movement of α3 helixes from the VP2 subunits away from
the icosahedral twofold axis, which results in the formation of a
9 × 20-Å pore (22, 39). In contrast, the α3 helices of VP2 subunits
remain tightly associated in the SBPV empty capsid (Fig. 5 I and
J). The buried surface area between the two SBPV helices α3 is
800 Å2 in the native virus and 600 Å2 in the empty particle.
The N-terminal regions of VP1 subunits of enteroviruses con-

tain sequences, which were proposed to form amphipathic
α-helices that disrupt endosome membranes, and together with
VP4 subunits enable translocation of the virus genome to the
cytoplasm (26, 27, 41). Twelve residues from the N terminus of
SBPV VP1 become disordered upon genome release (Fig. 5 A and
B). However, the disordered peptide is not sufficiently long to
reach the surface of the capsid or to interact with a lipid bilayer
(48). In contrast, the disordered N termini of VP1 subunits of
enteroviruses are about 60 residues long (19, 20). Moreover, a
pore at the base of the canyon, which was shown to be the site of
the externalization of the N termini of VP1 subunits in coxsack-
ievirus A16 (19, 22), is not present in the empty particle of SBPV.
Therefore, the structure of the SBPV empty particle together with
the negative results of the liposome lysis experiment described
above indicate that the N terminus of SBPV VP1 is unlikely to
interact with membranes. The genome release of TrV from the
family Dicistroviridae does not involve structural changes to the
capsid before the genome release (13). However, the empty

Fig. 5. Changes to the SBPV capsid structure asso-
ciated with genome release. Cartoon representation
of capsid of SBPV virion at neutral pH (A) and empty
particle at pH 5.5 (B) viewed from the particle inside.
VP1 subunits are shown in blue, VP2 in green, and
VP3 in red. Selected subunits are shown in bright
colors. Positions of icosahedral twofold and three-
fold axes are indicated by ovals and triangles, re-
spectively. Dashed boxes outline areas displayed in
higher details in indicated panels. (C) Interaction of
β2 of VP2 with βF of VP3 from neighboring pentamer
in SBPV virions. Hydrogen bonds are shown as
dashed black lines. The interaction is not present in
the empty SBPV particle. (D) Interaction of N termi-
nus of VP1 with β3 of VP2 present only in native and
low-pH SBPV virions. Comparison of interactions of
residues around threefold symmetry axis of the
capsid in native SBPV (E) and empty low-pH particle
(F). Electron density map is contoured at 1.5 σ.
Comparison of interface between pentamers of
capsid protein protomers in SBPV virion (G) and
empty particle (H). Interactions between α3 helices
of VP2 subunits related by icosahedral twofold axis
in SBPV virion (I) and empty particle (J).
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capsids of TrV are compact and do not contain any pores that
might serve as channels for genome release.
The conformational changes of iflavirus capsid associated with

genome release are distinct from those of both picornaviruses
and dicistroviruses. Specific features of SBPV genome release
are the loss of structure of the N termini of VP2 subunits and the
formation of pores around the threefold icosahedral axes of
symmetry of the capsid. Unlike in enteroviruses, the contacts
between VP2 capsid proteins close to the icosahedral twofold
axes are retained in the empty SBPV particle. SBPV virions do
not form A particles, and the genome appears to be released
through pores located at the threefold axes.

Materials and Methods
The propagation of SBPV in honeybee pupae and subsequent purification
were carried out as described previously (10). Images were recorded in a FEI
Titan Krios electron microscope operated at 300 kV with an FEI Falcon II
camera. The particles were separated into two half-datasets for all of the

subsequent reconstruction steps to follow the “gold-standard” procedure
for resolution determination (49). Three-dimensional refinement was carried
out using the 3dautorefine procedure of RELION (50).
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The worldwide population of western honey bees (Apis mellifera)
is under pressure from habitat loss, environmental stress, and path-
ogens, particularly viruses that cause lethal epidemics. Deformed
wing virus (DWV) from the family Iflaviridae, together with its
vector, the mite Varroa destructor, is likely the major threat to
the world’s honey bees. However, lack of knowledge of the atomic
structures of iflaviruses has hindered the development of effective
treatments against them. Here, we present the virion structures of
DWV determined to a resolution of 3.1 Å using cryo-electron mi-
croscopy and 3.8 Å by X-ray crystallography. The C-terminal exten-
sion of capsid protein VP3 folds into a globular protruding (P)
domain, exposed on the virion surface. The P domain contains an
Asp-His-Ser catalytic triad that is, together with five residues that
are spatially close, conserved among iflaviruses. These residues
may participate in receptor binding or provide the protease, lipase,
or esterase activity required for entry of the virus into a host cell.
Furthermore, nucleotides of the DWV RNA genome interact with
VP3 subunits. The capsid protein residues involved in the RNA bind-
ing are conserved among honey bee iflaviruses, suggesting a puta-
tive role of the genome in stabilizing the virion or facilitating capsid
assembly. Identifying the RNA-binding and putative catalytic sites
within the DWV virion structure enables future analyses of how
DWV and other iflaviruses infect insect cells and also opens up
possibilities for the development of antiviral treatments.

colony collapse disorder | virus | structure | Apis mellifera | honey bee

The western honey bee (Apis mellifera) plays a vital role in
world agriculture by providing pollination services to diverse

commercial crops, a service valued at US$ 215 billion annually
(1). In addition, honey bees pollinate numerous wild flowering
plants, thereby supporting biodiversity (2, 3). However, over the
past two decades, honey bees have suffered from elevated
mortality in North America and Europe (4, 5). Colony losses
have been associated with the exotic ectoparasitic mite Varroa
destructor, which feeds on honey bee hemolymph, thereby vector-
ing numerous honey bee viral pathogens, in particular the iflavirus
deformed wing virus (DWV). In the absence of varroa, DWV
levels are low, and the virus causes asymptomatic infections. Var-
roa-infested colonies show elevated levels of DWV (6, 7). Symp-
toms associated with acute DWV infections include the death of
pupae, as well as deformed wings, shortened abdomen, and cuticle
discoloration of adult bees that die soon after pupation, causing
colony collapse (6, 8). Indeed, winter colony mortality is strongly
correlated with the presence of DWV, irrespective of the levels of
varroa infestation (8, 9). DWV-induced loss of honey bees, coupled
with a long-term decline in beekeeping, has become a serious
threat to adequate provision of pollination services, threatening
food security and ecosystem stability (1).
Viruses from the order Picornavirales, including the family

Iflaviridae, have nonenveloped icosahedral virions that are about
30 nm in diameter (10). Iflavirus capsids protect 10,000-nt-long
ssRNA genomes, which are translated into polyproteins that are
cotranslationally and posttranslationally cleaved by viral proteases

to produce structural (capsid-forming) and nonstructural pro-
teins (11). The major capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3
originating from a single polyprotein form a protomer, the basic
building block of the pseudo-T3 icosahedral capsid. The entire
capsid consists of 60 such protomers, arranged in 12 pentamer
units of 5 protomers each.
Previously, the structure of the iflavirus Chinese sacbrood vi-

rus was characterized to a resolution of 25 Å by cryo-electron
microscopy. The structure confirmed the pseudo-T3 icosahedral
symmetry of its capsid and a smooth outer surface of the virion
(12). Recently, we determined the structure of the iflavirus slow
bee paralysis virus (SBPV) to a resolution of 2.6 Å by X-ray
crystallography (13). Despite its efficient transmission by
V. destructor, SBPV infection is a rare disease of honey bees (14).
The structure revealed that the C-terminal extension of capsid
protein VP3 of SBPV forms a globular protruding (P) domain
positioned at the virion surface. The P domain is anchored to the
core of the VP3 subunit by a 23-residue-long flexible linker that
allows the P domain to attach to different areas of the capsid
(13). In addition, the P domain contains the putative active site
Asp-His-Ser, which is conserved among several iflaviruses (13).
Iflaviruses were also proposed to harbor short VP4 subunits con-
sisting of only about 20 residues (11, 14); however, electron density
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corresponding to SBPV VP4 was not identified in the SBPV virion
structure (13).
Here, we present the structure of the DWV virion and show

that, similar to SBPV, it contains a C-terminal extension of
capsid protein VP3 that forms a globular domain with a putative
receptor-binding site located at the virion surface. We show that,
unlike SBPV, DWV’s putative active site not only is flexible but
also adopts two alternative conformations. Furthermore, bases
from the RNA genome interact with the DWV capsid close to
the fivefold axes. These structural details provide potential tar-
gets for development of antiviral compounds.

Results and Discussion
Structure of DWV Virion and Capsid Proteins. The structure of the
DWV virion was determined to a resolution of 3.5 Å using cryo-
electron microscopy and to 3.8 Å using X-ray crystallography
(Table S1 and Fig. S1). The DWV virion is built from subunits
VP1, VP2, and VP3 arranged in a capsid with pseudo-T3 ico-
sahedral symmetry (Fig. 1). The major capsid proteins have jel-
lyroll β-sandwich folds with β-strands named according to the
virus jellyroll fold convention B to I (Fig. 1A) (15, 16). The
complete structures of the major capsid proteins could be built
except for residues 1 and 254 to 258 out of the 258 residues of
VP1, 251 to 254 out of the 254 residues of VP2, and 1 and 416
out of the 416 residues of VP3. Iflaviruses were suggested to
harbor short VP4 subunits consisting of about 20 residues (11,
14). Nevertheless, the electron density corresponding to VP4
could not be identified in either of the two DWV virion
structures.
Subunit VP3 of DWV contains a C-terminal extension that

forms a P domain positioned on the virion surface (Fig. 1). Be-
cause of the P domains, the maximum diameter of the DWV
virion (397 Å) is similar to that of SBPV (398 Å) and bigger than
those of other picornaviruses and dicistroviruses (about 300 Å).
The cryo-EM and X-ray structures of the capsid shell of DWV
are similar, with an rmsd of Cα-atoms of 0.77 Å; however, the
positioning of the P domains on the surface of the virions is
different (Fig. 1 B and C). The location of the P domains in the
crystal structure is not affected by crystal contacts, indicating that
it depends on the composition of the solution surrounding the
virus. The cryo-EM images were collected on virions in PBS
(137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4,
pH 7.4) whereas the crystallization conditions contained 0.8 M

KH2PO4, 0.8 M NaH2PO4, and 0.1 M sodium Hepes, pH 7.5.
The movement of the P domain between the two alternative
attachment sites at the virion surface involves a 39-Å shift of its
center of mass and 145° rotation. This change in position is pos-
sible due to a 20-residue-long linker that connects the P domain to
the core of the VP3 subunit.
Host cell entry of iflaviruses has not been studied, but it

probably includes receptor-mediated endocytosis, as has been
demonstrated for some picornaviruses (17, 18). Endosomal entry
involves exposure of the virions to a solution differing in com-
position (e.g., low pH), which could trigger detachment of the
P domain from the virion surface. It is possible that, during cell
entry, the P domain functions without being fixed to a specific
position at the virion surface. Instead, it may be anchored by its
polypeptide linker to the core of the VP3 subunit. Similar, al-
ternative attachment sites of the P domain at the virion surface
have been observed previously for SBPV, reinforcing the possi-
bility that movement of the P domains might be required for
their biological function (13). It was speculated previously that
the movements of the SBPV P domains were induced by differ-
ences in pH. In contrast, the DWV structures were determined
at similar pH; however, the crystallization solution was of high
ionic strength (0.8 M KH2PO4, 0.8 M NaH2PO4). It is there-
fore possible that the movements of the P domain of DWV that
we observed were induced by these high, nonphysiological ion
concentrations.

Structure of the P Domain. The P domain of the VP3 subunit of
DWV is globular, with a diameter of 30 Å (Fig. 1). In both cryo-
EM and X-ray structures of the DWV virion, the residues of the
P domain have higher average temperature factors than residues
from the remainder of the capsid, indicating a higher mobility
of the P domain. As a result, electron density maps of the
P domains are less well-resolved than other parts of the capsid.
We therefore used X-ray crystallography to determine the struc-
ture of the isolated P domain to a resolution of 1.45 Å (Table S1).
In addition to the globular core, the P domain of DWV contains a
finger-shaped loop with four-residue-long antiparallel β-strands
β8 and β9 (Fig. 2A). The core of the P domain consists of a central
antiparallel β-sheet formed from strands β5 and β6 surrounded by
the 11-residue-long α-helix α1, the 5-residue long α2, and two
β-sheets containing strands β1 and β2 and β3 to β7 (Fig. 2A). The
β-strands are connected by loops that vary in length between

Fig. 1. Structures of the icosahedral asymmetric unit of DWV and its virions in alternative conformations. Icosahedral asymmetric unit of DWV in schematic
representation (A) with major capsid protein VP1 colored in blue, VP2 in green, and VP3 in red. The P domain, which is part of VP3, is highlighted in magenta.
Selected secondary structure elements are labeled. The locations of the fivefold, threefold, and twofold symmetry axes are denoted by a pentagon, triangle,
and oval, respectively. Molecular surfaces of DWV virions determined by (B) cryo-EM and (C) X-ray crystallography. The virion surfaces are rainbow-colored
according to their distance from the particle center. (Scale bar: 100 Å.)
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6 and 45 residues. The high-resolution structure of the P domain
was fitted into the corresponding regions of the cryo-EM and
crystallographic electron density maps of the DWV virion and
refined against the experimental data. The resulting P domain
structures are similar, with an rmsd in atom positions smaller than
0.50 Å. However, residues 399 to 416 forming the P domain
“finger” were not resolved in either of the virion electron density
maps, probably due to the flexibility of the loop.

Comparison of DWV and SBPV Virion Structures. DWV shares 32%
sequence identity in capsid proteins with SBPV (13). The two
viruses have similar surface topologies with capsids decorated
with P domains. The differences between the SBPV and DWV
capsids are predominantly in the loops of the major capsid
proteins exposed at the outer virion surface. Capsid protein VP1
of DWV has a GH loop that is five residues shorter than that of
SBPV and lacks an α-helix α6 (Fig. S2 A and B). The GH loop of
the VP2 subunit of SBPV contains the integrin-recognition motif
Arg192-Gly193-Asp194 (RGD) and is four residues longer than
that of DWV (Fig. S2 C and D). Integrins serve as cell entry
receptors for numerous viruses, including the foot and mouth
disease virus and several parechoviruses (19–21). However,
the RGD motif is not present in DWV and other iflaviruses.
Differences in the structure of the GH loop between DWV
and SBPV might reflect different functions of the loops in
receptor recognition.
DWV and SBPV differ in the structures of both the core

and P domains of their VP3 subunits (Fig. S2 E and F). The
β-sandwich cores of VP3 subunits of DWV and SBPV can be
superimposed with an rmsd of 1.35 Å for 94% of the residues
whereas the P domains have an rmsd of 1.69 Å for 80% of the
residues. The P domain of DWV contains 18 structured residues
at the C terminus that form a finger with a 4-residue-long anti-
parallel beta sheet (Fig. 2A and Fig. S2G). Notably, these resi-
dues are not resolved in the crystal structures of SBPV virions
(Fig. S2H). The sequence identity within the P domains of the
two viruses is 17% whereas it is 33% for the remaining parts of
the capsid proteins. Thus, it seems that the P domain is more
tolerant to mutations than the parts of the virus proteins forming
the capsid shell. Nevertheless, the P domains of DWV and SBPV
contain 8 conserved residues that are also shared with several
other iflaviruses and that might form a catalytic or receptor-
binding site as discussed below.

Comparison of the P Domain with Other Proteins. A search for
structures similar to the DWV P domain (22) identified a glob-
ular surface domain of a virus from the Astroviridae, an addi-
tional family of nonenveloped viruses like the picornaviruses and
caliciviruses, all of which possess a single-stranded positive sense
RNA genome (Table S2) (23). The domain is similar to the
P domain of DWV in terms of having a core formed by β-strands
that are complemented by short α-helices located at the pe-
riphery of the domain. Nevertheless, the two domains are quite
different and could not be meaningfully superimposed. Several
additional proteins could be detected, but their structural simi-
larities to the DWV P domain were low and the alignments al-
ways included only a small fraction of the structures (Table S2).
Therefore, it seems that the P domains of iflaviruses might have
evolved de novo as C-terminal extensions of the capsid proteins
and therefore have a unique fold.

Position of the P Domain at the Virion Surface. In the cryo-EM
structure of DWV, the P domains related by one icosahedral
fivefold axis form a crown-like arrangement at the virion surface
(Figs. 1B and 2B). The crowns have a diameter of 80 Å and
protrude 40 Å above the capsid surface. The P domains within
the same crown contact each other with a buried surface area of
380 Å2, and each of them binds to the capsid through a 430-Å2

interface located next to the fivefold axis. In contrast, the
P domains of native SBPV, which also forms crowns, are not in
contact with each other (Fig. S3). In the crystal structure of
DWV, the P domains are positioned approximately in between
the icosahedral fivefold, threefold, and twofold axes and interact
with the capsid through a 1,000-Å2 interface (Fig. 2C). The
P domains in this structure do not interact with each other, and,
therefore, we refer to them as being in “centered” arrangement.
The movements of the P domains between the two positions

Fig. 2. Structure of the DWV P domain, its localization on the virion surface,
and details of the putative catalytic or receptor-binding site. Schematic
representation of the crystal structure of the P domain (A), rainbow-colored
from residue 260 in blue to 416 in red. Atoms of residues forming the pu-
tative active site Asp294, His277, and Ser278 are shown as spheres. Please
note that β-strand 4, which is present in the P domain of SBPV, is missing in
the DWV structure. Surface representation of pentamers of capsid protein
protomers of (B) native cryo-EM structure and (C) X-ray structure of DWV
virions. VP1 subunits are shown in blue, VP2 in green, VP3 in red, and the
P domain in magenta. Positions of the conserved residues that form a putative
active or receptor-binding site of DWV are highlighted in cyan. The borders of
one icosahedral asymmetric unit are highlighted with a black triangle. (Insets)
Detailed views of the conserved residues forming a compact patch at the
P domain surface. In the Inset of B, one of the P domains was removed to
allow a view of the inside of the crown formed by the P domains. The
P domains of DWV (D) and SBPV (E) contain putative Ser-His-Asp active sites,
which are parts of groups of seven residues that are conserved among ifla-
viruses. The residues are displayed in stick representation. The conserved
residues are shown with carbon atoms in cyan. Residues that are not con-
served are shown with carbon atoms in magenta. Residues Ser278, Ala292,
Ser293, and Asp294 of DWV adopt alternative conformations that are shown
with carbon atoms in yellow. Distances between the side chains constituting
the putative catalytic triad are shown as orange dashed lines. The electron
density maps are contoured at 1 σ.
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seem to be accomplished by “rolling” over the virion surface
(Fig. 2 B and C and Movies S1 and S2). The residues forming the
430 Å2 of the VP1 surface that became exposed after the
P domain movements do not contain any specific motives to
indicate their function in receptor binding. Similar movements of
the P domains have been observed previously in SBPV crystal-
lized in low pH conditions (13). Unlike in the case of SPBV,
movements of the DWV P domain could not be induced by ex-
posing DWV to pH 5.0 (Fig. S4 A and B). However, the struc-
tures of the P domains determined by cryo-EM of DWV at low
pH are less resolved and therefore more mobile than those of the
virus in neutral pH (Fig. S5 A and B). To determine whether the
movements of the P domains are reversible, we exposed DWV
virions to the crystallization condition and subsequently dialyzed
them back against PBS. Cryo-EM reconstruction of these parti-
cles determined to a resolution of 3.8 Å showed P domains in the
crown arrangement similar to native virions (Figs. S4C and S5C).
It was not possible to calculate cryo-EM reconstruction of the
DWV virions in the crystallization buffer because the 1.6-M
phosphate salts prevent preparation of grids with vitreous ice of
sufficient quality for cryo-EM data collection. In an attempt to
directly observe the virus with P domains in the centered ar-
rangement, DWV virions were exposed to the crystallization
condition and cross-linked by addition of 1% glutaraldehyde.
The particles were then dialyzed against PBS and used for cryo-
EM reconstruction that was determined to a resolution of 3.1 Å.
These particles had P domains in the crown arrangement (Figs.
S4D and S5D). Three-dimensional classification using the pro-
gram RELION did not identify a subclass of particles with
P domains in the centered arrangement. Thus, the cryo-EM
analysis did not confirm the positioning of P domains in the
centered arrangement observed in the crystal structure (Fig. 1C).
The differences in the virion structures obtained by the two types
of structural analysis could be caused by low-efficiency of cross-
linking of the P domains. Furthermore, it is likely that the
movements of P domains within a single virus particle are not
synchronized with each other. Cryo-EM analysis, even in combi-
nation with 3D classification, may therefore not allow detection of
a subset of the P domains in the centered arrangement. In con-
trast, crystallization, which required 5 months, probably specifi-
cally selected for particles with a centered P domain arrangement.
P domains of DWV virions that were exposed to high salt or

low pH became more mobile than those of native virions or
viruses cross-linked by 1% glutaraldehyde (Fig. S5). We speculate
that it is the mobility of the P domains rather than their precise
positioning that is important for DWV cell entry, during which the
virus is likely to encounter low pH. Our results provide evidence of
the possible extent of movements of the P domains.

Putative Role of the P Domain in Cell Entry. The P domain of DWV
contains residues Asp294, His277, and Ser278 located close to
each other, and the arrangement of their side chains indicates
that they constitute a catalytic triad (Fig. 2 A and D) (24). The
distances between the side chains of the residues are larger than
ideal for catalyzing a hydrolytic reaction (Fig. 2D) (24). How-
ever, the 1.45-Å-resolution structure of the DWV P domain
shows that residues Ser278, Ala292, Ser293, and Asp294 adopt
alternative conformations (Fig. 2D), indicating local flexibility of
the structure. It is therefore possible that the optimal configu-
ration of the active site might be achieved upon binding the as-
yet-unknown substrate. This type of catalytic triad has been
previously identified in proteases, lipases, and esterases (24–26).
Therefore, DWV may use the putative catalytic activity of its
P domains in cell entry. The P domains might bind to virus re-
ceptors or disrupt membranes and thus allow the virus to deliver
its genome into the cell cytoplasm.
The putative catalytic triad and five additional residues, which

form a compact patch on the P domain surface, are conserved

among iflaviruses containing P domains (Figs. 2 B and C and 3A)
(11, 27–29), which is in contrast to the limited 3% overall se-
quence identity of the remaining residues of the P domains.
Conservation of these residues indicates that they constitute a
functionally important receptor-binding or substrate-binding
site. The Asp294-His277-Ser278 catalytic triad of SBPV also has
a 3D arrangement indicative of an active site (Fig. 2E) (13). A
similar group of residues in the P domains of noroviruses was
shown to bind glycans (30, 31). Alternatively, the putative catalytic
site may facilitate the escape of DWV virions from endosomes in a
manner analogous to the lipase activity present in the N-terminal
domain of the capsid protein VP1 from parvoviruses (32).
The conserved residues in the iflavirus P domain provide a

potential target for antiviral compounds. The putative active site
faces the interior of the crown in the native virus; however, it is
exposed at the apex of the P domain in the virion structure with
the centered arrangement of the P domains (Fig. 2 B and C). The
exposure of the active site after the P domain rotation reinforces
the possibility that movements of the P domain might be re-
quired for efficient DWV infection.

Evolutionary Relationship to Other Viruses from the Order
Picornavirales. The availability of the DWV and SBPV virion
structures enabled the construction of a structure-based phylo-
genetic tree comparing the iflaviruses to other viruses from the
families Dicistroviridae and Iflaviridae (Fig. 4). The structural
comparison shows that iflaviruses are most similar to the insect-
infecting dicistroviruses Israeli acute bee paralysis virus, cricket
paralysis virus, and triatoma virus (33–35). The viruses most
similar to DWV and SBPV from the Picornaviridae family are
hepatitis A virus and human parechovirus 1 (HPeV-1), which
were previously suggested to form evolutionary intermediates
between human and insect viruses (21, 36) (Fig. 4). The closer
structural similarity of DWV and SBPV capsid to the viruses
from the Dicistroviridae family than to viruses from the Picor-
naviridae family might be because of similarities in the processing
of the polyprotein precursor of capsid proteins. The amino acid
sequence of the VP4 subunit is located in front of the N terminus
of VP3 in viruses from the family Dicistroviridae whereas it is
located in front of the VP2 sequence in viruses of the family
Picornaviridae. The VP4 sequences of iflaviruses were predicted
to be located in front of VP3 in the polyprotein (11, 14). Even
though the VP4 subunits of DWV and SBPV are not resolved in
the virion structures, the similar cleavage pattern of the capsid

Fig. 3. Sequence alignment of residues of iflavirus VP3 subunits. API,
Antherae pernyi iflavirus; HEI, Heliconius erato iflavirus. UniProt accession
numbers of the sequences used in the alignment are provided. (A) Conserved
residues constituting the putative catalytic triad Asp-His-Ser are highlighted
with an orange background; other conserved residues located in the struc-
ture close to the putative active site are highlighted with a gray background.
(B) Conserved residues involved in the interaction with genomic RNA are
highlighted with a yellow background.
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protein subunits from the precursor polyprotein P1 might impose
constraints on the organization of the capsid, resulting in the
closer similarity of iflaviruses to dicistroviruses.
Iflaviruses are structurally and genetically related to vertebrate

picornaviruses, for which numerous capsid-binding inhibitors
have been developed. Compounds that bind into a hydrophobic
pocket within VP1 can inhibit receptor binding and/or genome
release of some picornaviruses (37–39). However, such a hydro-
phobic pocket is not formed in DWV VP1 subunits. Similarly, the
hydrophobic pocket was not observed in VP1 of SBPV (13), which
suggests that capsid binding inhibitors that intercalate into VP1
subunits may not be effective as antivirals against honey bee
viruses of the family Iflaviridae.

Capsid–RNA Interactions. The DWV genome is a 10,140-nt-long
linear RNA molecule (11) that forms unique interactions with the
inner surface of the icosahedral capsid. The virus RNA does not
affect the packing of particles within the crystal or the determination
of particle orientations performed in the course of the cryo-EM
reconstruction. Therefore, both X-ray and cryo-EM maps contain
information about the icosahedrally averaged RNA structure.
Clearly defined electron density corresponding to an RNA

nucleotide is associated with each VP3 subunit of DWV close to
the fivefold icosahedral axis (Fig. 5A). The shape of the density
indicates that the base of the nucleotide is a pyrimidine, and it
was therefore modeled as a uridine (Fig. 5B). The nucleotide has
90% occupancy, showing that the genome binds to nearly all of
the 60 available positions within the virion. Each nucleotide in-
teracts with residues from three VP3 subunits belonging to dif-
ferent protomers within one pentamer (Fig. 5B). The residues
that bind the RNA are conserved among several honey bee
Iflaviruses (Fig. 3B). However, the structured RNA was not
observed in the SBPV virion, which does not have the conserved
RNA-binding residues (Fig. 3B) (40). Reminiscent of the RNA–
protein interactions in DWV are structured RNA oligonucleo-
tides that have been recently described in the parechoviruses
HPeV-1, HPeV-3, and Ljungan virus, where they also mediate

contacts among capsid proteins from different protomers (21, 41,
42). The conservation of the RNA-binding residues among some
of the honey bee iflaviruses, together with the near-complete
occupancy of the RNA, indicates that the RNA–capsid binding
might play a role in virion stability. In addition, RNA–capsid
interactions may play a role in DWV virion assembly, as was
previously suggested for related picornaviruses (43). Therefore,
future mutational analyses of the residues involved in the RNA
binding may lead to determination of the mechanism that en-
sures packaging of the DWV genome into newly forming parti-
cles, and which may offer alternative targets for antiviral
compounds.

Fig. 4. Evolutionary relationship among viruses from the families Iflaviridae,
Picornaviridae, and Dicistroviridae based on structural alignment of their
capsid proteins. Phylogenetic tree based on structural similarity of icosahedral
asymmetric units of indicated viruses. For details on the construction of the
diagram, please see Materials and Methods.

Fig. 5. Interactions of DWV genomic RNA with capsid. Location of RNA
nucleotides displayed in yellow within the pentamer of capsid protein pro-
tomers as seen from the inside of the virion (A). VP1 subunits are shown in
blue, VP2 in green, and VP3 in red. The borders of one icosahedral asym-
metric unit are highlighted with a triangle. (B) Detail of the interaction of
viral RNA with the VP3 subunits. The electron density map of the nucleotide
is contoured at 1 σ. VP3 subunits from different icosahedral asymmetric units
are distinguished by color shades and superscripts “A,” “B,” and “C.”
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Materials and Methods
The propagation of DWVwas carried out as described in the COLOSS BeeBook
(44). A suspension of DWV was applied onto holey carbon grids and vitrified
by plunging into liquid ethane. Images were recorded with an FEI Falcon II
camera in an FEI Titan Krios electron microscope. The images were processed
using the package RELION (45). The P domain was expressed in Escherichia
coli BL21(DE3). Crystals of the DWV P domain were obtained using the sit-
ting-drop technique with a bottom solution containing 4.3 M sodium chlo-
ride and 0.1 M Hepes, pH 7.5.
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Infection by sacbrood virus (SBV) from the family Iflaviridae is
lethal to honey bee larvae but only rarely causes the collapse of
honey bee colonies. Despite the negative effect of SBV on honey
bees, the structure of its particles and mechanism of its genome
delivery are unknown. Here we present the crystal structure of
SBV virion and show that it contains 60 copies of a minor capsid
protein (MiCP) attached to the virion surface. No similar MiCPs
have been previously reported in any of the related viruses from
the order Picornavirales. The location of the MiCP coding sequence
within the SBV genome indicates that the MiCP evolved from a C-
terminal extension of a major capsid protein by the introduction of
a cleavage site for a virus protease. The exposure of SBV to acidic
pH, which the virus likely encounters during cell entry, induces the
formation of pores at threefold and fivefold axes of the capsid
that are 7 Å and 12 Å in diameter, respectively. This is in contrast
to vertebrate picornaviruses, in which the pores along twofold
icosahedral symmetry axes are currently considered the most
likely sites for genome release. SBV virions lack VP4 subunits that
facilitate the genome delivery of many related dicistroviruses and
picornaviruses. MiCP subunits induce liposome disruption in vitro,
indicating that they are functional analogs of VP4 subunits and
enable the virus genome to escape across the endosome mem-
brane into the cell cytoplasm.

honeybee | virus | structure | genome | release

The pollination services provided by the western honey bee
(Apis mellifera) are required for agricultural production and

to maintain the diversity of wild flowering plants (1). Over the last
few decades, the combination of environmental pollution, habitat
loss, and pathogens has resulted in a decrease in honey bee pop-
ulations in North America and Europe (2, 3). Symptoms of the
sacbrood virus (SBV) infection of pupae include the accumulation
of ecdysial fluid, cuticle discoloration, and death, resulting in a
typical gondola-shaped dry cadaver. Although SBV is lethal for in-
fected larvae, infected colonies rarely collapse, and thus SBV poses
only a limited threat to managed honey bees (3). SBV is distributed
worldwide, with specific strains also infecting Apis cerana (4).
SBV has a positive-sense single-stranded RNA genome that is

8,832 nt long and contains an additional poly-A sequence at its 3′
end (5). The genome encodes a single 2,858-aa-long polyprotein
that is cotranslationally and posttranslationally cleaved by virus
proteases into functional protein subunits. The capsid proteins
VP1, VP2, and VP3 from one polyprotein precursor form a
protomer, an elementary building block of the virus capsid.
Based on homology with vertebrate picornaviruses, SBV proto-
mers are expected to assemble into pentamers, and, sub-
sequently, 12 pentamers associate with the genome to form a
virion (6). The capsid proteins of iflaviruses have jelly roll
β-sandwich folds shared by all picornaviruses and numerous
other viruses from other families (7–10). To date, three iflavi-
ruses have been structurally characterized: slow bee paralysis
virus (SBPV), deformed wing virus (DWV), and Chinese SBV
(CSBV) (8, 11, 12).
Here we present the structure of the SBV virion and show that

it contains 60 copies of a minor capsid protein (MiCP) attached

at the virion surface. No similar proteins have been observed in
any virus from the order Picornavirales. A comparison of the
structure of SBV with the structures of other iflaviruses indicates
that the protein evolved from an ancestral C-terminal extension
of the VP3 subunit through the introduction of a cleavage site for
virus-encoded protease. In addition, we show that the MiCP
induces the disruption of liposome membranes and thus may
facilitate delivery of the SBV genome into the cytoplasm.

Results and Discussion
SBV Virion Structure and Its Comparison with Iflaviruses Containing
P-Domains. The virion structure of SBV has been determined to a
resolution of 2.1 Å using X-ray crystallography (SI Appendix,
Table S1). The maximum diameter of the SBV virion is 312 Å,
which is 90 Å less than the maximum diameters of related ifla-
viruses DWV and SBPV (7, 8, 13). The virions of DWV and
SBPV are larger because their VP3 subunits contain 160-residue-
long C-terminal extensions, which fold into globular P-domains
positioned at the virion surface (Figs. 1 and 2). The capsid of
SBV is of spherical shape, with plateaus around icosahedral
fivefold symmetry axes and shallow depressions at twofold
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symmetry axes (Fig. 1A). SBV lacks the typical canyon de-
pressions that are dominant surface features of the virions of
enteroviruses and some other picornaviruses (Fig. 1D) (9).
There are two alternative conventions for naming the capsid

proteins of picorna-like viruses. In some previous annotations of
the iflavirus genomes and in the structural characterization of
DWV by Organtini et al. (13), the virus proteins were named
according to a molecular weight convention from the largest
subunit, VP1, to the smallest, VP4. An alternative approach is to
label the capsid proteins according to their homology with pi-
cornavirus proteins (14). The homology-based convention was
used in the previous structural studies of SBPV and DWV (7, 8,
15). Application of the molecular weight convention results in
different gene orders of SBV, DWV, and SBPV. Therefore, to
simplify the structural comparison of SBV, DWV, and SBPV
with one another and to picornaviruses, we use the homology-

based convention. The order of the major capsid proteins in the
P1 polyprotein is VP2, VP3, and VP1 (Fig. 2). The capsid pro-
teins labeled according to the picornavirus convention occupy
homologous positions in the virus capsid (Fig. 3).
The SBV capsid is built from the major capsid proteins VP1,

VP2, and VP3 organized with pseudo-T3 icosahedral symmetry
(Fig. 3A). The VP1 subunits form pentamers around fivefold
axes, whereas the VP2 and VP3 subunits constitute hetero-
hexamers positioned at the icosahedral threefold axes. The ma-
jor capsid proteins have jelly roll β-sandwich folds with β-strands
named according to the virus capsid protein convention B–I (6).
The two antiparallel β-sheets forming the core of each of the
capsid proteins contain the strands BIDG and CHEF, re-
spectively (Fig. 3A). The N termini of the capsid proteins are
located on the inside of the capsid, whereas their C termini are
exposed at the virion surface. The crystallographic electron
density map of the SBV virion enabled the building of residues
1–243 out of 247 residues of VP1; residues 3–241 out of 242
residues of VP2; and residues 1–272 out of 280 residues of VP3.
SBV encodes a 36-residue-long VP4 subunit (Fig. 2); however,
the electron density map of SBV virion does not contain resolved
features that could be interpreted as residues of VP4.
In contrast to all other viruses from the order Picornavirales

that have been structurally characterized at high resolution so far
(32 picornaviruses, 4 dicistroviruses, and 2 iflaviruses), the SBV
virion contains a short protein attached to the capsid surface
(Fig. 3A). We termed the peptide the MiCP. The structure of the
MiCP could be built for residues 22–47 out of 48 residues. The
amino acid sequence of the MiCP is located between the C
terminus of VP3 and the N terminus of VP1 in the P1 poly-
peptide of SBV (Fig. 2). LC-MS-MS was used to verify the
protein cleavage sites that separate the MiCP from VP3 and
VP1 (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The identified cleavage site, Ser708/
Arg709Arg710, is in agreement with the previously characterized
target sequences of picornavirus-like proteases (16, 17).
VP1 subunits of enteroviruses have been shown to form hydro-

phobic pockets that can be targeted by artificial compounds that
prevent virus–receptor interaction or genome release (18–20).
Similar to SBPV and DWV (7, 8), the VP1 of SBV does not contain
such a pocket, and it is unlikely that the virus could be inhibited by
capsid-binding inhibitors targeting the hydrophobic core of VP1.

SBV Virions Do Not Contain VP4 Subunits. The formation of mature
infectious virions of most picorna-like viruses requires the
cleavage of VP4 subunits from the N terminus of their VP0
precursors that is not performed by the virus proteases (21–23).
It has been speculated that the proteolysis of the VP4 subunits of
picornaviruses is catalyzed by the RNA genome (24, 25). In
dicistroviruses, a conserved motif, Asp-Asp-Phe (DDF), in VP1
was suggested to catalyze the VP4 cleavage (22). Triatoma virus
and black queen cell virus, from the family Dicistroviridae, do

SBV DWV

SBPV Poliovirus 1

140 160
Å 100 Å

A B

C D

Fig. 1. Virion structures of SBV (PDB ID code 5LSF) (A), DWV (PDB ID code
5L7Q) (B), SBPV (PDB ID code 5J96) (C), and poliovirus 1 (PDB ID code 1ASJ)
(D). The molecular surfaces of the respective virions are rainbow-colored
according to their distance from the center. The locations of the selected
symmetry axes are denoted by pentagons for fivefold, triangles for three-
fold, and ellipses for twofold.

VP1

N69SP Q341GL Q579GL Y881GF

Poliovirus 1 VP2VP4 VP3

Q283AA F340SK Q635VM
A897

CrPV VP2 VP4 VP3 VP1

E211MD E464MD M485DN E901GE E1159GP

DWV VP2 VP
4

VP3 VP1P-domain

Q150SD Q392MD Q428DK S708RR Q756MD Q1003MD

SBV VP2 VP4 VP3 VP1MiCP

Fig. 2. Organization of P1 polyproteins of iflaviruses SBV and DWV, dicistrovirus cricket paralysis virus, and picornavirus poliovirus-1. Capsid proteins within
P1 are labeled and colored according to the picornavirus convention: VP1 in blue, VP2 in green, VP3 in red, and VP4 in yellow. The MiCP of SBV and P-domain
of DWV are highlighted in magenta. Note that translation of the P1 sequence of CrPV is initiated from an independent internal ribosomal entry site located
after the coding sequence for the virus polymerase. Arrowheads indicate positions of protease cleavage sites, and the target cleavage sequences are shown.
Parts of the proteins resolved in experimentally determined structures are shown in bright colors; the parts highlighted with hatching are not structured.
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not contain structured VP4 subunits (26, 27), but the VP4 pep-
tides are present in the virions and likely function in the trans-
port of the genome across the endosome membrane into the cell
cytoplasm (27). Some iflaviruses, including SBV and SBPV, also

contain the DDF motif in their VP1 subunits (7, 8). The DDF
motif of VP1 of SBV is located at the inner face of the SBV
virion next to the N terminus of the VP3 subunit of another
protomer from the same pentamer (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
Therefore, the DDF motif might function in the cleavage of VP0
subunits of SBV. Nevertheless, VP4 subunits are not resolved in
the electron density maps of SBV virions and could not be de-
tected in the particles by MS analysis (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
Similarly, VP4 subunits were not resolved in the structures of
SBPV and DWV (7, 8), and they likely were not present in the
virions. It is possible that the short 38-residue VP4 subunits of
SBV diffuse from the virions after the maturation cleavage of
VP0. Iflaviruses lacking the VP4 subunits need to use a different
mechanism to penetrate the host membrane than that used by
the previously studied picornaviruses and dicistroviruses.

Structure and Putative Receptor-Binding Function of the MiCP. The
MiCP is a 48-aa-long protein with a molecular weight of 5.4 kDa.
Residues 1–21 of the MiCP, which are not resolved in the SBV
virion structure, are more varied among the different SBV iso-
lates than residues 22–47, which form the structured part of the
peptide (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). The higher tolerance of the
flexible part of the MiCP to mutations indicates that its bi-
ological function might not depend on a specific structure. In
contrast, the structured part is more conserved, as it is required
for binding to the virion surface. The structured 26 residues of
the MiCP form a loop that turns 360° on itself (Fig. 3A). The
MiCP is positioned above the core of subunit VP2 almost
equidistant from the icosahedral twofold, threefold, and fivefold
symmetry axes of the capsid (Fig. 3A). The N-terminal arm of the
MiCP extends toward the icosahedral fivefold axis and interacts
with subunits VP1 and VP3. The MiCP binds to the capsid
through an interface area of 1,100 Å2 formed by 24 residues of
VP2, 7 residues of VP1, and 6 residues of VP3 (Fig. 4A). An
occupancy refinement showed that MiCP peptides are present in
all 60 positions at the virion surface (Table 1).
The volume at the surface of the SBV virion occupied by the

MiCP is taken up by the EF loop known as the “puff” loop from
the VP2 subunit in enteroviruses (Fig. 4 B and C) (9, 28). In
poliovirus 1, the 65-residue-long puff loop forms the outer rim of
the canyon (Fig. 4C) (28). In contrast, the puff loop of SBV is
only 18 residues long (Fig. 4B). In addition, subunit VP3 of SBV
lacks a loop known as a “knob” formed by residues before the
β-strand B of enteroviruses (Fig. 4 D and E). It has been shown
that residues from the puff and knob of many enteroviruses
participate in receptor binding (29). Therefore, because of its
location at the virion surface, it is possible that the MiCP is in-
volved in SBV receptor recognition.

Evolutionary Relationships Within the Family Iflaviridae. There are
no structural or sequence similarities between the 48-residue-
long MiCP of SBV and the 160-residue-long P-domains of SBPV
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Fig. 3. Comparison of icosahedral asymmetric units of SBV, DWV, and SBPV.
Icosahedral asymmetric unit of SBV (A), DWV (B), and SBPV (C) in cartoon repre-
sentation withmajor capsid protein VP1 in blue, VP2 in green, and VP3 in red. The
MiCP of SBV is highlighted as a magenta ribbon (A). β-strands of the major capsid
proteins are labeled. P-domains of VP3 subunits of DWV and SBPV are highlighted
in magenta (B and C). The locations of the fivefold, threefold, and twofold sym-
metry axes are denoted by pentagons, triangles, and ovals, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Structure of theMiCP and its interactionwith other capsid proteins. (A) Structure of theMiCP shown in stick representationwith carbon atoms inmagenta. The first
and last structured residues ofMiCP are labeled. The electron density map of theMiCP contoured at 2σ is shown as a bluemesh. Major capsid proteins are shown in cartoon
representation with VP1 in blue, VP2 in green, and VP3 in red. (B and C) Comparison of capsid proteins VP2 of SBV (B) and poliovirus 1 (C). The MiCP of SBV, which is
highlighted inmagenta (B), occupies the volume of the puff loop in VP2 of poliovirus 1, highlighted in orange (C). (D and E) The VP3 subunit of SBV (D) lacks the knob loop
present in poliovirus 1 (E), highlighted in green.
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and DWV. Nevertheless, the locations of the sequences coding the
MiCP and P-domains in Iflavirus genomes show that both the
MiCP and P-domains evolved as C-terminal extensions of VP3
subunits (Fig. 2). The evolution of the MiCP required the in-
troduction of a cleavage site for virus protease 3C. The phyloge-
netic tree based on a comparison of the P1 sequences of iflaviruses
shows that the family can be divided into two groups: viruses that
lack P-domains and viruses with P-domains (Fig. 5A and SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S4). The P-domain appears to be a filial feature. Based

on sequence analysis, it is not clear whether all the iflaviruses that
lack the P-domains contain MiCPs. A structure-based phyloge-
netic tree shows branching inside the Iflaviridae family of viruses
with and without P-domains (Fig. 5B), corroborating the sequence-
based separation of P-domain–containing iflaviruses into a sub-
group within the family Iflaviridae.

Genome Release Mechanism of SBV. The cell entry mechanism of ifla-
viruses is unknown, but the process likely involves receptor-mediated

Table 1. Comparison of SBV structures under various pH and expansion states

Parameter
Crystal

structure
Virion,
pH 7.4

Empty
particle,
pH 7.4

Virion,
pH 5.8

Empty particle,
pH 5.8,

expansion state I
Empty particle,

pH 5.8, expansion state II

Resolution, Å 2.10 3.22 3.87 3.18 4.06 7.25
MiCP occupancy 1.02 0.86 0.77 0.94 0.93 0.79
Particle radius,* Å 136.4 136.1 137.4 136.1 137.9 139.8
Pentamer distance,† Å 135.8 134.4 135.7 134.4 136.2 138.4
Pentamer contacts, Å2 4,250 4,550 1,750 4,450 1,750 700
Average B-factor, Å2 25 39 88 43 118 200
Diameter of pore on

threefold
axis, Å

4.4 3.6 4.4 3.6 5.0 7.4

Average B-factor of residues
close to threefold axis, Å2

23 35 104 40 143 200

Diameter of pore on fivefold
axis, Å

5.2 5.2 5.6 5.6 5.0 12.0

Average B-factor of residues
close to fivefold axis, Å2

19 36 102 41 137 200

Diameter of pore on twofold
axis, Å

2.6 2.6 2.8 2.4 3.0 2.8

Average B-factor of residues
close to twofold axis, Å2

21 35 55 37 73 200

*Particle radius is defined as the distance of the center of mass of the icosahedral asymmetric unit from the particle center.
†Pentamer distance is defined as the distance of the centers of mass of two neighboring pentamers.
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Fig. 5. Phylogenetic analyses of viruses from the families Iflaviridae, Dicistroviridae, and Picornaviridae. (A) Maximum likelihood tree constructed from whole
polyprotein sequences of selected iflaviruses with cricket paralysis virus as an outgroup (highlighted in red). Iflaviruses with P-domain are highlighted in the
magenta box. The dashed box indicates viruses with observed MiCP; the asterisk indicates viruses with an experimentally determined virion structure. Values
at nodes represent thorough bootstrap support. (B) Structure-based neighbor-joining phylogeny tree with picornaviruses highlighted in blue, dicistroviruses
in red, and iflaviruses in green. The subgroup of iflaviruses with P-domains is highlighted in magenta.
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endocytosis, as is the case for related picornaviruses (29). Endo-
somal entry involves exposure of the virions to an environment
with acidic pH (30, 31). In picornaviruses, the acidic pH triggers
the formation of activated (A)-particles that are expanded, con-
tain pores in capsids, and spontaneously release their genomes
(29, 31–33). Freshly purified samples of SBV contain 5% empty
particles (SI Appendix, Fig. S5A). We used cryo-EM to determine
the structures of the full virions and empty particles to resolutions
of 3.2 Å and 3.8 Å, respectively (SI Appendix, Figs. S6 and S7 and
Table S1). The structure of the full virion is nearly identical to that
determined by X-ray crystallography, with an rmsd of the corre-
sponding Cα atoms of the two structures of 0.44 Å (SI Appendix,
Table S2). The empty particle is expanded 1.2 Å in radius relative
to the genome-containing virion (Table 1). The capsid enlarge-
ment is accompanied by movements of pentamers of capsid pro-
tein protomers away from one another (Table 1) and by a reduction
in interpentamer contacts, as residues 1–14 of VP1 and residues 1–40
of VP2 are not resolved in the empty particles.
The sample of SBV incubated in PBS with pH 5.8, which

mimics the environment in endosomes (34), contained 80%
empty particles (SI Appendix, Fig. S5B). The structure of the full
virions at acidic pH, which was determined to a resolution of
3.2 Å (SI Appendix, Figs. S6 and S7 and Table S1), is similar to
that of the virus at neutral pH, as determined by both X-ray
crystallography and cryo-EM (rmsd of 0.32 Å and 0.27 Å, re-
spectively) (SI Appendix, Table S2). The structural similarity of the
virions, together with the observation that empty SBV particles are
expanded, as discussed below, suggests that the SBV RNA genome

contributes to the stability of the virion; however, direct protein–
RNA interactions are not resolved in the electron density maps.
Classification of the empty particles from the acidic pH sample

identified two capsid expansion intermediates. The smaller of the
two capsids was radially expanded by 1.5 Å relative to the native
virions, and determined to a resolution of 4.1 Å, whereas the larger
one was radially expanded by 3.4 Å and determined to a resolution
of 7.3 Å (SI Appendix, Figs. S6 and S7 and Table S1). The smaller
particle contains pores 5.0 Å in diameter located at the icosahedral
threefold axes, whereas the pores in the more expanded particle
are 7.4 Å in diameter (Fig. 6 A and B, Table 1, and SI Appendix,
Fig. S8). These pores are not of sufficient size to allow passage of
the single-stranded SBV RNA genome. However, amino acids that
form the loops of capsid proteins adjacent to the pores have higher
temperature factors than the rest of the structure (Table 1). This
indicates that the loops are flexible. Furthermore, the presence of
two expansion intermediates suggests that the empty SBV capsids
are dynamic. The possible role of pores at threefold axes of SBV
capsids as channels for genome release is consistent with our
previous study of the genome release of SBPV (15). In contrast,
Organtini et al. (13) speculated that the genome of DWV may
escape from particles through a channel in a fivefold vertex of its
capsid. In native SBV virions, the N termini of VP3 subunits form a
5.2-Å narrow iris-like constriction of the channel along the fivefold
axis (Fig. 6C, Table 1, and SI Appendix, Fig. S8). However, in the
more expanded acidic pH empty capsid of SBV, residues 1–48 of
VP3 are not structured (Fig. 6D and SI Appendix, Fig. S8). Thus,
the more expanded empty SBV particles also contain 12-Å-di-
ameter pores along the fivefold axes (Fig. 6D, Table 1, and SI
Appendix, Fig. S8). The putative release of the SBV genome
through pores along threefold or fivefold symmetry axes differs
from the currently accepted genome release mechanism of picor-
naviruses, in which the pores along twofold icosahedral symmetry
axes have been implicated (35–37). Pores along the twofold axes of
SBV particles are not expanded after genome release, as is the case
in enteroviruses (Fig. 6 E and F, Table 1, and SI Appendix, Fig. S8).
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Fig. 6. Comparison of capsid protein conformations close to the threefold,
fivefold, and twofold axes of SBV virions and empty particles. The capsid
protein loops that form contacts in the vicinity of rotation axes of the capsid
are shown in cartoon representation. VP1, VP2, and VP3 are shown in blue,
green, and red, respectively. Side chains of residues closest to the rotation
axes are shown as sticks; the density map is depicted as a blue mesh. Details
of native virion at pH 7.4 (A, C, and E) and the more expanded empty par-
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Fig. 7. The MiCP induces disruption of liposomes at pH 5.5. Liposomes con-
taining carboxyfluorescein were mixed with MiCP at a final concentration of
2 μM in a solution at pH 7.4 (blue line) at the 50-s time point (MiCP/SBV arrow).
Liposomes were mixed with SBV virions at a final concentration of 2 nM, corre-
sponding to an MiCP concentration of 120 nM in a solution at pH 7.4 (black line).
Liposomes were mixed withMiCP at a final concentration of 2 μM in a solution at
pH 5.5 (red line). Liposomes were mixed with SBV virions at a final concentration
of 2 nM in a solution at pH 5.5 (green line). The liposomes were disrupted with
1% Triton X-100 at the 150-s time point (arrow). The fluorescence of carboxy-
fluorescein was increased due to the dequenching effect of fluorophore dilution
after the liposomes dissolved. Measured arbitrary fluorescence values were nor-
malized and plotted as an average of three independent experiments with SDs.
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The MiCP May Facilitate Delivery of SBV Genome into Cytoplasm.
MiCP subunits are tightly associated with the native virions of
SBV (Table 1). In contrast, in empty SBV particles, particularly
those exposed to acidic pH, the electron density corresponding to
the MiCP is visible only at lower contour levels than the rest of the
capsid. The occupancy refinement indicates that some of the
MiCP subunits detach from empty SBV particles at pH 5.8 (Table
1). The dissociation of MiCPs from the SBV capsid occurs in
similar conditions as the release of VP4 subunits from the virions
of dicistroviruses and picornaviruses before genome egress (29,
31–33). Furthermore, the hydrophobicity profile of the MiCP is
similar to that of the VP4 of HRV16 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3B). The
MiCP with an N-terminal His6-SUMO tag is expressed as soluble
protein in Escherichia coli and remains soluble after cleavage of
the tag (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). However, MiCP expression blocks
growth of the bacterial culture at 1 h after induction (SI Appendix,
Fig. S9). In buffer with pH 5.5, MiCP subunits at micromolar
concentrations induce the disruption of liposomes with phospho-
lipid content mimicking that of endosomes (Fig. 7 and SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S10) (38). The effect of SBV virions on liposomes in
the same conditions is limited (Fig. 7 and SI Appendix, Fig. S10);
however, in native conditions, receptor binding might contribute
to more efficient release of MiCP subunits from virions and
thus allow the protein to disrupt the endosome membranes.
The biological function of the MiCP may be similar to that of
the VP4 of picornaviruses, to facilitate transport of the virus
genome across the endosome membrane into the cell cyto-
plasm (39, 40).
In summary, our results show that SBV virions are structurally

distinct from virions of DWV and SBPV. We demonstrate that
acidic pH triggers expansion of SBV capsids, genome release,
and the partial dissociation of MiCP subunits from the virion

surface. Subsequently, the MiCP subunits may disrupt the endosome
membrane to allow the virus genome to reach the cell cytoplasm and
initiate infection.

Methods
The propagation of SBV in honey bee larvae was performed as described in The
COLOSS BEEBOOK (41). Purified SBV was applied onto holey carbon grids and
vitrified by plunge-freezing in liquid ethane. Micrographs were recorded with
a Falcon II camera in a Titan Krios transmission electron microscope (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Acquired data were processed using the RELION package
(42). Crystals of SBV were obtained from the identical material with the
hanging-drop technique in crystallization conditions containing 0.05 M mag-
nesium chloride, 0.1 MMES, 8% isopropanol, and 4% PEG 4000. The MiCP was
expressed in E. coli, purified with Ni-NTA chromatography, and diluted in two
types of buffer (pH 8.0 and pH 5.5). A suspension of liposomes filled with
carboxyfluorescein dye was distributed to a 96-well plate, and the MiCP was
added to wells with respective buffer conditions. Resulting changes in fluo-
rescence levels were recorded before and after the addition of 1% Triton
X-100. The methodology is described in detail in SI Appendix, Methods.
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Enterovirus particles expel capsid pentamers to
enable genome release
David Buchta 1, Tibor Füzik 1, Dominik Hrebík 1, Yevgen Levdansky1,3, Lukáš Sukeník1,2,
Liya Mukhamedova1, Jana Moravcová1, Robert Vácha1,2 & Pavel Plevka 1

Viruses from the genus Enterovirus are important human pathogens. Receptor binding or

exposure to acidic pH in endosomes converts enterovirus particles to an activated state that

is required for genome release. However, the mechanism of enterovirus uncoating is not well

understood. Here, we use cryo-electron microscopy to visualize virions of human echovirus

18 in the process of genome release. We discover that the exit of the RNA from the particle of

echovirus 18 results in a loss of one, two, or three adjacent capsid-protein pentamers. The

opening in the capsid, which is more than 120 Å in diameter, enables the release of the

genome without the need to unwind its putative double-stranded RNA segments. We also

detect capsids lacking pentamers during genome release from echovirus 30. Thus, our

findings uncover a mechanism of enterovirus genome release that could become target for

antiviral drugs.
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V iruses from the family Picornaviridae form non-enveloped
icosahedral virions that are about 30 nm in diameter.
Picornavirus capsids protect 8000-nucleotide-long single-

stranded RNA genomes, which are translated into polyproteins
that are co-translationally and post-translationally cleaved by
viral proteases to produce structural (capsid-forming) and non-
structural proteins1. The capsid proteins VP1, VP2, VP3, and
VP4 originating from a single polyprotein form a protomer, the
basic building block of the icosahedral capsid. The entire capsid
consists of 60 such protomers, arranged in 12 pentamer units.

The interactions of enteroviruses with receptors or exposure to
acidic pH in endosomes induce conformational changes in vir-
ions into an activated state characterized by increased particle
diameter, reduced contact areas between pentamers of capsid
protein protomers, release of VP4 subunits from particles, and
externalization of the N termini of VP1 subunits1–5. The activated
particles of numerous enteroviruses were shown to contain
openings along two-fold (5 × 10 Å) or five-fold (diameters of up
to 8 Å) axes of icosahedral symmetry of their capsids2–6. It has
been speculated that these pores serve for the release of enter-
ovirus genomes3,6–10. However, capsids of viruses from the
families Reoviridae and Totiviridae that release single-stranded
RNAs as part of their replication cycles contain circular pores
larger than 15 Å in diameter11,12. The size of the pores in
enterovirus capsids is not sufficient for the passage of single-
stranded RNA2–6,13–15. Furthermore, enterovirus genomes con-
tain sequences that form double-stranded RNA segments, which
fold into three-dimensional (3D) structures, such as the internal
ribosomal entry site required to initiate translation of viral
RNA16. If these double-stranded RNA segments were present
inside enterovirus particles, then the genome release would
require either the opening of pores larger than 40 Å in diameter,
or a mechanism to unwind the double-stranded RNA. However,
there is no evidence of an association between enzymes with RNA
helicase activity and enterovirus virions1,17. The structures of
enterovirus particles before and after genome release have been
characterized at high resolution3,6–10. Most of these cryo-electron
microscopy (cryo-EM) and X-ray crystallography studies
imposed icosahedral symmetry during the structure determina-
tion process and were not aimed at identifying the unique site of
genome exit3–7,9. Asymmetric single-particle reconstruction and
sub-tomogram averaging studies, at a resolution of 50 Å, were
used to indicate that RNA exits poliovirus particles close to a two-
fold axis8. The end stage of the enterovirus genome release are the
empty capsids, the structures of which were determined for sev-
eral enteroviruses4,5.

Here we show that the exit of the RNA from the particles of
echoviruses 18 and 30 requires capsid opening and results in a
loss of up to three adjacent capsid protein pentamers. The large
openings in the capsid enable the release of the genomes without
uncoiling their double-stranded RNA segments.

Results and Discussion
Opening of particles enables genome release of echovirus 18.
We imaged enterovirus particles in the process of genome release
by cryo-EM. Specifically, we performed cryo-EM of echovirus 18
virions exposed to pH 6.0 for 10 min, mimicking the acidic
environment that the virus encounters in endosomes (Fig. 1a,
Supplementary Fig. 1). Reference-free two-dimensional (2D) class
averages show that the particles releasing genomes lack parts of
their capsids (Fig. 1b). Asymmetric reconstruction combined with
3D classification identified subpopulations of echovirus 18 par-
ticles that lacked up to three pentamers of capsid protein pro-
tomers (Fig. 2a–c, Supplementary Fig. 2a). The missing
pentamers always formed a single compact opening through the

capsid (Fig. 2a–c). We call the particles lacking one or several
pentamers open particles. The remaining particles with complete
capsids were either activated particles or empty capsids (Sup-
plementary Fig. 2a). We did not detect native echovirus 18 virions
that lacked pentamers at neutral pH. The asymmetric recon-
structions of the open particles were determined to resolutions
better than 9 Å (Supplementary Table 1, Supplementary Figs 3–
5). The absence of one pentamer of capsid protein protomers
creates a 120 Å-diameter pore in the capsid (Fig. 2a). The
openings formed by the removal of one or more pentamers are
sufficiently large to allow release of the viral RNA, even if the
genome contains double-stranded RNA segments. Individual
micrographs of the open particles frequently show multiple
strands of RNA passing through the pore (Fig. 1b). In the 3D
reconstructions, the capsid openings contain featureless electron
densities with average values two times lower than those of the
protein capsid (Fig. 2d–i). This diffuse electron density corre-
sponds to an average of the RNA genomes escaping from the
virions, which have unique conformations in each of the particles
included in the reconstructions (Fig. 1b). In contrast to the for-
mation of the open particles of echovirus 18, complete capsids
were observed in the cryo-EM study of the genome release of
poliovirus8. However, the poliovirus uncoating was induced by
the exposure of particles to 56 °C, which may have affected the
secondary structure of the genome and the mechanism of its
release. A comparison of the distribution of charges and hydro-
phobic areas at the inter-pentamer contacts (Supplementary
Fig. 6) and a comparison of the inter-pentamer buried surface
areas (Supplementary Table 2) of enteroviruses do not provide
evidence why distinct enteroviruses should employ different
genome release mechanisms.

High-resolution structures of open particles of echovirus 18.
Reconstructions of the open particles missing one, two, or three
pentamers with imposed five-fold, two-fold, and three-fold
symmetries, respectively, were determined to resolutions of 3.8,
4.1, and 3.7 Å, which allowed their molecular structures to be
built (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 4, Supplementary Table 1).
Except for the missing pentamers, the open particles are similar in
structure to that of the activated echovirus 18 particle: increased
diameter relative to the native virus, reduced inter-pentamer
contacts, absence of VP4 subunits, and holes along icosahedral
two-fold symmetry axes (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 7)2–5,14,15.
The capsid proteins next to the missing pentamers are more
mobile than the rest of the capsid, as indicated by the three times
higher temperature factors than the remainder of the capsid.
Residues 1–42 from the N termini of VP1 subunits, which were
previously shown to interact with membranes and facilitate
enterovirus genome delivery into the cytoplasm1,18,19, are not
resolved in the electron density map, indicating that their struc-
tures differ among particles. The N-termini of some of the
VP1 subunits could reach out of the capsid through the openings
formed by the missing pentamers. It has been shown that the
RNA genome of poliovirus is protected against RNase A degra-
dation during uncoating and transfer across the membrane20. It
may seem that opening the particles of echovirus 18 exposes their
genomes for degradation. Nevertheless, in silico simulations
(Fig. 4, Supplementary Movie 1) and considerations of genome
diffusion from the capsid (for details, see Methods) show that the
large capsid opening results in a microsecond release time of the
genome. The short time required for genome release limits the
potential for its degradation. The externalized VP4 subunits and
N termini of VP1 were shown to be required for the subsequent
transport of enterovirus genomes across the endosome
membranes18,21–24.
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Re-structuring of echovirus 18 genome enables capsid opening.
Empty particles of echovirus 18 formed after genome release,
induced by exposure to acidic pH for 2 h, were used to calculate
their icosahedral reconstruction to a resolution of 3.2 Å (Sup-
plementary Table 1, Supplementary Figs 4, 7). This is consistent
with previous experiments, which show that empty capsids of
enteroviruses are stable in vivo and in vitro1–5,20. Because
the empty capsids of echovirus 18 are stable under the experi-
mental conditions, the discharged pentamers can bind back to
the capsid openings after the genome release25. It is likely that
the re-assembly of the empty particles was favored by the high
(0.5 mg/mL) concentration of echovirus 18 particles in samples
that were prepared for cryo-EM observations. Nevertheless, the
fate of the empty capsids after genome delivery is unimportant for
the infection process in vivo.

The stability of echovirus 18 empty capsids under the
conditions promoting genome release provides evidence that
the force for the expulsion of pentamers from the activated
particles is provided by the RNA genome. Comparing the cryo-
EM images of native virions with activated particles of echovirus
18 (Fig. 5), as well as other enteroviruses3,26,27, reveals that their
genomic RNAs undergo conformational changes upon exposure
to acidic pH. The conversion of echovirus 18 virions to activated
particles occurred in <3 min after exposure to acidic pH at 37 °C,
however some of the particles also released their RNA and
aggregated (Supplementary Fig. 8). This rapid conversion to
activated particles and genome release are consistent with
previous experiments showing that human rhinovirus 2 delivers
its genome into the cell cytoplasm within 2 min28. The electron
density of the genomes is distributed uniformly in echovirus 18
virions at neutral pH, but transforms to a grainy appearance in
activated particles at acidic pH (Fig. 5). During the shift from
neutral to acidic pH, the side chains of histidines of capsid
proteins (Supplementary Fig. 9), and probably also parts of the
genomic RNA, become protonated, and thus acquire more
positive charge. The reduction in the negative charge may disrupt
interactions between the RNA and positively charged polyamines
present within the virions17,29,30. The changes in the charge
distribution and putative release of the polyamines from virions
may result in the observed changes in the genome structure and
increased pressure on the capsid from the inside. The inter-
pentamer contacts of 11,000 Å2 in native echovirus 18 virion are
reduced to 5400 Å2 in the activated particles. Correspondingly,
the interaction between two pentamers in an activated particle of
echovirus 18 is 25% weaker than that in a native virion
(Supplementary Fig. 10). The weakening of the inter-pentamer
contacts together with the changes in the genome organization,
probably enable the opening of the activated particles for genome
release.

Molecular dynamics simulation of genome release. The
dynamics of the capsid opening and genome release were inves-
tigated using in silico simulations of a simplified model of the
picornavirus capsid with its genome (Fig. 4). Using certain
parameters in the model (for details, see Methods), we observed
genome release after which a pentamer was separated from a
capsid (Fig. 4, Supplementary Movie 1). In the simulations, the
capsid first cracked open to allow the release of part of the gen-
ome. During this process, one or a few pentamers separated from
the rest of the capsid. Subsequently, the two fragments of the
capsid closed, resulting in an open capsid missing one or a few
pentamers (Fig. 4). The pressure from the inside of the particle
required to crack open the capsid is two-thirds of that required to
expel a pentamer (for details, see Methods). Consequently,
enterovirus capsids are more likely to rupture into two halves
than to expel a single pentamer. After capsid rupture the genome
pressure decreases, so that the two halves of the capsid may not
separate completely and can quickly reassemble. The escaping
genome can break off some pentamers, as observed in our cryo-
EM experiments and simulations.

Open particles were also observed for other enteroviruses.
Open particles are also present in the samples of echovirus 30
(Fig. 6). Furthermore, Harutyunyan et al. detected particles
lacking pentamers in a sample of human rhinovirus 2 with
crosslinked RNA genomes exposed to acidic pH26. These obser-
vations indicate that enteroviruses may release their genomes
through openings formed by the removal of pentamers of
capsid protein protomers from their capsids. Numerous capsid-
binding antiviral compounds inhibit the genome release of

b

a

Fig. 1 Particles of echovirus 18 in the process of genome release lack parts
of their capsids. a Cryo-electron micrograph of echovirus 18 particles
captured in the process of genome release after incubation at acidic pH.
Black arrow indicates activated particle, white arrows particles in the
process of genome release, and black arrowheads empty particles. Scale
bar represents 25 nm. b Reference-free two-dimensional class averages
showing echovirus 18 particles in the process of RNA release lacking parts
of their capsids. Two representative electron micrographs of particles are
shown for each class average. Scale bar represents 10 nm
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enteroviruses31–34 and an improved understanding of the process
may facilitate drug development. In summary, our data show
that enterovirus genome release requires several consecutive
structural changes in a capsid (Fig. 7). Receptor binding or ex-
posure to acidic pH induces the transformation of native virions
into activated particles with reduced inter-pentamer
interfaces1,3,7–9,14,15. The weakening of inter-pentamer contacts
and changes in the genome structure enable opening of the
capsids and release of the RNA genome.

Methods
Production and purification of echovirus 18. Echovirus 18 (strain METCALF,
ATCC-VR-852TM) was propagated in immortalized African green monkey kidney
(GMK, 84113001 Sigma) cells cultivated in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium

enriched with 10% fetal bovine serum. For virus preparation, 50 tissue culture
dishes with a diameter of 150 mm of GMK cells grown to 100% confluence were
infected with echovirus 18 with a multiplicity of infection of 0.01. The infection was
allowed to proceed for 5–7 days, at which point more than 90% of the cells
exhibited the cytophatic effect. The cell media were harvested and any remaining
attached cells were removed from the dishes using cell scrapers. The cell suspension
was centrifuged at 15,000 × g in a Beckman Coulter Allegra 25R centrifuge, rotor
A-10 at 10 °C for 30 min. The resulting pellet was re-suspended in 10 mL of
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4, 137 mM
NaCl, and 2.7 mM KCl, pH 7.4). The solution was subjected to three rounds of
freeze-thawing by transfer between −80 and 37 °C, and homogenized using a
Dounce tissue grinder. Cell debris was separated from the supernatant by cen-
trifugation at 3100 × g in a Beckman Coulter Allegra 25R centrifuge, rotor A-10 at
10 °C for 30 min. The resulting supernatant was combined with media from the
infected cells. Virus particles were precipitated by the addition of PEG-8000 and
NaCl to final concentrations of 12.5% (w/v) and 0.6 M, respectively. The pre-
cipitation was allowed to proceed overnight at 10 °C and with mild shaking. The
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Fig. 2 Open particles of echovirus 18 lacking one, two, or three adjacent pentamers. a–c Asymmetric three-dimensional reconstructions of open particles
lacking one (a), two (b), or three (c) pentamers. The electron density maps are rainbow colored based on the distance of the electron density surface from
the particle center. d–f Electron density distributions in central sections of asymmetric reconstruction of open particles missing one (d), two (e), or three
(f) pentamers. The directions of five-fold, two-fold, and three-fold symmetry axes are indicated. Diffuse density in the areas of the missing pentamers
probably belong to the average of the RNA molecules escaping from the particles. Example reference-free two-dimensional class averages of final three-
dimensional refinement with C1 symmetry of open particles missing one (g), two (h), or three (i) pentamers. Scale bar represents 10 nm
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Fig. 3 Symmetrized three-dimensional reconstructions of open particles. Echovirus 18 particles lacking one (a), two (b), or three (c) pentamers. Five-fold
(a), two-fold (b), and three-fold (c) symmetries were employed during the reconstructions. The electron density maps are rainbow colored based on the
distance of the electron density surface from the particle center. Scale bar represents 10 nm
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following day, the precipitate was centrifuged at 15,000 × g in a Beckman Coulter
Allegra 25R centrifuge, rotor A-10 at 10 °C for 30 min. The pelleted white pre-
cipitate was re-suspended in 12 mL of PBS. MgCl2 was added to a final con-
centration of 5 mM, and the sample was subjected to DNAse (10 μg/mL final
concentration) and RNAse (10 μg/mL final concentration) treatment for 30 min at
ambient temperature. Subsequently, trypsin was added to a final concentration of
0.5 μg/mL and the mixture was incubated at 37 °C for 10 min. EDTA at pH 9.5 was
added to a final concentration of 15 mM and non-ionic detergent, NP-40TM (Sigma
Aldrich Inc.), was added to a final concentration of 1%. The virus particles were
pelleted through a 30% (w/v) sucrose cushion in re-suspension buffer (0.25 M
HEPES, pH= 7.5, and 0.25 M NaCl) by centrifugation at 210,000 × g in an Optima
X80 ultracentrifuge using a Beckman CoulterTM Ti50.2 rotor at 10 °C for 2 h. The
pellet was re-suspended in 1.5 mL of PBS and loaded onto 60% (w/w) CsCl solution
in PBS. The CsCl gradient was established by ultracentrifugation at 160,000 × g in
an Optima X80 ultracentrifuge using a Beckman CoulterTM SW41Ti rotor at 10 °C
for 18 h. The opaque bands containing the virus was extracted with a 20-gauge
needle mounted on a 5 mL disposable syringe. The virus was transferred into 10
mM Tris, pH= 7.4, and 0.1 M NaCl by multiple rounds of buffer exchange using a
centrifugal filter device with a 100-kDa molecular weight cutoff.

Cryo-EM sample preparation and data acquisition. For cryo-EM, 3.5 μL of
echovirus 18 solution (2 mg/mL) were blotted and vitrified using a Vitrobot Mark
IV on Quantifoil R2/1300 mesh holey carbon grids (vitrobot settings blot-force 2,
blotting time 2 s). To observe echovirus 18 particles in the process of genome
release, 5 μL of virus solution at a concentration of 2 mg/mL in 10 mM Tris, pH=
7.4, and 0.1 M NaCl was diluted in 15 μL of 50 mMMes, pH 6.0. To obtain samples
for single-particle analysis, the virus was incubated in acidic pH for 10 min at 4 °C.
To measure the speed of formation of activated particles, the sample was incubated
at 37 °C. Electron micrographs of virus particles were collected using an FEI Titan
Krios transmission electron microscope operated at 300 kV. The sample in the
column of the microscope was kept at −196 °C. Images were recorded with an FEI
Falcon III direct electron detection camera under low-dose conditions (22.6 e−/Å2)
with defocus values ranging from −1.0 to −3.0 µm at a nominal magnification of
×75,000, resulting in a pixel size of 1.061 Å/px. Each 1 s of exposure was recorded
in movie mode and saved as 39 separate movie frames. The frames from each
exposure were aligned to compensate for drift and beam-induced motion during
image acquisition using the program motioncor235. The resulting dose-weighted
sum of aligned frames was used in the subsequent image processing steps, except
for estimating contrast transfer function (CTF) parameters, which were determined
from non-dose-weighted micrographs using the program gCTF36.

Single-particle reconstructions of echovirus 18. Particles of echovirus 18 (512 ×
512 pixels) were automatically selected from micrographs by Gautomatch. The
images were processed using the package RELION 2.137. The dataset of autopicked
particles of echovirus 18 was subjected to 2D classification. Classes containing full
and empty particles were selected for processing in parallel. Classes containing full
particles were 3D-classified to obtain sets of native particles and activated particles.
Echovirus 7 [PDB ID: 2X5I] served as the initial model for these classifications38.
Similarly, classes containing empty particles were subjected to 3D classification to
obtain a homogeneous set of empty particles. Finally, refinement of the selected
particles was performed for native, activated particles and empty particles, using
the RELION 3dautorefine procedure37. Icosahedral symmetry was imposed on the
volumes during the refinement process.

3D reconstructions of open particles. Schemes of the image processing, classi-
fication and reconstruction of echovirus 18 and echovirus 30 are shown in Sup-
plementary Fig. 2. Particles of echovirus 18 (512 × 512 pixels) were automatically
selected by Gautomatch. Particles of echovirus 30 in the process of genome release
(512 × 512 pixels) were manually boxed using the program e2boxer.py from
EMAN239. The images were processed using RELION 2.137. The dataset of
autopicked echovirus 18 articles was subjected to 2D classification. Classes con-
taining particles releasing their genomes were selected for further 3D classification.

a b c d

gfe

0 ns 2 ns 7 ns 12 ns

217 ns73 ns43 ns

Fig. 4 Molecular dynamics simulation of echovirus 18 genome release. Seven snapshots from the process were selected. a Compact capsid just before
opening. b Initial cracking of the particle with one pentamer separated from the rest of the capsid. c–e Continued release of the genome. f Re-assembly of
the capsid missing one pentamer. g Remainder of the genome diffuses from the open capsid. Genome is shown in blue, outer capsid surface in orange,
inner capsid surface in purple, beads at pentamer edges shown in dark and light gray, green, and red represent attractive inter-pentamer interfaces. Scale
bar represents 10 nm

ba

Fig. 5 Exposure to acidic pH for 3 min at 4 °C induces conformational
changes in echovirus 18 genome. a Electron micrograph of native echovirus
18 virions with uniformly distributed density of RNA genome. b Electron
micrograph of echovirus 18 activated particles with grainy distribution of
electron density belonging to RNA genome. Scale bar represents 25 nm
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The structure of the echovirus 18 or echovirus 30 “A” particle, low-pass filtered to a
resolution of 50 Å, was used to initiate asymmetrical 3D classification of echovirus
18 and echovirus 30, respectively. Classes with particles exhibiting defects corre-
sponding to missing one, two, or three pentamers were selected for further 3D
classification. In these classification steps and in the final refinement step, the
previous 3D class reconstructions served as the initial models. These reconstruc-
tions were rotated so that the symmetry axes of the open particles were aligned
with the z-axis. The resulting 3D classes with homogenous particles missing one,
two, or three pentamers were independently refined using the RELION 3dautor-
efine procedure as asymmetric reconstructions or by imposing the appropriate
symmetries.

Post-processing of the refined maps. The volumes resulting from the 3D
refinement were threshold masked, detector modulation transfer function cor-
rected and B-factor sharpened using the RELION postprocess procedure. To avoid
over-masking, the masked maps were visually inspected to exclude the possibility

of the clipping of electron densities belonging to the virus capsid. Additionally, the
occurrence of over-masking was monitored by inspecting the shapes of Fourier
shell correlation (FSC) curves. Furthermore, the shapes of the FSC curves of phase-
randomized half-datasets with the applied mask were checked. The resulting
resolutions of the reconstructions were estimated as the values at which the FSC
curves fell to 0.143.

Structure determination of open particles of echovirus 18. The initial model,
the activated particle of echovirus 18, was rigid-body fitted into the B-factor-
sharpened cryo-EM map of echovirus 18 open particles and subjected to manual
rebuilding using Coot40, and coordinate and B-factor refinement using Phenix41.

Charge calculation - Monte Carlo simulations. We performed Metropolis Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations using the Faunus framework42. The spherical cell with a
radius of 45 nm contained one copy of the capsid described with an implicit-
solvent coarse-grained model, where every residue was treated as a spherical bead

170
Å

130

5

ba

c d

Fig. 6 Open particle of echovirus 30. a, b Reference-free two-dimensional class averages showing echovirus 30 particles lacking parts of their capsids. For
each class, average images of two representative particles are shown. c Three-dimensional reconstruction of open particle of echovirus 30 lacking one
pentamer with imposed five-fold symmetry. The electron density map is rainbow colored based on the distance from the particle center. d Electron density
distribution in central section of reconstruction of open particle. The diffuse density in the pore formed by the missing pentamer probably belongs to the
average of RNA molecules escaping from the particles. Scale bars represent 10 nm

Native
virion

Activated
particle

Open
particles

Empty
particle

Released
genome

Fig. 7 Scheme of enterovirus genome release. Binding to receptors or exposure to acidic pH in endosomes induces conformational transition of virions to
activated particles. The structural changes within the capsid and virus RNA enable the expulsion of pentamers from the capsid, resulting in the formation of
open particles. The RNA genomes are released from the open particles. After the genome release, the pentamers may re-associate with the open capsids.
Scale bar represents 10 nm
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(located at the center of mass of the residue) with a radius derived from the amino-
acid molecular weight and the common density of 0.9 g/mL. The N- and C termini
of both proteins were represented as separate residues. The solvent was treated as a
dielectric continuum using the Debye–Hückel approximation with a relative per-
mittivity of 78.7 for the interaction of charged residues43,44. The capsid was placed
in the middle of the simulation sphere with all degrees of motion frozen. Each
amino acid was allowed to change its protonation state by titration move, where
protons are allowed to move between the bead and solution. The energy associated
with the exchange is determined by the change in local electrostatic energy ± (pH
− pK0)ln10, where pK0 is the dissociation constant of the isolated amino acid, and
pH is that of the system45. The plus and minus in the equation is associated with
protonation and de-protonation, respectively. Titratable residues with their pKa
values are: C terminus (2.6), Asp (4.0), Glu (4.4), His (6.3), N-terminus (7.5), Tyr
(9.6), Lys (10.4), Cys (10.8), and Arg (12.0). The total number of moves, in which
there are attempts to protonate/deprotonate residues, was at least 1000 per each
residue in all simulations. The temperature of our NVT ensemble was set to 298 K.
We performed calculations of capsids of both native virions and activated particles
with structures determined from cryo-EM. The average charges of amino acids
were determined for pH= 7.4 and 6.0, and monovalent salt solutions of con-
centrations 150 and 40 mM.

Comparison of forces required to open a capsid. The reason why the capsids are
more likely to initially crack open rather than directly expel pentamers can be
shown by a comparison of the forces holding the capsids together to the force
exerted by the genome, which acts to rupture the capsid from the inside. Assuming
that the inside pressure generated by the genome is homogeneous, the force acting
on each pentamer is proportional to its area of 1/12 of the sphere surface:
fpentamer= πr2 p/3, where r is the capsid radius and p is the excess pressure from
inside to outside. Each pentamer in the capsid interacts with five others, generating
a force of 5 F that holds the pentamer in the capsid. Therefore, the pressure of the
genome required to break a pentamer away is p= 15 F/(πr2). However, the pres-
sure to separate two halves of a capsid is only p= 10 F/(πr2), because two half-
capsids interact with each other through 10 inter-pentamer interfaces, resulting in a
holding force of 10 F and the pressure force exerted by the genome is fhalf= πr2 p
due to the half-capsid projection in the direction of the force.

Molecular dynamics simulations. All-atom molecular dynamics simulations were
performed using GROMACS version 2016.446,47. The initial structure from cryo-
EM was minimized and equilibrated for 10 ns using the all-atom Amber99SB-
ILDN force field48. During the all-atom equilibration, the system was kept in an
isothermal-isobaric ensemble using position restraints on backbone atoms. The
spring constant of the position restraints was 1000 kJ/mol/nm2. Temperature was
held at 300 K with a velocity-rescaling thermostat49. The time constant for tem-
perature coupling was set to 0.1 ps. We employed an isotropic Berendsen barostat50
set to 1 bar using a 1 ps coupling constant. Lennard-Jones forces were calculated
with a cutoff radius of 1.1 nm. The same cutoff was applied for real-space elec-
trostatic interactions, while the long-range contribution was evaluated with particle
mesh Ewald51. All bonds were constrained using the LINCS algorithm52, apart
from TIP3P water, for which analytical SETTLE was used53. A 2-fs time step was
used for the production run. The system consisted of four echovirus 18 protomers
in aqueous solution (of roughly 200,000 water molecules) with added NaCl ions at
a concentration of 150 mM. We simulated capsids of both native virions and
activated particles in a rectangular box of 16 × 16 × 21 and 17 × 17 × 25 nm,
respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were applied.

For the binding free energy calculations between two pentamers, we used a
computationally efficient, coarse-grained MARTINI 2.2 force field54–56. The
resulting structure from all-atom equilibration was converted into a MARTINI
model using the martinize.py script. As a consequence of coarse-graining, the
MARTINI model does not explicitly describe backbone hydrogen bonds. Thus, the
secondary structure has to be imposed on the peptides and maintained throughout
the simulation. The assignment of secondary structure for both native virion and
activated particle echovirus 18 was done with the program DSSP57. To help
preserve the higher-order structure, an elastic network was added to the standard
MARTINI topology. Harmonic bonds were generated between backbone beads by
the martinize.py script using the option -elastic. The elastic bond force constant
was set to 500 kJ/mol/nm2 (−ef 500), and the lower and upper elastic bond cutoff
radius to 0.5 and 0.9 nm (−el 0.5 and −eu 0.9), respectively, and the elastic bond
decay factor and decay power both to 0 (−ea 0 and −ep 0). Furthermore, elastic
bonds were deleted for residues exhibiting a high degree of flexibility in the electron
density map (Supplementary Table 3). Additionally, the mapping of histidines with
an average charge over 0.4 e, determined from MC simulations, were changed from
the uncharged to charged form. The simulation time step was set to 30 fs. A
velocity-rescaling thermostat with a coupling constant of 1.0 ps was employed to
maintain the temperature at 310 K49. Protein and solvent beads were coupled to
separate baths to ensure the correct temperature distribution. The pressure was
kept at 1 bar with a Parrinello-Rahman barostat with an isotropic coupling scheme
with a coupling constant of 12 ps58. All non-bonded interactions were cutoff at
1.1 nm and the van der Waals potential was shifted to zero. The relative dielectric
constant was set to 15. Periodic boundary conditions were employed, yielding a
rectangular box of dimensions 17.7 × 17.7 × 28.5 nm for the activated particle and

17.7 × 17.7 × 31.4 nm for the native virion. The System consisted of 4 protomers of
capsid proteins of echovirus 18 in water with added NaCl ions at a concentration of
150 mM.

The umbrella sampling method was employed to determine the free energy of
binding between two pentamers. We defined the reaction coordinate as the z-
distance between the centers of mass of protomers 1–2 and 3–4 (Supplementary
Fig. 11). We restrained the position of protomers 1–2 through the use of harmonic
potentials on backbone beads, excluding the flexible residues from Supplementary
Table 3. Cylindrical flat-bottomed position restraints were applied to the backbone
beads of protomers 3–4, excluding the residues from Supplementary Table 3, to
keep the protomers from tilting and moving in the XY plane. The cylinders were
parallel to the z-axis. The force constant was set to 1000 kJ/mol/nm2 and the radius
of all cylinders was 0.3 nm. The reference configuration for the cylindrical flat-
bottomed position restraint was selected from a 1000-ns equilibration run. For the
last 500 ns of the equilibration run, the structure of protomers 3–4 was averaged.
The reference configuration was selected from the trajectory based on the lowest
root mean squared deviation toward the averaged structure. For the native virion,
74 umbrella windows were simulated for 2000 ns each, which was necessary to get a
convergence (Supplementary Fig. 12). The spring constant of the umbrella
harmonic potential was set to 50,000 kJ/mol/nm2 for the first 40 windows, with a
spacing of 0.02 nm. The next 34 windows were spaced by 0.025 nm and the spring
constant was set to 10,000 kJ/mol/nm2. For the activated particle of enterovirus 18,
149 umbrella windows were simulated for 1000 ns each. The first 34 windows were
spaced by 0.02 nm and a harmonic spring of 50,000 kJ/mol/nm2 was applied. The
next 115 windows had the spring constant set to 10,000 kJ/mol/nm2 with a spacing
of 0.025 nm. To analyze the probability distributions of states from each window,
iterative WHAM was used, implemented in the GROMACS tool gmx wham59,60.

Phenomenological model. We developed a phenomenological coarse-grained
model of a Picornavirus family based on human echovirus 18 (Supplementary
Fig. 13). The capsid was a regular dodecahedron comprised of 12 pentagonal
subunits. Each subunit assumes the role of a stable pentameric intermediate. The
pentamers were made of beads (pseudoatoms) organized in three layers.

The outer circumscribed sphere of the capsid had a radius of 16 nm and the
inner was 14 nm. Each pentamer was composed of 317 beads connected with 1311
harmonic bonds keeping the structure. The spring constant of the harmonic
potential was 250 kJ/mol. Beads within the capsids were only interacting via
harmonic bonds. There were six types of beads (Supplementary Fig. 14), all of
which were interacting with Weeks-Chandler-Anderson repulsive potential with an
epsilon set to 1.0 [https://doi.org/10.1063/1.1674820]. In addition, beads at the
pentamer edges had an attractive interaction range of 0.3 to 2.0 nm based on the
free energy calculation with the Martini model. The interaction decreased to zero
with a cos2 dependence. The attraction strength was weak, 0.5 kJ/mol, for the inner
and outer layer, while the middle layer had stronger attraction strength that varied
from 2 to 20 kJ/mol. The attraction only acts between the types, which are in
contact in the assembled capsid structure. These interactions represent specific
contacts between the protomers in the capsid (Supplementary Fig. 11).

To investigate RNA genome release from the capsid, we modeled the RNA as a
chain of repulsive beads. A single bead represented two nucleotides with a radius of
0.6 nm connected by a 1.1-nm-long harmonic bond, which is about twice the
distance between phosphates of adjacent nucleotides. All beads were interacting
with a shifted truncated Lennard-Jones potential, i.e. Weeks-Chandler-Anderson
potential with an epsilon set to 1.061.

Simulations were performed in LAMMPS62, with the use of a Langevin
thermostat63–65. Center of mass motion of the entire system caused by the
thermostat was eliminated using the option “zero yes”. Additionally, the “gjf yes”
option was turned on, applying Gronbech-Jensen/Farago time-discretization for
the Langevin model to enable longer time steps, while still producing the correct
Boltzmann distribution of atom positions65. The viscous damping term was set to
10,000 time steps. The reduced temperature in our simulations was T*= 1 kBT. The
box size 150 × 150 × 150 nm was constant and the same for all simulations.

The simulation protocol was as follows. First the capsid was generated from
pentamers, and then the chain representing the genome was generated within the
capsid using a random walk. The equilibration started with the chain equilibration
alone, which was simulated with Langevin dynamics for 108 steps, while the capsid
shell was motionless. The second step was the equilibration of both the capsid and
genome. The attraction between pair B-C begun at 35 kJ/mol and was gradually
decreased by a rate of 0.25 kJ/mol every 200,000 time steps. The production
genome release simulations were repeated 10 times, with different conditions, for
each set of parameters (attraction strength, attraction range, flexibility of the
capsid, and the size of the genome beads) each of which were concluded at 109 time
steps or sooner if the release had occurred.

To estimate the timescale of the simulations, we performed 50 independent
simulations of the full virus capsid starting from different conditions. Each
simulation was performed for 108 steps. The parameters for the capsid were chosen
to prevent the genome release within the duration of the simulation. We analyzed
the averaged square displacement of the full capsid center of mass. Using Fick’s
second law, we calculated the diffusion coefficient of the capsid to be 1.37 × 10−4

±2.0 × 10−8Å2/step (Supplementary Fig. 15). We also estimated the diffusion
coefficient using the Stokes-Einstein relation, with a capsid radius of 16.5 nm, the
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diffusion coefficient is 15 µm2/s. Comparing the estimated coefficient with the
simulation one, the simulation time step corresponded to 92 fs (there were 10,901
± 1 steps in a ns).

Timescale of genome release. To estimate the timescale of genome release from
the virus capsid, we analyzed the average times of this process in our simulations.
The genome was released from the capsid in the order of 106 simulation steps
corresponding to 100 ns. Another approach is to estimate the time required for the
genome to diffuse freely from an open capsid. Using Einstein-Stokes relation, we
determined that the genome diffuses 50 nm in microsecond timescale, which makes
the observation of the genome release experimentally challenging.

Reporting summary. Further information on experimental design is available in
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Cryo-EM electron density maps have been deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data
Bank, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/emdb/ (accession numbers EMD-0181, EMD-0182,
EMD-0183, EMD-0184, EMD-0185, EMD-0186, EMD-0187, EMD-0188, EMD-0189,
and EMD-0217), and the fitted coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data
Bank, www.pdb.org (PDB ID codes 6HBG, 6HBH, 6HBJ, 6HBK, 6HBL, and 6HHT). The
authors declare that all other data supporting the findings of this study are available
within the article and its Supplementary Information files, or are available from the
authors upon request.
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